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In the first place he is the hardest author by far I ever 
meddled with. Then he has a dry conciseness that makes 
one imagine one is perusing a table of contents rather than 
a book ; it tastes for all the world like chopped hay, or rather 
like chopped logic ; for he has a violent affection to that art, 
being in some sort his own inyention ; so that he often loses 
himself in little trifling distinctions and verbal niceties, and 
what is worse, leaves you to extricate yourself as you can. 
Thirdly, he has suffered vastly by his transcribers, as all 
authors of great brevity necessarily must. Fourthly and 
lastly, he has abundance of fine, uncommon things, which 
make him well worth the pains he gives one. You see what 
you have to expect. 

Tuomas Gray's Letters, 



PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION 

Tus book was first published in 1926. In the second 
edition some corrections have been made in the 
translation, and a few alterations and additions 
elsewhere, 

I may be allowed to record that my text has 
received unexpected support from the theory of 
clausulae in Greek prose set out by W. H. Shewring 
in the Classical Quarterly, xxv. 12. Besides more 
oratorical writings, Aristotle’s Ethics comes under 
Mr Shewring’s purview, and he tabulates the forms 
of sentence-endings most frequently used in it (em- 
ploying the textus receptus). An application of Mr 
Shewring’s rules to my text (see Classical Quarterly, 
xxv. 211) shows that all but one or two of my con- 
jectural emendations conform to these rules, and 
substitute either a good clauswla for a bad one or 
one good one for another, although I was thinking 
not of rhythm but solely of grammar, sense and style. 
An examination of the places where I have accepted 
the conjectures of others or preferred one ms. reading 
to another gives similarly satisfactory results. 

I find it necessary to explain that the translation 
was designed to serve ag an assistance to readers of 
the Greek ; it is therefore as interpretative as I was 
able to make it without its becoming a mere para- 
AQ vii 



PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION 

phrase. Had I been working for those desirous of 
studying Aristotle without reading Greek, my 
method would have been different: I should have 
aimed at an entirely non-committal version, re- 
producing the Greek as closely as possible, keeping 
the abbreviations, omissions, ambiguities and ob- 
scurities that seem to be observable in some of its 
sentences, and so providing an English text to 
accompany the study of the valuable commentaries 
on the treatise that are available. 

H.R. 

15th December 1933. 



INTRODUCTION 

Livz or ARISTOTLE 

Anistotie’s life is known to us in some detail from 
various sources, the chief being the Lives of the 
Philosophers by Diogenes of Laerte. He was born 
in 384 B.c. at Stageirus on the Gulf of the Strymon, 
and though he lived half his life at Athens he re- 
mained a citizen of that little colony in the North. 
His father was an hereditary member of the medical 
profession, and physician to King Amyntas II. of 
Macedon. At the age of seventeen Aristotle went 
for higher education to Athens. There this ‘ young 
son of a doctor from the colonies ’ became a pupil of 
Plato; and he was a member of the Academy for 
twenty years, till the founder’s death. Plato called 
him ‘the mind of the School.’ Aristotle’s debt to 
his master was very great; although in natural 
science‘ he went far beyond him—his interest in 
biology he may have inherited from his father,—in 
philosophy he built on Plato’s foundations. He 
assumes in his readers a knowledge of Plato's 
writings ; and if he only mentions him to differ from 

ix 
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him, the spirit in which he differs can be seen in a 
well-known passage in the Ethics. 
When Speusippus succeeded Plato as head of the 

Academy, Aristotle left Athens. For three years 
he lived with his friend and former fellow-student, 
Hermeias, once a slave, then a banker, and now 
‘tyrant’ of Atarneus and Assos in Mysia; whose 
niece he married. Hermeias falling into the hands 
of the Persians, Aristotle took refuge in the neigh- 
bouring island of Lesbos, but was afterwards invited 
by King Philip to return to Macedon and undertake 
the education of the crown-prince, now thirteen years 
old. According to Plutarch, Alexander revered his 
tutor no less than his father, declaring (in Aristotelian 
phrase) that ‘to the one he owed life, to the other 
the good life.’ Aristotle’s influence may be traced 
in the conqueror’s respect for Greece and his love 
of Hellenic culture, though not in his design to fuse 
Greek and barbarian as equals under his empire. 
Both Philip and Alexander supplied the philosopher 
with endowment ; and Alexander placed the hunters, 
fowlers, fishermen, and stock-keepers of the empire 
under his orders to assist his zoological studies, 
though it must be said that Aristotle’s works show 
little acquaintance with the fauna of the East. 

Alexander became regent of Macedon at the age 
of sixteen, when Philip was making war on Byzan- 

* 3, vi.1. The sentence, itself copied from Plato, became 
proverbial, and in the form Amicus Plato sed mags amica 
(or sed maior) veritas floated down the ages to Don Quixote, 
Mr. Shandy and Mr. Micawber. Bacon misrepresented the 
position when he wrote ‘Aristotle, as though he had been 
of the race of the Ottomans, thought he could not reign 
except the first thing he did he laalled all his brethren.’ 
x 
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tium. Stageirus had been destroyed by Philip in the 
Olynthian war, but Aristotle had been permitted 
to restore it, and there he now retired. But when 
Alexander succecded to his father’s throne in 336 B.c., 
Aristotle again settled at Athens. He now definitely 
broke away from the Academy, of which Xenocrates 
had become head, and set up as a teacher in the 
Lyceum. This was a precinct with colonnades and 
shrines, sacred to Apollo and the Muses, just outside 
the city ; its walks, in which the master taught his 
pupils, gave the new school its name of Peripatetic. 
Here he instituted a sort of collegiate life, besides 
forming a large library and a museum of natural 
history. 

This fourth and culminating period of Aristotle's 
life, his professorship at Athens, lasted twelve years. 
In 322 pc. the sudden death of Alexander was 
followed by a Greek revolt, in which Athens took the 
lead. Aristotle, an alien, a protégé of the court, 
a friend of the viceroy Antipater, and a critic of 
democracy, was marked out to be a victim of anti- 
Macedonian feeling. The attack, like that against 
Socrates before, took the form of a prosecution for 
impiety. Declaring that he would not let Athens 
“sin twice against philosophy,’ Aristotle withdrew 
to the Macedonian stronghold of Chalcis, where he 
had property; and there within a year he died. 
His will, preserved by Diogenes, names Antipater 
as chief executor, and makes minute provision for 
his family and his slaves, some of whom are to be 
rewarded with freedom, 
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ArisToTLe’s Works 

Aristotle’s writings fell into two groups. One 
consisted of more or less popular works? on philo- 
sophical subjects, many of them in dialogue form, 
which were published (éxSeSopévoe Adyor); the other 
of scientific treatises (dxpoarikot Adyot), recording 
for his students his oral teaching, and kept in the 
library of the school. The former group is entirely 
lost, unless the treatise on the Constitution of Athens, 
rediscovered in 1890, be held to belong to it; but 
it is to these books that Cicero and Quintilian inust 
be referring when they speak of the charm and flow 
of Aristotle’s style, since those qualities are for the 
most part not to be found in his extant works. These 
are not books at all; each is a collection of separate 
discourses on different parts of some subject, loosely 
put together to form a treatise on the whole. The 
transitional passages, summing up what has been 
said or outlining what is to come, are often inaccurate, 
and some of the cross references are hard to trace. 
The style is uneven ; some chapters may consist of 
little more than outlines of the argument, in others 
it is completely but baldly set out; while other 
passages again are written in a copious and even 
eloquent form. Cicero ® refers to Aristotle’s writings 
as commentarii, notes; and their nature is best ex- 
plained by supposing that they are drafts of his 
courses of lectures, put together by himself or more 

® These are doubtless to be reckoned among the éfw- 
repixal éyo referred to in Aristotle’s extant works, though 
that term seems to include the discourses of other philo- 
sophers as well. See note on 1. xii. 9. 

De finibus vy. 12. 

=xil 
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probably by his pupils to form treatises on the various 
departments of philosophy and science, and pre- 
served in his school as an encyclopaedia for the use 
of students. Not only the style but occasional illus- 
trations and allusions suggest the lecturer; indeed, 
they enabled Henry Jackson, in an entertaining 
paper,* to reconstruct for us Aristotle’s lecture-room, 
with its pupils, furniture and apparatus, and even the 
busts and pictures that adorned it. 

His erntca, TREATISES 

The Aristotelian Corpus contains three complete 
treatises on moral science, the Nicomachean Ethics, 
the Ludemian Ethics, and the Magna Moralia. Nico- 
machus was Aristotle’s son, and is mentioned as a 
minor in his will; he fell in battle while still young. 
Eudemus was the pupil who adhered most closely to 
the master’s teaching. They may have been the 
editors of the works that bear their names; though 
the early commentator Porphyry speaks of these as 
“ dedicated to’ Nicomachus and Eudemus.’ In any 
cas¢c, no one questions that the Nicomachean Ethics is 
the authoritative statement of Aristotle’s system. 
The Eudemian may perhaps be regarded as an earlier 
course of lectures, giving his views in a less mature 
form.¢ The Great Ethics is a shorter course, probably 

® Journal of Philology, No. 70. 
> Cicero lc. says that the Nicomachean is attributed to 

Aristotle himself, but may well be by his son. 
¢ Burnet, Essays and Addresses, p. 294, thinks that this 

has now been conclusivcly proved by Jaeger. The same 
order of the three treatises is upheld by A. Mansion (Rev. 
Néo-Seol. de Philosophie, 1931), but Stocks in the Oxford 
Translation of Aristotle, vol. ix., argues that the Zudemian 
is the later, and after Aristotle, 
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compiled by a Peripatetic of the next generation, 
and based partly on the Nicomachean but chiefly on 
the Eudemian.* 

Tur Nicomacuean-Eupemian Booxs 

A curious problem is raised by the fact that Books 
V.-VII. of the Nicomachean Ethics belong also to the 
Eudemian ; or so it is stated in the mss. of the latter, 
which omit this part of the treatise and refer the 
reader to the other work. The natural inference is 
that Aristotle left only one course of lectures on these 
portions of the subject. It is true that the amphi- 
bious Books fit somewhat loosely into the general 
argument of the Nicomachean Ethics, and it has been 
held that they really belong to the Eudemian, the 
corresponding parts of the Nicomachean having been 
lost. Recent opinion on the other hand has inclined 
to assign them to the Nicomachean, and to suppose 
the loss of three Books of the Eudemian; some 
passages in the other Eudemian Books seem to point 
to a different treatment of the topics of the doubtful 
Books, and so does the handling of these topics in the 
Magna Moralia, But the uncertainty of arguments 
of this nature is shown by what has been said above 
about the loose construction of the Aristotelian 
treatises in general. We have no option but to 
accept Books V.-VII. as Aristotle’s considered doctrine 
on the topics of which they treat, except in so far as 
they are modified by other parts of the work. 

* Von Arnim, Hudemisohe Ethik und Metaphysik, puts 
the Great Ethios first. 
x1v 
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CLASSIFICATION oF ScIENncES 

Aristotle’s conception of Ethics is based on a 
technicality that he inherits from Plato, the division 
of Science into Theoretic and Practical. Theoretic 
Science is prompted by intellectual curiosity, and 
aims at knowledge for its own sake; Practical 
Science is pursued for the guidance of life, and seeks 
knowledge only as a means to action. Theoretic 
Science studies that part of the universe of things 
which is unchanging—the Deity, the fixed stars, the 
fundamental principles of being, the laws of mathe- 
matics—together with such mutable things as ‘ have 
their source of change within them,’ in so far as that 
change is necessary, and obeys a natural law of 
growth and decay. Practical Science studies things 
that ‘ have their source of change in something else,’ 
that ‘can be otherwise’; and it aims at ‘ devising 
rules for successful intervention in the course of 
events, to produce results which but for our inter- 
vention would not have come about ’ (Taylor). 

Eruics anp Practicau Science 

Within this latter field, the place of ethical science 
is partly indicated in the opening chapters of the 
Nieomachean Ethics. The Practical Sciences or Arts 
are themselves subdivided into the Sciences of making 
and the Sciences of doing. The former aim at some 
product or result ; of the latter their own exercise is 
the End. The former, the ‘ Poietic’ or Productive 
Sciences, include the professions and handicrafts ; on 
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two of the most important of these sciences Aristotle 
wrote treatises, the Rhetoric and the Poetics. ‘Those 
of the latter group, called Practical Sciences in a 
narrower sense of the term, comprise such arts? as 
dancing, which are pursued for their own sake. 
Now there is one supreme Practical Science, the 

Science of man’s Good or Happiness. Itis‘ practical’ 
both in the wider and the narrower sense ; for (a) it 
studies not merely what Happiness is, but how it is 
to be achieved, and (b) Happiness is not a product of 
action, but itself consists in activity of a certain sort : 
it is a mode of life. This master-science includes 
within itself, or controls for its own uses, all the other 
and special Practical Sciences, both those that do 
things and those that make things; for all the arts, 
crafts, professions, and studies aim in some sub- 
sidiary or departmental way at the welfare of man, 

Eruics a Department or Potrrixé 

But man, in Aristotle’s zoology, is the political 
animal; the human race is a gregarious species that 
lives in communities designed for the sake not of life 
alone but of the good life—the communities which, 
in their highest form then known, the Grecks entitled 
Cities. This supreme Practical Science therefore, 
the Science of human affairs (N.E. x. ix. 22), is styled 
in the introductory chapters of the work the Science 
of Politics ; for if man’s Happiness is a certain mode 
of life, his mode of life is shaped for him by his 

° It must be noted, however, that in Bk. VI. «. iv. the 
term ‘art’ or craft is confined to the former group, the 
Productive Sciences, 
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social environment, by the laws, customs and institu- 
tions of the community to which he belongs. A social 
being can only achieve his good in society, and in 
a society rightly organized for his welfare. The 
Science of Politics therefore has to discover, first, 
in what mode of life man’s happiness consists, next, 
by what form of government and social institutions 
that mode of life can be secured for him. The first 
question is to be decided by a study of man’s éthos 
or character ; this occupies the Nicomachean Ethics. 
The second requires an investigation of the right 
constitution of the State; this is carried out in the 
Politics, which purports to be a sequel to the Ethics, 
or the second half of a single treatise, although it 
bears the title which in the introduction has been 
given to the subject as a whole. 

Tue Nicomacnean Eruics: Ovuriine or Contents 

A brief outline of the contents of the Ethics will 
show it to be, like most of Aristotle’s extant works, 
a compilation of several separate logot or discourses, 
somewhat loosely worked up into a complete treatise. 

Book I. defines the subject as the study of human 
welfare or Happiness, which is the supreme End or 
aim of conduct. This is found to consist in the active 
exercise of the various excellences or virtues of 
man’s nature, or rather of the highest one among 
thent. A review of the Virtues is led up to by a 
brief excursus on Psychology (1. xiii.) ; the human 
Soul is shown to include two parts beside the purely 
animal vital faculties: these are the Rational 
Intellect and the Character, which experiences the 

xvii 
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passions and appetites, but which is capable of 
obedience to reason. The human virtues thus fall 
into two classes, Intellectual and Moral. 

Book II. defines Moral Virtue as a certain ‘ habit’ 
or state of the will; it is a fixed disposition to observe 
the mean—to feel or do not too much and not too 
little—in the various departments of conduct. A 
list (c. vii.) of the separate Moral Virtues, and of the 
Vices of excess and defect corresponding to each, 
serves as a table of contents to Books III. and IV., 
in which each of the Virtues and graces of character 
is examined in detail, and shown to be a form of 
moderation in conduct. This detailed treatment of 
the Virtues is prefaced (111. i.-v.) by an excursus on 
the Freedom of the Will; it is ascertained what 
constitutes a voluntary act, for which the agent is 
morally responsible. 

So far the treatise hangs together well enough. 
But the three following books, the ones which belong 
also to the Eudemian Ethics, are more disconnected. 
Book V. consists of an independent essay on Justice, 
which clearly could not be omitted in a review of the 
Moral Virtues, but which was not included in the list 
of Book II. ¢. vii., and which is with difficulty accom- 
modated to the formula of the Mean. 

Book VI. passes to the Intellectual Virtues. Here 
the fullest treatment is given to Prudence or Practical 
Wisdom, which as determining the Mean supplies an 
essential factor to the Moral Virtues. The higher 
mental excellence of Theoretic or Speculative 
Wisdom is more scantily described, and is not 
explicitly shown to be the highest of the Virtues, 
as the general argument of the treatise requires. 

Book VII. is a disconnected appendix to the section 
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on Moral Virtue. It deals with Weakness of Will, 
as a state of character intermediate between the 
virtue of Temperance and the vice of Profligacy. 
The subject is treated without reference to the 
related passages, those on Voluntariness and on 
Temperance as a virtue lying between two vices, in 
Book III. Failure of will being due to the tempta- 
tion of pleasure, Book VII. ends with an excursus on 
Pleasure, refuting the view that it is essentially evil, 
and defining it as the ‘ unimpeded activity’ of a 
natural faculty. 

Books VIII. and IX., a fifth of the whole work, 
form an essay on Friendship (Friendliness or Amia~ 
bility having figured in Book II. c. vii. and Book IV. 
c. vi. as one of the minor graces of character). The 
term is extended to include the mutual regard 
accompanying any social relationship. This section 
of the treatise serves to correct the mainly cgvistic 
or self-regarding nature of the remainder; it is 
related to the general theme by showing both that 
friends are a necessary means lo some virtuous 
activities, and that friendship forms a part of the 
End, since it enlarges the life of the individual by his 
sympathetic consciousness of the virluous activities 
of his friends. 

Book X. begins with a second and unconnected 
excursus on Pleasure ; this is now more accurately 
analysed as a concomitant and completion of activity, 
thus being brought into relation (though by no means 
clearly) with the Ind. 

Then follows the conclusion of the whole argument : 
as Speculative Wisdom is the highest of the Virtues, 
Happiness ea definitione consists in the activity in 
which it is manifested, and this activity is Theoria, the 

xix 
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disinterested contemplation oftruth. Of this activity 
man is capable in virtue of something divine in his 
nature; and in the brief periods when he can 
attain to it he approximates to the life of the Deity. 
Because of his humanity, he must also engage in 
the life of moral action among his fellow-men ; but 
this atfords Happiness only in a secondary degree. 
Thought is the highest form of Action; and man’s 
End and aim is to rise as often and as long as he can 
to the activity of Thought. We may infer that it 
is the business of Politics (though this is nowhere 
stated) so to organize the State that as many of the 
citizens as possible may be fitted by nature and 
education, and enabled by circumstances, to attain 
this End. 

ARISTOTLE’S ETHICAL MreTHop 

That Ethics differs from pure Science in introdu- 
cing the consideration of values, or in studying what 
ought to be and not merely what is, will be admitted. 
How far this difference is adequately conveyed by 
Aristotle’s conception of a Practical Science, and 
whether that conception is entirely free from con- 
fusion of thought, this is not the place to enquire. It 
may however be pointed out that this conception of 
the subject has a great influence on the method of its 
investigation. Ethics, Aristotle holds, dealing as it 
does with the contingent, with ‘ things which inay be 
otherwise,’ is not an exact science. Its conclusions 
will have only a general and not a universal validity ; 
for its reasonings cannot achieve rigid demonstra- 
tion. He insists more than once that the method of 
Ethics is inductive, and his actual procedure consists 
XX 
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largely in an appeal to common sense ; his favourite 
mode of approach is to propound the chief opinions 
current among philosophers and men in general on 
the topics in hand, to ascertain the degree in which 
they are inconsistent with one another, to prune 
away this inconsistent fringe, and to leave standing 
that residuum of truth which is found to be common to 
the opinions examined ; and he constantly tests his 
results by the general moral judgement of his age 
and country, as evidenced by proverbs and quota- 
tions, by the forms of language, and by the accepted 
terms of praise and censure. The work is addressed 
to the educated layman, and not to professed philo- 
sophers only; it is not ostensibly based on the 
fundamental principles of Aristotle’s philosophy— 
for example, at the end of Book I. he is content 
with the crude psychology of the Academy, and 
ignores the more scientific teaching of his own 
De anima: and considerable parts of the treatise, 
such as chapters x. and xi. of the same Book, are 
popular in form and inconclusive in result. 

But it would be wrong to imply either that hig 
work consisted simply in reducing to a system the 
common moral code of his age and race, or that he 
regarded his results as mercly tentative. The salient 
points and main conclusions of his argument—the 
formal definition of Happiness, the quasi-mathe- 
matical analysis of Moral Virtue as an observance of 
the Mean, the identification of that highest activity 
in which Happiness by definition consists with the 
exercise of pure thought—are undoubtedly put 
forward as truths of absolute validity ; and the trains 
of reasoning by which they are led up to are largely 
apriori. Nor is Avistotle’s Ethic in reality detached 
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from his general system of philosophy. To mention 
important instances, the content of Theoria or the 
contemplative activity, the nature of the divine life 
to which that activity approximates, and the rela- 
tion of man to the Deity which that approximation 
involves, are all matters which bring morals into 
relation with metaphysics, and upon which his views 
can only be fully discovered by the study of his other 
writings. And the general procedure of this treatise 
is not unaffected by the technicalities of his scientific 
thought. In particular, the whole texture is coloured 
by the philosopher’s teleological view of nature and 
of life. It is this that prompts him to base his 
theory of human conduct on the conception of the 
Telos or End ; and the various implications of that 
conception, related but distinguishable yet not dis- 
tinguished, do much to guide him to his conclusions, 
Telos means not only nor primarily aim or purpose, 
but completion or perfection: the aim of a living 
organism, the final cause of its being, is to realize 
the potentiality of its nature, to grow into a perfect 
specimen of its species. Hence comes the assump- 
tion that not only can conduct or purposive action 
be centred on a single aim, from which the entire 
ethical system can be deduced, but also that this 
aim consists in the full development and exercise in 
action of man’s natural faculties. But again Telos 
also connotes End in the sense of ultimate point, the 
last term of a series, the summit and crown of a 
process. Hence the tendency to think of the End 
not as a sum of Goods, but as one Good which is 
the Best. Man’s welfare thus is ultimately found to 
consist, not in the employment of all his faculties in 
due proportion, but only in the activity of the highest 

xxii 
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faculty, the ‘ theoretic ’ intellect. Not that the lower 
activities can be dispensed with ; for the philosopher 
is a man, and must live in the world of men, exercising 
the Moral Virtues, and the intellectual excellence 
of Prudence or Practical Wisdom which the Moral 
Virtues involve. But, strictly speaking, the Life of 
Action has no absolute value ; it is not a part of, but 
only a means to, the End, whichis the Life of Thought. 

Yet in the section of the Ethics devoted to the 
Moral Virtues they are described with an enthusiasm 
that seems to invest them with a substantive value of 
their own ; and this especially where the formula of 
the mean is felt to be inadequate, and is supplemented 
by the proviso that virtuous actions, to spring from 
a true habit of virtue, must be done rot xadov évexa, 
for ihe sake of the moral beauty and rightness of the 
act itself; as if moral conduct were not merely a 
means or an indispensable pre-requisite, but a con- 
stituent part, of the Good Life. And the same is true 
of some places in the essay of Friendship, which is 
clearly felt not only to facilitate, but to augment 
and to enhance, the attainment of the End by the 
individual. 

There is here an ambiguity in Aristotle’s ethical 
doctrine which is nowhere cleared up. 

Among all the relics of Greek antiquity, Aristotle’s 
Ethics is one of those that retain their interest most 
freshly. To many readers, new to this kind of study, 
its application of rigorous logical analysis to the 
problem of conduct comes as a revelation.” It is 

e org Jackson wrote (Memoir, p. ae ‘It is an 
aperient book, if I may use the phrase. have never 
forgotten the effect it produced on me when I was an 
undergraduate.’ 
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true that a moral system which so exalts the life of 
the intellect is in many ways alien to modern thought 
and practice; but in so far as Aristotle’s End can 
be interpreted less exclusively, and taken to include 
complete self-development and self-expression, the 
fall realization in healthy activity of all the poten- 
tialities of human nature, his teaching has not lost 
its appeal. His review of the virtues and graces of 
character that the Greeks admired stands in such 
striking contrast with Christian Ethics that this 
section of the work is a document of primary im- 
portance for the student of the Pagan world. But it 
has more than a historic value. Both in its likeness 
and in its difference it is a touchstone for that modern 
idea of a geutleman, which supphes or used to supply 
an important part of the English race with its working 
religion. 

Trexr 

The text of this edition of the Nicomachean Ethics 
is based on that of Bekker (1831), the foundation of 
all subsequent work on Aristotle. I have however 
revised Bekker’s text with the aid of the editions of 
Susemihl (1860), Bywater (1891), and Apelt (1902), 
and the published notes of other scholars. In occa- 
sionally preferring other readings or conjectures to 
those accepted by Bekker,* I have been partly guided 
by the assumptions that Aristotle was, with certain 
fairly well-defined qualifications, a thinker and writer 
of extreme precision, and that his text has ander- 
gone, in the ms. tradition, at least an average 

* T have published notes on some of these places in the 
Classical Review, xxxix. 157, xl. 189, xlii. 6, and in the 
Classical Quarterly, xxiii. 37. 
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amount of corruption of the usual kinds: among 
others, the replacement of a word by another occur- 
ring in or suggested by the context (see H. Richards, 
Aristotekca, p. 74), and the misplacement of a clause 
omitted in its proper position and inserted a little 
lower down. On the other hand I have ignored such 
far-reaching reconstructions, based on theories of 
‘ duplicate passages ’ and the ‘ dislocation ’ of whole 
paragraphs, as have been attempted by Cook Wilson 
and by Henry Jackson ; the very nature of Aristotle’s 
writings, as described above, seems to preclude the 
attainment of trustworthy results on these lines. 
Where I have departed from Bekker (except in 

trifles), I have given the rejected reading in the 
footnotes. These also contain a selection of such 
Ms. variants and conjectural emendations as seem 
to be of interest for sense or style; but they make 
no attempt to give a complete view of the state 
of the mss. 

MSS. 

A valuable examination of the chief sources for 
the text is made in Bywater’s Contributions to the 
Teatual Criticism af Aristotle's Nicomackean Ethics 
Sane and other information will be found in 
usemihl’s preface. 
Bekker bases his text on the following six mss. + 

Kb Laurentianus Ixxxi. 11: 10th ce. 
Lb Parisiensis 1854 : 12th «. 
Mp Marcianus 213: about 14th e, 
Ov Riccardianus 46 : os ”oo” 
Ha Marcianus 214: 3 ig:-os8 
Nb Marcianus Append. iv. 53: 4, set: oy 
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Of these the oldest, K, is the best; and though not 
without many ordinary errors, it is comparatively 
free from emendation. The next oldest, L», is not 
quite so good, but its variants must be weighed on 
their merits. The four more recent mss, are of 
little value. H® and Nb are usually ignored by 
Bekker, as their unique readings are idle variants 
or corruptions. M® and O? are rather better, but 
their variants when not worthless are mostly due to 
emendation. In the present edition these four 
mss. are only quoted when preferred to both K» 
and Lb, 

Other mss. have been collated by other scholars, 
but none has any authority; now and then their 
readings are preferable on their merits, and a few 
of these have been quoted here from Susemihl. 

Another witness, ranking in importance next to 
the two best mas., is the thirteenth-century Latin 
translation (I‘) attributed to William of Moerbeke, 
which is the basis of the commentary of St. Thomas 
Aquinas. This version follows the Greek as closely 
as Latin idiom permits, and is almost equivalent to 
another Greek ms. ; it occasionally shows an independ- 
ent tradition of the text. 
Some textual value attaches to the commentary 

of Aspasius (Asp.), second century a.p. (edited by 
Heylbut 1889), but only where we can be sure that 
he is quoting and not merely paraphrasing Aristotle, 
and that his quotations have not been assimilated 
by copyists to their mss. of Aristotle. Hig text 
differed little from our mss., and constantly con- 
firms the antiquity of their questionable readings ; 
it generally supports Kb, sometimes L>, and rarely 
gives a new variant. A similar use can be made 
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of the commentary of Alexander of Aphrodisias, 
ce, 200 A.D. 
A few variants of interest have been gleaned by 

the industry of scholars from the Greek paraphrase 
of Heliodorus (Hel.), 1367, the Latin translations 
of Aretinus (Ar.), 1473, Argyropylus, 1473, and 
Felicianus, 1542, and the Aldine ed:tio princeps (Ald.) 
of the whole of Aristotle, 1495-1498 .4 

Booxs or RererENce 

A full bibliography to the Nicomachean Ethics will 
be found in the Teubner edition of Apelt. 

Of English commentaries the most recent and 
most important are those of J, A. Stewart (1892) 
and J. Burnet (1900). Professor Stewart’s two 
volumes contain an admirable paraphrase of the 
treatise and an invaluable collection of material for 
its interpretation andillustration, Professor Burnet’s 
work, though most illuminating, hardly professes to 
give a complete commentary’; it is a stimulating 
essay in defence of the theses (1) that the Nico- 
machean Ethics is ‘a dialectica) and not a demon- 
strative work’ throughout, so that Aristotle ‘is not 
committed to all or any of the solutions he gives’ of 
the various questions raised: and (2) that the 
Eiudemian Ethics (except the three disputed Books, 

* An, earlier folio edition of the Ethica ad Nicomachum is 
undated. Another edition appeared at Louvain 1513, and 
the whole of Aristotle edited by Erasmus was published at 
Bale 1531, 

> The index of this book and that of Bywater’s text are 
indispensable supplements, for the Hthics, to Bonitz’s Indew 
Aristotelicus (1870) in vol. v. of the Berlin Aristotle. 
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which belong to the Nicomachean) was written by 
Eudemus as a record of his master’s doctrine to 
supplement the Nicomachean, on which it therefore 
constitutes ‘the most authoritative commentary ’ ; 
the Nicomachean being substantially the work of 
Aristotle himself, Nicomachus having died too young 
to write though not perhaps to edit it.¢ 

Valuable studies of parts of the treatise are Henry 
Jackson’s edition of Book V. (1879) and L. H. 
Greenwood’s of Book VI. (1909). 

Aristotle's Theory of Conduct by Thomas Marshall 
(1905), though not always correct in details, is a 
useful presentation of the contents of the Ethics for 
English readers. 
Among English translations, that of F. H. Peters, 

first published in 1881 and several times revised by 
the author (15th edition 1925), seems to have won 
recognition as the best. It is marked by terseness 
and felicity, but appears to me not entirely free from 
the defect that I have noticed in other versions, a 
failure to exhibit the logical sequence of the argu- 
ment. Mr Ross’s translation (1925) appeared while 
my work was in the press, and I have not had the 
advantage of consulting it. 

For Aristotle’s philosophy as a whole the reader 
may be referred to two brilliant little books, A. E. 
Taylor’s Aristotle and J. L. Stocks’s Aristotelianism, 
to W. D. Ross’s Aristotle (1923), a masterpiece of 
compressed exposition, and to T. Case’s article 
‘ Aristotle ’ in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1911-; and 
for a full treatment with quotations and references, 

* See further Stocks’s Introduction to Magna Moralia, 
sto., in Works of Aristotle Translated, vol. 1x. Burnet, 
however, afterwards changed his views, see p. xiii note ¢, 
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to Zeller's Aristotle and the Earlier Peripatetics (English 
translation 1897). 

The above Introduction was written for the first 
edition of this book in 1926. 

In preparing a new edition I have made a few 
additions to it and a good many alterations in the text, 
translation and notes. Some I have discussed in the 
journals to which references are given in the footnote 
on p. xxiv above. [have had the advantage of consult~ 
ing Mr Ross’s brief notes in his translation (re-issued 
1931). 

H. RB, 
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NIKOMAXEIQON A 

iTldoa réyvyn Kat méoa pdQodos, djrolws b€ mpa€is 10944 
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1 card roy KOMP: nal rav abrdy 5} ted. 
2 68 Ald.: Oy. 

% Aristotle gives flute-playing as an mstance of an art the 
practice of which 1s an end in itself, in contrast with the 
art of building, the end of which is the house built (Mfagne 
Moralia, 1211 b 97 ff.). 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS 

BOOK I 

4 Every art and every investigation, and likewise Book 1 
3 , F + Happiness, 

every practical pursuit or undertaking, seems to aim sult 
at some good: hence it has been well said that the ttrodno- 

2 Good is That at which all things aim. (It 1s true that tion: the 
a certain variety is to be observed among the ends tho subject 
at which the arts and sciences aim : in some cases the $,' 28 
activity of practising the art is itself the end,* whereas Balenes ties 
in others the end is some product over and above the ™ """ 
mere exercise of the art ; and in the arts whose ends 
are certain things beside the practice of the arts 
themselves, these products are essentially superior 

3 in value to the activities.) But as there are numerous 
pursuits and arts and sciences, it follows that their 
ends are correspondingly numerous: for instance, 
the end of the science of medicine is health, that of 
the art of shipbuilding a vessel, that of strategy 

4 victory, that of domestic economy wealth. Now 
in eases Where several such pursuils are subordinate 
to some single faculty—as bridle-making and the 
other trades concerned with horses’ harness are 
subordinate to horsemanship, and this and every 
other military pursuit to the science of strategy, and 

3 
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similarly other arts to different arts again—in all 
these cases, I say, the ends of the master arts are 
things more to be desired than all those of the arts 
subordinate to them ; since the latter ends are only 

5 pursued for the sake of the former. (And it makes 
no difference whether the ends of the pursuits ave 
the activities themselves or some other thing beside 
these, as in the case of the sciences mentioned.) 

ii Iftherefore among the ends at which our actions the 
aim there be one which we wish for its own sake, Weunet? 
while we wish the others only for the sake of this, Is the 
and if we do not choose everything for the sake of Quha, ic the 
something else (which would obviously result in a Hniot | 
process ad infinitum, so that all desire would be futile sereneo. 
and vain), it 1s clear that this one ultimate Tind must 

2 be the Good, and indeed the Supreme Good. Willnot 
then a knowledge of this Supreme Good be also of 
great practical importance for the conduct of life? 
Will it not better enable us to attain what is fitting, 

3 like archers having a target to aim al? If this be so, 
we ought to make an attempt to determine at all 
events 1n outline what exactly this Supreme Good is, 
and of which of the theoretical or practical sciences 
it is the object. 

4 Now it would be agreed that it must be the object 
of the most authoritative of the sciences—some 

5 science which is pre-eminently a master-craft. But 
6 such is manifestly the science of Politics ; for it is 
this that ordains which of the sciences are to exist 
in states, and what branches of knowledge the 
different classes of the citizens are to learn, and up 
to what point ; and we observe that even the most 
highly esteemed of the faculties, such as strategy, 
domestic economy, oratory, are subordinate to the 

5 
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t Sped.: 5 8 Bywater. 3 rold\ty Asp.: Trooatray. 

* Or perhaps ‘both to ascertain and to secure.’ 
> xadév is a term of admiration applied to what 1s correct, 

especially (1) bodies wel] shaped and works of art or handi- 
craft well made, and (2) actions well done (see 111. vii. 6) 
it thus means (1) beautiful, (2) moually right. For the 
analogy between material and moral correctness see a, vi. 9. 
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7 political science. Inasmuch then as the rest of 
the sciences are employed by this one, and as it 
moreover lays down laws as to what people shall do 
and what things they shall refrain from doing, the 
end.of this science must include the ends of all the 
others. Therefore, the Good of man must be the 

8 end of the science of Politics. Tor even though it be 
the case that the Good is the same for the individual 
and for the state, nevertheless, the good of the state is 
manifestly a greater and morc perfect good, both to 
attain and to preserve.’ To secure the good of one 
person only is better than nothing; but to secure 
the good of a nation or a state is a nobler and more 
divine achievement. 

This then being its aim, our investigation is in a 
sense the study of Politics. 

ili Now our treatment of this science will be ad- Politioat 
equate, if it achieves that amount of precision polenceue 
which belongs to its subject matter. The same Svience 
exactness must not be expected in all departments 
of philosophy alike, any more than in all the pro- 

2ducts of the arts and crafts. The subjects studied 
by political science are Moral Nobility * and 
Justice ; but these conceptions involve much differ- 
ence of opinion and uncertainty, so that they are 
sometimes believed to be mere conventions and to 

8 have no real existence in the nature of things. And 
a similar uncertainty surrounds the conception of the 
Good, because it frequently occurs that good things 
have harmful consequences : people have before now 
been ruined by wealth, and in other cases courage 

4has cost men thcir lives. We must therefore be 
content if, in dealing with subjects and starting from 
premises thus uncertain, we succeed in presenting a 

7 
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® Quoted in Troilus and Cressida, u. ti. 165: 
Young men, whom Aristotle thought 

Unfit to hear moral philosophy. 

* The argument is, that even if the young could gain a 
knowledge of Ethics (which they cannot, because it requires 
experience of life), they would not use it as a guide to 
conduct, because they are led by their passions and appetites 3 
and therefore the study is of no value for them, since Ethics, 
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broad outline of the truth : when our subjects and our 
premises are merely generalities, it is enough if we 
arrive at generally valid conclusions. Accordingly we 
may ask the student also to accept the various views 
we put forward in the same spirit ; for it is the mark of 
an educated mind to expect that amount of exactness 
in each kind which the nature of the particular subject 
admits. It is equally unreasonable to accept merely 
probable conclusions from a mathematician and to 
demand strict demonstration from an orator. 

8 Again, each man judges correctly those matters Ita study 

with which he is acquainted ; it is of these that he is (fre aig 
acompetent critic. To criticize a particular subject, and weless 
therefore, a man must have been trained in that uae 
subject: to be a good critic generally, he must have ‘mmauua 
had an all-round education. Hence the young are 
not fit to be students of Political Science.* For they 
have no experience of life and conduct, and it is these 
that supply the premises and subject matter of this 

6 branch of philosophy. And moreover they are led 
by their feelings; so that they will study the subject 
to no purpose or advantage, since the end of this 

7 science is not knowledge but action. And it makes 
no difference whether they are young in years or 
immature in character: the defect is not a question 
of time, it is because their life and its various aims 
are guided by feeling; for to such persons their 
knowledge is of no use, any more than it is to 
persons of defective self-restraint2 But Moral 
Science may be of great value to those who guide 
their desires and actions by principle. 

sg Let so much suffice by way of introduction as to 

being a practical science, is only pursued for the sake of its 
practical application. 

Ba 9 
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* ‘This translalion of eviaimorla can hardly be avoided, 
but it would perhaps be more accurately rendered by ‘ Well- 
being’ or ‘ Prosperity’; and it will be found that the writer 
does not interpret it as a state of feeling but as a kind of 
activity. 

>The English phrase preserves the ambiguity of the 
Greek, which in its ordinary acceptation rather means 
‘faring well’ than ‘acting well,’ though in the sequel 
Aristotle diverts it to the active sense. 

* Viz. Plato and the Academy; see c vi. 
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the student of the subject, the spirit in which our 
conclusions are to be received, and the object that 
we set before us. 

To resume, masmuch as all studies and under- ao! iv- Cee 
takings are directed to the attainment of some good, of Happi- 
let us Pdistuss what it is that we pronounce to be the 
aim of Politics, that is, what is the highest of all the Current 
goods that action can achieve. As far as the name 
goes, we may almost say that the great majority of 
mankind are agreed about this ; for both the multi- 
inde and persons of refinement speak of it as Happi- 
ness,* and conceive ‘ the good life ’ or ‘ doing well b 
to be the same thing as ‘being happy.’ But what 
constitutes happiness is a matter of dispute ; and 
the popular account of it is not the same as that 
given by the philosophers. Ordinary people identify 
it with some obvious and visible good, such as pleasure 
or wealth or honour—some say one thing and some 
another, indeed very often the same man says 
different things at different times: when he falls 
sick he thinks health is happiness, when he is poor, 
wealth. At other times, feeling conscious of their 
own ignorance, men admire those who propound 
something grand and above their heads ; and it has 
been held by some thinkers ° that beside the many 
good things we have mentioned, there exists another 
Good, that is good in itself, and stands to all those 
goods as the cause of their being good. 
Now perhaps it would be a somewhat fruitless task 

to review all the different opinions that are held. It 
will suffice to examine those that are most widely 
prevalent, or that seem 10 have some argument in 
their favour. 
And we must not overlook the distinction between 

ll 

ness, 

views 
atated. 
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€v Ou BaddAnra, 6 S abr’ aypiios drip. 

vo ‘Hyets 8€ Adywuev dev mapeeBnpev. Td yap 

ayaloy Kal riv eddayoviay odk dddyws Eoikacww 16 

ex TOv Biwy drodauBdvew of pév modAol kal 

2 popricdrarat riy ASovyv: 816 Kal tov Biov dyaradar 

Tov amoAavorixdv—tpeis yap «iow wdAtora of mpov= 

@ In contrast apparently with the school of Plato. 
> Works and Duys, 293 ff. 9 a 30. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, I. iv. 5—v. 2 

arguments that start from first principles and those Inductive 
that lead to first principles. It was a good practice justine. 
of Plato to raise this question, and to enquire whether 
the right procedure was to start from or to lead up 
to the first principles, as in a race-course one may 
run from the judges to the far end of the track or 
reversely. Now no doubt it is proper to start from 
the known. But ‘ the known’ has two meanings— 
‘what is known to us,’ which is one thing, and ‘ what 
is knowable in itself,’ which is another. ’ Perhaps 
then for us @ at all events it is proper to start from 

6 what is known to us. This is why in order to be a 
competent student of the Right and Just, and in 
short of the topics of Politics in general, the pupil is 

7 bound to have been well trained in his habits. For 
the starting-point or first principle is the fact that a 
thing is so ; if this be satisfactorily ascertained, there 
will be no need also to know the reason why it is so. 
And the man of good moral training knows first 
rinciples already, or can easily acquire them. As 
or the person who neither knows nor can learn, let 
him hear the words of Hesiod ® : 

Best is the man who can himself advise ; 
He too is good who hearkens to the wise; 
But who, himself being witless, will not heed 
Another's wisdom, is worthless indeed. 

v_ But let us continue from the point ° where we Current 
digressed. To judge from men’s lives, the more tho Good 
or less reasoned conceptions of the Good or Happi-pitemed | 
ness that seem to prevail among them are the follow- tives, 
ing. On the one hand the generality of men and jit hile of 
the most vulgar identify the Good with pleasure, 

gand accordingly are content with the Life of En- 
joyment—for there are three specially prominent 

13 
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yovres, 6 re viv elpnucvos Kal 6 moduriKds Kat 
8 Tpitos 6 Oewpntixds. of prev odv TroAAoL mavreAds 
avdpamoduddes patvovra Booknudrwy Biov mpo- 20 
aipovjevor, Tuyydvovot b€ Adyou bid 7d TOAAOdS 
trav ev tais e€ovolas Cuowrabeiy Lapdavarddrw. 

4o0i 8é yapievres Kal mpakrixol Tynv: TOO yap mo~ 
Arixod ~Biov oxeddv robro rédtos. daiveras 8 
émimoAadrepov elvas rod Cnroupevou: Soxet yap 
év tots Tysdot wGArov elvar 7} ev TO Tuysewpeva, % 
rayaboy 6é€ oikeidy re Kal Sdvoadaiperov elvas 

& pavrevdpeba. Evy 8 eoikacr tiv rip Sudicew 
iva morevowow éavrods adyalods elvar Cnrotor 
yotv b1d rdv ppoviwwy tysdcbar rat map’ ols 
yeyvdonovras, kat én’ dperf. Siidov ody dry card 

6 ye TovTOUS 4) GpeT Kpeirrwy: taxa S€ Kal pdAdrov 80 
dv tis téAos TOG Todtricod Biou ravrny broddBor. 
daivera, 5é dredeotépa Kat atrn: Soxel yap 
evdexeoPa Kat kafevdew eyovra thy dperiy Ff 
dmpaxrety 51a Blov, kat mpds rovrow KaKorabely 10964 
kal druyely ra preytora: tov 8 otrw Lavra oddels 

@ ‘lhe doctrine of the three Lives goes back to Pythagoras, 
who compared the three kinds of men to the three classes 
of strangers who went to the Games, traders, competitors, 
and spectators (Iamblichus, Vit. Pythag. 58). ‘This apologue 
brings out the metaphor underlying the phrase dewpyrixds 
los, lit. ‘the life of the spectator ’ (Burnet). 

* The last two words of the Greelx look like a verse passage 
loosely quoted, Sardanapallus was a mythical Assyrian 
king; two versions of his epitaph are recorded by Athenaeus 
(836, 580), one containing the words fotte, tive, waite as 
Tada, Totrov otk data Tob droxportparos, ‘Eat, drink, play, 
since all else is not worth that snap of the fingers’; the 
other ends ket’ Exw bao’ Epayor xal eprBpon Kal per’ Epwros 
| réprv’ Exadov' Ta 8 woANa xal bAPia dvra AdAwTa, ‘IT 
4 



NICOMACHIEAN ETHICS, I. v. 2-6 

Lives,* the one just mentioned, the Life of Politics, 
3 and thirdly, the Life of Contemplation, The gener- 

ality of mankind then show themselves to be utterly 
slavish, by preferring what ig only a life for cattle; 
but they get a hearing for their view as reasonable 
because many persons of high position share the 
feelings of Sardanupallus.2 

4 Men of refinement, on the other hand, and men tio Lito of 
of action think that the Good is honour—for this may 4°t#o™ 
be said to be the end of the Life of Politics. But 
honour after ull seems too superficial to be the 
Good for which we ave secking ; since it appears Lo 
depend on those who confer it more than on him 
upon whom it is conferred, whereas we instinctively 
feel that the Good must be something proper to its 
possessor and not easy to be taken away from him. 

5 Moreover men’s motive in pursuing honour seems to 
be to assure themselves of their own merit; at least 
they seek to be honoured by men of judgement and 
by people who know them, that is, they desire to be 
honoured on the ground of virtue. It is clear there- 
fore that in the opinion at all events of men of action, 

6 virtue is a greater good than honour ; and one might 
perhaps accordingly suppose that virtuc rather than 
honour is the end of the Political Life. But even 
virtue proves on examination to be too incomplete 
to be the End; since it appears possible to possess 
it while you are asleep, or without putting it into 
practice throughout the whole of your life ; and also 
for the virtuous man to suffer the greatest misery 
and misfortune—though no one would pronounce a 
man hving a life of misery to be happy, unless for 

have what I ate; and the delightful deeds of wantonness and 
love which I did and suffered; whereas all my wealth 1s 
vanished.’ 

16 
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dy eddamoviceev, ef py Odow Siadvddrrew, Kal 
mept pev rovTwy aris* txavds yap Kal év rots 

7 eyxvKAlois elpnras wept adtdy. tpiros & eatly 6 
Bewpnrixds, Urép' od ri enloxepw év trois éo-5 

8 pevos Tounodueba. 6 5é xpynpatiorys Biaids* ris 
éorw, Kat 6 mAotros SHAov ore od Td Lynrovpevov 
> / Z A oe. iz \ a ayaldv: xpiou.ov yap Kal dAAov xdpw. Sid waAAov 

‘ rd a é a € , > Ta mpotepov AexOevra tédAn Tes av BrroddBou Be 
aira yap dyandrar. daivera 8° 00d’ éxelva. xairor 

\ , 4 \ Sore F ~ \ 

moAAoi Adyou mpos atra KaraBeBAnvrar? radra per 10 
od adeiabw. 

vi To &€ xafddov Bédriov tows émoxépacha: Kal 
diarrophoa mds A€yerar, Kalrep mpoodvrovs tis 
rovavTyns Cnricews ywouevyns bua To didous avdpas 
eloayayety 7d edn. Sdgere 8 dv laws BéAriov 

\ a 2% f a 2 t 4 ‘ elvas, Kat Selv eri owrnpia ye Tis dAnBelas Kal ra 
olkeia dvaipety, GhAws re Kal didoaddous dvras* 
dppoty yap dvrow Pitow Satov mpotinay tiv ddij- 
Gevav. of 4° Kopicavres tiv Sdfav ravrny odx« 
émolouw iddas ev ols TO mpdtepov Kal dorepov* 

1 rept Bekker. ® Batés Asp. 
3 $y codd. Morellii: 62, 4 +) Uorepov M%, 

* It is not certain whether this phrase refers to written 
treatises (whether Aristotle’s own dialogues and other 
popular works, now lost, or those of other plo erhee)) or 
to philosophical debates like those which Plato’s dialogues 
urport to report (as did doubtless those of Aristotle), Cf. 
6 caslo 279 a 30 ev roils éyxuxAlos girocophyuact, ‘in the 

ordinary philosophical discussions,’ and De anima 407 b 29 
rots ev xowp ywoudvars Abyos, the discussions that go on 
in public’; and see c. xiii. § 9 note for similar references ta 
‘extraneous discussions.’ 

> Literally ‘ violent’; the adjective is applied to the strict 
diet and laborious exercises of athletes, and to physical 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, I. v. 6—vi. 2 

the sake of maintaining a paradox. But we need 
not pursue this subject, since it has been sufficiently 
treated in the ordinary discussions.4 

7 The third type of life is the Life of Contemplation, the tite 
which we shall consider in the sequel. on 

8 The Life of Money-making is a constrained » kind (Bk x, vil) 
of life, and clearly wealth is not the Good we are in Hoe 7 
search of, for it is only good as being useful, a means making. 
to something else. On this score indeed one might 
conceive the ends before mentioned to have a better 
claim, for they are approved for their own sakes. 
But even they do not really seem to be the Supreme 
Good ; however, many arguments have been laid 
down in regard to them, so we may dismiss them. 

vi But perhaps it is desirable that we should examine piato's 
the notion of a Universal Good, and review the diffi- {leaf 
culties that it involves, although such an enquiry goes refuted os 
against the grain because of our friendship for the jane” 
authors of the Theory of Ideas.° Still perhaps it would 
appear desirable, and indeed it would seem to be obli- 
gatory, especially for a philosopher, to sacrifice even 
one’s closest personal ties in defence of the truth. Both 
are dear to us, yet ’tis our duty to prefer the truth.? 

2 The originators ¢ of this theory, then, used not to ®) Idea of 
postulate Ideas of groups of things in which they poral by 
posited ’ an order of priority and posteriority 7 (for Poctrine of 
henomena such as motion, in the sense of ‘constrained,’ @' od * 
not natural.’ The text here has been suspected. thine, or a 

¢ The translation ‘Forms’ is perhaps less misleading: quality. ofa 
eidos ig nol a psychological term. thing, or ita 

4 Probably a verse quotation. 
* Or perhaps ‘importers’ from the Pythagoreans of 

$, Ltaly, z Perhaps “we posit’: see p. 18 crit. nt 
? Ais ‘prior in nature’ (though not necessarily in ene 

to B, when A can exist without B but not B without A; an 
they cannot then be on a par as members of one class, ai 
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Edeyov’ (Sidmep otdé trav dpiOpdy isday Kar- 
7 A > 2 A 7 ‘> ~ foo ecxevalov). 7d 8° ayafov Aéyeras kab &v T@ Ti ears 20 
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avrd Kat ) ovaia mpdrepov rH dice. Tot mpdg te 
4 A ~ > v \ 'é ~ 

(rapadudds yap tobr’ éowe cat oupPeByxdre root 
” 4 > b a we , 4 2 °O 7 évros, war ovic dy ein Kowh Tis emi TovTots® idéa, 
wv 3 ‘ > s 3 n rd ~ av 3 A ére eel rayabov icayds Aéyeras TO dvre (Kal yap 
2 Pee ey c 1 , oe mn 12 a 
ev T@ tri Aéyerat, olov 6 Ocds Kat 6 vobs, Kat év TH 2% 
mod at dperal, Kal ev TH woo® TO eTpiov, iat ev 

mn , 4 7 x ? / ‘ \ TO mpos TL TO XpHoy.ov, Kab ev xpdv~ Kaipos, sab 
év témw Slaira, Kal erepa Towadra), SHAov ds odie 
a“ yA ry O6X oa ? \ La 2ré > av ein Kowdv te kabdAov Kal ev* od yap ay eAéyer 
> 7, , > > > ev mdoas tals Karnyopiats, add’ ev pig pdvye 
vw =’ 2 \ lal ‘ ? idé , ae , ére 0° evel r&v Kata play (day pia Kal émorhn, 
Ya 8 ~ ¢ ¢ n , > Pos kat Tov dyalav andvrwy fy dv pla tis émoorhpn" 80 

~. 8 yy AA 4 ‘ ~ c | 2 / viv & eat wodNal Kal rev dro play Karnyopiay, 
lol \ \ 

olov xatpod, év moAdum pev yap* orparnyin ev 
3 ES \ lol / Lod 

voow 8° larpicy, Kat rob perpiov év rpopf prev 
> 

iarpixn év mévois S€ yuuvacriry. daropjoee 8 
dy tis ri more cat BovAovras Aéyew adrocxacrov, — 

v la a = 4 > 4 bf ¢ elrep & re adroavOpwmw Kat dvOpdmw els Kab 6 10961 

1 eréyouey Kb: fort. Aéyouer ed. 
2 rovrwy L», 3 yap om. LY 

@ Lit. ‘ that which is by itself.’ 
> Slacrra is used of the habitat of a species of animals, De 

mundo 898 b 82; though it has been taken here to mean ‘a 
favourable climate’ for human beings. In Aristoph. Ian, 
114 it may mean ‘ a lodging,’ and later it denotes an apart- 
18 
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which reason they did not construct an Idea of relation te 
numbers in general). But Good is predicated alike {ir but 
in the Categories of Substance, of Quality, and of the a 
Relation ; yet the Absolute,* or Substance, is prior ae 
in nature to the Relative, which seems to be a sort (4 samt 
of offshoot or ‘accident’ of Substance; so that with the 
there cannot be a common Idea corresponding to the aoa den 
absolutely good and the relatively good. 

3 Again, the word ‘ good ’ is used in as many senses (0) ‘Good 
as the word ‘is’; for we may predicate good in the My joe" 
Category of Substance, for instance of God or intelli- thing’ 
gence ; in that of Quality—the excellences ; in that «Quam 
of Quantity—moderate in amount; in that of Re- ‘useful,’ 
lation—useful ; in that of Time—a favourable oppor- ees 
tunity ; in that of Place—a suitable ‘habitat’ ® ; ¢to.; but 
and so on. So clearly good cannot be a single not samgle 
and universal general notion; if it were, it would ™™ 
not be predicable in all the Categories, but only 
in one. 

4 Again, things that come under a single Idea must (# Goot 
be objects of a single science ; hence there ought to See 
be a single science dealing with all good things. But the object 
as a matter of fact there are a number of sciences sate 
even for the goods in one Category: for example, 
opportunity, for opportunity in war comes under the 
science of strategy, in disease under that of medicine ; 
and the due amount in diet comes under medicine, 
in bodily exercise under gymmastics. 

5 One might also raise the question what precisely () a ae 
they mean by their expression ‘the Ideal so- suporlons, 
and-so,’ ° seeing that one and the same definition of Pens the 
man applies both to ‘the Ideal man’ and to osscnco ss 

the concept 

ment or suite of rooms, as in Pliny's descriptions of Italian ‘8°°4" 
villas. ¢ Literally ‘ so-and-so itself.’ 
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ayabov gorat, elmep pondé Aevedtepov To moAvu-~ 
xpoviov rod épnépov. 

Tliavairepov 8° édotkaow of Tufaydpetos A€yew 
mept adrod, ribevres ev 7H Tav ayvaldy cvorouyia 
To &: ols 8) Kat Laevourmos éraxodovbfcas 
Soxel. GAAd mept ev TovTwy aAAos eoTw Adyos. 

Tots 8 AcxOciow dudioBiryois tis drodaiveras 
bud TO [47 TreEpl mavTos ayabod rovs Adyous ctphoGau," 

a ®. > Aéyecbat 8€ Kal? &v eldos ra cal? adra 8iwKdpeva 
kal dyamdpeva, Ta 8€ rountiKd Tovrwr 7) dvda- 
Krucd mus 7) TaY évavtiwy Kwdavtixa bia Tadra, 
AeyeoOat Kal tTpdmov dAdov. Srjdov ody dre Sirtds 
Adyour’ dv rayaOd, kal ra prev xa? abrd, Odrepa 
as A > a ,, ies 2 N ral > A 5€ bia Tada: ywpicavres obv amd TOV Wpedipwwv 

ra Kal’ atta oxeydipueba ef Adyerar Kara pilav 

1 ofSe <rdyabdy> Bury. 2 moet Oa Kb, 

9 4¢. ‘the ordinary notion of man’—the concept of man 
in general which we form from our experience of particular 
men, but do not regard as a thing existing independently 
of them—; or perhaps ‘a parlicular man,’ but this seems 
to require dv@pwrw rivl or repde. 

» This parenthetical note might come better after § 4 
(Burnet, Cl. lev. iii. 198). The Pythagoreans, instead of 
(like Plato) saying the Good was one, more wisely said the 
One was good (or akin to the good). Some of them (Met. 
A, 986.429) taught that there were ten pairs of opposing 
principles, which they ranged in two columns—limit and the 
unlimited, odd and even, unity and plurality, right and left, 
male and female, resting and moving, straight and crooked, 
light and darkness, good and bad, square and oblong. 
They also held (Jfet. A, 1072 b 32) that good and beauty 
were not original, but appeared in the course of the evolu- 
20 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, I, vi. 8-9 

‘man,’ ® for in so far as both are man, there will 
be no difference between them ; and if so, no more 
will there be any difference between ‘the Ideal 
Good’ and ‘Good’ in so far as both are good. 

6 Nor yet will the Ideal Good be any more good Its eternity 
because it is eternal, seeing that a white thing that 2o"8,00t 

lasts a long time is no whiter than one that lasts essence, 
only a day. 

7 The Pythagoreans ® seem to give a more probable (The 
doctrine on the subject of the Good when they place iy 3""™ 
Unity in their column of goods ; and indeed Speus- 
ippus* appears to have followed them. But this 
subject must be left for another discussion. 

8 We can descry an objection that may be raised (li, supple- 
against our arguments on the ground that the theory (rene LP 
in question was not intended to apply to every sort Good doos 
of good, and that only things pursued and accepted Satin 
for their own sake are pronounced good as belonging thfngs good 
to a single species, while things productive or pre- solves (it 
servative of these in any way, or preventive of their $13) fin° 
opposites, are said to be good as a means to these, are good in 

9 and in a different sense. Clearly then the term ea 
‘goods’ would have two meanings, (1) things good 
in themselves and (2) things good as a means to 
these; let us then separate things good in them- 
selves from things useful as means, and consider 
whether the former are called good because they 

tion of the world; hence perhaps the late position of good 
in the list of eee ae The phrase ‘column of goods’ 
(ef. Met. N, 1093 b 12 ‘ column of the beautiful’) is mexact, 
as good was only one of the things in the column—auniless it 
means the column to which good things among others belong; 
but doubtless all the positive principles were regarded as akin. 

¢ Speusippus was Plato’s nephew, and succeeded him as 
head of the Acudemy. 
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3 4,¢,, the species or class of things good in themselves 
will be a class to which nothing belongs (for the Idea is not 
in the class). 

» The writer’s own solution: when different things are 
called good, it means they each bear the same relation to 
(viz. contribute to the welfare of) certain other things, not 
all to the same thing. 

° i.¢., First Philosophy or Metaphysics. 
R2 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, I. vi. 10-13 

fall under a single Idea. But what sort of things is 
one to class as good in themselves? Are they not 
those things which are sought after even without 
any accessory advantage, such as wisdom, sight, 
and certain pleasures and honours? for even if we 
alyo pursue these things as means to something else, 
still one would class them among things good in 
themselves. Or is there nothing clse good in itself 
except the Idea? If so, the species will be of no 
use. If on the contrary the class of things good 
in themselves includes these objects, the same 
notion of good ought to be manifested in all of them, 
just as the same notion of white is manifested in 
snow and in white paint. But as a matter of fact 
the notions of honour and wisdom and pleasure, as 
being good, are different and distinct. Therefore, 
aia is not a general term corresponding to a single 
Idea, 

But in what sense then are different things called though 
ood? For they do not seem to be a case of things oP onote 

that bear the same name merely by chance. Possibly something— 
things are called good in virtue of being derived from Reta 
one good; or because they all contribute to one ration 
good. Or perhaps it is rather by way of a proportion?: 
that is, as sight is good in the body, so intelligence 
is good in the soul, and similarly another thing in 
something else. 

Perhaps however this question must be dismissed (tv) The 

for the present, since a detailed investigation of it rape 

belongs more properly to another branch of philo- & Sthles, 

sophy.® And likewise with the Idea of the Good ; scsndont 
for even if the goodness predicated of various things ipo 
in common really is a unity or something existing 
separately and absolute, it clearly will not be practi- 
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* Or perhaps ‘to supply what is lacking of it’ (the good 
at which they aim); ef. c. vit. 17. 

> 4. the particular good which is the end of his own 
science. 
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cable or attainable by man; but the Good which and usotess 
we are now seeking is a good within human reach. fide to'the 

14 But possibly someone may think that to know the attainment 
Ideal Good may be desirable as an aid to achieving ee pepe 
those goods which are practicable and attainable : 
having the Ideal Good as a pattern we shall more 
easily know what things are good for us, and knowing 

15 them, obtain them. Now it is true that this argu- 
ment has a certain plausibility ; but it does not seem 
to square with the actual procedure of the sciences, 
For these all aim at some good, and seck to make 
up their deficiencies,? but they do not trouble about 
a knowledge of the Ideal Good. Yet if it were so 
potent an aid, it is improbable that all the professors 
of the arts and sciences should not know it, nor even 

16 seek to discover it. Moreover, it is not easy to see 
how knowing that same Ideal Good will help a weaver 
or carpenter in the practice of his own craft, or how 
anybody will be a better physician or general for 
having contemplated the absolute Idea. In fact it 
does not appear that the physician studies even 
health > in the abstract; he studies the health of the 
human being—or rather of some particular human 
being, for it is individuals that he has to cure. 

Let us here conclude our discussion of this subject. 
vii We may now return to the Good which is the Happiness 

object of our search, and try to find out what exactly 31" amg 
it can be. For good appears to be one thing in one practical 
pursuit or art and another in another: it is different ee @) 
in medicine from what it is in strategy, and so on prifect or 
with the rest of the arts. What definition of the () srr. 
Good then will hold true in all the arts? Perhaps acai 
we may define it as that for the sake of which every- in itself. 
thing else is done. This applies to something 
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& Of. c. ii. 1, 
® Perhaps a note on ‘ instruments,’ interpolated, 
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different in each different art—to health in the case 
of medicine, to victory in that of strategy, to a house 
in architecture, and to something else in each of the 
other arts; but in every pursuit or undertaking it 
describes the end of that pursuit or undertaking, 
since in all of them it is for the sake of the end that 
everything elseisdone. Hence if there be something 
which is the end of all the things done by human 
action, this will be the practicable Good—or if 
there be several such ends, the sum of these will 

2be the Good. Thus by changing its ground the 
argument has reached the same result as before.* 
We must attempt however to render this still more 
precise. 

3 Now there do appear to be several ends at which 
our actions aim; but as we choose some of them— 
for instance wealth, or flutes,> and instruments 
generally—as a means to something else, it is clear 
that not all of them are final ends; whereas the 
Supreme Good seems to be something final. Con- 
sequently if there be some one thing which alone 
is a final end, this thing—or if there be several final 
ends, the one among them which is the most final— 

4 will be the Good which we are seeking. In speaking 
of degrees of finality, we mean that a thing pursued 
as an end in itself is more final than one pursued as 
a means to something else, and that a thing never 
chosen as a means to anything else is more final 
than things chosen both as ends in themselves and 
as means to that thing; and accordingly a thing 
chosen always as an end and never as a means we 

g call absolutely final. Now happiness above all else 
appears to be absolutely final in this sense, since we 
always choose it for its own sake and never as a 
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1 sroderixds LY, 240m. Lb, 
3 yovels rv ydvewr> Rassow: fort. rpoydvous ed. 
* alperdv KY Asp., dpxiov wal alperdv LOT, alperdv wat dpxcov 

Mb, fort. dpxcov ed. 
5 guvapiOuounevy T. 8 yap Ar: 58. 7 alperwrépa T’, 

9 Lit. ‘a political thing.’ Pol. 1253 a 2 adds for, ‘a 
es ae animal.’ 
eae emendation gives ‘renders life sufficient, 

that is, lacking in nothing.’ 
° Sc. but as including all other good things as the end 

includes the means. 
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means to something else ; whereas honour, pleasure, 
intelligence, and excellence in its various forms, we 
choose indeed for their own sakes (since we should 
be glad to have each of them although no extraneous 
advantage resulted from it), but we also choose them 
for the sake of happiness, in the belief that they will 
be a means to our securing it. But no one chooses 
happiness for the sake of honour, pleasure, etc., 
nor as a means to anything whatever other than 
itself. 

6 The same conclusion also appears to follow from 
a consideration of the self-sufficiency of happiness— 
for it is felt that the final good must be a thing 
sufficient in itself. The term self-sufficient, how- 
ever, we employ with reference not to oneself alone, 
living a life of isolation, but also to one’s parents and 
children and wife, and one’s friends and fellow 
citizens in geneval, since man is by nature a social 

7 being.* On the other hand a limit has to be assumed 
in these relationships; for if the list be extended 
to one’s ancestors and descendants and to the friends 
of one’s friends, it will go on ad infinitum. But this 
is a point that must be considered later on; we take 
a self-sufficient thing to mean a thing which merely 
standing by itself alone renders life desirable and 
lacking in nothing,’ and such a thing we deem happi- 

8 ness to be. Moreover, we think happiness the most 
desirable of all good things without being itself 
reckoned as one among the rest;¢ for if it were so 
reckoned, it is clear that we should consider it more 
desirable when even the smallest of other good things 
were combined with it, since this addition would 
result in a larger total of good, and of two goods the 
greater is always the more desirable. 
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2 ‘Practice’ for Aristotle denotes purposeful conduct, 
of which only rational beings are capable, cf. vi. 11. 2 note. 

+ This anticipation of c. xiti. 19 is irrelevant, and states 
decisively a point there left doubtful. Also on grounds of 
Greek this parenthesis has been suspected as an interpolation, 
and perhaps we should leave it out and render the preceding 
words ‘ the practical life of a rationa] being.’ 
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Happiness, therefore, being found to be something 
final and self-sufficient, is the End at which all 
actions aim. 

9 Tosay however that the Supreme Good is happiness Natnre ot 
will probably appear a truism; we still require a (appre 
more explicit account of what constitutes happiness. fom the 

10 Perhaps then we may arrive at this by ascertaining sian 
what is man’s function. For the goodness or effi- 
ciency of a flute-player or sculptor or craftsman of 
any sort, and in general of anybody who has some 
function or business to perform, is thought to reside 
in that function; and similarly it may be held that 
the good of man resides in the function of man, if he 
has a function. 

jl Are we then to suppose that, while the carpenter 
and the shoemaker have definite functions or 
businesses belonging to them, man as such has none, 
and is not designed by nature to fulfil any function ? 
Must we not rather assume that, just as the eye, 
the hand, the foot and each of the various members 
of the body manifestly has a certain function of its 
own, so a human being also has a certain funclion 
over and above all the functions of his particular 

J2 members? What then precisely can this function 
be? The mere act of living appears to be shared 
even by plants, whereas we are looking for the 
function peculiar to man; we must therefore set 
aside the vital activity of nutrition and growth. 
Next in the scale will come some form of sentient 
life ; but this too appears to be shared by horses, 

13 oxen, and animals generally. There remains there- 
fore what may be called the practical? life of the 
rational part of man. (This part has two divisions,? 
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1 rotrou.,.dcavcavmevor secl, Grant. 
§ 3) Susemihl: ée, % dvdpimov...o0rw secl. Bywater. 
* 5% Bonitz: 68, 

* In contrast with the mere state of possessing the faculty, 
> Taterally ‘activity of soul’; yux} however has a wider 

connotation than either ‘soul’ or ‘mind,’ and includes 
the whole of the vitality of any living creature. 

* The word paxdpeos, rendered ‘blessed’ or ‘supremely 
happy,’ is a derivative of ydxap, the adjective applied in 
Homer and Hesiod to the gods and to those of mankind who 
have been admitted after death to the Islands of the Blest. 
See ec. x. 16, al. 4, 
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one rational as obedient to principle, the other ag 
ossessing principle and exercising intelligence), 

Rational hfe again has two meanings ; let us assume 
that we are here concerned with the active exercise 4 
of the rational faculty, since this seems to be the 

14 more proper sense of the term. If then the function 
of man is the active exercise of the soul’s faculties ® 
in conformity with rational principle, or at all events 
nol. in dissociation from rational principle, and if we 
acknowledge the function of an individual and of a 
good individual of the same class (for instance, a 
harper and a good harper, and so generally with all 
classes) to be generically the same, the qualification 
of the latter's superiority in excellence being added 
to the function in his case (I mean that if the function 
of a harper is to play the harp, that of a good harper 
is to play the harp well): if this is so, and if we 
declare that the function of man is a certain form of 
life, and define that form of life as the exercise of 
the soul’s faculties and activities in association with 

15 rational principle, and say that the function of a good 
man is to perform these activities well and rightly, 
and if a function is well performed when it is per- 
formed in accordance with its own proper excellence 
—from these premises it follows that the Good of Dofnition of 
man is the active excrcise of his soul's faculties in "42?" 
conformity with excellence or virtue, or if there be 
several human excellences or virtues, in conformity 

16 with the best and most perfect among them. More- 
over this activity must occupy a complete lifetime ; 
for one swallow does not make spring, nor does one 
fine day; and similarly one day or a brief period of 
happiness does not make a man supremely blessed ° 
and happy. 
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2 In contrast with the mere state of possessing the faculty. 
> Literally ‘activity of soul’; wuy however has a wider 

connotation than either ‘soul’ or ‘ mind,’ and includes 
the whole of the vitality of any living creature. 

¢ The word paxdpios, rendered ‘blessed’ or ‘supremely 
happy,’ is a derivative of pdxap, the adjective applied in 
Homer and Hesiod to the gods and to those of mankind who 
have been admitted after death to the Islands of the Blest. 
See ec. x. 16, xii. 4. 
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one rational as obedient to principle, the other as 
possessing principle and exercising intelligence). 
Rational life again has two meanings ; let us assume 
that we are here concerned with the active exercise 4 
of the rational faculty, since this seems to be the 

14 more proper sense of the term. If then the function 
of man is the aclive exercise of the soul’s faculties # 
in conformity with rational principle, or at all events 
not in dissociation from rational principle, and if we 
acknowledge the function of an individual and of a 
good individual of the same class (for instance, a 
harper and a good harper, and so generally with all 
classes) to be generically the same, the qualification 
of the latter’s superiority in excellence being added 
to the function in his case (I mean that if the function 
of a harper is to play the harp, that of a good harper 
is to play the harp well): if this is so, and if we 
declare that the function of man is a certain form of 
life, and define that form of life as the exercise of 
the soul’s faculties and activities in association with 

18 rational principle, and say that the function of a good 
man is to perform these activities well and rightly, 
and if a function is well performed when it is per- 
formed in accordance with its own proper excellence 
—from these premises it follows that the Good of Definition of 
man is the active exercise of his soul’s faculties in "*??""™* 
conformity with excellence or virtue, or if there be 
several human excellences or virtues, in conformity 

‘16 with the best and most perfect among them. More- 
over this activity must occupy a complete lifetime ; 
for one swallow does not make spring, nor does one 
fine day ; and similarly one day or a brief period of 
happiness does not make a man supremely blessed ¢ 
and happy. 
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1 Syed: 68 
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17 Let this account then serve to describe the Good Bthies « 
in outline—for no doubt the proper procedure is to Deine 
begin by making a rough sketch, and to fill it in fore notan 
afterwards. If a work has been well laid down in scienee, 
outline, to carry it on and complete it in detail may 
be supposed to be within the capacity of anybody ; 
and in this working out of details Time seems to be 
a good inventor or at all events coadjutor. This 
indeed is how advances in the arts have actually 

18 come about, since anyone can fill in the gaps. Also 
the warning given above ¢ must not be forgotten; we 
must not look for equal exactness in all departments 
of study, but only such as belongs to the subject 
matter of each, and in such a degree as is appro- 

19 priate to the particular line of enquiry. A carpenter 
and a geometrician both seek after a right angle,” 
butin different ways ; the former is content with that 
approximation to it which satisfies the purpose of his 
work; the latter, being a student of truth, looks for 
its essence or essential attributes, We should there- 
fore proceed in the same manner in other subjects 
also, and not allow side issues to outweigh the main 
task in hand. 

20 «Nor again must we in all matters alike demand 
an explanation of the reason why things are what 
they are ; in some cases it is enough if the fact that 
they are so is satisfactorily established.¢ This is the 
case with first principles ; and the fact is the primary 

21 thing—it is a first principle. And principles are 
studied—some by induction, others by perception, 
others by some form of habituation, and also others 

22 otherwise 4; so we must endeavour to arrive at 

the principles of each kind in theiy natural manner, 
and must also be careful to define them correctly, 
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1 Rassow. 
2 ed.: rds Wuxerds dvepyelas rept puxhvy Kd, ras év. ras 

puxirds mept yux jv Lb, 

s The usual form of the proverb is ‘ The beginning is half 
of the whole.’ Aristotle applies it by a sort of play on words 
to dpx7 in its technical sense of a general principle of science, 
which is a ‘ beginning’ in the sense that it is the starting- 
ey of deductive reasoning. There is a reminiscence of 
Tesiod, Works and Days 30, wr¢ov Hpyuou warrés, ‘The half 

is more than the whole,’ though the meaning of that is 
entirely different. 

* «i.e, our definition of the Good for man, or happiness. 
* The turn of phrase associates ‘bodily goods’ with 

‘goods of the soul,’ both being personal, in contrast with 
the third class, ‘ external goods.’ But it at once appears 
that the important distinction is between ‘ goods of the 
soul’ on the one hand and all the rest (‘the goods in the 
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93 since they are of great importance for the subsequent 
course of the enquiry. The beginning is admiitedly 
more than half of the whole,? and throws light at 
once on many of the questions under investigation. 

viii Accordingly we must examine our first principle > ce. vti-st. 
not only as a logical conclusion deduced from certain Banas 
premises but also in the light of the current opinions tose! 
on the subject. For if a proposition be true, all the 5, eae 
facts harmonize with it, but if it is false, it is soon cument 
found to be discordant with them. eee 

2 Now things good have been divided into three 
classes, external goods on the one hand, and goods 
of the soul and of the body on the other °; and of 
these three kinds of goods, those of the soul we 
commonly pronounce good in the fullest sense and 
the highest degree. But it is our actions and the 
soul’s active exercise of its functions @ that we posit 
(as being Happiness) ; hence so far as this opinion 
goes—and it is of long standing, and generally 
accepted by students of philosophy—it supports 
the correctness of our definition of Happiness. 

8 It also shows it to be right merely in declaring the 
End to consist in actions or activities of some sort, for 
thus the End is included among goods of the soul, and 
not among external goods.@ 

4 Again, our definition accords with the description 
of the happy man as one who ‘lives well’ or “ does 

body and those outside and of fortune,’ viz. x1il. 2) on the 
other. Hence in § 3 ‘ external goods ’ must include ‘ bodily 
oods,’ as also §§ 15 f., where ‘external guods’ are sub- 
ivided into the instruments and the indispensable condi- 

tions of well-being (and so in more scientific language, 
a. ix. 7), the latter subdivision including beauty, the only 
bodily good there specified. 

# See the definition, c. vii. 15. ® See note *. 
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1 curpdds vulg.: cdvopos KP, ciudwvos Lb 
® Richards. 
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well’; for it has virtually identified happiness with 
a form of good life or doing well.¢ 

g And moreover all the various characteristics that 
are looked for in happiness are found to belong to 

6 the Good as we define it. Some people think happi- 
ness is goodness or virtue, others prudence, others 
a form of wisdom ; others again say it is all of these 
things, or one of them, in combination with pleasure, 
or accompanied by pleasure as an indispensable 
adjunct ; another school include external prosperity 

Jas a concomitant factor. Some of these views have 
been held by many people and from ancient times, 
others by a few distinguished men, and neither class 
is likely to be altogether mistaken; the probability 
is that their beliefs are at least partly, or indeed 
mainly, correct. 

8 Now with those who pronounce happiness to be 
virtue, or some particular virtue, our definition is in 
agreement ; for ‘ activity in conformity with virtue’ 

Sinvolves virtue. But no doubt it makes a great 
difference whether we conceive the Supreme Good 
to depend on possessing virtue or on displaying it— 
on disposition, or on the manifestation of a disposi- 
tion in action. Tor a man may possess the dis- 
position without its producing any good result, as for 
instance when he is asleep, or has ceased to function 
from some other cause; but virtue in active exercise 
cannot be inoperative—it will of necessity act, and 
act well. And just as at the Olympic games the 
wreaths of victory are not bestowed upon the hand- 
somest and strongest persons present, but on men 
who enter for the competitions—since it is among 
these that the winners are found,—-so it is those who 

* Cf. c. iv. 2 note. 
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® Not an experience of the body (ef. x. iii. 6), even in 
the case of ‘bodily pleasures.’ his brings pleasure 
within the definition of happiness as “an activity of the 
soul.” 

> Morally inferior people like things that are only pleasant 
‘accidentally,’ i.¢. owing not to some quality inherent in 
the thing but to something extraneous to it, viz. some 
depravity of taste or temporary affection in the person. 
Hence not only do different pole think different things 
pleasant but the same person thinks the same thing pleasant 
at one time and unpleasant at another—and so repents 
to-day of his indulgence yesterday; or he desires two in- 
compatible things at once, or desires a thing with one part 
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act rightly who carry off the prizes and good things 
of life. 

And further, the life of active virtue is essentially 
pleasant. For the feeling of pleasure is an expcri- 
ence of the soul,* and a thing gives a man pleasure 
in regard to which he is described as ‘ fund of’ so- 
and-so: for instance a horse gives pleasure to one 
fond of horses, a play to one fond of the theatre, and 
sunilarly just actions are pleasant to the lover of 
justice, and acts conforming with virtue generally to 
the lover of virtue. But whereas the mass of man- 
kind take pleasure in things that confhet with one 
another, because they are not pleasant of their own 

nature, things pleasant by nature are pleasant to 
lovers of what is noble, and so always are actions in 
conformity with virtue, so that they are pleasant 
essentially as well as pleasant to lovers of the noble. 

12 Therefore their life has no need of pleasure as a sort 
of ornamental appendage,* but contains its pleasure 
in itself. For there is the further consideration that 
the man who does not enjoy doing noble actions is 
not a good man at all: no one would call a man just 
if he did not like acting justly, nor liberal if he did not 
like doing liberal things, and similarly with the other 

18 virtues. But if so, actions in conformity with virtue 

must be essentially pleasant. 
But they are also of course both good and noble, 

of his nature that he dislikes with another, so that there 
is a conflict between his desires, or between his desire for 
pleasure and his wish for what he thinks good (see rx, ivy 
esp. §§ 8-10, and conirast § 5). 

@ The word is be saa used of an amulet hung round 
the neck or fastened round a limb. 
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1 4 pido om, H®: # post gidoc om. KY, 
2 rc@vatev (vel supra edolv) Richards, 

@ Tt was one of the public duties of rich citizens at Athens 
to equip the chorus and actors of a drama at their own 
expense. One so doing was called xopyyés (chorus-leader, 
as no doubt originally he was), and the dresses, etc., he 
supplied, xopyyia. The latter term is frequently used by 
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and each in the highest degree, if the good man 
judges them rightly ; and his judgement is as we 

Id have said. It follows therefore that happiness is 
at once the best, the noblest, and the pleasantest 
of things: these qualities are not separated as the 
inscription at Delos makes out— 

Justice is noblest, and health is best, 
But the heart’s desire js the pleasantest—, 

for the best activities possess them all; and it is 
the best activities, or onc activity which is the best 
of all, in which according to our definition happiness 
cousists. 

15 Nevertheless it is manifest that happiness also 
requires external goods in addition, as we said $ 
for it is impossible, or at least not easy, to play a 
noble part unless furnished with the necessary equip- 
ment.? ‘or many noble actions require instruments 
for their performance, in the shape of friends or 

16 wealth or political power; also there are certain 
external advantages, the lack of which sullies 
supreme felicity, such as good birth, satisfactory 
children, and personal beauty: a man of very ugly 
appearance or low birth, or childless and alone in 
the world, is not our idea of a happy man, and still 
less so perhaps 1s one who has children or friends ® that 
are worthless, or who has had good ones but lost them 

17 by death. As we said therefore, happiness does 
seem to require the addition of external prosperity, 

Aristotle to denote the matena) equipment of life, and has 
almost or quite ceased to be felt as a metaphor. 

® Perhaps ‘or friends’ is slipped in because of ‘ alone 
in the world’ just above, but friends should net be men- 
tioned here among the indispensable conditions of happiness, 
as they were included just above among its instruments 
(see § 2 note), Pe 
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1 [error (K? report) . . . dperdv] Gifanius, 2 Wilson. 

« This irrelevant addition looks like an interpolation. 
> 4.¢., theology, but Aristotle does not reopen the question 

in the Afetaphysics or elsewhere. 
° i.e, the intelligence of man. 
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and this 1s why some people identify it with good 
fortune (though some identify it with virtue %, 

{x It is this that gives rise to the question whether 
happiness is a thing that can be learnt, or acquired 
by training, or cultivated in some other manner, 
or whether it is bestowed by some divine dispensa- 

2 tion or even by fortune. (1) Now if anything that 
men have is a gift of the gods, it is reasonable to 
suppose that happimess is divinely given—indecd 
of all man’s possessions it is most likely to be so, 

3 inasmuch as it is the best of them all. This subject 
however may perhaps more properly belong to 
another branch of study.® Still, even if happiness 
1s not sent us from heaven, but is won by virtue and 
by some kind of study or practice, it seems to be one 
of the most divine things that exist. Tor the prize 
and end of goodness must clearly be supremely good 

4 —it must be something divine and blissful. (2) And 
also on our view it will admit of being widely diffused, 
since it can be attained through some process of 
study or effort by all persons whose capacity for 

5 virtue has not been stunted or maimed. (8) Again, 
if it is better to be happy as a result of one’s own 
exertions than by the gift of fortune, 1t is reasonable 
to suppose that this is how happincss is won; inas- 
much as in the world of nature things have a natural 
tendency to be ordered in the best possible way, 

g and the same is true of the products of art, and of 
causation of any kind, and especially the highest.° 
Whereas that the greatest and noblest of all things 
should be left to fortune would be too contrary to 
the fitness of things. 

7 Light is also thrown on the question by our 
definition of happiness, which said that it 1s a certain 
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® Cf. c. vill. 15, 16, and c. viil. 2 note. 
> Viz., that happiness depends on us and not on fortune, 

the answer imphed by ihe foregoing arguments to the 
question raised in § 1. 

* See Herodotus, i. 30-33. Solon visited Croesus, king 
of Lydia, and was shown all his treasures, but refused to 
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kind of activity of the soul; whereas the remaining 
good things ¢ are either merely indispensable condi- 
tions of happiness, or are of the nature of auxiliary 

8 means, and useful instrumentally. This conclusion ® 

9 

moreover agrees with what we laid down at the out- 
set; for we stated that the Supreme Good was the 
end of political science, but the principal care of this 
science is to produce a certam character in the 
citizens, namely to make them virluous, and capable 
of performing noble actions. 
We have good reasons therefore for not speaking 

of an ox or horse or any other animal as being happy, 
because none of these is able to participate in noble 

10 activities. For this cause also children cannot be 

11 

x 

happy, for they are not old enough to be capable 
of noble acts; when children are spoken of as 
happy, it is in compliment to their promise for the 
future. Happiness, as we said, requires both com- 
plete goodness and a complete lifetime. Tor many 
reverses and vicissitudes of all sorts occur in the 
course of life, and it is possible that the most prosper- 
ous man may encounter great disasters in his dechn- 
ing years, as the story is told of Priam in the cpics ; 
but no one calls a man happy who meets with mis- 
fortunes like Priam’s, and comes to a miserable end. 

Fortune as 
conditions 
Or a3 Wicans. 

Are we then to count no other human being happy uappiness 
either, as long as he is alive ?_ Must we obey Solon’s therefore 

not ee yA 

Mj 2 warning,’ and ‘look to the end’? And if we are astected 
indeed to lay down this rule, can a man really 
be happy after he is dead? Surely that is an 
extremely strange notion, especially for us who 

call him the happiest of mankind until he should have heard 
that he had ended his life without misfortune; he bade him 
‘mark the end of every matter, how 1t should turn out.’ 
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1 rom, Ke, 4 Richards. 

* ie. if our estimale of his life as happy or the reverse 
had to change. There is no idea of the dead being con- 
scious of what happens to ther descendants (cf. §8 fin.), 
though this is inconsistently suggested by the wording of § 8, 

> That raised in § 1. ¢ That raised in § 4. 
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define happincss as a form of activity! While if 
on the other hand we refuse to speak of a dead man 
as happy, and Solon’s words do not mean this, but 
that only when a man is dead can one safely call 
him blessed as being now beyond the reach of evil 
and misfortune, this also admits of some dispute; 
for it is believed that some evil and also some goad 
can befall the dead, just as much as they can happen 
to the living without their being aware of it—for 
instance honours, and disgraces, and the prosperity 
and misfortunes of their children and their descend- 
ants in general. But here too there is a difficulty, 
Tor suppose a man to have lived in perfect happi- 
ness until old age, and to have come to a correspond- 
ingly happy end: he may still have many vicissitudes 
befall his descendants, some of whom may be good 
and meet with the fortune they deserve, and others 
the opposite ; and moreover these descendants may 
clearly stand in every possible degree of remoteness 
from the ancestors in question. Now it would be a 
strange thing if the dead man also were to change 4 
with the fortunes of his family, and were to become 
a happy man at one time and then miserable at 
another; yet on the other hand it would also be 
strange if anccstors were not affected at all, even 
over a limited period, by the fortunes of their 
descendants. 

But let us go back to our former difficulty,? for 
perhaps it will throw light on the question ® we are 
now examining. If we are to look to the end, and 
congratulate a man when dead not as actually being 
blessed, but because he has been blessed in the past, 
surely it is strange if at the actual time when a man 
is happy that fact cannot be truly predicated of 
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® Perhaps a verse from an unknown play. 
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NICOMACHIAN ETHICS, I. x. 711 

him, because we are unwilling to call the living 
happy owing to the vicissitudes of fortune, and 
owing to our conception of happiness as something 
permanent and not readily subject to change, 
whereas the wheel of fortune often turns full circle 
in the same person’s experience. For it is clear 
that if we are to be guided by foitune, we shall 
often have to call the same man first happy and 
then miserable ; we shall make out the happy man 
to be a sort of ‘ chameleon, or a house built on the 
sand,’ 4 

But perhaps it is quite wrong to be guided in our 
judgement by the changes of fortune, since true 
prosperity and adversity do not depend on fortune’s 
favours, although, as we said, our life does require 
these in addition; but it is the active exercise of 
our faculties in conformity with virtue that causes 
happiness, and the opposite activities its opposite. 
And the difficulty just discussed is a further con- 

firmation of our definition; since none of man’s 
functions possess the quality of permanence so fully 
as the activities m conformity with virtue: they 
appear to be more lasting even than ow know- 
ledge of particular sciences. And among these 
activities themselves those which are highest in the 
seale of values are the more lasting, because they 
most fully and continuously oceupy the lives of the 
supremely happy: for this appears to be the reason 
why we do not forget them, 

The happy man therefore will possess the element 
of stability in question, and will remain happy all 
his life; since he will be always oy at least most 
often employed in doing and contemplating the 
things that are in conformity with virtue. And he 
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* From the poem of Simonides quoted and discussed in 
Plato, Protagoras, 339. 

* This distinction of the two values of good fortune 
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will bear changes of fortunes most nobly, and with 
perfect propriety in every way, being as he is 
“good in very truth’ and ‘four-square without 
reproach.’ 4 

12 But the accidents of fortune are many and vary 
in degree of magnitude; and although small pieces 
of good luck, as also of misfortune, clearly do not 
change the whole course of hfe, yet great and 
repeated successes will render life more blissful, 
since both of their own nature they help to em- 
bellish it, and also they ean be nobly and virtuously 
utihzed®; while great and frequent reverses can 
crush and mar our bliss both by the pain they cause 
and by the hindrance they offer to many activities. 
Yet nevertheless even in adversity nobility shines 
through, when a man endures repeated and severe 
misfortune with patience, not owing to insensibility 

13 but from generosity and greatness of soul. And if, 
as we said, a man’s life is determined by his activities, 
no supremely happy man can ever become miserable. 
For he will never do hateful or base actions, since 
we hold that the truly good and wise man will bear 
all kinds of foitune in a seemly way, and will always 
act in the noblest manner that the circumstances 
allow; even as a good general makes the most 
effective use of the forces at his disposal, and a good 
shoemaker makes the finest shoe possible out of the 
leather supplied him, and so on with all the other 

14 crafts and professions. And this being so, the 
happy man can never become miserable ; ra 
it is true he will not be supremely blessed if he 
encounters the misfortunes of a Priam. Nor yet 

recalls the two classes of external goods defiued in c. viii. 15, 
16 and c. ix. 7. 
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9 ‘The clause ‘not... lifetime’ stands above after ‘ external 
goods’ in the ass. 
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assuredly will he be variable and liable to change $ 
for he will not be dislodged from his happiness easily, 
nor by ordinary misfortunes, but only by severe 
and frequent disasters, nor will he recover from 
such disasters and become happy again quickly, 
but only, if at all, after a long term of years, in 
which he has had time to compass high distinctions 
and achievements. 

15 May not we then confidently pronounce that man 
happy who realizes complete goodness in action, and 
is adequately furnished with external goods? Or 
should we add, that he must also be destined to go 
on living not * for any casual period but throughout 
a complete lifetime in the same manner, and to 
die accordingly, because the future is hidden from 
us, and we conceive happiness as an end, something 

16 utterly and absolutely fina] and complete? If this 
is so, we shall pronounce those of the living who 
possess and are destined to go on possessing the 
ood things we have specified to be supremely 

blessed, though on the human scale of bliss, 
So much for a discussion of this question. 

xi That the happiness of the dead is not influenced 
at all by the fortunes of their descendants and their 
friends in general seems too hcariless a doctrine, 

2 and contrary to accepted beliefs. But the accidents 
of life are many and diverse, and vary in the degree 
in which they affect us. To distinguish between 
them in detail would clearly be a long and indeed 
endless undertaking, and a general treatment in 

Soutline may perhaps be enough. Even our own 
misfortunes, then, though in some cases they exercise 
considerable weight and influence upon the course 
of our lives, in other cases seem comparatively un- 
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1 Richards. 2 pradpdy KY: dpavpdy ? Bywater. 

~e The definition of happiness is now shown to be sup- 
ported by the current terms of moral approbation ; 
apparently ¢ratverdy, ‘praiseworthy’ or ‘commendable,’ 
was appropriate to means, or things having relative value, 
and riuov, ‘valued’ or ‘revered,’ to ends, or things of 
absolute value. 
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important ; and the sarne is true of the misfortunes 
4 of our friends of all degrees. Also it makes a great 

difference whether those who are connected with 
any occurrence are alive or dead, much more so 
than it does in a tragedy whether the crimes and 
horrors are supposed to have taken place beforehand 

5 or are enacted on the stage. We ought therefore 
to take this difference also into account, and still 
more perhaps the doubt that exists whether the 
dead really participate in good or evil at all. For 
the above considerations seem to show that even if 
any good or evil docs penetrate to them, the effect 
is only small and trifling, either imtrinsically or in 
relation to them, or if not trifling, at all events not 
of such magnitude and kind as to make the unhappy 
happy or to rob the happy of their blessedness. 

6 It does then appear that the dead are influenced 
in some measure by the good fortune of their friends, 
and likewise by their misfortunes, but that the 
effect is not of such a kind or degree as to render 
the happy unhappy or vzce versa. 

xii These questions being settled, let us consider 1eppinesa 
whether happiness is one of the things we praise aol hy 
or rather one of those that we honour 23; for it is at terms ox 
all events clear that it is not a mere potentiality. PESR# 

2 Now it appears that a thing which we praise is 
always praised because it has a certain quality and 
stands in a certain relation to something. For we | 
praise Just men and brave men, in fact good men 
and virtue generally, because of their actions and 
the results they produce; and we praise the men 
who are strong of body, swift of foot and the like 

® ge, not merely a potentiality of good but an actual 
good, whether as means or end. 
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* But we do not praise them. 
. ° For acriticism of the hedonism of this unorthodox pupil 
of Plato see x. ii, fi. 

° Encomia or laudatory orations are the chief constituent 
of Epideictic or Declamatory Oratory, one of the three 
branches (the others being Deliberative and Forensic) into 
which rhetoric is divided by Aristotle (2het. 1. iii). The 
topics of encomia are virtue and vice, the noble and dis- 
graceful, which are analysed from this point of view in 
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on account of their possessing certain natural quali- 
ties, and standing in a certain relation to something 

g good and excellent. The point is also illustrated 
by our feeling about praises addressed to the gods: 
it strikes us as absurd that the gods should be 
referred to ow standards, and this is what praising 
them amounts to, since praise, as we said, involves 

4a reference of its object to something else. But if 
praise belongs to what is relative, it is clear that 
the best things merit not praise but something 
greater and better: as indeed is generally recog- 
nized, since we speak of the gods as blessed and 
happy,” and also ‘blessed’ is the term that we 
apply to the most godhke men; and similarly with 
good things—no one praises happiness as one 
praises justice, but we call it ‘a blessing,’ deeming 
it something higher and more divine than things 
we praise. 

& Indced it seems that Eudoxus® took a good line in 
advocating the claims of pleasure to the prize of 
highest excellence, when he held that the fact that 
pleasure, though a good, is not praised, is an indica- 
tion that it is superior to the things we praise, as 
God and the Good are, because they are the standards 
to which everything else is referred. 

6 For praise belongs to goodness, since it is this that 
makes men capable of accomplishing noble deeds, 
while encomia ° are for deeds accomplished, whether 

7 bodily feats or achievements of the mind. However, 
Rhet. 1. ix. That chapter contains a parenthesis (§§ 33, 34) 
distinguishing praise, as proper to mpdées, actions in 
operation, from encomia, which belong to épya, the results 
achieved by action; but this distinction is not maintained 
in the context (§ 85, and cf. §2 where God as weil as man is 
given as an object of praise). 
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4 dddyouer ? ed. 2 Wuxfs KO: wuyty. 3 Ramsauer. 

* The context seems to disprove the alternative rendering 
‘just as to cure eyes the oculist must have a general know- 
ledge of the structure of the whole of the body as well.’ 
The illustration 1s a reminiscence of |’lato, Oharaides. 156 
R-£, but does not follow that passage exactly. 
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to develop this subject is perhaps rather the business 
of those who have made a study of encomia. For 
our purpose we may draw the conclusion from the 
foregoing remarks, that happiness is a thing honoured 

8 and perfect. This seems to be borne out by the 
fact that it is a first principle or starting-point, since 
all other things that all men do are done for its sake ; 
and that which is the first principle and cause of 
things good we agree to be something honourable 
and divine. 

xiii But inasmuch as happiness is a certain activity une 1. 
of soul in conformity with perfect goodness, it is 47" : , Analysis of 
necessary to examine the nature of goodness. For detiuition of 
this will probably assist us in our investigation of &hpusi 

2the nature of happmess. Also, the true statesman 900), tts 
. parts and 

seems to be one who has made a special study of their 
goodness, since his aim is to make the citizens good Vi" 

3 and law-abiding men—witness the lawgivers of Crete 
and Sparta, and the other great legislators of history ; 

4 but if the study of goodness falls within the province 
of Political Science, 11 is clear that in investigating 
goodness we shall be keeping to the plan which we 
adopted at the outset. 

8 Now the goodness that we have to consider is clearly 
human goodness, since the good or happiness which 
we set out to seek was human good and human 

6 happiness. But human goodness means in our view 
excellence of soul, not excellence of body; also 
our definition of happiness is an activity of the soul. 

7 Now if this is so, clearly it behoves the statesman 
- to have some acquaintance with psychology, just 

as the physician who is to heal the eye or the other 
parts of the body? must know their anatomy. 
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@ woditixds means for Aristotle both ‘ political scientist ” 
and “statesman ’’: for him they are the same thing, since 
modTin# i8 & practical science. 

> These eEwrepexol Adyor are also mentioned in vz. iv. 2 
and six other places in Aristotle (see Ross on Afet. 1076 a 28), 
In Pol, 1393092 they are appealed to for the tripartite 
classification of goods which in ce. viii. 2 above is as- 
cribed to current opinion ‘of long standing and generally 
accepted by students of philosophy.’ The phrase there- 
fore seems to denote arguments or doctrines (whether 
familiar in philosophic debates, for which see note on c. v. 
6, or actually recorded in books), that were not peculiar 
to the Peripatetic school; in some cases, as here, it may 
refer specially ta the tenets of the Academy. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, I. xiii. 7-12 

Indeed a foundation of science is even more requisite 
for the statesman, inasmuch as politics is a higher 
and more honourable art than medicine; but 
physicians of the better class devote much attention 

8 to the study of the human body. The student of 
polities? therefore as well as the psychologist must 
study the nature of the soul, though he will do so 
as an aid to politics, and only so far as is requisite 
for the objects of enquiry that he has in view: to 
pursue the subject in further detail would doubtless 
be more laborious than is necessary for his purpose. 

® Now on the subject of psychology some of the 
teaching current in extraneous discourses? is satis- 
factory, and may be adopted here: namely that 
the soul consists of two parts, one irrationa] and the 

10 other capable of reason.? (Whether these two parts 
are really distinct in the sense that the parts of the 
body or of any other divisible whole are distinct, or 
whether though distinguishable in thought as two 
they are inseparable in reality, like the convex and 
concave sides of a curve, is a question of no import- 
ance for the matter in hand.) Of the irrational part 
of the soul again one division appears to be common 
to all living things, and of a vegetative nature: I 
refer to the part that causes nutrition and growth ; 
for we must assume that a vital faculty of this nature 
exists in all things that assimilate nourishment, 
including embryos—the same faculty being present 
also in the fully-developed organism (this is more 
reasonable than to assume a different nutritive 

12 faculty in the latter). The excellence of this faculty 
‘therefore appears to be common to ail animate 

1 _ 

© Literally “ having a plan or principle.” 
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« For these terms see Bk. VII. init. 
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things and not peculiar to man ; for it is believed that 
this faculty or part of the soul is most active during 
sleep, but when they are asleep you cannot tell a 
good man from a bad one (whence the saying that 
for half their lives there is no difference between 

18 the happy and the miserable). This is a natural 
result of the fact that sleep is a cessation of the 
soul from the activities on which its goodness or 
badness depends—except that in some small degree 
certain of the sense-iinpressions may reach the 
soul during slecp, and consequently the dreams of 
the good are better than those of ordinary men. 

14 We need not however pursue this subject further, 
but may omit from consideration the nutritive part 
of the soul, since it exhibits no specifically human 
excellence. 

15 But there also appears to be another element in 
the soul, which, though irrational, yet in a manner 
participates in rational principle. In self-restrained 
and unrestrained ¢ people we approve their prinuple, 
or the rational part of their souls, because it urges 
them in the right way and exhorts them to the best 
course; but their nature seems also to contain another 
element beside that of rational principle, which 

16 combats and resists that principle. Exactly the 
same thing may take place in the soul as occurs 
with the body in a case of paralysis: when the 
patient wills to move his limbs to the right they 
swerve to the left; and similarly in unrestrained 
persons their impulses run counter to their prin- 
ciple. But whereas in the body we see the erratic 
member, in the case of the soul we do not see it; 
nevertheless it cannot be doubted that in the soul 
also there is an element beside that of principle, 
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® This Parente note on the phrase ‘to have logos’ 
is untranslatable, and confusing even in the Greek. Accord- 
ing to the psychology here expounded, the intellect ‘ has 
a plan or principle,’ in the sense of understanding principle, 
and being able to reason and make a plan: in other words, 
it is fully rational. The appetitive part of man’s nature 
“has a plan or principle ’ in so far as it is capable of follow- 
ing or obeying a principle. It happens that this relationship 
of following or obeying can itself be expressed by the words 
“to have logos’ in another sense of that phrase, viz. ‘to 
take account of, pay heed to.’ To be precise the writer 
should say that the appetitive part Aéyou fye Tod Adyou, 
‘hag logos (takes account) of the logos.’ The phrase has 
yet a third sense in mathematics, where ‘‘ to have logos” 
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which opposes and runs counter to principle (though 
in what sense the two are distinct does not concern 

17 us here). But this second element also seems, as 
we said, to participate in rational principle ; at least 
in the self-restrained man it obeys the behest of 
principle—and no doubt in the temperate and brave 
man it is still more amenable, for all parts of his 
nature are in harmony with principle. 

18 Thus we see that the irrational part, as well as 
the soul as a whole, is double. One division of it, 
the vegetative, does not share in rational principle 
at all; the other, the seat of the appetites and of 
desire in general, does in a sense participate in 
principle, as being amenable and obedient to it 
(in the sense in fact in which we speak of * paying 
heed’ to one’s father and friends, not in the sense 
of the term ‘ rational’ in mathematics*), And that 
principle can in a manner appeal to the irrational 
part, is indicated by our practice of admonishing 
delinquents, and by our employment of rebuke and 
exhortation generally. 

19 If on the other hand it be more correct to speak of 
the appetitive part of the soul also as rational, in that 
case it is the rational part which, as well as the whole 
soul, is divided into two, the one division having 
rational principle in the proper sense and in itself, the 
other obedient to it as a child to its father. 

2) Now virtue also is differentiated in correspondence 
with this division of the soul. Some forms of virtue 
are called intellectual virtues, others moral virtues: 
Wisdom or intelligence and Prudence? are intel- 

(rato) means ‘to be rational’ in the sense of commensur- 
abie, 

> ¢.¢., practical, as distinguished from speculative, wisdom, 
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% Viz. Speculative Wisdom (as distmguished from Prudence 
or Practical Wisdom), which is therefore a virtue, though not 
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lectual, Liberality and Temperance are moral 
virtues. When describing a man’s moral character 
we do not say that he is wise or intelligent, but 
gentle or temperate; but a wise man also is praised 
for his disposition,* and praiseworthy dispositions we 
term virtues. 

a virtue in the narrower sense of moral virtue. Throughout 
Aristotle’s ethical works, praise and blume are the ordinary 
tests of virtuc and vice. (See ulso c. xit,) 
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1 $) Susemihl: 62. 2 Spray <dd\d\ws> Grdws ? Richards. 

* It is probable that os, ‘habit’ and 460s, ‘ character” 
(whence ‘ ethical,’ moral) are kindred words. 

> der} is here as often in this and the following Books 
employed in the limited sense of ‘ moral excellence’ or 
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i Virtue being, as we have seen, of two kinds, intel- 
lectual and moral, intellectual virtue is for the most 
part both produced and increased by instruction, 
and therefore requires experience and time; where- 
as moral or ethical virtue is the product of habit 
(ethos), and has indeed derived its name, with a 

2slight variation of form, from that word. And 
therefore it is clear that none of the moral virtues 
is engendered in us by nature, for no natural property 
can be altered by habit. For instance, it is the 
nature of a stone to move downwards, and it cannot 
be trained to move upwards, even though you should 
try to train it to do so by throwing it up into the 
air ten thousand times; nor can fire be trained to 
move downwards, nor can anything else that natur- 
ally behaves in one way be trained into a habit of 

8 behaving in another way. The virtues ® therefore 
are engendered in us neither by nature nor yet in 
violation of nature; nature gives us the iad 
to receive them, and this capacity is brought to 
maturity by habit. 

4 Moreover, the faculties given us by nature are 
bestowed on us first in a potential form ; we exhibit 
their actual exercise afterwards. This is clearly so 

‘ goodness of character,’ i.e, yirtue in the ordinary sense of 
the term. 
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° Or possibly ‘ For things that we have to learn to do 
[in contrast with things that we do by nature], we learn by 
dolng them.’ 
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with our senses: we did not acquire the faculty of 
sight or hearing by repeatedly seeing or repeatedly 
listening, but the other way about—because we had 
the senses we began to use them, we did not get 
them by using them. The virtues on the other 
hand we acquire by first having actually practised 
them, just as we do the arts. We learn an art or 
craft by doing the things that we shall have to do 
when we have learnt it4: for instance, men become 
builders by building houses, harpers by playing on 
the harp. Similarly we become just by doing just 
acts, temperate by doing temperate acts, brave by 

5 doing brave acts. This truth is attested by the 
experience of states: lawgivers make the citizens 
good by training them in habits of right action— 
this is the aim of all legislation, and if it fails to do 
this it is a failure ; this is what distanguishes a good 

6 form of constitution from a bad one. Again, the 
actions from or through which any virtue is pro- 
duced are the same as those through which it also 
is destroyed—just as is the case with skill in the 
arts, for both the good harpers and the bad ones are 
produced by harping, and similarly with builders 
and all the other craftsmen: as you will become a 
good builder from building well, so you will become 

7 a bad one from building badly. Were this not so, 
there would be no need for teachers of the arts, 
but everybody would be born a good or bad crafts- 
man as the case might be. The same then is true 
of the virtues. Jt is by taking part in transactions 
with our fellow-men that some of us become just 
and others unjust; by acting in dangerous situa- 
tions and forming a habit of fear or of confidence we 
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° 4. in Bk. VI. For the sense in which ‘the right 
principle’ can be said to be the viitue of Prudence see 
vi. xiii. 5 note. > Seer. iii. 1. 
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become courageous or cowardly. And the same 
holds good of our ‘dispositions with regard to the 
appetites, and anger ; some men become temperate 
and gentle, other profligate and irascible, by actually 
comporting themselves in one way or the other in 
relation to those passions. In a word, our moral 
dispositions are formed as a result of the correspond- 

8 ing activities. Hence it is incumbent on us to 
control the character of our activities, since on the 
quality of these depends the quality of our disposi- 
tions. It is therefore not of small moment whether 
we are trained from childhood in one set of habits 
or another; on the contrary it is of very great, or 
rather of supreme, importance. 

ii As then our present study, unlike the other Rightaction 

branches of philosophy, has a practical aim (for we with Right 
are not investigating the nature of virtue for the Frmelpla 
sake of knowing what it is, but in order that we 
may become good, without which result our investi- 
gation would be of no use), we have consequently 
to carry our enquiry into the region of conduct, 
and to ask how we are to act rightly; since our 
actions, as we have said, determine the quality of 
our dispositions. 

2 Now the formula ‘ to act in conformity with right 
principle’ is common ground, and may be assumed 
as the basis of our discussion. (We shall speak about 
this formula later,* and consider both the definition 
of right principle and its relation to the other virtues.) 

3 But let it be granted to begin with that the whole Celsosat 
theory of conduct is bound to be an outline only noseasarily 
and not an exact system, in accordance with the Mmexsct. 
rule we laid down at the beginning,’ that philo- 
sophical theories must only be required to correspond 
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to their subject matter; and matters of conduct 
and expediency have nothing fixed or invariable 
about them, any more than have matters of health, 

4 And if this is true of the general theory of ethics, 
still less is exact precision possible in dealing with 
particular cases of conduct; for these come under 
no science or professional tradition, but the agents 
themselves have to consider what is suited to the 
circumstances on each occasion, just as is the case 

5 with the art of medicine or of navigation. But 
although the discussion now proceeding is thus 
necessarily inexact, we must do our best to help 
it out. 

6 First of all then we have to observe, that moral Virtue 
qualities are so constituted as to be destroyed by maarel 
excess and by deficiency—as we see is the case with delcisncy 
bodily strength and health (for one is forced to ; 
explain what is invisible by means of visibic illustra- 
tions). Strength is destroyed both by excessive 
and by deficient exercises, and similarly health is 
destroyed both by too much and by too little food 
and drink ; while they are produced, increased and 

7 preserved by suitable quantities. Thesame therefore 
is true of Temperance, Courage, and the other virtues. 
The man who runs away from everything in fear 
and never endures anything becomes a coward 3 
the man who fears nothing whatsoever but encounters 
everything becomes rash. Similarly he that in- 
dulges in every pleasure and refrains from none turns 
out a profligate, and he that shuns all pleasure, as 
boorish persons do, becomes what may be called 
insensible. Thus Temperance and Courage are 
destroyed by excess and deficiency, and preserved 
by the observance of the mean. 
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ai! dperat cio. wept mpdkers nat adOyn, wavri be 

1 xat at M>, ® Cobet. 3 ai add. K». 

@ We here resume from the end of c. i. The preceding 
- paragraphs, repeating from Bk. I. the caution as to method, 
and introducing the doctrine of the Mean, which is to be 
developed below, are parenthetical, 
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8 But? not only are the virtues both generated Virtue exer 
and fostered on the one hand, and destroyed on the pita 
other, from and by the same actions, but they will which it wan 
also find their full exercise in the same actions, “™™* 
This is clearly the case with the other more visible 
qualities, such as bodily strength: for strength is 
produced by taking much food and undergoing much 
exertion, while also it is the strong man who will 
be able to eat most food and endure most exertion. 

9 The same holds good with the virtues. We become 
temperate by abstaining from pleasures, and at the 
same time we are best able to abstain from pleasures 
when we have become temperate. And so with 
Courage: we become brave by training ourselves 
to despise and endure terrors, and we shall be 
best able to endure terrors when we have become 
brave. 

iii An index of our dispositions is afforded by the Pteasnroand 
pleasure or pain that accompanies our actions. A Prin thetest 
man is temperate if he abstains from bodily pleasures 
and finds this abstinence itself enjoyable, profligate 
if he feels it irksome; he is brave if he faces danger 
with pleasure or at all events without pain, cowardly 
if he does so with pain. 

In fact pleasures and pains are the things with 
which moral virtue is concerned. 

For (1) pleasure causes us to do base actions and 
pain causes us to abstain from doing noble actions. 

2 Hence the importance, as Plato points out, of having 
been definitely trained from childhood to like and 
dislike the proper things ; this is what good educa~- 
tion means. 

8 (2) Again, if the virtues have to do with actions 
and feelings, and every feeling and every action is 
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mabe. kat méon mpafer Ererar Hdov) Kal Adry,w 
kat Sia Tot’ dv ein 4 dper} mepl 7dovas Kat 

4Avras.—pnvdovar 8 Kat af xoddceis ywouera 
Sid rovrwv larpetar yap Twés eiow, at Sé tarpetae 

BS. rdy evavtiwy meptxact yivecBar—éri, wis 
kat mpdrepov elmopev, aca yuyiis eis, if’ olwy 
mépuxe yiveoOat yeipwr Kal Bedtiov, mpds Tatra 20 
kat wept Tadra thy dvow exer 8 Hdovas be ab 
Adras Padrow yivovrar, 7H Sudxew ravras Kal 
dhevyew 7 as py Set H dre od Set 7 dds od Set 
} doaxyds GdAAws tad Tod Adyou Siopilerae ra 
rowaira. di Kal dpilovrar tas dperds amabelas 
Twas Kal jpeptas’ ovK ed b¢, drt aTrADS Adyovow, % 
aan’ ody ws Set Kal cds od Set, Kal dre, Kal doa 

6 dAda mpooriberas. vrdKewra dpa % dpert) elvas 
7 rowirn Tepl apdovds Kab Avmas Tov Bedrioresy 
TpaKriKy, ‘ 8e kaxia tovvayrioy. yevouro 8 
ay qyiy Kal éx tovtwy gavepoy eri? qepl tav 
avréy. tpidv yap évtwr trav els ras aipéoes ag 
kat tpidy tay els tas duyds, Kado ovudépovros 
ydéos, Kat [rpidv]® r&v evavtiwy, alaypod Bra-~ 
Bepod Avanpod, mept mavra pev ratra 6 dyads 
KaropOwrids earw 6 5é KaKds duaprnriKes, 

a 

2 gaidar OP, 2 Br, Kb, ® Coraes. 

* The contrary maxim to similia similibus curantur or 
homoeopathy. Fever, caused by heat, is cured by cold, 
Hence if the remedy for wickedness is pain, it must have 
been caused by pleasure. 
if et is actively exercised when fully developed, of. 

e. ii. 8. 
* The reference is probably to Speusippus, although in 

the extant remains of Greek philosophy apathy, or freedom 
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attended with pleasure or pain, this too shows that 
virtue has to do with pleasure and pain. 

4 (8) Another indication is the fact that pain is the 
medium of punishment; for punishment is a sort 
of medicine, and it is the nature of medicine to work 
by means of opposites.* 

& (4) Again, as we said before, every formed dis- 
position of the soul realizes its full nature ® in relation 
to and in dealing with that class of objects by which it 
is its nature to be corrupted or improved. But men 
are corrupted through pleasures and pains, that is, 
either by pursuing and avoiding the wrong pleasures 
and pains, or by pursuing and avoiding them at the 
wrong time, or in the wrong manner, or in one of 

the other wrong ways under which errors of conduct 
can be logically classified. This is why some thinkers® 
define the virtues as states of impassivity or tran- 
quillity, though they make a mistake in using these 
terms absolutely, without adding ‘in the right (or 
wrong) manner’ and ‘ at the right (or wrong) time’ 
and the other qualifications. 

6 Weassume therefore that moral virtueis the quality 
of acting in the best way in relation to pleasures and 
ains, and that vice is the opposite. 

7 But the following considerations also will give us 
further light on the same point. 

(5) There are three things that are the motives 
of choice and three that are the motives of avoidance; 
namely, the noble, the expedient, and the pleasant, 
and their opposites, the base, the harmful, and the 
painful. Now in respect of all these the good man 
ig likely to go right and the bad to go wrong, but 

from passions or emotions, first appears as an ethical ideal 
of the Stoics. 
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pddvora Sé amepl riv Soviv: Kow te yap 
atryn tois Codbois, kat m&ov tots bao Ti alpeow 
mapaxodovbe?, kal yap TO KaAdv Kal 76 ovdépoy i106, 

8750 daiverar.—éert 8 ee vymiov naow tyiy ovv- 
TéOparrar 80 yaAderdy azorpibacba: rotro ré 
mdBus eyxexpwouevoy r@ Biw—kavoviloue Sé 
Kal tas mpdées, of pev paddov of 8 Arrov, 

9 7O0vq Kal Adan. Sid Tod7’ ody dvayratov elvats 
wept Tatra ty wdcay mpaypareiav' od ‘ydp 
puxpov els ras mpdéeis eb 4 KaKds yalpew Kal 

10 Avetoban—éri 5é yadrerdrepov Yov} padyerbas 
H Oup@, xabarep dno ‘Hpaxdceros, rept d€ 7d 
yarercirepoy det kat réyvn yiverat Kal dperi: 
Kal yap TO ed Bédriov ev rovTm. wore Kal did 10 
robro mept ydovas Kal AUTas Taca 7 mpayparela 
Kal TH dperf Kal 7H moAuTiKh: 6 pev yap eb 
rovTos ypiwpevos ayalds eorar, 6 8é KaKds 

UW Kkakds. Ore pey ody dorly 4 dper} mept Hdovas 
Kat Avaas, Kal dre €& dy ylverat, vd TovTwy 
kal avferas Kal Aleiperar 7) WoavTws ywomevwr, 15 
kal ore €€ dy éyévero, mepl ratira Kat evepyel, 
eipnadw. 

iv “Amoprjoee 8 dv tis ms Aéyopev dri Sel ra 
pev Sica mpdrrovras Sucalous yivecOar Ta dé 
oudpova asidpovas: ef yap mpdrrove, ra Sieara 

* &o., as well as being the sources of our feelings. 
® Heraclitus, Fr. ev ‘(Bywaten) Gung pdxerOar xarerdve 8 

Te yap by xpylty ylvecOar, puxfs dvdera, ‘it is hard to fight 
with anger [or ‘desire,’ 6yug in the Homeric sense, 
pase Whatever it wishes to get, it purchases at the 
cost of life.” 
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especially in respect of pleasure; for pleasure ig 
common to man with the lower animals, and also 
it is a concomitant of all the objects of choice, since 
both the noble and the expedient appear to us 
pleasant. 

a (6) Again, the susceptibility to pleasure has 
grown up with all of us from the cradle. Hence this 
feeling is hard to eradicate, being engrained in the 
fabric of our lives. 

(7) Again, pleasure and pain are also? the 
standards by which we all, in a greater or less degree, 

gregulate our actions. On this account therefore 
pleasure and pain are necessarily our main concern, 
since to feel pleasure and pain rightly or wrongly 
has a great effect on conduct. 

10 (8) And again, it is harder to fight against pleasnre 
than against anger (hard as that is, as Heracleitus® 
says); but virtue, like art, is constantly dealing with 
what is harder, since the harder the task the better 
fs success. For this reason also therefore pleasure 
and pain are necessarily the main concern both of 
virtue and of political science, since he who comports 
himself towards them rightly will be good, and he 
who does so wrongly, bad. 

11 We may then take it as established that virtue 
has to do with pleasures and pains, that the actions 
which produce it are those which increase it, and 
also, if differently performed, destroy it, and that 
the actions from which it was produced are also 
those in which it is exercised. 

iv A difficulty may however be raised as to what virtue, how 
we mean by saying that in order to become just ae by 
men must do just actions, and in order to become virtuoualy, 
temperate they must do temperate actions. For 
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> 

ywopeva odk éav atrd mus éyn, Sucaiws 7 20 
/ , > A A 24 £ / 

cwdhpovus mpdarterat, GAG Kal édv 6 apdrrev 
mws exw mpartn, mparov pev eav cidcis, eretr’ 

4 

éay mpoarpovpevos, al mpoarpotpevos &1° adrd, 
x 

rd dé tpirov Kat edav BeBaiws Kxal dueraxwirws 
w - ~ 4 ‘ \ 1 \ yw éyav mpdtrn. taira 8€ mpds pev ro tds dAAas 1105h 
rexvas yew od ovvapiQuetrat, mAjy adrd rd 
iod Me A de Ay / > 4 A 4 isd 

eidévat" mpds TO Tas dpeTas TO fey ciddvas 
puxpov 7 oddev loyter, ra 8 GAAa od puxpov dAAd 
7r6 wav Sivaras, <imep® ex toi moAAdKis mparrew 

47a Sixaa Kab owdpova mepuyiverat. Ta pev ody 5 
modypata Sika Kat addpova Adyerar, drav F 

a fi aA £ dé AY e Z Ul rowadra ola av 6 Sixaos 9 6 awdpuy mpdferer 
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4 Richards. 3 aird L?: rafrd vulg.: radr’ aird ? ed. 
* elrep conj. Bywater: dep. 

* See Bk. III. i, where this is interpreted as meaning 
both knowledge of what he is doing (the act must not be 
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if they do just and temperate actions, they are just 
and temperate already, just as, if they spell correctly 
or play in tune, they are scholars or musicians. 

2 But perhaps this is not the case even with the 
arts. It is possible to spell a word correctly by 
chance, or because some one else prompts you; 
hence you will be a scholar only if you spell cor- 
rectly in the scholar’s way, that is, in virtue of 
the scholarly knowledge which you yourself possess. 

3 Moreover the case of the arts is not really analog- 
ous to that of the virtues. Works of art have their 
merit in themselves, so that it is enough if they 
are produced having a certain quality of their 
own; but acts done in conformity with the 
virtues are not done justly or temperately if they 
themselves are of a certain sort, but only if the 
agent also is in a certain state of mind when he does 
them : first he must act with knowledge * ; secondly 
he must deliberately choose the act, and choose it 
for its own sake; and thirdly the act must spring 
from a fixed and permanent disposition of chai acter. 
For the possession of an art, none of these conditions 
is included, except the mere qualification of know- 
ledge ; but for the possession of the virtues, know- 
ledge is of little or no avail, whereas the other 
conditions, so far from being of little moment, are 
all-important, inasmuch as virtue results from the 
repeated performance of just and temperate actions. 

4 Thus although actions are entitled just and temperate 
when they are such acts as just and temperate men 
would do, the agent is just and temperate not when 
he does these acts merely, but when he does them 

unconscious or accidental), and knowledge of moral principle 
(he must know that the act is a right one). 
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© Probably for ‘pain’ we should read ‘fear.’ 
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in the way in which just and temperate men do 
5them. It is correct therefore to say that a man 
becomes just by doing just actions and temperate 
by doing temperate actions; and no one can have 
the remotest chance of becoming good without 

6 doing them. But the mass of mankind, instead of 
doing virtuous acts, have recourse to discussing 
virtue, and fancy that they are pursuing philosophy 
and that this will make them good men. In so 
doing they act like invalids who listen carefully to 
what the doctor says, but entirely neglect to carry 
out his prescriptions. That sort of philosophy will 
no more lead to a healthy state of soul than will 
the mode of treatment produce health of body. 

vy We have next to consider the formal definition Moral 
of virtue. qofined 
A state of the soul is either (1) an emotion, (2) 4 @) eanenis 

capacity, or (3) a disposition ; virtue therefore must a Habit or 
2 be one of these three things. By the emotions, J prsta 
mean desire, anger, fear, confidence, envy, joy, friend- 
ship, hatred, longing, jealousy, pity ; and generally 
those states of consciousness which are accompanied 
by pleasure or pain. The capacities are the faculties 
in virtue of which we can be said to be liable to the 
emotions, for example, capable of feeling anger or 
pain? or pity. The dispositions are the formed 
states of character in virtue of which we are well or 
ill disposed in respect of the emotions ; for instance, 
we have a bad disposition in regard to anger if 
we are disposed to get angry too violently or not 
violently enough, a good disposition if we habitually 
feel a moderate amount of anger; and similarly in 
respect of the other emotions. 

3 ow the virtues and vices are not emotions 
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because we are not pronounced good or bad accord- 
ing to our emotions, but we are according to our 
virtues and vices; nor are we either praised or 
blamed for our emotions—a man is not praised for 
being frightened or angry, nor is he blamed for 
being angry merely, but for being angry in a certain 
way—but we are praised or blamed for our virtues 

4and vices. Again, we are not angry or afraid from 
choice, but the virtues are certain modes of choice, 
or at all events involve choice. Moreover, we are 
said to be ‘moved’ by the emotions, whereas in 
respect of the virtues and vices we are not said to 
be ‘ moved ’ but to be ‘ disposed ’ in a certain way. 

5s And the same considerations also prove that the 
virtues and vices are not capacities; since we are 
not pronounced good or bad, praised or blamed, 
merely by reason of our capacity for emotion. Again, 
we possess certain capacities by nature, but we are 
not born good or bad by nature: of this however 
we spoke before. 

6 If then the virtues are neither emotions nor 
capacities, it remains that they are dispositions. 

Thus we have stated what virtue is generically. 
vi But it is not enough merely to define virtue ) Specific 

generically as a disposition ; we must also say what #1¥; Moral 
2 species of disposition itis. It must then be premised o Habtt of 

that all excellence has a twofold effect on the thing fhe vettive 
to which it belongs: it not only renders the thing mesnin 4 
itself good, but it also causes it to perform its function emotions, 
well. For example, the effect of excellence in the 
eye is that the eye is good and functions well ; since 
having good eyes means having good sight. Simi- 
larly excellence in a horse makes it a good horse, 
and also good at galloping, at carrying its rider, 
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9c. ii. 8 f. 
> i.e, without distinct parts, and so (if divisible at all), 

divisible at any point, as opposed to what is diponuevor, 
‘ discrete,’ or made up of distinct parts and only divisible 
between them. 

* Greek comparatives, ‘larger,’ ‘smaller,’ ete, may 
also mean ‘too large,’ ‘too small,’ etc.; and there is 
the same ambiguity in the words translated ‘ excess’ and 
* deficiency.’ Roan pécov, ‘middle’ or ‘ mean,’ is used 
as a synonym for zérpiov ‘moderate’ or of the right 
amount, and foov ‘equal’ can mean ‘ equitable.’ Hence 
‘to take an equal part with ae to the thing itself 
means to take a part equal to the part left, viz. a half; 
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g and at facing the enemy. If therefore this is true 
of all things, excellence or virtue in a man will be 
the disposition which renders him a good man and 
also which will cause him to perform his function 

4 well. We have already indicated? what this means ; 
but it will throw more light on the subject if we 
consider what constitutes the specific nature of 
virtue, 
Now of everything that is continuous * and divisible, 

it is possible to take the larger part, or the smaller 
part, or an equal part, and these parts may be larger, 
smaller, and equal either with respect to the thing 
itself or relatively to us; the equal part being a 

pg mean between excess and deficiency. By the 
mean of the thing I denote a point equally distant 
from either extreme, which is one and the same 
for everybody; by the mean relative to us, that 
amount which is neither too much nor too little, 
and this is not one and the same for everybody. 

6 For example, let 10 be many and 2 few; then one 
takes the mean with respect to the thing if one takes 

76; since 6 -2=10 ~—6,and this is the mean according 
to arithmetical proportion. But we cannot arrive 
by this method at the mean relative to us, Suppose 
that 10 Ib. of food is a large ration for anybody 
and 2 lb. a small one: it does not follow that a 

‘to take an equa] part relatively to us,’ means to take what 
is a fair or suitable amount. The former is a mean as being 
exactly in the middle between al] and none—if the thing 
in question is represented by a line, this is bisected at a 
point equidistant from its two ends; the latter is a mean 
in the sense of being the right amount for the recipient, and 
also of lying somewhere between any two other amounts 
that happen to be too much and too little for him. 

€ We should rather call this an arithmetical progression. 
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ay 4 wu e 2 56 ? Xv é a S dyovoa Ta épya (bev eidifacw éemaAdyew tots ed 
éyovaw epyois OTe ovr’ adedety Eorw ove mpooc- 
Geivar, ds ris pev trepBodfs Kat rs éAciibews 

rd 4 = ind A / ‘4 Plepovons 70 €d, Tijs dé Hecornros owlovons)— 
et 87) of? ayabot Texviras, ds Aéyouer, mpos Touro 
BA€iovres épydlovrat, 4 8 dpert mdons TeXvTS 
duepiPeorépa Kal dpetveny eoriv, dorep Kab 7 

10 Pos, To peoov ay «in oroyactiky. Adyw bé 
Thy AOuyy: adrn ydp éore wept maby Kal mpdes, 
> 4 > ‘ ¢ \ \ oo” ‘ \ ev 8é rovrows éotiv trepBody Kat eAreubis al rd 
peéoov. olov Kai dobyOfvar rat Oappijoa Kal ém-= 
Oupfica Kal dpyoOfva. Kat éAefoat Kat dAws 
¢ ond \ a wv A a \ Hobivas Kal Avanffvar €ort kat wadAov Kat Frrov, 

\ > , E 4 > n S349 \ 11 Kal duddrepa odbk ed: 76 8 Gre Set Kal ed’ ols Kal 
mpos ots Kal ov évera kal obs Sef, udoov re Kal 

12 dpicrov, dmep éotl Tis dperis. cpoiws bé Kal 
4 A / > \ ¢ 4 : .# 4 meplt tas mpdfeus early brepBody Kat edrewfus Kab 

70 peoov. 4 8 aperi wept wan Kal mpagfeis eoriy, 
1 ed. 2 ef oy of Susemihl: ef & of K>, of & vulg. 

@ A famous wresiler. 
> The formula of the mean does not apply to the intel- 

lectual virtues. 
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trainer will prescribe 6 lb., for perhaps even this 
will be a large ration, or a small one, for the particular 
athlete who is to receive it; it is a small ration for a 
Milo,? but a large one for a man just beginning to 
go in for athletics. And similarly with the amount 

8 of running or wrestling exercise to be taken. In 
the same way then an expert in any art avoids 
excess and deficiency, and seeks and adopts the 
mean—the mean, that is, not of the thing but 

O relative to us. If therefore the way in which every 
art or science performs its work well is by looking 
to the mean and applying that as a standard to its 
productions (hence the common remark about a 
perfect work of art, that you could not take from it 
nor add to it—meaning that excess and deficiency 
destroy perfection, while adherence to the mean 
preserves it)—if then, as we say, good craftsmen 
look to the mean as they work, and if virtue, like 
nature, is more accurate and better than any form 
of art, it will follow that virtue has the quality of 

10 hitting the mean. I refer to moral virtue,” for this is 
concerned with emotions and actions, in which one can 
have excess or deficiency or a due mean. For ex- 
ample, one can be frightened or bold, feel desire or 
anger or pity, and experience pleasure and pain in 
general, either too muh or too little, and in both cases 

11 wrongly ; whereas to feel these feelings at the right 
time, on the right occasion, towards the right people, 
for the right purpose and in the right manner, is to 
feel the best amount of them, which is the mean 
amount —-and the best amount is of course the 

12 mark of virtue. And similarly there can be excess, 
deficiency, and the due mean in actions, Now 
feelings and actions are the objects with which 
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év ols 7} ey SarepBoary" auaprdverat Kal 4 eAAeupes 35 
[eyeras,]” TO 5é péoov emrauvetrat Kat karopOod- 

18 rat: radra OM dude THs dper fis. pecdr ys TIS: dpa 
éorty a dperi oToXaoTiKT ye oboa Tob péoou. 

14 érs 70 prev apaprdvew mod\Aayds eoriv (ro yap 
Kakdv Tod dmeipou, cs ot Tuaydperor eticalorv, 70 a0 
8 dyalov rot memepacpévov), ro b€ Kxatopllody 
povayds (616. Kat TO bev pdduoy TO 5é€ yaderrdv, 
pddvov bev TO amoruxety Tob gxorod, xaAer ov be 
TO emuruxetr) kal Sia tatr’ ody Tijs pe kaxias 7 
brrepBodn Kat % eAAeufis, rHs 8” dperis 4 pecdrys* 

€ofrol wey yap amdds, mavrodards bé KaKxoi. 88 

15 “Korw dpa %) dperi efis mpoaiperixy), ev peodt aT 
ovca TH mpos Has, propery! Aoyw Kai ws® ay 6 11071 
ppdvysos Spicetey. pecdrns be dvo KaKtdy, Tis 

16 pev Kal? direpBodny Ths be kar’ AAeuwhw: Kal ers’ 
TH Tas py eAdeirew tas 8 trepBdddkew tod 
Sovros ev TE rois mdeat wal ev Tals mpdgect, THY & 
8° dperiy 6 péoov kat edpiccew Kat aipetoGas, 

17 616 Kara pev rv ovotay Kai Tov Adyov Tov 70" 
vt iy elvan Adyovra peadrns éorly W apery, Kara 
8€ 76 dptorov Kal Td ed dxpdrys. 

1 SrepBodh Kal  EAAeus duaprdvera: <kal> Wéyerat Rassow. 
* Bywater. 3 ve om. Kb, 
4 dpopévy Ds dpecpdvy. @ Asp. (fortasse). 
; lacunam vel aliam mendam suspexit Tochalde 
7 7d add. Kb, Asp, 

. 1. vi. 7. 
¥ This verse from an unknown source would come in 

better just before or just after the last parenthesis. 
° TIpoatpeots, ‘choice’ or ‘ purpose,’ is discussed in m1. ii, 

where see note, 
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virtue is concerned; and in feelings and actions 
excess and deficiency are errors, while the mean 
amount is praised, and constitutes success; and to 
be praised and to be successful are both marks of 

13 virtue. Virtue, therefore, is a mean state in the 
14 sense that it is able to hit the mean. Again, error 

is multiform (for evil is a form of the unlimited, as 
in the old Pythagorean imagery,* and good of the 
limited), whereas success is possible in one way 
only (which is why it is easy to fail and dificult to 
succeed—easy to miss the target and difficult to hit 
it); so this is another reason why excess and de- 
ficiency are a mark of vice, and observance of the 
mean a mark of virtue : 

Goodness is simple, badness manifold,’ 

15 Virtue then is a settled disposition of the mind Dofinttiono1 
determining the choice® of actions and emotions, yetue. 
consisting essentially in the observance of the mean 
relative to us, this being determined by principle, 
that is,? as the prudent man would determine it. 

16 And it is a mean state between two vices, one of 
excess and one of defect. Furthermore, it is a mean 
state in that whereas the vices either fall short of 
or exceed what is right in feelings and in actions, 

17 virtue ascertains and adopts the mean. Hence 
while in respect of its substance and the definition 
that states what it really is in essence virtue is the 
observance of the mean, in point of excellence and 
rightness it is an extreme.* 

4A variant reading pie ‘determined by principle, or 
whatever we like to call that by which the prudent man 
would determine it’ (vide Taylor, Aristotle, p. 77). 

* Cf. ut. iv. 8. 
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18 Od mdoa 8 emddyerar mpafis ode wév mdfos 
Thy pecdtyTa’ évia yap evOds ayduacras cuverAnfe- 10 
pea peta ths pavddryros, olov emyatpexaxia 
dvaoywria dbdvos, Kat emt trav mpdgewy povyela 
kAom dvdpodovias advra ydp ratra Kab ra 
rowatra péyera TH adra dadra elvat, addr’ ody 
al drepBoral adrdv odd’ af eMeirers. ode Eorw 

hal Oe y 2 Gg. a > Ar’ 2% otv ovdémore mept attra Katopfoty, a. del 15 
y , ‘ 299 wv \ ey ON ‘ * ‘ \ duaprdvew' odd got, ro ed 7 ph «0 mepl ra 
rowtra ev TQ qv Set Kal dre Kal cis poryedew, 

~ ~ ~ ie 

adv adds 7d Tovey driody rovrwy duaprdvew 
19 doriv. dporov ody ro agotv® Kal wept rd adiuxety 

kat SeAaivew Kat dxodacraivew elvar peodryta 
kal derepBodjy Kal éMeubw dora. yap otrw ye 
brepBodfs Kai eMrciiews peadrns Kat dmepBodjs 

20 drepBod) Kat EAAcwpis eAdcifews. domep Se 
4 \ 3. 8, a ) Ww ¢ mr 4 owppootvys Kal dy8peias odk corw wmepBod) Kal 

D4 \ 5 \ 4 , y 4 éeMeubis Sia 76 TO pedcov elval mws axpov, odTins 
otdé éxeivwy preadryns obdé drrepBorr Kal EdAeupus, 
3 > c bi ef < 4 a A wad GAN’ ws dy mpdrrnras duaprdaveras: dAws yap ov” 95 
¢ ~ A ? a > rd yw 

trepBodfs Kal eAdetibews peodrys eorivy, ovre 
, ¢ ‘ \ ¥# 

peadrntos depBody xat edAreufus. 
vii Act 8 Todro pu) pdvoy Kafddrov héyecPat, adAG 

kal rots Kal’ Exaora éehappdrrew: & yap tots 
mept Tas mpaters Adyous of wev KabdAou Kowdrepot? wo 0 

1M? Aéyeratvulg. %rg@atiodvyr,? Richards. 3 xevirepor TO, 

9 See c, vii, 158, The word means ‘delight at another's 
misfortune,’ Schadenfreude. » See § 17 above. 
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Not every action or emotion however admits of 
the observance of a due mean. Indeed the very 
names of some directly imply evil, for instance 
malice,? shamelessness, envy, and, of actions, 
adultery, theft, murder. All these and similar 
actions and feelings are blamed as being bad in 
themselves; it is not the excess or deficiency of 
them that we blame. It is impossible therefore 
ever to go right in regard to them—one must always 
be wrong; nor does right or wrong in their case 
depend on the circumstances, for instance, whether 
one commits adultery with the right woman, at the 
right time, and in the right manner; the mere 
commission of any of them is wrong. One might 
as well suppose there could be a due mean and 
excess and deficiency in acts of injustice or cowardice 
or profligacy, which would imply that one could have 
a medium amount of excess and of deficiency, an 
excessive amount of excess and a deficient amount 
of deficiency. But just as there can be no excess or 
deficiency in temperance and justice, because the 
mean is in a sense an exireme,? so there can be no 
observance of the mean nor excess nor deficiency in 
the corresponding vicious acts mentioned above, but 
however they are committed, they are wrong ; since, 
to put it in general terms, there is no such thing 
as observing a mean in excess or deficiency, nor as 
exceeding or falling short in the observance of a 
mean. 
We must not however rest content with stating 

this general definition, but must show that it applies 
to the particular virtues. In practical philosophy, 
although universal principles have a wider applica- 
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elaw, ot 8 eat pdpous dAynOwoirepou mepi yap td 
kal? éxacra al apdées, Séov 8 eal rovrow 
ovpdaveiv Anntéov ody ratra é« ris Suaypadis. 

Qrepi pev ody? ddBovs kal Odppy avdpela peadrys- 
trav & trepBaddAdvray 6 pev TH adoPia avdvupos 
(odd, 8° early dvdvepa), 6 8 ev 7H Ouppetv 
dmepBadrAwy Opaats, 6 6 7H ev foPetaOar drrep- 

BBddAwy tH 8 Oappely edreinwy Sewdds. epi 
§Sovas $é xa dUras'—od macas, Frrov 8é xaid dovas s » Ff 
mept ras Avras—pecdrys pev cwhpoovryn, drep- 
Body 8é dxodaoia: é\Acimovres 5¢ mepl TAs POovas 
ov mdyv yivovrat, Sidrep 00d’ dvduaTos TeTLY}- 
Kaow ov8 of rototro:, eorwoar $e dvalafyra! 

4mepi 5€ ddow xpnudrwr Kal Aju peodrys pev 
eArcvbepidtns, vrepBody Sé Kat eAAeupus dow+ria 
kal dvedevbepia, evavtims 8¢ adbrots’ daepBddrovar 
kal éAdetrovow: 6 wev yap dowros ev per mpodcet 
BrepBddrer ev Sé Anyber eAdetet, 6 8 dveAcdGepos 
ev pev Aner dmepBddrer ev 5é mpogoes eAAelrer. 

Byodv pev otv timw Kal emt Kedaraiw dAéyouer, 
dpxovpevor abtt@ Tovtw torepoy 5é axpiBéorepov 

CB rept adrdv SvopioOycerar. mept 5€ Ta ypiara 

4 Jacunam suspexit Burnet. 2 ody om. Kb, 
8 dé Lb: 8 ev KP 
* kal Admas secl. Richards: kal \vras (vel ob rdoas)... repl 

ras A\UTas secludenda ? ed. ® ral <odx duotws> ? Bywater. 
8 rerdxnxev 008’ 6 ratofras, Eorw 5¢ dvalc@yros D, nescio an 

recte (forw 8 dvalaOnros K), 
a atrois Stewart, Richards: 3’ atrafs Mh, & éaurais L», 

“Ss Or ‘have a wider acceptance, 
4 Here apparently the lecturer displayed a table of virtues 

(like the one in EB. it. 122 b 87), exhibiting each as a mean 
between two vices of excess and defect in respect of a certain 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IT. vii. 1-6 

tion,? those covering a particular part of the field 
possess a higher degree of truth; because conduct 
deals with particular facts, and our theories are 
bound to accord with these. 

Let us then take the particular virtues from the 
diagram, 

2 ‘The observance of the mean in fear and confidence 
is Courage. The man that exceeds in fearlessness 
is not designated by any special name (and this is 
the case with many of the virtues and vices) ; he that 
exceeds in confidence is Rash; he that exceeds in 

8 fear and is deficient in confidence is Cowardly. In 
respect of pleasures and pains—not all of them, and 
to a less degree in respect of pains°—the observance 
of the mean is Temperance, the excess Profli- 
gacy. Men deficient in the enjoyment of pleasures 
scarcely occur, and hence this character also has 
not been assigned a name, but we may call it In- 

4sensible. In regard to giving and gctting money, 
the observance of the mean is Liberality ; the excess 
and deficiency are Prodigality and Meanness,4 but the 
prodigal man and the mean man excced and fall short 
in opposite ways to one another : the prodigal exceeds 
in giving and is deficient in getting, whereas the mean 

5 man exceeds in getting and is deficient in giving. For 
the present then we describe these qualities in outline 
and summarily, which is enough for the purpose in 
hand ; but they will be more accurately defined later. 

6 There are also other dispositions in relation to 
class of action or feeling. ‘This is developed in detail in 
Bk, III. vi-end and Bk. IV. 

® This parenthesis looks like an interpolation from 1. x. 1. 
4 The Greek word 1s the negative of that translated Liber- 

ality, but ‘illiberality’ and ‘illiberal’ we do not usually 
employ with reference to money, 
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Kat dAda SiaGdces elai, pecdtys per peyado- 

mpéreta (6 yap peyadorpens Stadépes eAevbepiov: 
6 pey yap wept weyddAa, 6 8€ rept puuxpd), drrepBodAr) 
8é dreipoxadia kal Bovavoia, EArcufis 8€ purxpo- 20 
ampéreva’ Suapepovor 8° atiras téy epi tH édev- 
Jepidrnta, 7H Sé Siadepovow, Borepov pybijoerar. 

qmepi Sé Ty Kal drysiav peadryns pev jreyado- 
wuyia, trepBodr S€ yauvdrns ris Acyouevyn, EA- 

8 Aeubis 5é puxpowuyia. cas 8 dAdyopev cyew mpds 
Thy weyadonpéreay thy eAevPepidrnta, <T@>" mepl 2% 
pupa Siaddpovaay, otrws exer Tis Kal mpos Tip 

peyadoyuyiar, mepl tyuiy odoay peyddAny, adr 
mepl puucpav ovaa: gore yap ws Set dpéyecbau 
<pixpds>* russ Kat pardov 7 Set Kal rrov: 
Adyerat & 6 pev drrepBdAdAwv rats*® dpé€cor pidd- 
rytos, 6 8 eAAcinwy ddiddrysos, 6 Sé pcos go 
dveabvupos, avwvupos b€ Kat at diabécers, tAnY 1 

tod dtdorinov didorysia: obey emiducdlovras of 
dxpo. tis péons xwpas. Kal tyets 8€ dare prev 
ére rov pécov diddriywov Kadoduev gorr 8’ dre 
apirdryov, Kat €otw pev 6re* érawvodwer Tov 11084 

9 pAdriysov ort 8 Gre rov adirddrysov. Sid riva 8 
aitiay totro mowdper, & rots ébfs pyOjceras: 
viv 8€ mepi tv Aourdv Adywuev Kard cov bd- 

10 nynpevov Tpém0v. éare 7° kal mepi thy dpyhy baep~ 

1 Ramsauer. 2 <uixp&s> (vel raurys pro rinfs) ed, 
® ratrats vel roradras ? ed, 
* uev dre Bywater: dre KY, dre ney LY, » 8) ed: 68, 
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money, namely, the mode of observing the mean 
called Magnificence (the magnificent man being 
different from the liberal, as the former deals with 
Jarge amounts and the latter with small ones), the 
excess called Tastclessness or Vulgarity, and the 
defect called Paltriness. These are not the same 
as Liberality and the vices corresponding to it; 
but the way in which they differ will be discussed 
later. 

7 In respect of honour and dishonour, the observ- 
ance of the mean is Greatness of Soul, the excess a 
sort of Vanity, as it may be called, and the deficiency, 

8 Smallness of Soul. And just as we said that Liber- 
ality is related to Magnificence, differing from it in 
being concerned with small amounts of money, so 
there is a certain qualty related to Greatness of 
Soul, which is concerned with great honours, while 
this quality itself is concerned with small honours ; 

{ for it is possible to aspire to minor honours in the 
right way, or more than is right, or less. He who 
exceeds in these aspirations is called ambitious, he 
who is deficient, unambitious; but the middle 
character has no name, and the dispositions of 
these persons are also unnamed, except that that of 
the ambitious man is called Ambitiousness. Con- 
sequently the extreme characters put in a claim 
to the middle position, and in fact we ourselves 
sometimes call the middle person ambitious and 
sometimes unambitious: we sometimes praise a 
man for being ambitious, sometimes for being un- 

9 ambitious. Why we do so shall be discussed later ; 
for the present Iet us classify the remaining virtues 
and vices on the lines which we have laid down. 

10 In respect of anger also we have excess, deficiency, 
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Bods) reat eMeupis kal pode, oxeddv Se a dveov toy 5 
ory aitav tov jécov mpaov Adyovres ry 
peadryre, mpaornra Kardowjuey , tay & dx pov é 
peep trepBaddow opythos éorw, 9 O€ KaKia dpyt~ 
Adrys, 3 s eAetrosy ddpynrds TUS, 4 8 Menhis 

Il dopynata. elot be rat dau Tpeis PECOTTTES, 

éyoucat jue Twa dpoudryra mpos dAAyAas, Sia 10 
pépoveat & aAArAwy méoat pev ydp elor mept 
Adyeov teat mpagecv Kowevtay, Siagpepovar bé ore 
oF pey éore mept TaAnbes TO ev adrois, at be mrept 
v0 18%, tovrou 5é TO yey ev madi To 8 év maat 
Trois Kard, Tov Biov. pyréov oby kal mepl tobrwv, 
ive paMov KariS corey ore ev mraow % pecorns 1b 
erawerdov, Td dpa ott’ d6p8a obs? emrawer 
ada era. etal? pev oy Kat Tourwy Ta TAEiW 
dvcivupia, mewparéav 8’, damep Kat emt Tay d\hwv, 
abrovs dvoparomatety oapnvetas everev eat rob 

12 edrrapaxohovbrrou. me i yey ody Td dAnbes 6 wey 20 
[éoos adn Ons Tis kal 7) peodrns aAnbeva Acyéobw, 
7 be _mpoaroinars H pev emt 70 petlov ddaloveta. 
ral fr) EXOP adray dratesy, 4 8 ent rd eAarrov 

13 etpeovela, Kal <6 exe >* elpuy. mept dé TO 8d 
TO wey ev madid ev pécos edrparedos Kal 
Siddears edrparedia, 4 8° daepBodr Buyrodoxia Kat % 

1 Kb: geri vulg. 2 Trams. : Kal eiptwv 6 radray tydwr P ed. 

9 From iv. vii. it be ae that the quality intended is 
sincerity of speech and conduct in the matter of asserting 
one’s own merits. The observance of the mean in this 
respect is there said to have no name ; and here the 
form of expression apologizes for using ‘ Truthfulness' in so 
limited a sense. The defect in this respect Aristutlc expresses 
Me elpwvela, a word specially associated with the affectation 

ignorance practised by Socrates. Neither this nor its 
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and the observance of the mean. These states are 
virtually without names, but as we call a person of 
the middle character gentle, let us name the observ- 
ance of the mean Gentleness, while of the extremes, 
he that exceeds may be styled iraseible and his vice 
Trascibility, and he that is deficient, spiritless, and 
the deficiency Spiritlessness. 

11 There are also three other modes of observing a 
mean which bear some resemblance to each other, 
and yet are different; all have to do with mter- 
course in conversation and action, but they differ 
in that one is concerned with truthfulness of speech 
and behaviour, and the other with pleasantness, in 
its two divisions of pleasantness in social amuse- 
ment and pleasantness in the general affairs of life. 
We must then discuss these qualities also, in order 
the better to discern that in all things the observance 
of the mean is to be praised, while the extremes are 
neither right nor praiseworthy, but reprehensible. 
Most of these qualities also are unnamed, but in 
these as in the other cases we must attempt to coin 
names for them ourselves, for the sake of clearness 
and so that our meaning may be easily followed. 

12 In respect of truth then, the middle character may 
be called truthful, and the observance of the mean 
Truthfulness *; pretence in the form of exaggera- 
tion is Boastfulness, and its possessor a boaster; in 
the form of understatement, Self-depreciation, and 
its possessor the self-depreciator. 

13 In respect of pleasantness in social amusement, 
the middle character is witty and the middle dis- 
position Wittiness; the excess is Buffoonery and 

other shades of meaning correspond very closcly to that of 
its English derivalive zrony. 
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7a, maby peadrntes: bh yap aiddds® dpert pev odK 
gorw, érraweirat €, kal 6 aldjuawv;. Kal yap ev 
Tourots 6 prev A€yeTar eos, 6 DS’ dmepBaddAwy, ws 
6 KatamAne 6 mavTa aidovuevos: 6 8” eAAEiTe 7} 365 
pndev® dAws avaiaxurtos, 6 Sé péoos aidrpwy. * 1108 b 

Wveueois S€ pecdrns POdvov Kal émiyaipexaxias, 
elot 8€ mepi Adanv Kal pdovny ras emt Tols cup- 
Batvover rots méAas ywopevas: 6 ev yap veueon- 
TuKds Aumetrat éml Tois avakiws ed mpdrrovow, 6 
5¢ dOovepos trrephdAAwy Tobrov emt maou Avrretrat,* 
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a 

1 radhpact xat rept KP: wd@eor cat ev rots rept. 
24 yap aldws .. . 6 aldquwv post 6 dé pécos aldjuwy infra 

transponenda ed. 3 undév KO: 6 wndé vulg. 
4 Nuretras <kal 6 wer veweonrixds él roils dvatlws kaxa@s rpdr~ 

rovet Aureirat> Sauppe. 

« This sentence in the mss. follows the next one. 
6 See vi. 18 (and note): there envy and ‘rejoicing-in- 

evil’ come in a list of emotions in which a due mean is 
impossible; and in het. u. ix. 1886 b 34 they are said to be 
two sides of the same character. The present attempt to 
force them into the scheme as opposite extremes is not very 
successful, and it is noteworthy that this group of qualities 
fs omitted in Bk. IV. 
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its possessor a buffoon; the deficient man may be 
called boorish, and his disposition Boovishness. In 
respect of general pleasantness in hfe, the man who 
is pleasant in the proper manner is friendly, and the 
observance of the mean is Friendliness; he that 
exceeds, if from no interested motive, is obsequious, 
if for his own advantage, a flattercr; he that is 
deficient, and unpleasant in all the affairs of life, may 
be called quarielsome and surly. 

14 There are also modes of observing a mean in the 
sphere of and in ‘relation to the emotions. For in 
these also one man is spoken of as moderate and 
another as excessive—for example the bashful man 
whose modesty takes alarm at everything ; while he 
that is deficient in shame, or abashed at nothing what- 
soever, is shameless, and the man of middle character 
modest. For though Modesty is not a virtue, it is 
praised, and so is the modest man. 

15 Again, Righteous Indignation is the observance of 
a mean between Envy and Malice,’ and these 
qualities are concerned with pain and pleasure felt 
at the fortunes of one’s neighbours. The righteously 
indignant man is pained by undeserved good fortune 5 
the jealous man exceeds him and is pained by all 
the good fortune of others;* while the malicious 
man so far falls short of being pained that he 
actually feels pleasure. 

16 These qualities however it will be time to discuss 
in another place. After them we will treat Justice,@ 
distinguishing its two kinds—for it has more than 
one sense—and showing in what way each is a mode 

¢ It is difficult not to think that some words have been lost 
here, such as ‘and the righteously indignant man is pained 
by the undeserved misfortune of others. @ Bk. VI. 
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1 Grant. 2 thelw Ty 3 ed. 

4 Grant rightly rejecls this sentence, since the intel- 
lectual virtues are nowhere else thus designated by Aristotle, 
nor does he regard them as modes of observing a mean. 

> This sentence should perhaps follow the next one, as it 
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of observing the mean. [And we will deal similarly 
with the logical virtues.*] 

viii ‘There are then three dispositions—two vices, one Opposition 
of excess and once of defect, and one virtue which is 2g yins* 
the observance of the mean; and each of them is 
in a certain way opposed to both the others. For 
the extreme slates are the opposite both of the 
middle state and of each other, and the middle 
stale is the opposite of both extremes; since just 
as the equal is greater in comparison with the less 
and less in comparison with the greater, so the 
middle states of character are in excess as com- 
pared with the defective states and defective as 
compared with the excessive states, whether in the 
case of feelings or of actions. For instance, a brave 
man appears rash in contrast with a coward and 
cowardly in contrast with a rash man; similarly a 
temperate man appears profligate in contrast with 
a man insensible to pleasure and pain, but insensible 
in contrast wilh a profligate; and a liberal man 
seems prodigal in contrast with a mean man, mean 
in contrast with one who is prodigal. Hence either 
extreme character tries to push the middle character 
towards the other extreme; a coward calls a brave 
man rash and a rash man calls him a coward, and 
correspondingly in other cases. 

4 But while all three dispositions are thus opposed 
to one another, the greatest degree of contrariety 
exists between the two extremes. [Tor the extremes 
are farther apart from each other than from the 
mean, just as great is farther from small and small 

5 from great than either from equal. Again? some 

ts 

Ge 

gives a second test of opposition, viz. unlikeness. However, 
unlikeness and remoteness are blended together in § 7. 
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1 palvera <elvat> ? ed. 
2 eyvoucy pr. KD: péronev? Bywater, 3 ere iapre pe rT 
© tcper widdov Turnebus. 5 Spengel. 

* These words are probably an interpolation, since the 
sense requires ‘ more than to Insensibility.’ 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IT. viii. 5-8 

extremes show a certain likencss to the mean—for 
instance, Rashness resembles Courage, Prodigality 
Liberality, whereas the extremes display the greatest 
unlikeness to one another. But it is things farthest 
apart from each other that logicians define as con- 
traries, so that the farther apart things are the more 
contrary they are. 
And in some eases the defect, in others the 

excess, is more opposed to the mean; for example 
Cowardice, which is a vice of deficiency, is more 
opposed to Courage than is Rashness, which is a vice 
of excess; but Profligacy, or excess of feeling, is 
more opposed to ‘Temperance than is Insensibility, 
or lack of feeling. This results from cither of two 
causes. One of these arises from the thing itself; 
owing to one extreme being nearer to ithe mean 
and resembling il more, we count not this but 
rather the conlrary extreme as the opposite of the 
mean; for example, because Rashness seems to 
resemble Courage more than Cowardice does, and 
to be nearer to it, we reckon Cowardice rather than 
Rashness as the contrary of Courage; for those 
extremes which are more remote from the mean 
are thought to be more contrary to it. This then is 
one cause, arising out of the thing itself. The other 
cause has its origin in us: those things appear more 
contrary to the mean to which we are ourselves more 
inclined by our nature. Jor cxample, we are of 
ourselves more inclined to pleasure, which is why 
we are prone to Profligacy [more than to Propriety].¢ 
We therefore rather call those things the contrary 
of the mean, into which we are more inclined to lapse ; 
and hence Profligacy, the excess, is more particularly 
the contrary of Temperance. 
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1 Ramsauer, 3 dxpiBds Richards. 

* Od. xii. 219: really the words are said by Odysseus, 
conveying to his steersman Circe’s advice, to avoid the 
whirlpool of Charybdis which will engulf them all, and 
steer nearer to the monster Scylla who will devour only 
some of them, 
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ix Tnough has now been said to show that moral practical 
virtue is a mean, and in what sense this is so, namely Ae ihe 
that it is a mean between two vices, one of excess mean. 
and the other of defect; and that it is such a mean 
because it aims at hitling the middle point in feelings 
and in actions. This is why it 1s a haid task to be 
good, for it is hard to find the middle point in any- 
thing: for instance, not everybody can find the 
centre of a circle, but only someone who knows 
geometry. So also anybody can become angry— 
that is easy, and so it is to give and spend money}; 
but to be angry with or give money to the right 
person, and to the right amount, and at the right 
time, and for the right purpose, and in the right way 
—this is not within everybody's power and is not 
easy ; so that to do these things properly is rare, 
praiseworthy, and noble. 

3 Hence the first rule in aiming at the mean is to 
avoid that extreme which is the more opposed to 
the mean, as Calypso advises “— 

ns 

Steer the ship clear of yonder spray and surge, 

For of the two extremes one is a more serious error 
4than the other. Hence, inasmuch as to hit the 
mean extremely well is difficult,’ the second best 
way to sail,° as the saying goes, is to take the least 
of the evils ; and the best way to do this will be the 
way we enjoin. 

The second rule is to notice what are the errors 
to which we are ourselves most prone (as different 
men are inclined by nature to different faults)—and 

> Or ‘to hit the mean 1s extremely difficult.’ 
¢ A proverb, meaning to take to the oars when the wind 

fails, 
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we shall discover what these are by observing the 
6 pleasure or pain that we experience—; then we must 
drag ourselves away in the opposite direction, for 
by steering wide of our besetting error we shall 
make a middle course. This is the method adopted 
by carpenters to straighten warped timber. 

6 Thirdly, we must in everything be most of all on 
our guard against what is pleasant and against 
pleasure ; for when pleasure is on her trial we are 
not impartial judges. The right course is therefore 
to feel towards pleasure as the elders of the people 
felt towards Helen,* and to apply® their words to 
her on every occasion; for if we roundly bid her 
be gone, we shall be less likely to err. 

7 These then, to sum up the matter, are the pre- 
cautions that will best enable us to hit the mean. 
But no doubt it is a difficult thing to do, and especi- 
ally in particular cases: for instance, it is not easy 
to define in what manner and with what people and 
on what sort of grounds and how long one ought 
to be angry ; and in fact we sometimes praise men 
who err on the side of defect in this matter and call 
them gentlc, sometimes those who are quick to 

8 anger and style them manly. However, we do not 
blame one who diverges a little from the right course, 
whether on the side of the too much or of the too 
little, but one who diverges more widely, for his error 
is noticed. Yet to what degree and how seriously 
aman must err to be blamed is not easy to define on 
principle. For in fact no object of perception is easy 
to define; and such questions of degree depend on 
particular circumstances, and the decision lies with 
perception. 

® Thus much then is clear, that it is the middie 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, II. ix. 9 

disposition in each department of conduct that is 
to be praised, but that one should lean sometimes 
to the side of excess and sometimes to that of 
deficiency, since this is the easiest way of hitting 
the mean and the right course. 
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1 52 (of. 1109 a 20) Stocks: 6). 3 6) codd. Morellii: 62. 
3 uév <ay> ? Richards. 

9 éxovcroy and dkovoiow are most conveniently rendered 
‘voluntary’ and ‘involuntary’; but the word dxovo.ov sug- 
ests ‘ unwilling’ or ‘ against the will,’ and to this meaning 

Aristotle limits itin§ 13. There he introduces a third term, 
obxy éxotciov, *not voluntary’ or ‘not willing,’ to describe 
acts done in ignorance of their full circumstances and conse- 
quences, and so not willed in the full sense; but such acts 
when subsequently regretted by the agent are included in the 
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i Virtue however is concerned with emotions and oo be Morel 
actions, and it is only voluntary actions for which uly, 
praise and blame are given; those that are in- GJitoy 
voluntary are condoned, and sometimes even pitied. and In- 
Hence it seems to be necessary for the student of ‘°°: 
ethics to define the difference between the Voluntary 
and the Involuntary*; and this will also be of 
service to the legislator in assigning rewards and 
punishments. 

2 It is then generally held that actions are in- 
voluntary when done (a) under compulsion or (6) 

3 through ignorance; and that (a) an act is com- 
pulsory when its origin is from without, being of 
such a nature that the agent, who is really passive, 
contributes nothing to it: for example, when he 
is carried somewhere by stress of weather, or by 

4 people who have him in their power. But there 
is some doubt about actions done through fear of 
a worse alternative, or for some noble object— 
as for instance if a tyrant having a man’s parents 
and children in his power commands him to do 
something base, when if he complies their lives 
will be spared but if he refuses they will be put 
to death. It is open to question whether such 

class of deotiova or unwilling acts, because had the agent not 
been in ignorance he would not have done them. 
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9 ie, partly voluntary, partly mnvoluntary. 
wre as shows that the acts are regarded as voluntary 

eters). 
° i.e some acts are so repulsive that a man’s abhorrence 

of them must be stronger than any pressure that can be 
ut on him to commit them; so that if he commits them 

ne must be held to have chosen to do so, 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, III. i. 5-8 

6 actions are voluntary or involuntary. A somewhat 
similar case is when cargo is jettisoned in a storm; 
apart from circumstances, no one voluntarily throws 
away his property, but to save his own life and that 

6 of his shipmates any sane man would do so. Acts 
of this kind, then, are ‘mixed’ or composite 4; 
but they approximate rather to the voluntary class, 
For at the actual time when they are done they 
are chosen or willed; and the end or motive of an 
act varies with the occasion, so that the terms 
‘voluntary’ and ‘involuntary’ should be used 
with reference to the time of action; now the 
actual deed in the cases in question is done volun- 
tarily, for the origin of the movement of the parts 
of the body instrumental to the act lics in the 
agent; and when the origin of an action is in one- 
self, it is in one’s own power to do it or not. Such 
acts therefore are voluntary, though perhaps in- 
voluntary apart from circumstances—for no one 
would choose to do any such action in and for itself. 

7 Sometimes indeed men are actually praised ® for 
deeds of this ‘mixed’ class, namely when they 
submit to some disgrace or pain as the price of some 
great and noble object ; though if they do so with- 
out any such motive they are blamed, since it is 
contemptible to submit to a great disgrace with 
no advantage or only a trifling one in view. In 
some cases again, such submission though not 
praised is condoned, when a man does something 
wrong through fear of penalties that impose too 
great a strain on human nature, and that no one 

S8could endure. Yet there seem to be some acts 
which a man cannot be compelled to do,* and rather 
than do them he ought to submit to the most terrible 
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® In a play now lost, Eriphyle was bribed with a necklace 
to induce her husband Amphiaraus, king of Argos, to join 
the expedition of the Seven against Thebes. Foreseeing he 
would loge his life, he charged his sons to avenge his death 
upon their mother, invoking on them famine and childless- 
ness if they disobeyed. The verse in question is preserved : 

pdduora péy we drip emicktyas rarjp, 
Alemaeon, fr. 69 (Nauck). 

> There is no such thing as an act which is not this par- 
ticular act in these particular circumstances (Burnet). 
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death: for instance, we think it ridiculous that 
Alemaeon in Euripides’ play? is compelled by 

certain threats to murder his mother! But it is 
sometimes difficult to decide how far we ought to 
go in choosing to do a given act rather than suffer 
a given penalty, or in enduring a given penalty 
rather than commit a given action; and it is still 
more difficult to abide by our decision when made, 
since in most of such dilemmas the penalty threatened 
is painful and the deed forced upon us dishonourable, 
which is why praise and blame are bestowed accord- 
ing as we do or do not yield to such compulsion. 

10 What kind of actions then are to be called ‘ com- Compulso 
pulsory’? Used without qualification, perhaps ** 4% 
this term applies to any case where the cause of 
the action lies in things outside the agent, and 
when the agent contributes nothing. But when 
actions intrinsically involuntary are yet in given 
circumstances deliberately chosen in preference to 
a given alternative, and when their origin lies in 
the agent, these actions are to be pronounced 
intrinsically involuntary but voluntary in the circum- 
stances, and in preference to the alternative. They 
approximate however rather to the voluntary class, 
since conduct consists of particular things done,? 
and the particular things done in the cases in ques- 
tion are voluntary. But it is not easy to lay down 
rules for deciding which of two alternatives is to 
be chosen, for particular cases differ widely. 

11 To apply the term ‘compulsory’ to acts done for 
the sake of pleasure or for noble objects, on the 
plea that these exercise constraint on us from with- 
out, is to make every action compulsory. For 
(1) pleasure and nobility between them supply the 
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Big Kal dxovres Aviynpds, of Sé Bid 7d 75d Kal 

Kaddv pe’ ydovis. yedotov Se 7d airiéoba. ra 

éxrds, GAAa wr atrov edOjpatov évta tro Tay 

rowvTruv, Kal tTav jpev Kaddv éavrdv, rdv 8's 

12 aloyp&v ra Adda, eorxe Bi) [7d]* Biawov elvar od 

éEwlev % apy}, pndey ovpBaddrouevov trod Bia- 

obévros. 
13 To 8é 8.” dyvo.ay ody éxovorov pev dmrav éoriv, 

dkovovov S€ td émidurov Kal ey prerapedeta’ 6 

yap 8° dyvoray mpdfas driotr, pydéy ri? 8vuc- 2 
Xepatvey ent rH maker, éxcdy pev od mémpayev, 6 
ye pn Tose, 008’ ad dew, pr) Avrovuevds ye. Tod 

87, 8.” dyvosay 6 pev ev perapedcig drwy Soxei, 6 
8€ put) perapeAduevos, erel Erepos, corw ody ékeiv: 

érel ydp Siaddper, Bédriov dvowa exew idior, 

14 érepovy 8 oixe Kalb 1d by dyvoway mparrew rod % 

ayvootvra moveiv 6 yap weOwy 7) dpy.fduevos od 

Boxed 8y dyvowwy mparrew adda Sid Te TeV 

cipnuevay, obs elds 8, GAN dyody. ayvoet 

pev ody mds 6 pwoxOnpos & Set mpdrrew Kai dy 

ddexréov, Kat did TH rovavrny duapriay ddicov 

18 Kal GAws Kaxot yivovrat. Td 8 dxotavov BovAeras 30 

2 54 LY, 2 Richards, 
8 undéy re KD: pndév 52 LY, wnddv PMY, 

® See note on § 1 above. 
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motives of all actions whatsoever. Also (2) to act 
under compulsion and unwillingly is painful, but 
actions done for their pleasantness or nobility are 
done with pleasure. And (8) il 1s absurd to blame 
external things, instead of blaming oursclves for fall- 
ing an easy prey to their attractions ; or to take the 
credit of our noble deeds 10 ourselves, while putting 
the blame for our disgraceful ones upon the tempta- 

1g tions of pleasure. It appears therefore that an act 
is compulsory when its origin is from outside, the 
person compelled contributing nothing to it. 

13 (b) An act done through ignorance is in every Acts done 
case not voluntary,* but it is involuntary only fhrough | 
when it causes the agent pain and regret: since (cz. mnor- 
a man who has acted through ignorance and fecls 272 of the ciream~ 
no compunction at all for what he has done, cannot stances) ara 
indeed be said to have actcd voluntarily, as he ‘iyi. 
was not aware of his action, yet cannot be said but sie in- 
to have acted invohmtarily, as he is not sorry only when 
for it. Acts done through ignorance therefore fal] Ts*etted 
into two classes: if the agent regrets the act, we 
think that he has acted involuntarily ; if he does 
not regret it, to mark the distinction we may call 
him a ‘non-voluntary' agent—for as the case is 

14 different it is better to give it a special name. Act- 
ing through ignorance however seems to be different 
from acting i ignorance ; for when a man is drunk 
or in a rage, his actions are not thought to be done 
through ignorance but owing to one or other of 
the conditions mentioned, though he does act 
without knowing, and in ignorance. Now it is true 
that all wicked men are ignorant of what they 
ought to do and refrain from doing, and that this 
error is the cause of injustice and of vice in gencral. 
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Aéyeobar odk eb Tis ayvoet Ta auudeporra" od yap 
} ev TH mpoaipéoes dyvoa airia TOO dKovolov (4AAd 
rijs poxOnpias), 088’ 1) KabdAou (féyovras yap dua 
ye ratrnv), GAN 4 Kal? exaora, ev ols Kat mepl a i114 
 mpagis’ ev rovrows yap Kai éAcos Kal ovyyveiun: 

160 yap TovTwY TL ayvodv dxovolws mpdrrer. lows 
odv od xelpov Siopica: aird, Tiva Kal mdoa ori, 
vis te dy Kab Ti Kal wept Ti ev rive mpdrres, 
éviore Sé Kat Tivt, olov dpydvw, Kal e&vexa Tivos, 
olovy owrnpias, Kal was, olov Apéua 7 odddpa. 

17 dravra pev obv tatra oddels dv dyvoncese pur) 
pawdpevos, OfAov 8° ads odS€ Tov mparrovTa: Tas 
yap é€aurdy ye; 6 8 mpdrres, dyvonoeey dy tis, 
olov Aéyovrds* paow exrrecety abrovs,* 7} odK €(S€évas 
ére amdppyta Hv, woTep AioxvAos ra pvorixd, 7 10 
detEa Bovdduevos adeivar, ws 6 Tov KaTaréATny: 
olnbein & dv tis Kal rov vidv ToAguov eivas damep 
% Mepdrn, xal eodaipdobar ro dedoyywpévov 
ddpu, 7} Tov ABov Kiconpiv elvas Kal emt awrnpia 

oa 

1 7a cuppépovra KY : 7d ctudepov. 
® ddyovras (ut videtur) Asp. : Adyorres. 
3 abrovs Ald.: avvavs. 

® 4.¢., choice of Ends: see ur. il. 1 note. 
6 * Things’ seems to include persons, see example (38) 

below. 
° gy rive seems to bear a more limited sense than ev ols 

I. 1, 16, 19, 24, which covers the circumstances of all sorts. 
4 Aeschylus was accused before the Areopagus of having 

divulged the Mysteries of Demeter in certain of his tragedies, 
but was acquitted. A phrase of his, ‘It came to my 
mouth,’ became proverbial (Plato, Fep. 563 c, etc.), and 
he may have used it on this occasion. 

® In the lost Cresphontes of Euripides. 
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15 But the term ‘ involuntary’ does not really apply to 
an action when the agent 1s ignorant of his true 
interests. The ignorance that makes an act blame- 
worthy is not ignorance displayed in moral choice 4 
(that sort of ignorance constitutes vice)—that is to 
say, it is not general ignorance (because that is 
held to be blameworthy), but particular ignor- 
ance, ignorance of the circumstances of the act 
and of the things® affected by it; for in this case 
the act is pitied and forgiven, because he who acts 
in ignorance of any of these circumstances is an 
involuntary agent. 

16 Perhaps then it will be as well to specify the 
nature and number of these cireumstances. They 
are (1) the agent, (2) the act, (3) the thing ® that 
is affected by or is the sphere of * the act; and 
sometimes also (4) the instrument, for instance, a 
tool with which the act is done, (5) the effect, for 
instance, saving a man’s life, and (6) the manner, 
for instance, gently or violently. 

17. Now no one, unless mad, could be ignorant of 
all these circumstances together ; nor yet, obviously, 
of (1) the agent—for a man must know who he is 
himself. But a man may be ignorant of (2) what 
he is doing, as for instance when people say ‘it 
slipped out while they were speaking,’ or ‘ they 
were not aware that the matter was a secret,’ as 
Aeschylus said of the Mysteries¢; or that ‘ they 
let it off when they only meant to show how it 
worked ’ as the prisoner pleaded in the catapult 
case. Again (3) a person might mistake his son 
for an enemy, as Merape does *; or (4) mistake a 
sharp spear for one with a button on it, or a heavy 
stone for a pumice-stone; or (5) one might kill a 
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moricast dtroxreiva dy Kat dpd&ar* BovdAdmevos, 

18 dowep of dxpoyerpifduevor, matdéerey dv. epi 
mdvra 8 ratra ris dyvolas ovens év ats 7 mpakis, 
6 rovTwy Ts ayvojoas axwy Soxel mempaxévar, Kal 
pddtora ev roils Kupwwrdroiss Kupuirara 8 elvas 

19 Soxel, ev ofs } mpdgis,* <d>* cat od Gvexa, tod 5} 

Kata THY Towatrny dyvoray akovotov Aeyoudvov 

ére Sel THY mpa&w Avmnpay efvar cal ev perapedcia. 

20. "“Ovros 8 dovotou rod Big Kal 8° dyvoway, 
A e 4 Fé cy ie 3 \ 5] > ~ To éxova.ov Sdkerev av elvas od 4} apyn ev adra 

21 ciddri ra Kal? Exacta ev ols % mpaéis. lows yap 
? ~ é > ta A \ 4 hal ot Kadds Adyeras dxovova elvac rd Sud Ouydy 7 

22 émiBuplav. mp@rov per yap oddev ere trav dAAwy 
, 

23 Lbwv éxovoiws mpd&er, 085’ of aides. elra 

mdrepoy otdey éxovoiws mpdrrouey tay 8 
? ¥ a rd n “3 \ + £ t . énOupiav kat Supdv, } Ta KaAd pev Exovcins Td 

4 a 8 aicypa dxovoiws; 7 yedotov évds ye airiov 

24 dvros; dromov Sé tows dkovora ddvar dv Set 

épéyecOar Set SE cai dpyilecBar emi cice kat 

emPopety tivdv, oloy dyelas Kal pabjoews. 
5 a Se 5 BY > , x AY f; BY 8é » 96 Soe’ S€ ra prev dxovows Avmnpd elvor, TA Bé KaT 

26 emiOupiay ydéa. ere Sé ri Siaddpes TH deovova 

1 rorloas Bonitz: mwaloas (ricas Bernays). 
® Sodtac Ridgeway: Setéar (2a: codd. Morellii), 
3 ev ols  wpdéis secludenda ? ed. 4 Richards, 

4 A style of wrestling in which the adversaries only 
ripped each other’s hands without closing. 
» Plato, Lows 683 n ff., coupled anger and appetite with 

ignorance as sources of wrong action, 
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man by giving him medicine with the intention of 
saving his life; or (6) in loose wrestling* hit him 

1s a blow when meaning only to grip his hand. Ignor- 
ance therefore being possible in respect of all these 
circumstances of the act, one who has acted in 
ignorance of any of them is held to have acted 
involuntarily, and especially so if ignorant of the 
noost important of them; and the most important 
of the circumstances seem to be the nature of the 
act itself and the effect it will produce. 

19 Such then is the nature of the ignorance that 
justifies our speaking of an act as involuntary, 
given the further condition that the agent fecls 
sorrow and regret for having committed it. 

20 An involuntary action being one done under com- 
pulsion or through ignorance, a voluntary act would 
seem to be an act of which the origin lies in the 
agent, who knows the particular circumstances in 

21 which he is acting. For it is probably a mistake 
to say ® that acts caused by anger or by desire are 

22 involuntary. In the first place, (1) this will debay 
us from speaking of any of the lower animals as 

23 acting voluntarily, or children either. ‘Then (2) are 
none of our actions that are caused by desire or 
anger voluntary, or are the noble ones voluntary 
and the base involuntary? Surely this is an absurd 
distinction when one person is the author of both. 

24 Yet perhaps it is strange to speak of acts aiming at 
things which it is right to aim at as involuntary ; and 
it is right to feel anger at some things, and also to feel 
desire for some things, for instance health, knowledge. 

26 Also (8) we think that involuntary actions are pain- 
26 ful and actions that gratify desire pleasant. And 

again (4) what difference is there in respect of their 
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27a On Kpivew Trav mpdfewv. 1 mpoatpects 81) 
3-4 éxovowwv pevy daiverat, od rabdrov dé, aA ent 

a +. mAréov 7o éxovowov' Tod pev yap é€kovotov Kat 
” > a ? 

maises Kal radda fda Kowwvel, mpoapécews 8 
\ ob, kat ta e€aidvns éxovora per Adcyouer, Kara. 

é 3 mpoaipeaw 8 ov. of 62 Aeyovres adriy émifupiay 
 Ovuov 7 BovAnow 7 twa Sddgav od éoixaow 

~ ‘ opbds Aéyew. od yap Kowdy 4 mpoaipecis Kal 
an 357 > t \ 4 \ £ aTtav dddywy, eémBupia 52 Kal Oupds. Kat 6 

axparys émiOupdv pev mparrer, mpoapovjevos 8° 
ca 

od: 6 éyxparns 8 dvdradw mpoapovpuevos per, 

gemOupdv & ot. Kal mpoapéce. perv embupia 
evayriofirat, émuBupig 8 emiPupia of. Kal 4 yey 

1 dy om. pr. K% 2 @ore xalal K?: af dé vulg. 
3 <al> conj. Susemihl, 

° The writer here examines the operation of the Will, 
which is regarded as essentially an act of choosing between 
alternatives of conduct. The technical term employed, 
‘choice’ or ‘ preference,’ has appeared in the formal 
definition of virtue (1. vi. 15). In the present passage, 
ef. § 9, it is viewed as directed to means: at the moment 
of action we select from among the alternative acts possible 
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involuntary character between wrong acts com- 
mitted deliberately and wrong acts done in anger ? 

27 Both are to be avoided; and also we think that 
the irrational feelings are just as much a part of 
human nature as the reason, so that the actions done 
from anger or desire also belong to the human being 
who does them. Ii is therefore strange to class 
these actions as involuntary. 

ii Having defined voluntary and involuntary action, Choice or 
we next have to examine the nature of Choice.s ©? 
For this appears to be intimately connected with 
virtue, and to afford a surer test of character than 
do our actions. 

2 Choice is manifestly a voluntary act. But the 
two terms are not synonymous, the latter being the 
wider. Children and the lower animals as well as 
men are capable of voluntary action, but not of 
choice, Also sudden acts may be termed voluntary, 
but they cannot be said to be done by choice. 

8 Some identify Choice with (1) Desire, or (2) 
Passion, or (3) Wish, or (4) some form of Opinion. 
These views however appear to be mistaken. 

1) The irrational animals do not exercise choice, 
4 but they do feel desire, and also passion. Also a 
man of defective self-restraint acts from desire but 
not from choice ; and on the contrary a self-restrained 

6 man acts from choice and not from desire. Again, 
desire can run counter to choice, but not desire to 

(or expressing it more loosely, among the various things 
here and now obtainable by our action) the one which we 
think will conduce to the end we wish. Elsewhere however 
(111. i. 15 and vr. xij. 8) it 1s used of the selection of ends, and 
it is almost equivalent to ‘purpose’; while at vz. xiii. 8 it 
includes both ends and means (see also viz. ix. 1). The 
writer returns to the subject in v1. 1. 
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1 éort xat Asp. 

(thouak you can of course desire two elimi things: 
you may want to eat your cake and have it; but you can- 
not strictly speaking at the same time both desire to eat 
the cake and desire not to eat it), But you can desire to do 
a thing and choose not to do it. 

» But as good or bad. 
° Greek dramas were produced in competitions (and it 

is noteworthy that in the Old Comedy at Athens the play 
itself dramatized a contest or debate). 
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desire. And desire has regard to an object as 
pleasant or painful, choice has not.? 

6 (2) Still less is choice the same as passion. Acts 
done from passion seem very far from being done of 
deliberate choice. 

7 (8) Again, choice is certainly not a wish, though 
they appear closely akin. Choice cannot have for 
its object impossibilities : if a man were to say he 
chose something impossible he would be thought a 
fool; but we can wish for things that arc impossible, 

8for instance immortality. Also we may wish for 
what cannot be secured by our own agency, for 
instance, that a particular actor * or athlete may 
win; but no one chooses what does not rest with 
himself, but only what he thinks can be attained by 

9 his own act. Again, we wish rather for ends than 
for means, but choose the means to our end; for 
example, we wish to be healthy, but choose things 
to make us healthy ; we wish to be happy, and that 
is the word we use in this connexion, but it would 
not be proper tc say that we choose to be happy ; 
since, speaking generally, choice seems to be con- 
cerned with things within our own control. 

30 (4) Nor yet again can it be opinion. It seems 
that anything may be matter of opinion—we form 
opinions about what is eternal,? or impossible, just 
as much as about what is within our power. Also 
we distinguish opinion by its truth or falsehood, not 
by its being good or bad, but choice is distinguished 

ll rather as being good or bad. Probably therefore 
nobody actually identifies choice with opinion in 
general. But neither is it the same as some parti- 

4 Cf. c. ili. 3 and note, 
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2 [4] om. K», 2 Os <éorat> Ramsauer, 
3 ed, ® ds om, LY, 5 ed. 

4 ¢4.¢,, an opinion or belief that so and-so is good, and is 
within our power to obtain. 

> Perhaps to be emended ‘ how it is to be achieved,’ 
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cular opinion. For it is our choice of good or evil 
that determines our character, not our opinion 

12 about good or evil. And we choose to take or avoid 
some good or evil thing, but we opine what a thing 
is, or for whom it is advantageous, or how it is so”: 
we do not exactly form an opinion to take or 

13 avoid a thing. Also we praise a choice rather for 
choosing the right thing, but an opinion for opining 
in the right way. And we choose only things that 
we absolutely know to be good, we opine things 

14 we do not quite certainly know to be true. Nor do 
the same persons appear to excel both at choosing 
and at forming opinions : some people seem to form 
opinions better, but yet to choose the wrong things 

16 from wickedness. That choice is preceded or accom- 
panied by the formation of an opinion is immaterial, 
for that is not the point we are considering, but 
whether choice is the same thing as some form of 
opinion. 

18 What then are the genus and differentia of Choice, 
inasmuch as it is not any of the things above men- 
tioned? It manifestly belongs to the genus volun- 
tary action; but not every voluntary act is chosen, 

17 Perhaps we may define it as voluntary action pre- 
ceded by deliberation, since choice involves reasoning 
and some process of thought. Indeed previous 
deliberation seems to be implied by the very term 
proaireton, which denotes something chosen before 
other things. 

iii As for Deliberation, do people deliberate about Deltbera. 
everything — are all things possible objects of "™ 
deliberation—, or are there some things about which 

2 deliberation is impossible? The term ‘ object of 
deliberation’ presumably must not be taken to 
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Opwmivadv dmdvrwy, olov mas av LKdbar dpwora 
modtrevowro oddels AaKxedayzoviwy Bovdcvera. 
trav 8 dvOpminwv exacros BovAevovrat mepl rdav 

88 atrdv mpakrdv. Kal mept pev tas ducpiBets s1194 
Kat atrdpxets tOv emornpdy ote ort Bovdy, 
olov mept ypappdrav (od yap diordloper mds 

1 $4 Bonitz: 52. 
3 ot yap yévorr’ dv... dvOpsrov hic ed.: infra post 

Bovdeverat. ® 6¢ secludendum ? Richards. 

@ The term includes the notion of immutability. 
6 Here and in § 7 ‘ necessity ’ denotes natural law in the 

inanimate world, while ‘nature’ or ‘ growth’ means 
natural law as governing animate creatures. Aristotle held 
that these agencies, and with them the operation of human 
intelligence and art, beside their designed results, produced 
by their interplay certaim by-products in the shape of un- 
designed and irregular occurrences, which are referred to 
jn the next section. These in the natural world he spoke 
of as due to 7d adréyarov, or ‘ spontaneous’; when due 
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include things about which a fool or a madman 
might deliberate, but to mean what a sensible 
person would deliberate about. 

8 Well then, nobody deliberates about things 
eternal,? such as the order of the universe, or the 
incommensurability of the diagonal and the side 

40f a square. Nor yet about things that change but 
follow a regular process, whether from necessity 
or by nature ® or through some other cause: such 
phenomena for instance as the solstices and the 

gsunrise. Nor about irregular occwrences, such as 

droughts and rains. Nor about the results of chance, 
6such as finding a hidden treasure. The reason ¢ 
why we do not deliberate about these things is 
that none of them can be effected by our agency, 

7 We deliberate about things that are in our control 
and are attainable by action (which are in fact the 
only things that still remain to be considered ; for 
Nature, Necessity, and Chance, with the addition 
of Intelligence and human agency generally, exhaust 
the generally accepted list of causes). But we do 
not deliberate about all human affairs without excep- 
tion either: for example, no Lacedaemonian deliber- 
ates about the best form of government ¢ for Scythia ; 
but any particular set of men deliberates about the 

8 things attainable by their own actions. Also there 
is no room for dehberation about matters fully 
ascertained and completely formulated as sciences 5 
such for instance as orthography, for we have no 
uncertainty as to how a word ought to be spelt 

to the activity of man he ascribed them to fortune or chance, 
In § 7 chance is madc to include ‘ the spontaneous.’ 

¢ In the mss. the words ‘The reason why... list of 
causes ' come after ‘ But we do not deliberate . . « Scythia.’ 

4 Or, ‘the best line of policy.’ 
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ypamréov): GAN’ boa yiveros 80? Hudy py doatrws 
8 dei, wepi tod’rwy Bovdevdpeba, olov wepi tév 
Kara larpuxiy Kal xpnuatiotixyy, Kal mepls 
Kupepyytixiy paddov 7) yupvaorucny, dom Arrov 
SinxpiBwrar, Kal érs wept Tav Aowrdy dpotws. 

9paMov $é Kat mepl ras réxyvas' 7) Tas emvoripas: 

10 paAov yap mepl adras Siordlopev. td BovdActe- 
aba. 87? & trois ds émt rd odd, ddxjAows Se 

mds amoBycera, Kat ev ols® ddidpioroy, cup 10 
Bovdous 8 mapadapBdvonev «is 1a peyddra, 
dmorobyres uty adrots ws ody ixavots Suayydvar. 

11 —Bovrevducba 8 od wept radv reAdv, GMa wept 
Trav mpos ta TéAy. odre yap larpds Bovdrcverat 
el dyidoe, odre pirwp el meloer, ovTE TroAuTUKOS 
el edvomiay moujoes, ovdé THY Aowrev oddels sept 16 
tod téhoust GAAd Oduevot rédos TL, THs Kal Sid 
tivwyt éora, oxoTofor, Kal 8d wAedvwv per 
pawonevov yiveodar Sid tives paora Kal KddA\ora 
émuxorrovot, du” évos 8 emuredousevou mAs Sua 
rovtov éora, KaKelvo Sia rivos, ews av eAPwow 
éml 7d amp@rov airiov, 6 ev TH edpéoe ecyaror 
éorw (6 yap Bovdcudjevos owe Cyreiy cal 20 

1 réyvas: dégas altera lectio ap. Asp. 2 o) Asp. : 6é 
3 dy ofs <& det> ? Stewart. 4 +lyos LO, 

2 A less well attested reading gives ‘more about our 
opinions,’ and Aristotle does not usually distinguish sharply 
between the arts and crafts and the practical sciences (the 
theoretic sciences cannot here be meant, see §§ 3, 4). 

* The text is probably corrupt, and perhaps should be 
altered to run ‘and in which the right means to take are 
not definitely determined.’ 
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We deliberate about things in which our agency 
operates but does not always produce the same 
results; for instance about questions of medicine 
and of business ; and we deliberate about navigation 
more than about athletic training, because it has 
been less completely reduced to a science; and 

9 similarly with other pursuits also. And we deliberate 
more about the arts? than about the sciences, 
because we are more uncertain about them. 

10 Deliberation then is employed in matters which, 
though subject to rules that generally hold good, 
are uncertain in their issue; or where the issue is 
indeterminate,” and where, when the matter is 
important, we take others into our deliberations, 
distrusting our own capacity to decide. 

11 And we deliberate not about ends, but about 
means. A doctor does not deliberate whether he 
is to cure his patient, nor an orator whether he is 
to convince his audience, nor a statesman whether 
he is to secure good government, nor does anyone 
else debate about the end of his profession or calling ; 
they take some end for granted, and consider how 
and by what means it can be achieved. If they 
find that there are several means of achieving it, 
they proceed to consider which of these will attain 
it most easily and best. If there is only one means 
by which it can be accomplished, they ask how it 
is to be accomplished by that means, and by what 
means that means can itself be achieved, until 
they reach the first link in the chain of causes, 
which is the last in the order of discovery. (For 
when deliberating one seems in the procedure 
described to be pursuing an investigation or analysis 
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> td A > EA 2 hi 8 , dvadvew rov etpypevov rpdrov dorep Bidypappa— 
12 daiverar 8 Ff pev Lijryois od m&oa elvar Bod- 

Aevars, ofov aé pabnparical, 7 S¢ Bovdevows waoa 
firnow—Kal To eoyarov ey rH avaddcer mpOrov 

13 elvas ev rH yevéoe). Kdv pey ddwdrw evrvywow, x 
adioravrat, olov ef xpypdrwy det, radra 8é py} 
a “a ay 2 \ A > 

olov re mopioOfvas: édy 5é¢ Suvaroy palvyras, éy- 
a f 8 A 4 a 3 > - “ / ? yeipotas mpdrrew. Svvard Sé & by’ yudy yévour 

dy ta yap Sia Tov didwy 8” hudv mws éariv: 
¢ A > \ bd tow a 2 ¢ oN \ \ 

14% yap apxyy ev tuty. Enretrar 8 oré pep ra 
” eo > ¢ , > L ? be 4 ’ 

Opyava, ore 5° 1) Xpeia adr@y* opotws de Kat ev 80 

tots Aourois oré pev 8 od, dé 5€ ws 87 Sid 
15 rwos.' gouxe 87, Kabdwep eclpyrat, dyOpurros 

elvar dpy) tav mpdgewy, 4 S¢ BovdAry mept rdv 
16 att@ mpaxrdv, ab 5é apdes dMwvy évexa ove 

av oty® ein BovAeutov 76 TéAos GAG Ta mpds TA 
Tédn. ob8é 87 Ta Kal? Exacta, olovy «i dpros 11184 

robo 7° wémenrat ws Sef aicbyjcews yap Taira. 
17 ef 8é det Bovrevoeras, els dreipov Héet. PBovdcurov 

Se Kal mpoaperov 7d adrd, mAjy dhwpicpevor 
1 3) dd revos Muenscher: 4 d:4 rlvos (secl. Rassow). 
2 ov yap by KK, obx dp’ &» Susemihl. 
3 A <elb> ? ed. 

@ The reference is to the analytical method of solvin 
a problem: the figure required to be drawn is assume 
to have been drawn, and then we analyse it and ask what 
conditions it implies, until we come down to something that 
we know how to draw already. 

» This clause seems implied by the context. 
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that resembles the analysis of a figure in geometry #—— 
12 indeed it appears that though not all investigation is 

deliberation, for example, mathematical investiga- 
tion is not, yet all deliberation is investigation— 
and the last step in the analysis seems to be the 

18 first step in the execution of the design.) Then, if 
they have come up against an impossibility, they 
abandon the project~—for instance, if it requires 
money and money cannot be procured; but if on 
the other hand it proves to be something possible, 
they begin to act. By possible, I mean able to be 
performed by our agency—things we do through 
the agency of our friends counting in a sense as 
done by ourselves, since the origin of their action 
is in us. 

14 (In practising an art") the question is at one 
moment what tools to use, and at another how to 
use them; and similarly in other spheres, we have 
to consider sometimes what means to employ, and 
sometimes how exactly any given means are to be 
employed. 

18 It appears therefore, as has been said, that a man 
is the origin of his actions, and that the province 
of deliberation is to discover actions within one’s 
own power to perform; and all our actions aim at 

16 ends other than themselves. It follows that we 
do not deliberate about ends, but about means. 
Nor yet do we deliberate about particular facts, 
for instance, Is this object a loaf? or, Is this loaf 
properly baked? for these are matters of direct 
perception. Deliberation must stop at the particular 
fact, or it will embark on a process ad inftnetum. 

7 The object of deliberation and the object of choice 
are the same, except that when @ thing is chosen 
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ndy Td mpoatpeT ov" TO yap ek Tis Boudijs mpokpibep 
mpoatperov cor, movera yap éxaoros onrdv 
mas mpdgeu érav els awrov dvdyayy Tip dex, 
Kab adrob els TO yovpevov" Towra yap TO Tpo- 

18 atpovpevor. Oijhoy dé rodro kal ék Trav Gpyacey 
modureviiv, ds “Opunpos epuysetror of yap Baot- 

19 Acis & apodAowTo avijyyedAov 7 Snue. évros 
8) TB mpoatperod BovAeuroé dpexTod ra&v ep? 
mpiy, Kab oT) mpoatpeors av etn BovAeuruxn dpeeis 
Tay ef’ hyip: ek rob Bovredoacbar yap xpivayres 

20 dpeyopeba Kata, TI Bodhevow. ; u] pe oov mpo- 
aipeois tUrw elpjobw, Kal mept motd ears Kal dre 
Tov Tpdos Ta TEAn. 

iv ‘H de Bovdnows ort bev Tod réAovs eoriv, el- 
pytat, Soxet de Tots prev rayaGod elvar, tots 8€é Tod 

2 dawopdvov ayabod. oupBatver dé rots pev [ro ]* 
BovAnrov rdyabov Adyouar Pa elvan Bovdnrov 6 
Bovderou 6 pay 6p0ds cae (ec yap eoras 
Bovdyrér, Kab dyabdv- dv 8’, ef otrws Eruxe, 

8 Kady), tots 8° ab To dhawdpevoy ayaldy Bov- 
Anrov* Aéyouar py elvas dvoes Bovdnrev, dn’ 
exdore 70 SoKxoby: d\Xo to adhe paiverat, Kat, 

4ei otrws érvyxe, ee ef 8¢ 3) raéra pt 
1 6% (vel 5¢ 6)) Susemihl: 
2 Bovdnow M? (et v.L ap. aes ). 3 réyaboi T Asp.: dyadod. 
4 [rd] om. Asp 5 +d Boudnrov H®Nb, 

® 4¢., the intellect or reason, which chooses a line of 
action for the individual, as the Homeric monarch chose a 
pee for re nee 

° The cerca ambiguity of the Greek verbal adjective 
form causes some confusion in this chapter between what 
i ea tela ought to be wished for, the desired and the 
esirable. 
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it has already been determincd, since it is the thing 
already selected as the result of our deliberation 
that is chosen. For a man stops enquiring how he 
shall act as soon as he has carried back the origin 
of action to himself, and to the dominant part of 

18 himself, for it is this part that chooses. This may 
be illustrated by the ancient constitutions repre- 
sented in Homer: the kings used to proclaim to 
the people the measures they had chosen to adopt. 

19 As then the object of choice is something within Final 
our power which after deliberation we desire, Choice “ eg 
will be a deliberate desire of things in our power ; 
for we first deliberate, then select, and finally fix 
our desire according to the result of our deliberation, 

20 Let this serve as a description in outline of Choice, 
and of the nature of its objects, and the fact that it 
deals with means to ends. 

iv Wishes, on the contrary, as was said above,? are Wish 
for ends. But while some hold that what is wished 
for ¢ is the good, others think it is what appears to 

2be good. Those however who say that what is 
wished for is the really good, are faced by the con- 
clusion, that what a man who chooses his end 
wrongly wishes for is not really wished for at all; 
since if it is to be wished for, it must on their showing 
be good, whereas in the case assumed it may so 
happen that the man wishes for something bad, 

3 And those on the other hand who say that what 
appears good is wished for, are forced to admit that 
there is no such thing as that which is by nature 
wished for, but that what each man thinks to be 
good is wished for in his case; yet different, and 
it may be opposite, things appear good to different 
people, 
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> , > a t ~ x XN 3 iAt, 
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\ > ? e+ \ \ 
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€ort Ta Kar GAnGecav Totatra dvTa, Tols 8 
erwocos eTepa, Ojoiws 8 Kal mpd Kat yAveda 

\ A a ed + “~ Mv ia c kat Oepuda Kat Bapéa Kat rdv dddwv exaora); 6 
omovdalos yap éxacra Kpive. dpbds, Kai ev so 
¢ / > A x ~ t > ec 4 Béxdoras TaAnOés alta daiwvera Kal? éxdoryy 
‘a va yw 7 > ‘ A € 7 . , yap e&w iid dors card nal dda, wat S.adeper 

mAetorov taws 6 omovdaios TH Tdadyfes ev 
éxdorots opav, womep Kavav Kal peétpoy adray 
wy. tots woAdois b€ 4% amdrn Sid Ti ydoviy 
€ouxe yiverOar od ydp odoa ayabdv daiverat: 11184 

6 atpotvra oty rd 45d dis dyaldv, tiv Sé AUTHY 
tA 

wos Kandy gedyovow. 
Vv “Ovros 8} Bovanrod uev rob rédous, Bovrevrav 5é 

nal mpoatperdv rdv mpos 76 Tédos, at wept Tatra 
mpdges Kara mpoaipeow ay elev Kat éxovaror's 

gat 8€ ray dperav evépyevas wept tata: édf’ jyty 
by" Kat 4 dpery. dpoiws dé kal % icaxias ey obs 
yap ef july +d mpdrrew, Kal 7d pr) mpdrrew, 
kab é ols 70 un, Kal TO vals Wor’ et TO mparrew 

A na 243 toa ? ca . A a / 34) kaddy dv éf’ uty dori, Kal 76 pon mpdrrew éd 

1 8 Hel.: de. 

9 i.e, things really bitter, etc. seem so to a healthy man, 
but not in some cases to an invalid. 

> i.@, in each department of character and conduct. 
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4  I£ftherefore neither of these views is satisfactory, 
perhaps we should say that what is wished for in 
the true and unqualified sense is the good, but that 
what appears good to each person is wished for by 
him; and accordingly that the good man wishes 
for what is truly wished for, the bad man for any- 
thing as it may happen (just as in the case of our 
bodies, a man of sound constitution finds really 
healthy food best for his health, but some other diet 
may be healthy for one who is delicate ; and so with 
things bitter® and sweet, hot, heavy, ete.). For 
the good man judges everything correctly; what 
things truly are, that they seem to him to be, in 

severy department ’—for special things are noble 
and pleasant corresponding to each type of char- 
acter, and perhaps what chiefly distinguishes the 
good man is that he sees the truth in each 
kind, being himself as it were the standard and 
measure of the noble and pleasant. It appears 
to be pleasure that misleads the mass of mankind; 
for it seems to them to be a good, though it is not, 

6so they choose what is pleasant as good and shun 
pain as evil. 

v If then whereas we wish for our end, the means 
to our end are matters of deliberation and choice, 
it follows that actions dealing with these means 
are done by choice, and voluntary. But the activi- 
ties in which the virtues are exercised deal with 

2means. Therefore virtue also depends on ourselves, 
And so also does vice. For where we are free to 
act we are also free to refrain from acting, and 
where we are able to say No we are also able to 
say Yes; if therefore we are responsible for doing 
a thing when to do it is right, we are also responsible 
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hiv €oras aloypov dv, Kal ef 76 po) mpdrrew 10 
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6 mpagew wWomep Kal Téexvwv. ef dé Tabra daiveras, 
Kat ph) éxower eis dAdas dpyds dvayayely mapa 2 
ras &" july, dv Kal at apyat & hiv, Kal adra 

Ted’ jyiv Kal éxovowa. Tovrots 8 éouke papru- 
petoba kat iSia bp’ éxdorwy Kat tn’ adrdy rav 
vonoberav: KoAdlovor yap Kal tyuwpodvras rods 
Spavras poxOnpd, door yu) Bia 7 8. dyvoray Fs 
py adrol airtot, rods b€ ra Kala mparrovras % 
TyL@ow, ws Tods prev mpoTpeovres, TOs Se KW- 
Avoovres* Kalrot Goa par’ ef? Huivy dort p76? 
éxovova, oddels mporpemeras mpdrrew, ds ovdev 
mpo épyou ov To mewOAva, ph) OeppaivecOar 7 
dAyely 7) mewhy 4 GAN drioty ra&v Towdtrwv' 

B8oddey yap Frrov mewoducba atrd. Kal yap én 90 

1 pdeap Victorius: paxdptos. 2 é¢ LY, 

oi il. 
6 Possibly a verse of Solon. Doubtless rovnpés, trans- 

lated ‘vile’ to suit the context here, in the original meant 
* wretched.’ 

°c. iii. 15, 
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for not doing it when not to do it is wrong, and 
if we are responsible for rightly not doing a thing, 

8 we are also responsible for wrongly doing it. But 
if it is in our power to do and to refrain from 
doing right and wrong, and if, as we saw,* being good 
or bad is doing right or wrong, it consequently 
depends on us whether we are virtuous or vicious. 

4To say that 

None would be vile, and none would not be blest® 

seems to be half false, though half true: it is true 
that no one is unwilling to be blessed, but not true 

5 that wickedness is involuntary; or else we must 
contradict what we just now ® asserted, and say 
that man is not the originator and begetter of 

6 his actions as he is of his children. But if it is 
manifest that a man is the author of his own actions, 
and if we are unable to trace our conduct back to 
any other origins than those within ourselves, then 
actions of which the origins are within us, them- 
selves depend upon us, and are voluntary. 

7 This conclusion seems to be attested both by This ts 
men’s behaviour in private life and by the practice Syperey 
of lawgivers; for they punish and exact redress from of puna: 
those who do evil (except when it is done under offences: 
compulsion, or through ignorance for which the 
agent himself is not responsible), and honour those 
who do noble deeds, in order to encourage the one 
sort and to repress the other; but nobody tries to 
encourage us to do things that do not depend upon 
ourselves and are not voluntary, since it is no 
good our being persuaded not to feel heat or pain 
or hunger or the like, because we shall feel them 
all the same. 
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14 dicdAaorov od pny dav ye BovAnrat, aduKos 
1 rowodro. Rassow. 
3 ddixor } dxdd\acro Rassow. 
3 «i be... ely infra post axédacrov codd.: tr. Rassow. 

* An enactment of Pittacus, tyrant of Mitylene, Pol. mu. 
jin., 1274 b 19. 

> The words, ‘but if aman... unjust’ in the uss. come 
after § 13, ‘ unjust or dissolute.’ 
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8 Indeed the fact that an offence was com- even those 
mitted in ignorance is itself made a ground for anna 
punishment, in cases where the offender is held to (eeu [ils 
be responsible for his ignorance ; for instance, the caroless- 
penalty is doubled if the offgnder was drunk,* ™*: 
because the origin of the offence was in the man 
himself, as he might have avoided getting drunk, 
which was the cause of his not knowing what he 
was doing. Also men are punished for offences 
committed through ignorance of some provision of 
the law which they ought to have known, and might 

Shave known without difficulty; and so in other 
cases where ignorance is held to be due to negligence, 
on the ground that the offender need not have been 
ignorant, as he could have taken the trouble to 
ascertain the facts. 

10 It may be objected that perhaps he is not the since enre- 
sort of man to take the trouble. Well, but men are rine” 
themselves responsible for having become careless tent, 
through living carelessly, as they are for being conduct. 
unjust or profligate if they do wrong or pass their 
time in drinking and dissipation. They acquire a 
parlicular quality by constantly acting in a particu- 

li lar way. This is shown by the way in which men 
train themsclves for some contest or pursuit: they 

12 practise continually. Therefore only an utterly 
senseless person can fail to know that our characters 
are the result of our conduct ; °butif a man knowingly 
acts in a way that will result in his becoming unjust, 
he must be said to be voluntarily unjust. 

18 Again, though it is unreasonable to say that That vice 
a man who acts unjustly or dissolutely does not pet ees 

14 wish to be unjust or dissolute, nevertheless this by thrown off 
i 7 . . at will, does 

no means implies that he can stop being unjust and not prova 
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become just merely by wishing to do so; any more that {tls not 
than a sick man can get well by wishing, although 4! 
it may be the case that his illness is voluntary, 
in the sense of being due to intemperate hving and 
neglect of the doctors’ advice. At the outset then, 
it is true, he might have avoided the illness, but 
once he has let himself go he can do so no longer. 
When you have thrown a stone, you cannot after- 
wards bring it back again, but nevertheless you are 
responsible for having taken up the stone and flung 
it, for the origin of the act was within you. Similarly 
the unjust and profligate might at the outset have 
avoided becoming so, and therefore they are so 
voluntarily, although when they have become unjust 
and profligate it is no longer open to them not to be so. 

16 And not only are vices of the soul voluntary, but Tat it ts so 
in some cases bodily defects are so as well, and we }0 a by 
blame them accordingly, Though no one blames a blamot tor 
man for being born ugly, we censure uncomeliness heey 
that is due to neglecting exercise and the care of able bodily 
the person. And so with infirmities and mutila- 
tions: though nobody would reproach, but rather 
pity, a person blind from birth, or owing to disease 
or accident, yet all would blame one who had lost 

Iéhis sight from tippling or debauchery. We see 
then that bodily defects for which we are ourselves 
responsible are blamed, while those for which we 
are not responsible are not. This being so, it follows 
that we are responsible for blameworthy moral 
defects also. 

17 But suppose somebody says: ‘All men seek I+is ob- 
what seems to them good, but they are not re- seater ay 
sponsible for its seeming good: each man’s con- determined 

A ‘ a * A by innate 
ception of his end is determined by his character, cheracter; 
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19 mpdrrovow Smeodijrore. elre 8 Td TéeAOS pT] 
pucet éxdorep paiveras olovdijmore, GMAd ve Kal 
Tap wbrev éorw, €lre To pev TéXos proxy, 7 
be ra, Aourrd. mparrew éxovotws Tov arovdatov 7 
d.peTn EKOVOLOY corw, obey arrov Kab up Karta, 20 

éxovatoy cy ety Spotws yap Kat TO KaKp Umdpyet 
76 8: abdrév' ev rais mpdéeor wal ef ph &v 7O 

1 ph, ovdels: pndels LT, 
2 (xal] 7d Vermehren : 7d 8’ Lb, 
3 [rd] om, Alex. Aphrod. 
4 atrod ? Bywater. 

* This is Aristotle’s view, which the imaginary objector 
challenges. It is mot quite certain that his objection ig 
meant to go as far as the point indicated by the inverted 
commas. > de, the end he aims at. 
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whatever that may be, Although therefore, on 
the hypothesis? that each man is in a sense re- 
sponsible for his moral disposition, he will in a sense 
be responsible for his conception of the good, if on 
the contrary this hypothesis be untrue, no man is 
responsible for his own wrongdoing. He docs 
wrong through ignorance of the right end, thinlung 
that wrongdoing will procure him his greatest Good ; 
and his aim at his end ® is not of his own choosing. 
A man needs to be born with moral vision, so to 
speak, whereby to discern correctly and choose what 
is truly good. A man of good natural disposition 
is a man well endowed by nature in this respect ; 
for if a thing is the greatest and noblest of gifts, 
and is something which cannot be acquired or learnt 
from another, but which a man will possess in such 
form as it has been bestowed on him at birth, a 
good and noble natural endowment in this respect 
will constitute a good disposition in the full and 
true meaning of the term.” 

18 Now if this theory be true, how will virtue be but this’ 
voluntary any more than vice? Both for the good eee: 
man and the bad man alike, their view of their end Taber 
is determined in the same manner, by nature or duct as woll 
however it may be; and all their actions of what- aoe Due 
ever sort are guided by reference to their end as 

19 thus determined. Whether then a man’s view of 
his end, whatever it may be, is not given by nature 
but is partly due to himself, or whether, although 
his end is determined by nature, yet virtue is 
voluntary because the good man’s actions to gain 
his end are voluntary, in either case vice will be 
just as much voluntary as virtue; for the bad man 
equally with the good possesses spontaneity in his 
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® This clause looks like an interpolation: dés is the genus 
of virtne, 11. v. fin, vi. init., weodrys its differentia, 11, vi. 15,17. 

> See rr. il. 8. 
® See 1, ii.2. This clause in the mss, follows the next one, 
* See c, v. 2 and 20. 
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20 actions, even if not in his choice of anend. Ifthen, as Concluston. 
is said, our virtues are voluntary (and in fact we are 
in a sense ourselves partly the cause of our moral 
dispositions, and it is our having a certain character 
that makes us set up an end of a certain kind), it 
follows that our vices are voluntary also; they are 
voluntary in the same manner as our virtues. 

21 We have then now discussed in outline the virtues Recapitula- 
F : +4. : tion of Bks. 
in general, having indicated their genus [namely, 11, rt. Lv. 
that it is a mean, and a disposition *], and having 
shown that they render us apt to do the same actions 
as those by which they are produced,® and to do 
them in the way in which right reason may enjoin ¢ ; 
and that they depend on ourselves and are voluntary.4 

g2 ¢But our dispositions are not voluntary in the Notetosv 
same way as are our actions. Our actions we can 
control from beginning to end, and we are conscious 
of them at each stage With our dispositions on 
the other hand, though we can control their begin- 
nings, each separate addition to them is imper- 
ceptible, as is the case with the growth of a disease ; 
though they are voluntary in that we were free to 
employ our capacities in the one way or the other. 

23 But to resume, let us now discuss the virtues nee 
severally, defining the nature of each, the class of eat : ev. 
objects to which it is related, and the way in which Zhe severat 
it is related to them. In so doing we shall also ies. 
make it clear how many virtues there are. 

vi Let us first take Courage. We have already Courage. 
seen 7 that Courage is the observance of the mean in 

¢ This section some editors place before § 91, but it is 
rather a footnote to § 14; and the opening words of § 23 
imply that a digression has heen made. 

* 7a xad’ exaora seems to bear a somewhat different sense 
here from a. i. 15, 4 xa’ Exaora (dyvou). 7 11. vii. 2. 
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grespect of fear and confidence. Now it is clear that 
the things we fear are fearful things, which means, 
broadly speaking, evil things; so that fear is some- 

3 times defined as the anticipation of evil. It is true 
then that we fear all evil things, for example, dis- 
gracc, poverty, disease, lack of friends, death; but 
it is not thought that Courage is related to all these 
things, for there are some evils which it is right and 
noble to fear and base not to fear, for instance, 
disgrace. One who fears disgrace is an honourable 
man, with a due sense of shame 3 one who does not 
fear it is shameless: though some people apply the 
term courageous to such a man by analogy, because 
he bears some resemblance to the courageous man 
in that the courageous man also is a fearless person. 

4 Again, it is no doubt right not to fear poverty, 
or disease, or in general any evil not caused by 
vice and not due to ourselves. But one who is 
fearless in regard to these things is nut courageous 
either (although the term is applied to him, too, 
by analogy) ; since some men who are cowards in 
war are liberal with money. and face loss of fortune 
boldly. 

& Nor yet is a man cowardly if he fears insult to 
his wife and children, or envy, or the like; nor 
courageous if he shows a bold face when about to 
undergo a flogging. 

6 What then are the fearful things in respect of 
which Courage is displayed? I suppose those which 
are the greatest, since there is no one more brave 
in enduring danger than the courageous man. Now 
the most terrible thing of all is death; for it is the 
end, and when a man is dead, nothing, we think, 

7 either good or evil can befall him any more. But 
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1 [duolws . . . Gappadréa] ? ed. 

* Or perhaps ‘imminent,’ but ef. ¢. viii. 15. 
» ¢.¢,, he resents it as inglorious. 
* In using 7d Oappadda as the opposite of ra poBepd Aristotle 

follows Plato, Rep. 450 5, Protag. 359 c, Lach. 195 3, ete.: 
but he is original in distinguishing confidence as regards 
the former from fearlessness as regards the latter, and so 
considering excessive fearlessness in grave dangers as a 
different vice from excessive confidence in dangers not really 
formidable. 
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even death, we should hold, does not in all circum- 
stances give an opportunity for Courage : for instance, 
we do not call a man courageous for facing death 

8 by drowning or disease. What form of death then 
is a test of Courage? Presumably that which is the 
noblest. Now the noblest form of death is death 
in battle, for it is encountered in the midst of 

g ihe greatest and most noble of dangers. And this 
conclusion is borne out by the principle on which 
public honours are bestowed in republics and under 
monarchies, 

10 The courageous man, therefore, in the proper sense 
of the term, will be he who fearlessly confronts a 
noble death, or some sudden? peril that threatens 
death ; and the perils of war answer this description 

11 most fully. Not that the courageous man is not 
also fearless in a storm at sea (as also in illness), 
though not in the same way as sailors are fearless, 
for he thinks there is no hope of safety, and to die 
by drowning is revolting to him,’ whereas sailors 

12 keep up heart because of their experience. Also 
Courage is shown in dangers where a man can 
defend himself by valour or die nobly, but neither 
is possible in disasters like shipwreck. 

vii Now although the same things are not fearful courage 
to everybody, there are some terrors which we pro- 74: i 
nounce beyond human endurance, and these of course !s ite own 
are fearful to everyone in his senses. And the terrors eas 
that man can endure differ in magnitude and degree; 

gas also do the situations inspiring confidence.” But 
the courageous man is proof against fear so far as 
man may be. Hence although he will sometimes fear 
even terrors not beyond man’s endurance, he will 
do so in the right way, and he will endure them as 
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% ge, the rightness and fineness of the act itself, cf. § 13, 
e. vill. 5, 14, a ix. 43 and see note on rn iii. 2 This 
amplhfication of the conception of virtue as aiming at the 
mean here appears for the first time: we now have the 
final as well as the formal cause of virtuous action, 

um, vii, 2. 
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principle dictates, for the sake of what is noble ¢; for 
8 that is the end at which virtue aims. On the other 
hand it is possible to fear such terrors too much, 
and too little ; and also to fear things that are not 

4 fearful as if they were fearful. Error arises either 
from fearing what one ought not to fear, or from 
fearing in the wrong manner, or at the wrong time, 
or the like; and similarly with regard to occasions 
for confidence. 

5 The courageous man then is he that endures or 
fears the right things and for the right purpose and 
in the right manner and at the right time, and who 
shows confidence in a similar way. (lor the courage- 
ous man feels and acts as the circumstances merit, 

6 and as principle may dictate. And every activily 
aims at the end that corresponds to the disposition of 
which it is the manifestation. So itis therefore with 
the activity of the courageous man: his courage 
is noble; therefore its end is nobility, for a thing 
is defined by its end; therefore the courageous 
man endures the terrors and dares the deeds that 
manifest courage, for the sake of that which is noble.) 

7 Of the characters that run to excess, on the other 
hand, he who exceeds in fearlessness has no name 
(this, as we remarked before, is the case with many 
qualities), but we should call a man mad, or else 
insensitive to pain, if he feared nothing, ‘ earth- 
quake nor billows,’* as they say of the Kelts; he 
who exceeds in confidence [in the face of fearful 

¢ Apparently a verse quotation, Cf. Budemian Ethics, 
1229 b 98, ‘ As the Kelts take up arms and march against the 
waves '; and Strabo, vii. p. 293, gives similar stories, partly 
on the authority of the fourth-century historlan Ephorus. 
An echo survives in Shakespeare’s metaphor ‘ to take arms 
against a sea of troubles.’ 
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4 te Avmnpov ode avdpetov, dA paAAov Sedod: 
padakia yap Td hedyew 7a émlmova, Kal ody drt 1s 

pad 0 

1 ed. 2 yoiy Bywater: ofv. 
3 obrws odros: obros I’, ofrws KY = * @appe? re ed. : alpetran, 

* These words seem to be an interpolation: confidence is 
shown in face of Pappadéa, not pofepd. 

> i,a., év rots Oappadéots, in situations not really formidable, 
¢ For symmetry this should have been ‘he that is 

deficient in fearlessness.’ 4 See c. vi. 10, 
* The uss, have ‘ it chooses and endures.’ 
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g things®] is rash. The rash man is gencrally thought 
to be an impostor, who pretends to courage which 
he does not possess; at least, he wishes to appear 
to feel towards fearful things as the courageous 
man actually does feel, and therefore he imitates 

9 him in the things in which he can.o Hence most 
yash men really are cowards at heart, for they make 
a bold show in situations that inspire confidence, 
but do not endure terrors. 

10 He that exceeds in fear ¢ is a coward, for he fears 
the wrong things, and in the wrong manner, and so 
on with the rest of the list. He is also deficient 
in confidence ; but his excessive fear in fuce of pain 

1iis more apparent. The coward is therefore a 
despondent person, being afraid of cverything ; 
but the courageous man is just the opposite, for 
confidence belongs to a sanguine temperament. 

12 The coward, the rash man, and the courageous 
man are therefore concerned with the same objects, 
but are differently disposed towards them : the two 
former exceed and fall short, the last keeps the mean 
and the right disposition. ‘The rash, moreover, arc 
impetuous, and though eager before the danger 
comes they hang back at the critical moment; 
whereas the courageous are keen at the time of 
action but calm beforehand. 

13 As has been said then, Courage is the observance 
of the mean in relation to things that inspire con- 
fidence or fear, in the circumstances stated“; and it 
is confident and endures because it is noble to do so 
or base not to do so. But to seek death in order to 
escape from poverty, or the pangs of love, or from 
pain or sorrow, is not the act of a courageous man, 

but rather of a coward; for it is weakness to fly 
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viii kaAdv tropdver, GAAd devywy Kaxdy. Ear pev 
ody % dvdpeia Towtréy tu AéyovTur S€ Kal erepar 
Kara mévre rpdmovs, mp@rov pev % TodAvTiKy 
pddora ydp eotxev: Soxodar yap dvropevew Tods 
Kwduvous of ToAtrat Sia Ta ek TeV vopwy emotive 
kal ra dveldn kal bid Tas Tysds. Kal 81d Tobro 2 
dvdpedrara. Soxovow elvar map’ ols of Setdol 

Qdrysot Kal of avdpetoe evrysor. rTovovrous dé xal 
"Opmpos more?, ofov tov AropijSny cat tov “Exropa: 

TlovAvSdpas por mpdros éedeyxelqu avabjoes 

kal Atopndns* 

“Extwp ydp mote dijcet evi Tpweoo” dyopeduv, 28 
© Tydeidns ta’ éueio . . 2” 

8 dpoturat 8’ atrn pddiora 7H mpdtepov cipyuevy, 
drt by dperipy yiveras (80 aid@ yap) Kal ia Kadod 
dpeéw (ryuns yap) Kai duyhv dveldous, aleypot 

4 dvros. tdéa 8 dy tis Kal Tovs bro Td dpydvrwy 8 
dvayKaloucious €is Tadd: xeipous 8, daw od bv” 
aidd dra bia ddBov adr SpHor, Kab ie 
od 76 aloxypov GAAd 7d AvaNpdv: avayKdtovar ‘yap 
ai Kdpior, worep 6 “Kerwp* 

1 Aroujéys secl. Bywater. 

9 * Political courage’: Plato uses this phrase (Rep. 
430 c) of patriotic courage, based on training and ‘right 
opinion about what is terrible and what is not,’ and in 
contrast with the undisciplined courage of slaves and brute 
beasts. Elsewhere, on the other hand, he contrasis ‘ popular 
and citizen virtue’ in general with the philosopher's virtue, 
which is based on knowledge, 

> Iliad, xxii. 100 (Hector) — 
Alas, should I retire within the gates, 
Polydamas,... 
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from troubles, and the suicide does not endure death 
because it is noble to do so, but to escape evil. 

viii Such is the nature of Courage; but the name is Courage 
cht ¢ + 

also applied to five divergent types of character. perfect 
(1) First, as most closely resembling true Courage, forma: 

zon 

comes the citizen’s courage.* Citizen troops appear Courage’ 
to endure dangers because of the legal penalties 
and the reproach attaching to cawardice, and the 
honours awarded to bravery; hence those races 
appear to be the bravest among which cowards are 

2 degraded and brave men held in honour, It is this 
citizen courage which inspires the heroes portrayed 
by Homer, like Diomede and Hector : 

Polydamas will be the first to flout me; ¢ 

and Diomede says 

Hector will make his boast at Troy hereafters 
‘“ By me was T'ydeus’ son .. .’'® 

3 This type of courage most closely resembles the one 
described before, because it is prompted by a virtue, 
namely the sense of shame,? and by the desire for 
something noble, namely honour, and the wish to 
avoid the disgrace of being reproached. 

4 The courage of troops forced into battle by their 
officers may be classed as of the same type, though 
they are inferior inasmuch as their motive is not a 
sense of shame but fear, and the desire to avoid 
not disgrace but pain. Their masters compel them 
to be brave, after Hector’s fashion : 

* Iliad, viii. 148— 
By me was Tydeus’s son routed in flight 
Back to the ships. 

@ For this emotion see u. vil. 14, 1v. ix. 1, where it is 
said not to be, strictly spealing, a virtue. 
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a 3 / 5.3 63 > / a) if LA 4 év 8¢ «° eye dmdvevbe wdyns mrdcoovra vojou, 
ot of dpxiov eocetrar duyeew Kvvas. 

Bal of mpoTdrrovres, Kav dvaywpdov TUrrovres, 
7d adrd Spor, Kal of mpd r&v radpwy Kal trav 
rowvrwy mapararrovres: mavres yap avayrdlov- 
aw. Set & od d:’ avdyeny dvdpeiov elvar, ddr’ drs 

6Kxaddv. Soxet Sé Kat 4 eumerpia  mept Exaora 
dvdpeta [ris]? elvar- d0ev Kal 6 Lwxparyns ay 
emoripny eivat tiv dvdpetay. rowdros S€ dAAor 
pev ev adds, &v Tots moAeutxois 8 of orparidras: 
Soxel yap elvat TodAd Keva? Tod moAduov, & pdAvora 
ouvewpdxaow odro. gaivovra. 5) dvdpelor sre 

TovK igacw ot dAdo. old éorw. elra mouffoa Kal 
py mabey pddvora Svvavrae ek THs eureipias, 
Suvdpevos yphaba. tots SrA Kat Tovadra éyovres 
émota dy «in Kal mpds Td Toufoa Kal mpds Td 

8 pn) Tadely Kpdricra. : domep ob dvdtrAots am\.~ 
opevon pdxovret kab dOAnrat Budrats Kal yap ev 
Tots rovovrors aydow ody of dvbpedraro, payt~ 
pidrarot eiow, GAN ot pddvora ioyvovTes Kal Ta 

Podpara dpiora exovres. of orparidrat dé detdoi 
ywwovras drav breprelvyn 6 Kivduvos Kal Aciawvras 
Tois mAnbeot Kat rats mapacKevais: mpdrot yap 
gevyovor, Ta dé moduriKa pevovTa amobvyiaxes, 

3 mpordrrovres codd. Amioti, Vict. : wpoordrrovres. 
2 ms om. Kh, ® xowd Kb, 

3 Iliad, ii. 391, but the words are Agamemnon’s, and 
are slightly different in our Homer. 

b de, knowledge of what is truly formidable and what 
is not (cf. note on ec. viii. 1); but Socrates went on to show 
that this depended on knowledge of the good, with which 
he identified all virtue: see Plato’s Laches. 
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Let me see any skulking off the field— 
He shall not save his carease from the dogs ! 

& The same 1s done by commanders who draw up 
their troops in front of them and beat them if they 
give ground, or who form them in line with a treneh 
or some other obstacle in the rear; all these are 
using compulsion. A man ought not to be biave 
because he is compelled to be, but because courage 
is noble. 

8 (2) Again, experience of some particular form of The Courage 
danger is taken for a smt of Courage ; hence arose $f Expat 
Socrates’ notion that Courage is Knowledge. This 
type of bravery is displayed by various people in vari- 
ous circumstances, and particularly in war by profes- 
sional soldiers.° For war (as the saying is) is full of 
false alarms, a fact which these men have had most 
opportunity of observing ; thus they appear courage- 
ous owing to others’ ignorance of the true situation. 

7 Also experience renders them the most efficient in 
inflicting loss on the enemy without sustaining it them- 
selves, as they are shulled in the use of arms, and 
equipped with the best ones both for attack and 

8 defence. So that they are like armed men fighting 
against unarmed, or trained athletes against 
amateurs; for even in athletic contests it is not 

the bravest men who are the best fighters, but those 
9 who are strongest and in the best training. But 
professional soldiers prove cowards when the danger 
imposes too great a strain, and when they are at a 
disadvantage in numbers and equipment; for they 
are the first to run away, while citizen troops stand 
their ground and die fighting, as happened in the 

* ie, vo, foreign mercenary troops, much employed 
in Greek warfare in Aristotle’s time. 
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4 2 8 mam ¢€ f / a 4 \ énep kami 7 ‘Epyaiw ovvéBy. trois pev yap 
aloxpov TO devyew kal 6 Odvaros Tis Tovadrys 20 
owTnpias aiperurepos: of 5€ kal e& apyis exuw- 
dvvevov ws Kpelrrous dvres, ydvTes b& devyovot, 

\ re Sol ~ ? “a , £ ’ rov Odvarov waddov tot alaxpod doBovpevou 6 8 
10 dvdpeios ot tovwiros—Kat tov Ovpdv 8 eal ri 

dvdpetay dvadépovow' avSpetor yap eivar S0xodor 
kal of dia Ovpory dorep ta Onpia emi rods Tpuw~ % 
cavras dcpdueva,” dre Kat of avdpetor Jupoeidets 
(irnrixdra1oy yap 6 Avpds mpds Tovs Kivdtvous)* 
SBev Kai “Ounpos “ cbévos euBare Ovid’? kat 
ae A \ ‘ w ” Ve \ ite 3,4 fA 

pevos Kat Judy eyepe”’ Kal “ dpysd 8 dva pivas 
Z , 4 a pévos”’ kat ““ elecev alua’’s mdvra yap Ta To.aira, 

ba a lol éouce onuatvew tH Tod Oupod éyepow Kab dpury. 80 
ll of ev ody dvSpetor Sid 76 Kaddv mpadrrovaw, 6 be 

Buns 2 adrots' ro. Onpla 5é Buca Av » bud yL0s Guvepyel adrois: ra Onpia bé bia Avan: bid 
yap To wAnyivar, } Sid O° hoPeiobar, emel eay ye 
? DA a’ > EX. 4 om) 2 / = 6 - 

ev vAn [7 ev éAes]* 4,5 od mpocépyovrat. od O% 
> > a ‘ ‘ ae > : \ ~ eorw avdpeia bid TO br’ adynddvos Kab Gupob 
? / \ * tA c a. > \ ry 

eLedauvopeva mpos Tov Kivduvov 6puay, obbev Tadv % 

Sewav mpoophyra, éemet otrw ye Kdv of dvor 

avdpeton elev mewdvres: Tumrdpevor yap odK ap- 1117s 

1 dvadépovow Lbs pépovew K», eripdpovoew Ty 
2 pepducvor D. 5 da 7d om. Lb, 
4 (4 ev ec] auctore Victorio Bywater. 
5 4 fort. secludendum ed. 

@ In Coronea, 353 3.c.; the Acropolis had been seized 
by Onomarchus the Phocian, and mercenaries, brought in 
by the Boeotarchs to aid the citizens, ran away at the begin- 
ning of the battle (schol.). 
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battle at the temple of Hermes.* This is because 
citizens think it disgraceful to run away, and prefer 
death to safety so procured; whereas professional 
soldiers were relying from the oulsct on superior 
strength, and when they discover they are out- 
numbered they take to flight, fearing death more 
than disgrace. But this is not true courage. 

10 (3) Spirit or anger ® is also classed with Courage. Spirlt. 
Men emboldened by anger, like wild beasts which 
rush upon the hunter that has wounded them, are 
supposed to be courageous, because the courageous 
also are high-spirited; for spirit is very impetuous 
in encountering danger. Hence Homer writes,° 
‘he put strength in their spirit,’ and ‘roused their 
might and their spirit,’ and ‘ bitter wrath up through 
his nostrils welled,’ and ‘ his blood boiled’ ; for all 
such symptoms seem to indicate an excitement and 

llimpulse of the spirit. Thus the real motive of 
courageous men is the nobility of courage, although 
spirit operates in them as well; but wild animals 
are emboldened by pain, for they turn to bay because 
they are wounded, or frightened—since if they are 
in a forest or a swamp @ they do not attack. Therec- 
fore they are not to be considered courageous for 
rushing upon danger when spurred by pain and 
anger, and blind to the dangers that await them ; 
since on that reckoning even asses would be brave 
when they are hungry, for no blows will make them 

> @vyés means both ‘spirit’ or ‘high spirit’ and also 
its manifestation in anger. 

* 4.¢, in describing courageous men, Jliad, xiv. 151 or 
xvi. 529, v. 470, Odyssey, xxiv. 318. The fourth phrase 
ig not in our Homer, but occurs in Theocritus xx. 15. 
$4, in a place where they can escape. The words 

‘or a swamp,’ are probably interpolated, 
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toravras THs vouys. (Kat of proryot 8é did Ty 
12 émfupiav ToAunpa mOAAg dpBaw,) fod 6% eorw 

dvdpeia. ra 80” ddynSdvos 7 Ovpod éfehavvdpeva 
mpos Tov Kivduvoy. |" guaicarary? 8 done 7 
did tov Ovjcv ee Kat mpocdafotca mpoaipeaow 
Kal 7d 0d ever avdpeta elvar. Kal of dvOpwrror 
be Spyuldprevor pev dAyobor, TYswpovpevor s° 8ov- 
rat of de di rabra pax dpevor judy oor pev, odie 
avopetos dé> ov yap Sia TO KaAdv odd’ ais 6 Adyos, 

13 dAAd. bia mdfos? mapamArjotov oi éxovat TL—ovdé 
57) of edeAmibes ovres dy8petou dia yap TO ToA« 
Adkeus Kab moods vevuKnKevat Bappodow ev trois 
KivSuvois. Trapduovs dé, ore dpuoo Bapparcou: 
GAN’ of pey dvdpetou Sud. Td TpOTEpov eipnueva Oap- 
panéor, of dé dud Td oleoBar Kpelrrovs elvan kal 

14 unBev ay rabetv' (rowobrov de movotat eal ot 
peBvaKdpevor, edeAmides yap yivovrat). drav dé 
adrots py) oupBF Towabra, pevyovow dv8petov o 
iy rd, poBepa avOpaimam ovra real auvojeva bro 

16 wevew, dre Kaddv, Kat aicxypdv To p7}. dd Kal 
avipetorépov Sore? elva. Tro ey ots aidvidious 
PdBors ddoBov Kal drdpayov <lvat 7) ev Tots mpo- 
dyAow* amo eEews yap wadrov, [} Kat]® dre Frrov 
ék mapackevys: Ta mpopavh pév ‘yap Kay éx 

1 [ov . . . xlvdvvov] om. Kd, 
2 guoixwrdry 8... elvae post 7 1. 9 ponenda Rassow, 

Susemihl (dvorxwrdry yap). 
3 rd0os KS, 7d rdbos vulg: 
* ay aber Asp. + dvremadeiy. 5 Susemihl: xai om. K>, 

% See Iliad, xi. 558. 
+ This parenthetical note does not bear on the context. 
° This sentence should a parently come at the end of the 

section, ‘ but’ beng einended to ‘ for.” 
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stop grazing! (And adulterers also are led to do 
many daring things by lust.) ° 

12 But? the form of courage that is inspired by 
spirit seems to be the most natural, and when 
reinforced by deliberate choice and purpose it appears 
to be true Courage. And human beings also feel 
pain when angry, and take pleasure in revenge. 
But those who fight for these motives, though valiant 
fighters, are not courageous ; for the motive of their 
confidence is not honour, nor is it gmded by principle, 
but it springs from feeling. However, they show 
some affinity to true Courage. 

13. (4) Nor yet again is the boldness of the sanguine 1h 
the same thing as Courage. The sanguine are con- ae 
fident in face of danger because they have won many 
victories over many foes before. ‘They resemble the 
courageous, because both are confident, but whereas 
the courageous are confident for the reasons already 
explained,? the sanguine are so because they think 
they are stronger than the enemy, and not likely to 

I4 come to any harm. (A similar boldness is shown by 
those getting drunk, for this makes them sanguine 
for the time being.) When however things do not 
turn out as they expect, the merely sanguine run 
away, whereas the mark of the courageous man, as 
we have seen,? is to endure things that are terrible 
to a human being and that seem so to him, because 

15 it is noble io do so and base not to do so. Hence 
it 1s thought a sign of still greater courage to be 
fearless and undismayed in sudden alarms than in 
dangers that were foreseen. Bravery in unforeseen 
danger springs more from character, as there is less 
time for preparation; one might resolve to face a 

4 Chic. vii. 2-6. 
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‘ > , 

Aoyiopob Kal Adyou tis mpoédAoiro, ra 8 eLaidvys 
«1 a \ 

Wrara thy Ew.—avdpeto. 5€ dalvovrat cal ob 

dyvoobyres, Kat elow od méppw trav ededridur, 

yetpous 8° daw a€impa obdév eyovaw, éxeivou bé, 

51d wal pévovot twa ypdvov of & hrarnevot, éav % 
yosw Ort érepov } dmorretawor, pevyovow: 

dep of “Apyetos énabov mepimecdvres Tois Adxwow 

17 cis Lowevevious.—ol re 87) dvbpetoe elpyvrar motoé 

Twes, Kat of Soxotvres dvdpeiot. 
fa 

ix Ilept @dppy dé Kat AdBous 4 avdpela otca ody 
fod \ spwotws mept dudw éoriv, adda padAov mepl ra 20 

4 £ A > ¥: > /, § \ af goBepd: 6 yap ev rovrois ardpayos Kal mepi Tad 

as Set éywy avdpelos wadrov 7} 6 epi ra. Papparéa. 
TO 87 A Xn x ¢ & ¢ ” > ny a ® 8) ta Auanpa tropdvew, wg elpnrar, dvdpetor 

2Xdyovrat. 816 «al éridumov 7 avBpeta: cab Bixaiws 

enrawvelrar, xademubrepov yap Ta AuTNpA Jrropeverv 35 

87 Thy Wddwv dréyecOar. od pv GAAd Sd€eev dv 1117b 

elvas TO Kata thy dv8peiav réAos dv, dnd Tav 

Kikiw § ddavifecbar, ofov Kav trois yuprexois 
> ~ # ~ \ uA ‘ ev fn Ao 4 aydou yiverau: Tots yap mdnrais TO ev TéAos HSU, 
@ et q ‘ \ € , ‘ \ 4 

od evexa, 6 orépavos Kai ai Tyna, Td dé TUMrecOas 

© This occurred in the battle at the Long Walls of Corinth, 
8392 nc. Lacedaemonian cavalry had dismounted and 
armed themselves with the shields of the routed Sicyonians, 
marked & (Xenophon, Hellenica, iv. iv. 10). 

*> Of.a vir 4 ° Cf. ce. vii. 6. 
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danger one can foresee, from calculation and on 
principle, but only a fixed disposition of Courage will 
enable one to face sudden peril. 

16 (5) Those who face danger in ignorance also me 
appear courageous; and they come very near to Teena oe 
those whose bravery rests on a sanguine tempera- 
ment, though inferior to them inasmuch as they 
lack self-confidence, which the sanguine posscss. 
Hence the sanguine stand firm for a time; whereas 
those who have been deceived as to the danger, if 
they learn or suspect the true state of affairs, take to 
flight, as the Argives did when they encountered the 
Lacedaemonians and thought they were Sicyonians.4 

17 We have now described the characteristics both 
of the courageous and of those who are thought to 
be courageous. 

Courage is displayed with respect to confidence and Courage 
fear, but not with respect to both equally : it is more fi 0 
particularly displayed in regard to objects of fear 5 pleaeura 
for one who is unperturbed in the presence of terrors #74 
and comports himself ughtly towards these is 
courageous in a fuller sense than one who does so 

2in situations that inspire confidence. In fact, as 
has been said, men are sometimes called courageous 
for enduring pain. Hence Courage itsclf is attended 
by pain ; and it is justly praised, because it is harder 
to endure pain than to abstain from pleasure, 

3 Not but what it would appear that the end corre- 
sponding ¢ to the virtue of Courage is really pleasant, 
only its pleasantness is obscured by the attendant 
circumstances. This is illustrated by the case of 
athletic contests: to boxers, for example, their 
end—the object they box for, the wreath and the 
honours of victory—is pleasant, but the blows they 
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adyewdy, etmep odpxwvot, xai Avmypdv Kaul mas ds 
movos Sud. 82 TS TOAAG Tair’ elvat, puxpov ov 76 

405 Gena obdey 48d datveras yew. ef 87 Tovodrdy 
éor. Kal 7d rept TI Gydpeiav, 6 pev Advaros Kal 
7a Tpavpara Aurnpa TH avdpei Kat akovrs Eorat, 
brouevel Sé abra dru Kaddv, } St. aloypor TO ju%}. 
Kal dow dv paddov tiv dperiy éyn macay xalio 
edSayoveorepos 7}, wGAAov emt 7H Oavadrw Avmi}- 
cera T& Towvrw ydp pddvoTa Cy déov, Kat 
obros peyiorwy ayabdv dtroorepetras €iSus* AuTy- 

‘ BY a > > DV 3 5 a ” 5é pov 8€ toro, aN oddev rrov dvbpetos, tows Sé 
\ al ig AY 2 a ‘ > > kat paddov, ére TO ev TH Odum Kaddv dyT 

a , ~ 5 exelvwn aipetrar. od 8) ev dadcats Tats dperais 15 
55 2 a) coy > >f> & ~ nddws evepyety tmdpxes, mAjy ep? daov rob 

6réAovs éddmrrerar. orparubras 8° oddéy lows 
\ KwAvet pt) TOdS ToLovTOUs Kpartorous Elva, GAAG 

\ > 3 t Ed > 3 \ \ rods Arrov pév aydpetovs, Go 8 ayabdy jpandev 
éxovras: Erounot yap obra. mpos rods Kxwdvvous, 
kat tov Piov apos pixpa Képdn KaradAdrrovras, 20 

7 mept ev ody avdpelas emi Tooodrov eipjadu: ri 8 
éoriv, od yaderdy tUrm ye mepidafelty ex Tdy 
eipyp.evey 

x Mera 8€ ravryy mepi owdpoodvys Aéywuer: 
Soxoto. yap trav aAdywr pep@v atras elvar ai 
dperai. Gri ev ofv pecdrns ott tept Sovds % % 
owdpootvn, eipyrar tyuiv (jrrov yap Kal ody 

@ This qualifies what was said in 1. iil 1. 
bon, vii, 3. 
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receive must hurt them, being men of flesh and blood, 
and also all the labour they undergo is painful; and 
these painful incidentals are so numerous that the 
final object, being a small thing, appears not to 

4contain any pleasure at all. If then the same is 
true of Courage, the death or wounds that it may 
bring will be painful to the courageous man, and he 
will suffer them unwillingly; but he will endure 
them because it is noble to do so, or because it is 
base not to do so. And the more a man possesses 
all virtue, and the more happy he is, the more 
pain will death cause him; for to such a man 
life is worth most, and he stands to lose the 
greatest goods, and knows that this is so, and this 
must be painful. But he is none the Jess cour- 
ageous on that account, perhaps indeed he is more 
so, because he prefers glory in war to the greatest 
prizes of life. 

5 It is not true therefore of every virtue that its 
active exercise 1s essentially pleasant, save in so far 
as it attains its end.* 

6 No doubt it is possible that such men as these do 
not make the best professional soldiers, but men 
who are less courageous, and have nothing of value 
besides life to lose; for these face danger readily, 
and will barter their lives for trifling gains. 

7 Let this suffice as an account of Courage: from 

what has been said it will not be difficult to form 
at all events a rough conception of its nature. 

x After Courage let us speak of Temperance ; for temperance 
these apppear to be the virtues of the irrational parts 84 
of the soul. 
Now we have said® that Temperance is the 

observance of the mean in relation to pleasures 
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e a > a s A 4 > a 3 ~ de dpoims ort wept tas Avmas)* ev rots atrois bé 
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1 8) Bonitz: 68. 
§ 64 Susemihl (et fort. Asp.): 64 

9 i.e, by association. 
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(for it is concerned only in a lesscr degree and in a 
different way with pains); and Profligacy also is 
displayed in the same matters, Let us then now 
define the sort of pleasures to which these qualities 
are related. 

2 Now we must make a distinction between pleasures 
of the body and pleasures of the soul. Take for 
instance ambition, or love of learning: the lover 
of honour or of learning takes pleasure in the thing 
he loves without his body being affected at all; the 
experience is purely mental. But we do not speak 
of men as either temperate or profligate in relation 
to the pleasures of ambition and of learning. Nor 
similarly can these terms be applied to the enjoy- 
ment of any of the other pleasures that are not bodily 
pleasures : those who love hearing marvellous tales 
and telling anecdotes, and who spend their days in 
trivial gossip, we call idle chatterers, but not pro- 
fligates; nor do we call men profligate who feel 
excessive pain for the loss of fortune or friends. 

8 Temperance therefore has to do with the pleasures 
of the body. But not with all even of these; for 
men who delight in the pleasures of the eye, in 
colours, forms and paintings, are not termed either 
temperate or profligate, although it would be held 
that these things also can be enjoyed in the right 

4 manner, or too much, or too little. Similarly with 
the objects of hearing : no one would term profligate 
those who take an excessive pleasure in music, or 
the theatre, nor temperate those who enjoy them as 

sis right. Nor yet does Temperance apply to enjoy- 
ment of the sense of smell, unless accidentally %; 
we do not call those who are fond of the scent of 
fruit or roses or incense profligate, though we may 
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* The text here is doubtful, and possibly the whole 
of § 6 is an interpolation, 

> 4e., by association. © Jliad, iii. 24. 
¢ Apparently a character of comedy, though later writers 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, III. x. 5-1u 

be inclined so to style those who love perfumes and 
the smell of savoury dishes, for the profligate take 
pleasure in these odours because they remind them 

6 of the objects of their desires. One may notice 
that other persons too like the smell of food when 
they are hungry ; but to delight in things of this 
kind is a mark of the profligate, since they are the 
things on which the profligate’s desires are set.* 

7 Nor do the lower animals derive any pleasure from 
these senses, except accidentally.2 Hounds do not 
take pleasure in secnting hares, but in eating them ; 
the scent merely made them aware of the hare. 
The lion does not care about ihe lowing of the ox, 
but about devouring it, though the lowing tells him 
that the ox is near, and consequently he appears 
to take pleasure in the sound. Similarly he is not 
pleased by the sight of ‘ or stag or mountain goat,’ ¢ 
but by the prospect of a meal. 

8 Temperance and Profligacy are therefore concerned 
with those pleasures which man shares with the lower 
animals, and which consequently appear slavish and 
bestial. These are the pleasures of touch and taste. 

9 But even taste appears to play but a small part, 
if any, in Temperance. For taste is concerned 
with discriminating flavours, as is done by wine- 
tasters, and cooks preparing savoury dishes; but it 
is not exactly the flavours that give pleasure, or at 
all events not to the profligate : it is actually enjoy- 
ing the object that is pleasant, and ths is done 
solely through the sense of touch, alike in cating 
and drinking and in what are called the pleasures 

10 of sex. This is why a certain gourmand? wished 
speak of him as a real person. Some mss. here insert his 
name, ‘ Hospitable, the son of Belch,’ ef. #./. 111., 1931 a 16, 
where the story recurs, and Aristophanes, Frogs, 93-1, 
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* A reminiscence of Iliad, xxiv. 130. 
> The text should poles be amended to run ‘nor 

desires the same food always.’ 
° Preferences are natural because (1) men’s natures vary 

and therefore their tastes vary, (2) some preferences are 
universal. 
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that his throat might be longer than a ecrane’s, showing 
that his pleasure lay in the sensation of contact. 

11 Hence the sense to which Profligacy is related is 
the most universal of the senses ; and there appears 
to be good ground for the disrepute in which it is 
held, because it belongs to us not as human beings 
but as animals. Therefore it is bestial to revel in 
such pleasures, and to like them better than any 
others. We do not refer to the most. refined of the 
pleasures of touch, such as the enjoyment of friction 
and warm baths in the gymnasia; the tactual 
pleasures of the profligate have to do with certain 
ae only, not with the whole of the body. 

Desires scem to be of two kinds, one common to Temperance 
mer men, the other peculiar to special peoples, and gi. onand 

adventitious. Tor instance, the desire for food is peculiar 
natural, since everyone desires solid or liquid nourish- “"* 
ment, and sometimes both, when in need of them ; 
and also sexual intercourse, as Homer says,* when 
young and lusty, But not everybody desires this 
or that particular sort of nourishment, any more 
than everyone desires the same particular portion 
of food;® hence a taste for this or that sort of food 

2 seems to be an individual peculiarity. Not but what 
there is also something natural in such tastes; for 
different things are pleasant to different people, and 
there are some special delicacies which all men like 
better than ordinary food.¢ 

3 In the case of the natural desires, then, few men 
err, and in one way only, that of excess in quantity 3 
for to eat or drink to repletion of ordinary food and 
drink is to exceed what is natural in amount, since 
the natural desire is only Lo satisfy one’s wants. 
Hence people who over-eat are called ‘ mad-bellies,’ 
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meaning that they fill that organ beyond the right 
measure ; it is persons of especially slavish nature 
that are liable to this form of excess. 

4 Butinyregard to the pleasures peculiar to particular 
people, many men err, and err in many ways. For 
when people are said to be ‘ very fond of’ so-and-so, 
it is either because they like things that it is not 
right to like, or like them more than most people 
do, or like them in a wrong manner ; and the profli- 
gate exceed in all these ways. For they like some 
things that are wrong, and indeed abominable, and 
any such things that it is right to like they like 
more than is right, and more than most people. 

8 Itis clear then that excess in relation to pleasures 
is Protligacy, and that it is blameworthy. As regards pain. 
pains on the other hand, it is not with Temperance 
as it is with Courage : a man is not termed temperate 
for enduring pain and profligate for not enduring 
it, but profligate for feeling more pain than is right 
when he fails to get pleasures (in his case pleasure 
actually causing pain), and temperate for not feeling 
pain at the absence of pleasure [or at abstaining 
from it}. 

6 The profligate therefore desires all pleasures, or 
those that are the most pleasant, and is led by his 
desire to pursue these in preference to everything 
else. He consequently fecls pain not only when 
he fails to get them, but also from his desire for 
them, since desire is accompanied by pain; para- 
doxical though it seems that pain should be caused 
by pleasure. 

q Men erring on the side of deficiency as regards tnsensivit. 
pleasures, and taking less than a proper amount of 
enjoyment in them, scarcely occur ; such insensibility 
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is not human. Indeed, even the lower animals 
discriminate in food, and like some kinds and not 
others ; and if there be a creature that finds nothing 
pleasant, and sees no difference between one thing 
and another, it must be very far removed from 
humanity. As men of this type scarcely occur, we 
have no special name for them. 

8 The temperate man keeps a middle course in 
these matters. He takes no pleasure at all in 
the things that the profligate enjoys most, on the 
contrary, he positively dislikes them; nor in general 
does he find pleasure in wrong things, nor excessive 
pleasure in anything of this sort; nor does he feel 
pain or desire when they are lacking, or only in a 
moderate degree, not more than is right, nor at the 
wrong time, et cetera. But such pleasures as conduce 
to health and fitness he will try to obtain in a moderate 
and right degree; as also other pleasures so far 
as they are not detrimental to health and fitness, 
and not ignoble, nor beyond his means, The man 
who exceeds these limits carcs more for such pleasures 
than they are worth. Not so the temperate man; 
he only cares for them as right principle enjoins. 

xii Profligacy seems to be more voluntary than Temperance 
Cowardice. For the former is caused by pleasure, igacy more 
the latter by pain, and pleasure is a thing we choose, joluntary 

2 pain a thing we avoid. Also pain makes us beside Cowardios. 
ourselves : it destroys the sufferer’s nature ; whereas 
pleasure has no such effect. Therefore Profligacy is 
the more voluntary vice. And consequently it is 
the more reprehensible; since moreover it is easier 
to train oneself to resist the temptations of pleasure, 
because these occur frequently in life, and to practise 
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resistance to them involves no danger, whereas the 
reverse is the case with the objects of fear. 

3 On the other hand, the possession of a cowardly 
character would seem to be more voluntary than 
particular manifestations of cowardice : for cowardh- 
ness in itself is not painful, but particular accesses 
of cowardice are so painful as to make a man beside 
himself, and cause him to throw away his arms 
or otherwise bebave in an unseemly manner; so 
that cowardly actions actually scem to be done 

4under compulsion. But with the profligate on the 
conirary the particular acts are voluntary, for they 
are done with desire and appetite, but the character 
in general is less so, since no one desires to be a 
profligate, 

& The word Profligacy ¢ or wantonness we also apply 
to the naughtiness of children, which has some 
resemblance to the licentiousness of adults, Which 
of the two takes its name from the other is of no 
importance for the present enquiry, but it would 
seem clear that the state which comes later in life 
must be named from the one which comes earlier, 

6 The metaphor appears apt enough, since it is that 
which desires what is disgraceful and whose appetites 
grow apace that needs chastisement or pruning,? and 
this description applies in the fullest degree to 
desire, as it does to the child. For children, like 
profligates, live at the prompting of desire ; and the 
appetite for pleasure is strongest in childhood, so 
that if it be not disciplined and made obedient 

4 to authority, it will make great headway. In an 
irrational being the appetite for pleasure is insatiable 
and undiscriminating, and the innate tendency is 
fostered by active gratification; indeed, if such 
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gratification be great and intense it actually over- 
powers the reason. Hence our indulgences should 
be moderate and few, and never opposed to principle 

8 —this is what we mean by ‘ well-disciplined’ and 
‘chastened ’—; and the appetitive part of us should 
be ruled by principle, just as a boy should live in 

g obedience to his tutor. Hence in the tempcrate 
man the appctitive element must be in harmony 
with principle. For (1) the aim of both Temperance 
and principle is that which is noble ; and (2) the tem- 
perate man desires the right thing in the right way 
at the right time, which is what principle ordains, 

10 Let this then be our account of Temperance, 
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® The word AauBdvew, the antithesis of * give,’ varies in 
meaning with the context between ‘ get,’ ‘ receive’ snd 
‘take.’ ® See note on 1m. vii. 4. 

° towros, * prodigal,’ means Jiterally ‘not saved,’ 
desperate case.’ 
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BOOK IV 

i Nexr let us speak of Liberahty, This virtue seems Bk IV. The 
to be the observance of the mean in relation to}. 
wealth: we praise a man as liberal not in war, nor Sieg 
in matters in which we praise him as temperate, © " 
nor in judicial decisions, but in relation to giving 
and getting * wealth, and especially in giving ; 
wealth meaning all those things whose value is 
measured by money. 

2 Prodigality and Meanness® on the other hand 
are both of them modes of excess and of deficiency 

gin relation to wealth. Meanness is always applied 
to those who care more than is proper about wealth, 
but Prodigality is sometimes used with a wider con- 

4 notation, since we call the unrestrained and those 
who squander money on debauchery prodigal; and 
therefore prodigality is thought to be extremely 

6 wicked, because it is a combination of vices. But 
this is not the proper application of the word; really 
it denotes the possessor of one particular vice, that 
of wasting one’s substance ; for he who is ruined 
by his own agency is a hopeless case indeed,* and 
to waste one’s substanee seems to be in a way to 
ruin oneself, inasmuch as wealth is ihe means of 
life. This then is the sense in which the term 
Prodigality is here understood. 
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gowriav éxdeydueba. dy 8 éori ypeta, dors rodrous 
xphiobae Kat eb kat Kaxds, 6 rAodros 8 éort ray 5 
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To ed movetv 7) TO ed mdoyew, Kal Ta KaAd 

BS mparrew paddov 4 Ta alcypa put) mpdrrew: otK 
ddndov 8 Gru rH perv Sdoes Everar To €d sroveiv 
Kal 7a’ Kadd mpdrrew, TH Sé Aijer rd ED wdoyew 
} pa) alcyporpayety. Kat  ydpis 7T& S180rr, 
ot TH py AapPavovrs, Kal d Emawvas Sé paddov. 

gKal pdov 8€ 7d put) AaBeiv tod Boivar: 7d yap 
olxetov Frrov mpolevrar waddAov 7} od AapBdvovor rd 

10 dAASrpiov. Kal éAevOepior 5é A€yovTar ot BiSdvres* 
ot Sé pr) AapPavovres odk els eAevdepidryra 2 
emawvodvrat, GA ody Frrov eis Siuxasoadyny: 

11 of 6¢ Aap Bdvoyres 088" erawodvrar mdvy. didobv- 
ror 8€ oyeddv pddiora ot éedevbépior trav dm 

12 dperijs*: adpéAyoe ydp: tobro & ev rH Sdoe. at 
dé nar’ dperyy mages Kadal Kal toi Kadod 
évexas Kal 6 édevbépios ody Sdce. To Kadod 
éverxa, kal dpOds- ols ydp Set xai doa Kat dre, % 

1 7a Noetel s 72, ® ray do’ aperfs om, K, 

9 4.¢,, those who refrain from taking more than their due, : 
> ie., those who take what is their due. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IV. i. 6-12 

6 Now riches are an article of use; but articles of riveatity 
use can be used either well or ill, and he who uses 1? hms 
a thing best is he who possesses the virtue related 
to that thing; therefore that man will use riches 
best who possesses the virtue related to wealth ; 

q and this is the liberal man. But the use of wealth 
seems to consist in spending and in giving ; getting 
wealth and keeping it are modes of acquisition rather 
than of use. Hence the liberal man is more con- 
cerned with giving to the nght recipients than with 
getting wealth from the right sources and not getting 
it from the wrong ones. Virtue is displayed in doing 
good rather than in having good done to one, and 
in performing noble acts rather than in avoiding 

8 base ones; but manifestly doing good and acting 
nobly go with giving, while having good done to 
one and avoiding base actions go with getting. 
Again, ee is bestowed on a giver, not on one 
who refrains from taking; and still more is this 

9 irue of praise. Also it is easicr not to take than 
to give: men are more reluctant to give away what 
belongs to them than to refrain from taking what 

10 belongs to someone else. Again, it is those who 
give whom we call liberal; those who refrain from 
taking ® are not praised for Liberality but rather for 
Justice, and those who take ° are not praised at all. 

11 And of all virtuous people the liberal are perhaps 
the most beloved, because they are beneficial to 
others ; and they are so in that they give. 

12 Acts of virtue are noble, and are performed for for the 
the sake of their nobihty ; the liberal man therefore Benity of 
will give for the nobility of giving. And he will give 
rightly, for he will give to the nght people, and the 
sight amount, and at the right time, and fulfil all 
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13 reat Téa éoa émeran Th 6pOF Bdcet. Kal rabra, 
wpdews i addres: TO yap Kar” aperiy 780 v) 

14 ddurov, Wevora, Sé Aumnpov. 6 &€ Sidous as? ua 
bet, 7} Ha tod Kadob évena adda bid tw’ ddAdnv 
airiay, ovx eAevbépios dan’ aAdos THs py Oijcerac: 
ovd’ 6 Aumnpas, uadrov yap edo” dy Ta XpHpara 30 
THs KaAfs mpdfews, Tobro es ovre erevbepion. 

16 oude Arjperat 87° dev pe Set: od ydp éott 708 
16 pA TYyLOVTOS TO Xpijpara 4 rovatirn Atibis. ovk 

ay ely 8€ odd’ atratucds: od} ydp éort rod @d 
17 motodvros edxepds evepyeretobat. Obey be ei, 

Anberat, ofov amo Tay idiov sernpireoy, ob>y bs t1204 
kaddv ada’ as avaysaiov, dns éyn Sdiddvar. 
ot’ duedyjoer T&v oixeiwy,* BovdAdpevds ye bud, 
Toure Tiow émapkety. ovde trols Tuxobat ddiaet, 
Wa exn diddvau ols def Kal ore Kal ob Kandv, 

18 éAcudepiou & éorl opddpa Kal TO brepBdrddew a év 
8doer, ore xatadetrew davtd éeAdrtw: +d 

19 yap rue Brérrew* ep’ éavrdv ehevbepiov. ward 
Ty ovalay & 4 eAevBe pions Aéyeras ob yap é 
TH TAnGe Tv di8opevev 7d edevbdpiov, aN’ ev rh 
rot Stddvros eet, airy dé kara TH odatav Sidwows' 
obbey 8) Kxwdder eevbepudrepov elvar Tov 7410 

20 eAdtTw diddvra, dav am’ édatrrévwy 88@. éAev- 

oo 

1 ws edu: ols. 
4 $y Richards: 62, 3 olxelwy LY: iSluy. 
4 émPdérev LY. 5 dtdwow secludendum ? Bywater. 

® The ms, text gives ‘to the wrong people,’ but of. § 19, 
1. 25 opbds. 

* Or {accepting Bywater’s emendation) ‘ and this is relative 
to his substance. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IV, i. 13-20 

13 the other conditions of right giving. Also he will 
give with pleasure, or at all events without pain ; 
for virtuous action is pleasant, or painless—it cer- 

14 tainly cannot be painful. One who gives to the 
wrong people,® or not for the nobility of giving but 
from same other motive, will not be called liberal, 
but by some different title ; nor will he who gives 
with pain, for he would prefer the money to the 
noble deed, which is not the mark of a liberal man. 

16 Consequently the hberal man will not take money Liberality in 
from a wrong source either, since one who holds getting. 
wealth in low esteem is not the man to make im- 

16 proper gains, Nor yct will he be fond of asking 
favours, for one who confers benefits does not readily 

17 accept them. But he will acquire wealth from the 
proper source, that is, from his own possessions, not 
because he thinks it is a noble thing to do, but 
because it is a necessary condition of having the 
means to give. He will not be careless of his 
property, inasmuch as he wishes to employ it for 
the assistance of others. He will not give in- 
discriminately, in order that he may be able to give 
to the right persons and at the right time, and where 

18 itis noble to doso. But the liberal man is certainly 
prone to go to excess in giving, so as to leave himself 
the smaller share ; for it is a mark of a liberal nature 
to be regardless of self. 

19 In crediting people with Liberality their resources Liberntity 
must be taken into account; for the liberality of a Tropordion: 
gift does not depend on its amount, but on the dis- resources, 
position of the giver, and a liberal disposition gives 
according to its substance.’ It is therefore possible 
that the smaller giver may be the more liberal, if 

go he gite from smaller means. Men who have inherited 
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NICOMACHRAN ETHICS, IV. i. 20-24 

a fortune are reputed to be more liberal than those 
who have made one, since they have never known 
what itis to want; moreover cverybody is specially 
fond of a thing that is his own creation: parents and 
poets show this. But it is not easy for a liberal man 
to be rich, since he is not good either at getting money 
or at keeping it, while he is profuse in spending it 
and values wealth not for its own sake but as a means 
of giving. Hence people blame fortune because the 
most deserving men are the Jeast wealthy. But this 
is really perfectly natural : you cannot have money, 
any more than anything else, without taking pains 
to have it. 

22 On the other hand, the liberal man will not give 
to the wroug people, nor at the wrong time, and so 
forth, for this would not be an act of Liberahiy at 
all; and if he spent his money on the wrong objects 
he would not have any to spend on the right ones. 

23 In fact, as was said before, the liberal man is one 
who spends in proportion to his means as well as on 
the right objects; winle he that exceeds his means 
is prodigal. This is why we do not call the lavish- 
ness of princes Prodigality ; because we feel that 
however much they spend and give away they can 
hardly exceed the limit of their resources. 

24 = Liberahty then being the observance of the mean 
in the giving and getting of wealth, the liberal man 
will not only give and spend the right amounts on 
the right objects alike in small matters and in great, 
and feel pleasure in so doing, but will also take the 
right amounts, and from the right sources. For as 
this virtue is a mean both in giving and in getting, 
he will do both in the right way. Right getting gocs 
with right giving, wrong getting is opposed to right 
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a fd 

Se Aap Pavew erdeirer, ) 8 avedrevPepla rH SiBdvar 
| - ~ DY , oh ¢ ‘ An pev eddies, 7H AapBavew UrrepBarrer, mA 3 
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* Several parsimonious aphorisms, sincere or ironical, 
are ascribed to Simonides, but none exactly fits this allusion, 

See § 2. ° These words seem to be interpolated. 
4 Cf. § 23 above. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IV. i. 24-31 

giving ; the two concordant practices therefore may 
be found in the same person, but the two opposite 
ones clearly cannot be. 

gs If the hberal man should happen to spend in a 
manner contrary to what is mght and noble, he will 
feel pain, though in a moderate degree and in the 
right manner ; for it is a mark of virtue to feel both 
pleasure and pain on the right occasions and in the 

26 tight manner. Also the liberal man is an casy person 
97 to deal with in money matters; he can be cheated, 

becanse he does not value moncy, and is more 
distressed if he has paid less than he ought than 
he is annoyed if he has paid more: he does not 
agree with the saying of Simonides.* 

28 The prodigal on the other hand errs in his feelings 
with regard to money as well as in his actions; he 
feels neither pleasure nor pain on the right oceasions 
nor in the right manner. This will become clearer 
as we proceed. 

29. We have said ® then that Prodigality and Mean- 
ness are modes of excess and of deficiency, and this 
in two things, giving and getting—giving being 
taken to include spending. Prodigality exceeds in 
giving [without getting °], and is deficient in getting ; 
Meanness falls short in giving and goes to excess in 

30 getting, only not on the great scale. Now the two 
forms of Prodigality are very seldom found united 
in the same person, because it is not easy to give to 
everyone without receiving from anyone: the giver's 
means are soon exhausted, if he ts a private citizen, 
and only such persons are considered prodigal.4 

$1 In fact, a man who is prodigal in both ways may 
be thought considerably superior to the mean man ; 
for he is easily cured by age or by poverty, and is 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IV. i. 31-35 

able to be brought to the duc mean, because he 
possesses the essentials of the hberal character—he 
gives, and he refrains from taking, though he does 
neither in the proper way or nghtly. Correct this 
by training, or otherwise reform him, and he will 
be liberal, for he will now give ns money to the 
right objects, wlule he will not get it from the wrong 
sources. This is why he is felt to be not really 
bad in character; for to exceed in giving without 

82 getting is foolish rather than evil or ignoble. The 
prodigal of this type therefore seems to be much 
superior to the mean man, both for the reasons 
stated, and because the former benefits many people, 
but the latter benefits nobody, not even himself. 

33 But the majority of prodigal people, as has been 
said, besides giving wrongly, take from wrong sources; 

34in respect of getting they are in fact mean. And 
what makes them grasping is that they want to 
spend, but cannot do so frecly because they soon 
come to the end of their resources, and so ae com- 
pelled to obtain supplies from others. Moreover, 
being indifferent to nobility of conduct, they are 
carcless how they get thcir money, and take it from 
anywhere ; theuw desire is to give, and they do not 
mind how or where they get the means of giving. 

86 Hence even their giving is not really liberal: their 
gifts are not noble, nor given for the nobility of 
giving, nor in the right way; on the contrary, 
sometimes they make men rich who ought to be 
poor, and will not give anything to the worthy, 
while heaping gifts on flatterers and others who 
minister to their pleasures. Hence most prodigal 
men are also profligate; for as they spend their 
money freely, some of it is squandered in debauchery; 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IV. i. 35-39 

and having no high moral standard they readily 
yield to the temptation of pleasure. 

86 This then is what the prodigal comes to if he is 
not brought under discipline; but if he is taken in 
hand, he may attain the due mean and the right 

$7 scale of liberality. Meanness on the contrary is Aeanness, 
incurable ; for we see that it can be caused by old 
age or any form of weakness. Also it is more 
ingrained in man’s natwe than Prodigality ; the 
mass of mankind are avaricious rather than open- 

88 handed. Moreover Meanness is a far-reaching vice, 
and one of varied aspect : it appears to take several 
shapes. For as it consists in two things, deficiency 
in giving and excess in getting, it is not found in its 
entirety in every case, but sometimes the two forms 
occur separately, some men going too far in getting, 

89 while others fall short in giving. The characters 
described by such names as niggardly, clase-fisted, 
and stingy all fall short in giving, but they do not 
covet the goods of others nor wish to take them. 
With some of them this is due to an honourable 
motive of a sort, namely a shrinking from base 
conduet—since some persons are thought, or at all 
events profess, to be careful of their money because 
they wish to avoid being forced at some time or 
other to do something base; to this class belong 
the skinflint ¢ and similar characters, who get their 
names from an excessive reluctance to give. But 
some keep their hands off their neighbours’ goods 
from fear ; they calculate that it is not easy to take 
what belongs to others without others taking what 
belongs to oneself, and so they * prefer (as they say) 

8 ee means literally ‘one who saws cummin- 
seed in half.’ 
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A€yopev averevbdpous, olov tovs Tupdvvous mddeis 5 
mopbotrras Kal tepa ovAdvras, adda movnpods 

43 HaMov Kal doeBels Kal ddikovs. 6 pévrou Kv- 
Bevris Kal 6° Awmodrys Kal 6 Apnoris tay 
averevbdpwv elaiv: aicypoxepdeis ydp: Képdous 
yap évecev duddrepor mpayparevovrar Kab dveidn 
bropevovaw, Kat of ev Kwdvvous rods peyiorous 10 
evexa TOO Ajupatos, ot S and tdv didwy Kep- 
Saivovow, ols Sef Siddvau* dpddrepoe 5x) d0ev od 
de¢ xepdaivery BovrAdpevor aloxpoxepdeis. Kat wacas 

44 81) ai roLadras Antibes dvedevbepor. eixdrws be 

Th ehevdepidrnt. avehevfepia evavriov héyeras: 
petldv re ydp €or, Kaxdv Tis dowrias, Kabis 
padAov ent ratrny dpaprdvovow } Kara THY 

45 AcyPeloay dowriav. mepl yey ody eAcudepidrntos 
kal ray aytuccevay kaxidy tocatr’ eipjobw. 

1 xara pexpd Asp.: Kara wixpdy pr. KYM, cat rd puxpd corr. 
KoLey, 

4 [se] ed. 
® 60m. K>, cal é Ayorhs om. (ut videtur) Asp.: fort. et 

haec et illud secludenda cd. 
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40 ncither to take nor to give.’ The other sort of people 
are those who exceed in respect of getting, taking 
from every source and all they can; such are those 
who follow degrading trades, brothel-keepers and 

all people of that sort, and petty usurers who lend 
money in small sums at a high rate of interest; all 
these take from wrong sourecs, and more than their 

41 due. The common characteristic of all these seems 
to be sordid greed, since they all endure reproach 

42 for gain, and for a small gain. Those who make 
improper gains from improper sonrees on a great 

scale, for instance princes who sack cities and rob 
temples, are not termed mean, but rather wicked 

43 or impious or unjust. But the dicer and the foot- 
pad or brigand are to be classed as mean, as showing 
sordid greed, for both ply thew trade and endure 
reproach for gain, the robber risking his life for 
plunder, and the dicer making gain out of his friends, 
to whom one ought to give; hence both are guilty 
of sordid greed, trying as they do to get gain from 
wrong sources. And all similar modes of getting 
wealth are mean for the same reasons. 

44 Meanness is naturally spoken of as the opposite 
of Liberality ; for not only is it a greater evil than 
Prodigality, but also men more often err on the 

side of Meanness than on that of Prodigality as we 
defined it. 

45 Let this suffice as an account of Liberality and of 
the vices which are opposed to it. 

® See § 5. 
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4775 rovarns &° eLews 7 4 pev Edeupus puKpompémeva, 80 
Kaetrat, 4 8° _tmepBody Bavavoia Kat darevpoxaNe. 
Kal doa Touadrae, ovy drepBdMovoar 7 peyvebes 
mept a deb, adr’ ev ols od bet kal ws ov “Se? Aap- 

5 mpuvduevare dorepov 5& drep® adrdv epodpev. 6 

Es 

a abrn Coraes, avr} codd. 
3 radrais ? ed. 
84D Asp., & <cat ds> Thurot. 
* otfrws Me, adros (rovodros ? Richards). 
5 vrep: rept Ob, 

2 weyahorpémeia denotes Munificence of a magnificent 
kind, the spending of money on a grand scale from the 
motive of public spirit. In cee it Aristotle is thinkin 
especially of the Agrovpyla: or public services discharge 
at Athens, and in other Greek cities, by wealthy individuals s 
such as the refitting of a nava) trireme, the equipment of 
a dramatic chorus, and the defraying of the cost of a Gewpla 
or delegation representing the State at one of the great 
Hellenic festivals. The word literally means ‘ great con- 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IV. ii. 1-4 

ii Nextit would secm proper to discuss Magnificence,* Meenit. 
for this also appears to be a virtue concerned with Muni. 
wealth. It does not however, like Liberality, extend °"* 
to all actions dealing with wealth, but only refers to 
the spending of wealth; and in this sphere it sur- 
passes Liberality in point of magnitude, for, as its 
name itself implies, it consists in suitable expenditure 
on a great scale. 

2 But this greatness of scale is relative. An amount 
of outlay that would be great for a person fitting 
out a galley for the navy would not be great for 

8 one equipping a state pilgrimage. The suitability 
of the expenditure therefore is relative to the 
spender himself, and to the occasion or object. At 
the same time the term magnificent is not applied 
to one who spends adequate sums on objects of only 
small or moderate importance, like the man who 
said ‘Oft gave I alms to homeless wayfarers ’® ; 
it denotes someone who spends suitably on great 
objects. For though the magnificent man is liberal, 
the liberal man is not necessarily magnificent. 

4 The defect corresponding to the magnificent dis- 
position is called Paltriness, and the excess Vul- 
garity, Want of Taste or the like. The latter vices 
do not exceed by spending too great an amount on 
proper objects, but by making a great display on 
the wrong occasions and in the wrong way. We 
will however speak of them later.° 

spicuousness ’ or splendour, but in eliciting its connotation 
Aristotle brings in another meaning of the verb wpérev, 
viz. ‘to be fitting,’ and takes the noun to signify ‘ suit- 
ability on a gicat scale’; and also he feels that the clement 
* great ’ denotes grandeur as well as mere magnitude. 

+ Odyssey, xvii. 420; said by Odysseus pretending to be a 
beggar who formerly was well-to-do. © §§ 20-22, 
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Sé 76 péya kal addy (rod yap Towodrov 4 Oewpla 
1 rg €oyw secludendum ? ed, 2 6eT, 
8 radra corr. Kb, * dv Wilson, 

* Of wi 7 fin, ii, 8. 
> ‘These words ure hetter omitted: ‘suitable to the occa- 

sion’ seems to be meant. ¢ See note on § 1 
4 Sc, than the vulgar man or the shabby man. 
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5 The magnificent man is an artist in expenditure 3 
he can discern what is suitable, and spend great sums 

6 with good taste. (For as we said at the outset,? a 
disposition is defined by the activities in which it is 
displayed, and by the objects to which it is related.) 
So the magnificent man’s expenditure is suitable as 
well as great. And consequently the objects he 
produces must also be great and suitable; for so 
only will a great expenditure be suitable [to the 
result >] as well. Hence, as the object produced 
must be worthy of the expenditure, so also must 
the expenditure be worthy of or even exeeed the 

y object produced. Again, the motive of the muni- 
ficent man in such expenditure will be the nobility 
of the action, this motive being characteristic of 

gall the virtues. Moreover he will spend gladly 
and lavishly, since nice calculation is shabby ; and 

9he will think how he can carry out his project 
most nobly and splendidly, rather than how much 
it will cost and how it can be done most cheaply. 

10 The magnificent man will therefore necessarily be 
also a liberal man. For the liberal man too will 
spend the nght amount in the right manner; and 
it is in the amount and manner of his expenditure 
that the element ‘great’ in the magnificent or 
“greatly splendid ’® man, that is to say his great- 
ness, is shown, these being the things in which 
Liberality is displayed. And the magnificent man 
from an equal outlay will achieve a more magnificent 
result 4; for the same standard of excellence does 
not apply to an achievement as to a possession: with 
possessions the thing werth the highest price is the 
most honoured, for instance gold, but the achieve- 
ment most honoured is one that is great and noble 
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4 [peyadompdrea] Muretus: ante dper) LY. 
1 rept pr. Ks doa wept, * Bywater. 
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(since a great achievement arouses the admiration 
of the spectator, and the quality of causing ad- 
miration belongs to magnificence) ; and excellence 

11 in an achievement involves greatness. Now there 
are some forms of expenditure definitely entitled 
honourable, for instance expenditure on the service 
of the gods—votive offerings, public buildings, 
sacrifices—and the offices of religion generally ; and 
those public benefactions which are favourite objects 
of ambition, for instance the duty, as it is esteemed 
in certain states, of equipping a chorus splendidly 
or fitting out a ship of war, or even of giving a 

12 banquet to the public. But in all these matters, as 
has been said, the scale of expenditure must be 
judged with reference to the person spending, that 
is, to his position and his resources ; for expenditure 
should be proportionate to means, and suitable not 

13 only to the occasion but to the giver. Hence a poor 
man cannot be magnificent, since he has not the 
means to make a great. outlay suitably ; the poor 
man who attempts Magnificence is foolish, for he 
spends out of proportion to his means, and heyond 
what he ought, whereas an act displays virtue only 

14 when it is done in the right way. But great public 
benefactions are suitable for those who have adequate 
resources derived from their own exertions or from 
their ancestors or connexions, and for the high-born 
and famous and the like, since birth, fame and so 
on all have an element of greatness and distinc- 

ition. The magnificent man therefore is especially 
of this sort, and Magnificence mostly finds an out- 
let in these public benefactions, as we have said, 
since these are the greatest forms of expenditure 
and the ones most honoured. But Magnificence is 
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also shown on those private occasions for expenditure 
which only happen once, for instance, a wedding or 
the lke, and which arouse the interest of the general 
pubhe, or of people of position ; and also in welemn- 
ing foreign guests and in celebrating their depaiture, 
and in the complimentary interchange of presents ; 
for the magnificent man does not spend money on 
himself but on public objects, and his gifts have some 

16 resemblance to votive offerings. It is also character- 
istic of the magnificent man to furnish his house in a 
manner suitable to his wealth, since a fine house is 
a sort of distinction; and to prefer spending on 
permanent objects, because these are the most 

17 noble ; and to spend an amount that is appropriate 
to the particular occasion, for the same gifts are not 
suitable for the gods and for men, and the same 
expenditure is not appropriate to a sacrifice and a 
funeral. In fact, inasmuch as the greatness of any 
form of expenditure varics with its particular kind, 
and, although the most magnificent expenditure 
absolutely is great expenditure on a great object, 
the most magnificent in a paiticular case is the 

18 amount that is great in that case, and since the 
greatness of the result achieved is not the same as 
the greatness of the expenditure (for the finest ball 
or oil-flask does not cost much or involve a very 
Uberal outlay, though it makes a magnificent present 

19 in the case of a child), it follows that it is the mark of 
the magnificent man, in expenditure of whatever 
kind, to produce a magnificent result (for that is a 
standard not easily exceeded), and a result propor- 
tionate to the cost. 

20 Such then is the character of the magnificent Vulgarity, 
man, His counterpart on the side of excess, the 
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22 pevos peilw movetv 7 Set. ciot ev obv at eas 
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oves. 
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2 AdBwyer: Siaddper 8 odbfey ryy EEw 7H rov Kard 1123p 
Bry ew akomeivy. Sonet 57° peyaAduyos elvat 6 

1 Meyapot Bywater: Meyapol pr. K, peyapels vulg. 
2 rd rowbra K>, 
8 rrowp <rorhret> P Richards. * 5) Bywater: 3. 

9 Jn the earlier scenes of the comedics of Aristophanes, the 
chorus appear in character as charcoal-burners, cavalrymen, 
wasps, clouds, ete., and take part in the action of the play 
as such. They seem to have stripped off their outer dress for 
the Parabasis, or interlude, in which they address the 
audience on behalf of the author (4ch. 62%, Paw 730). In 
the later scenes they tend to fall more into the position of 
spectators, like the chorus of tragedy; and the play usually 
ends with something in the nature of a triumphal procession, 
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vulgar man, exceeds, as has been said, by spending 
beyond what is right. He spends a great deal and 
makes a tasteless display on unimportant occasions : 
for instance, he gives a dinner to his club on the 
scale of a wedding banquet, and when equipping a 
chorus at the comedies he brings it on in purple 
at its first entrance, as is done at Megara.* More- 
over, he does all this not from a noble motive but 
to show off his wealth, and with the idea that this 
sort of thing makes people admire him; and he 
spends little where he ought to spend much and 

21 much where he ought to spend little. The paltry Pualtrineas 
man on the other hand will err on the side of 
deficiency in everything; even when he is spending 
a great deal, he will spoil the effect for a trifle, 
and by hesitating at every stage and considering 
how he can spend least, and even so grudging what 
he spends and always thinking he is doing things 

22 on a greater scale than is necessary. These dis- 
positions then are vices, but they do not bring 
serious discredit, since they are not injurious to 
others, nor are they excessively unseemly. 

iii Greatness of Soul,? as the word itself implies, Groatness 
seems to be related to great objects; let us first **°™ 

2 ascertain what sort of objects these are. It will 
make no difference whether we examine the quality 
itself or the person that displays the quality. 

8 Now a person is thought to be great-souled if he 

when Pyale robes (like the scarlet worn by the chorus at the 
end of the Humenides of Aeschylus) would not be inappro- 
priate, as they would be in the opening scenes. Megsrian 
comedy 1s elsewhere associated with coarse buffoonery. 

> neyadowuxla, magnanimitas, means lofty pride and 
self-esteem rather than magnanimity or high-mindedness 
(in the modern sense of the word). 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IV. ili. 3-10 

claims much and deserves much; he whe claims 
rouch without deserving it is foolish, but no one of 
moral excellence is foolish or senseless, The great- 

4souled man is then as we have described. He who 
deserves little and claims little is modest or temper- 

Sate, but not great-souled, since to be great-souled 
involves greatness just as handsomeness involves 
size: small people may be neat and well-made, but 

6 not handsome. He that claims much but does not 
deserve much is vain; though not everybody who 

q7claims more than he deserves is vain. He that 
claims less than he deserves is small-souled, whether 
his deserts be great or only moderate, or even 
though he deserves little, if he claims still less. 
The most small-souled of all would seem to be the 
man who claims less than he deserves when his 
deserts are great; for what would he have done had 
he not deserved so much ? 

8 ‘Though therefore in regard to the greatness of 
his claim the great-souled man is an extreme,’ by 
reason of its rightness he stands at the mean point, 
for he claims what he deserves; while the vain 
and the small-souled err by excess and defect re- 
spectively. 

8 If then the great-souled man claims and is worthy 
of great things and most of all the greatest things, 
Greatness of Soul must be concerned with some one 

10 object especially. ‘Worthy’ is a term of relation: it 
denotes having a claim to goods external to oneself. 
Now the greatest external good we should assume 
to be the thing which we offer as a tribute to the 
gods, and which is most coveted by men of bigh 
station, and is the prize awarded for the noblest 
deeds; and such a thing is honour, for honour is 
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kai Sdfevev® <av>* elvas pweyadrorsdxov 7d év éxdorn 80 
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Lot yu. secl. Bywater.  * Boterey LY, 8 ca»> Turnebus. 
4“ ¥ ed. (? yoiv dpudfer, vel yap dpudger): 7’. ; 
5 napagelovre P Richards, 6 dé ddxew ignotua. 
1 y' add, K», 

* §§ 12, 18 should properly follow § 8. 
> That is, the small-souled man claims Jess than he 

deserves and less than the great-souled man deserves and 
claims; the vain man claims more than he deserves, but 
not more than the grceat-souled man deserves and clams. 

° Literally ‘fleeing swinging his arms at his side,’ i6 
deficient in the virtue of Courage. If this be the meaning, 
the phrase recalls by contrast the leisurely retirement of 
Socrates from the stricken field of Delium (Plato, Symposium, 
221 a). But the words haye been taken with what follows, 
as illustrating the lack of Justice or Honesty, and the whole 
translated either ‘ outstripping an opponent in a race by 
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clearly the greatest of external goods. Therefore 
the preat-souled man is he who has the right dis- 

11 position in relation to honours and disgraces. And 
even without argument it is evident that honour 
is the object with which the great-souled are con- 
cerned, since it is honour above all else which great 
men claim and deserve. 

12 Thesmall-souled man @ falls short both as judged by 
his own deserts and in comparison with the claim of 

13 the great-souled man; the vain man on the other 
hand exceeds as judged by his own standard, but 
does not however exceed the great-souled man.® 

ia And inasmuch as the great-souled man deserves 
most, he must be the best of men; for the better 
a man is the more he deserves, and he that is best 
deserves most. Therefore the truly great-souled 
man must be a goodman. Indeed greatness in each 
of the virtues would seem to go with greatness of 

18 soul. For instance, one cannot imagine the great- 
souled man running at full speed when retreating in 
battle,° nor acting dishonestly ; since what motive for 
base conduct has a man to whom nothing is great 4? 
Considering all the virtues in turn, we shall feel it 
quite ridiculous to picture the great-souled man as 
other than a good man. Moreover, if he were bad, 
he would not be worthy of honour, since honour is 
the prize of virtue, and the tribute that we pay to 

16 the good. Greatness of Soul seems therefore to 

flinging the arms backward [which was considered unsports- 
manlike], nor fouling,’ or else ‘ being prosecuted on a charge 
of blackmailing, nor cheating in business,’ Emendation 
would give a buried verse-quotation, ‘To swing his arms in 
fight, nor in pursuit.’ 

i.¢., nothing is of much value in his eyes (ef. §§ 30, 34), 
80 that gain, which is a motive to dishonesty with others, is 
no temptation to him. 
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1 [ws] Ramsauer. 2 6é Ler. 

@ An echo of a line of Simonides, dvip’ dyaddv wey draddws 
ryevérbar yanherby, of, 1. x. 11 note. 

> The ms. reading gives ‘ For even honour he does not 
feel to be of the greatest importance.’ 
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be as it were a crowning ornament of the virlucs: 
it enhances their greatness, and 1¢ cannot exist 
without them. Ffence it is hard to be truly great- 
souled,* for greatness of soul is impossible without 
moral nobility. 

17 Honour and dishonour then are the objects with 
which the great-souled man 1s especially concerned. 
Great honours accorded by persons of worth will 
afford him pleasure in a moderate degree: he will 
feel he is receiving only what belongs to him, or 
even less, for no honour can be adequate to the 
merits of perfect virtue, yet all the same he will 
deign to accept their honours, because they have 
no greater tribute to offer him. Honour rendered 
by common people and on trivial grounds he will 
utterly despise, for this is not what he merits. He 
will also despise dishonour, for no dishonour can 

18 justly attach to him. The great-souled man then, 
as has been said, is especially concerned with honour ; 
but he will also observe due measure in respect to 
wealth, power, and good and bad fortune in general, 
as they may befall him; he will not rejoice over- 
rauch in prosperity, nor grieve overmuch at adversity. 
For he does not care much even about honour, which 
is the greatest of external goods® (since power and 
wealth are desirable only for the honour they bring, 
at least their possessors wish to be honoured for 
their sake); he therefore to whom even honour is 
a small thing will be indifferent to other things as 
well, Hence great-souled men are thought to be 
haughty. 

19 But it is thought that the gifts of fortune also 
conduce to greatness of soul; for the high-born 
and those who are powerful or wealthy are esteemed 
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worthy of honour, because they are superior to their 
fellows, and that which is superior in something good 
is always held in higher honour ; so that even these 
gifts of fortune make men more great-souled, because 

20 their possessors are honoured by some people. But 
in reality only the good man ought to be honoured, 
although he that has both virtue and fortune is 
esteemed still more worthy of honour; whereas 
those who possess the goods of fortune without 
virtue are not justified in claiming high worth, and 
cannot correctly be styled great-souled, since true 
worth and greatness of sou] cannot exist without 

21 complete virtue. It is true that even those who 
merely possess the goods of fortune may be haughty 
and insolent ; because without virtue It is not easy 
to bear good fortune becomingly, and such men, 
being unable to carry their prosperity, and thinking 
themselves superior to the rest of mankind, despise 
other people, although their own conduct is no better 
than another’s. The fact is that they try to imitate 
the great-souled man without being really like him, 
and only copy him in what they can, reproducing 
his contempt for others but not his virtuous conduct. 

22 For the great-souled man is justified in despising 
other people—his estimates are correct; but most 
proud men have no good ground for their pride. 

23 The great-souled man does not run into danger 
for trifling reasons, and is not a lover of danger, 
because there are few things he values; but he will 
face danger in a great cause, and when so doin 
will be ready to sacrifice his life, since he holds that 
life is not worth having at every price. 

24 He is fond of conferring benefits, but ashamed to 
receive them, because the former is a mark of 
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9 An incorrect recollection of Jliad, i, 898 ff., 503 f.; there 
Achilles says that his mother has often reminded Zeus how 
she piece him when the other gods wished to put him in 
chains; and Thetis goes to Zeus and reminds him of her 
services in general terms. 

> The reference is uncertain. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, FV. iii. 24-28 

superiority and the latter of inferiority. He returns 
a service done to him with interest, since this will 
put the original benefactor into his debt in turn, 

25 and make him the party benefited. The great- 
souled are thought to have a good memory for any 
benefit they have conferred, but a bad memory for 
those which they have received (since the recipient 
of a benefit is the inferior of his bencfactor, whereas 
they desire to be supcrior); and to enjoy being 
reminded of the former but to dislike being reminded 
of the latter: this is why the poet makes Thetis ¢ 
not specify her services to Zeus ; nor did the Spartans 
treating with the Athenians? recall the occasions 
when Sparta had aided Athens, but those on which 
Athens had aided Sparta. 

26 It is also characteristic of the great-souled man 
never to ask help from others, or only with reluctance, 
but to render aid willingly; and to be haughty 
towards men of position and fortune, but courteous 
towards those of moderate sLation, because it is 
difficult and distinguished to be superior to the great, 
but easy to outdo the lowly, and to adopt a high 
manuer with the former is not ill-bred, but it is 
vulgar to lord it over humble pcople: it is like 

27 putting forth one's strength against the weak. He 
will not compete for the common objects of ambition, 
or go where other people take the first place ; 
and he will be idle and slow to act, except when 
pursuing some high honour or achievement; and 
will not engage in many undertakings, but only 

28 in such as are important and distinguished. He 
must be open both in love and in hate, since con- 
cealment shows timidity; and care more for the 
truth than for what people will think; and speak 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IV. iii. 28-38 

and act openly, since as he despises other men he 
is outspoken and frank, except when speaking with 
ironical self-depreciation,? as he does to common 

29 people. He will be incapable of living at the will 
of another, unless a friend, since to do so is slavish, 
and hence flatterers are always servile, and humble 

30 people flatterers. He is not prone to admiration, 
since nothing is great to him. He does not bear a 
grudge, for it is not a mark of greatness of soul to 
recall things against people, especially the wrongs 
they have done you, but rather to overlook them. 

$1 He is no gossip, for he will not talk either about 
himself or about another, as he neither wants to 
receive compliments nor to hear other people run 
down (nor is he lavish of praise either) ; and so he 
is not given to speaking evil himself, even of his 
enemies, except when he dehberately intends to 

32 give offence. In troubles that cannot be avoided 
or trifling mishaps he will never ery out or ask for 
help, since to do so would imply that he took them 

33 to heart. He likes to own beautiful and useless 
things, rather than useful things that bring in a 
return, since the former show his independence more. 

84 Other traits generally attributed to the great- 
souled man are a slow gait, a deep voice, and a 
deliberate utterance ; to speak in shrill tones and 
walk fast denotes an excitable and nervous tempera- 
ment, which does not belong to one who cares for 
few things and thinks nothing great. 

85 Such then being the Great-souled man, the corre- Smatinass 
sponding character on the side of deficiency is the 
Small-souled man, and on that of excess the Vain 
man. These also? are not thought to be actually 
vicious, since they do no harm, but rather mistaken. 
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The small-souled man deprives himself of the good 
things that he deserves; and his failure to claim 
good things makes it seem that he has something 
bad about him [and also that he does not know 
himself], for (people argue), if he deserved any 
good, he would try to obtain it. Not that such 
persons are considered foolish, but rather too retiring ; 
yet this estimate of them is thought to make them 
still worse, for men’s ambitions show what they are 
worth, and if they hold aloof from noble enterprises 
and pursuits, and forgo the good things of life, pre- 
sumably they think they are not worthy of them. 

$6 The vain on the other hand are foolish persons, Vanity. 
who are deficient in self-knowledge and expose 
their defect: they undertake honourable responsi- 
bilities of which they are not worthy, and then are 
found out. They are ostentatious in dress, manner 
and so on. They want people to know how well 
off they are, and talk about it,? imagining that this 
will make them respected. 

87 Smallness of Soul is more opposed than Vanity to 
Greatness of Soul, being both more prevalent and 
worse, 

88 Greatness of Soul then, as we have said, is con- 
cerned with great honours. 

iv It appears however that honour also,* as was said Proper 
in the first part of this work, has a certain virtue 4™¥tom 
concerned with it, which may be held to bear the 
same relation to Greatness of Soul that Liberality 
bears to Magnificence. This virtue as well as 
Liberality is without the element of greatness, but 

* A variant reading is ‘ talk about themselves.’ 
* i.¢., honour as well as wealth is the object of both a major 

and a minor virtue: see m1. vii. 8 
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causes us to be rightly disposed towards moderate and 
small honours as Liberality does towards moderate 

2 and small amounts of moncy ; and just as there is 
a mean and also excess and deficiency in geiting and 
in giving money, so also it is possible to pursue honour 
more or less than is right and also to seek it from the 

8 right source and in the right way. We blame a man 
as ambitious if he seeks honour more than is nght, or 
from wrong sources ; we blame him as unambitious if 
he does not eare about receiving honour even on 

4 noble grounds. But at another time we praise the 
ambitious man as manly and a lover of what is noble, 
or praise the unambitious man as modest and temper- 
ate, as we said in the first part of this work. The 
fact is that the expression ‘fond of’ so-and-so is 
ambiguous, and we do not always apply the word 
‘fond of honour’ (ambitious) to the same thing ; 
when we use it as a term of praise, we mean ‘ morc 
fond of honour than most men,’ but when as a 
reproach, ‘ more than is right.’ As the observance 
of the mean has no name, the iwo extremes 
dispute as it were for the unclaimed estate. But 
where there is excess and deficiency there must 

5 also be a mean. Now men do seek honour both 
more and less than is right; it must therefore be 
possible also to do go rightly. It is therefore this 
nameless middle disposition in regard to honour that 
we really praise. Compared with ambition it appears 
unambitiousness, and compared with unambitious- 
ness if appears ambition: compared with both, it 

6 appears in a sense to be both. This seems to be 
true of the other virtues also; but in the present 
case the extremes appear to be opposed only to one 
another, because the middle character has no name. 
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v  Gentleness is the observance of the mean in Gontieness 
relation to anger. There is as a matter of fact is : 
no recognized name for the mean in this respect— 
indeed there can hardly be said to be names for the 
extremes eithcr—, so we apply the word Gentleness 
to the mean though really it inclines to the side of 

2the defect. This has no name, but the excess may 
be called a sort of Irascibility, for the emotion con- 
cerned is anger, though the causes producing it are 
many and various. 

8 Now we praise a man who feels anger on the right 
grounds and against the right persons, and also in 
the right manner and at the right moment and for 
the right length of time. He may then be called 
gentle-tempered, if we take gentleness to be a 
praiseworthy quality (for ‘ gentle’ really denotes a 
calm temper, not led by emotion but only becoming 
angry in such a manner, for such causes and for such 

4a length of time as principle may ordain; although 
the quality is thought rather to err on the side of 
defect, since the gentle-tempered man is not prompt 
to seek redress for injuries, but rather inclined to 
forgive them). 

6 The defect, on the other hand, call it a sort of Lack of 
Lack of Spirit or what not, is blamed; since those iad 
who do not get angry at things at which it is right 
to be angry are considered foolish, and so are those 
who do not get angry in the right manner, at the 

6 right time, and with the right people. It is thought 
that they do not feel or resent an injury, and that 
if a man is never angry he will not stand up for him- 
self; and it is considered servile to put up with an 
insult to oneself or suffer one’s friends to be insulted. 

7 Excess also is possible in each of these ways, for 
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one can be angry with the wrong people, for the mxcess of 
wrong things, or more violently or more quickly $s its 
or longer than is right; but not all these excesses forms. 
of temper are found in the same person. This would 
be impossible, since evil destroys even itself, and 
when present in its entirety becomes unbearable. 

8 There are then first the Irascible, who get angry 
quickly and with the wrong people and for the 
wrong things and too violently, but whose anger is 
soon over. This last is the best point in their char- 
acter, and it is due to the fact that they do not keep 
their anger in, but being quick-tempered display it 
openly by retaliating, and then have done with 

Git. The excessively quick-tempered are Passionate ; 
they fly into a passion at everything and on all 

10 occasions: hence their name. The Bitter-tempered 
on the other hand are implacable, and remain angry 
a long time, because they keep their wraith in; 
whereas when a man retaliates there is an end of 
the matter: the pain of resentment is replaced 
by the pleasure of obtaining redress, and so his 
anger ceases. But if they do not retaliate, men 
continue to labour under a sense of resentment—for 
as their anger is concealed no one else iries to placate 
them either, and it takes a long time to digest one’s 
wrath within one. Bitterness is the most trouble- 
some form of bad temper both to a man himself 

lit and to his nearest friends. Those who lose their 
temper at the wrong things, and more and longer 
than they ought, and who refuse to be reconciled 
without obtaining redress or retaliating, we call 
Harsh-tempered. 

12 We consider the excess to be more opposed to 
Gentleness than the defect, because it occurs more 
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frequently, human nature being more prone to seek 
redress than to forgive; and because the harsh- 
tempered are worse to live with than the unduly 
placable. 

13 But what was said above ¢ is also clear from what 
we are now saying ; it is not easy to define in what 
manner and with whom and on what grounds and 
how long one oughi to be angry, and up to what 
point one does right in so doing and where error 
begins. For he who transgresses the limit only a 
little is not held blameworthy, whether he errs on 
the side of excess or defect; in fact, we sometimes 
praise those deficient in anger and call them gentle- 
tempered, and we sometimes praise those who are 
harsh-tempered as manly, and fitted to command. 
It is therefore not easy to pronounce on principle 
what degree and manner of error is blameworthy, 
since this is a matter of the particular cireumstances, 
and judgement rests with the faculty of perception. 

14 But thus much at all events is clear, that the middle 
disposition is praiseworthy, which leads us to be 
angry with the right people for the right things in 
the right manner and so on, while the various forms 
of excess and defect are blameworthy—when of 
slight extent, but little so, when greater, more, and 
when extreme, very blameworthy indeed. Itis clear 
therefore that we should strive to attain the middle 
disposition. 

15 Let this be our account of the dispositions related 
to anger. 

vi In society and the common life and intercourse of Agresable 
conversation and business, some men are considered **** 
to be Obsequious; these are people who com- 
plaisantly approve of everything and never raise 
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objections, but think it a duty to avoid giving pain 
2to those with whom they come in contact. Those 
on the conlrary who object to everything and do 
not care in the least what pain thcy cause, are called 

3 Surly or Quarrelsome. Now it is clear that the dis- 
positions described are blameworthy, and that the 
middle disposition between them is praiseworthy— 
that is, the tendency to acquicsce in the right 
things, and hkewise to disapprove of the right things, 

4in the right manner. But to this no special name 
has been assigned, though 1t very closcly resembles 
friendship*; for he who exemplifies this middle dis- 
position is the sort of man we mean by the expres- 
sion ‘a good friend,’ only that includes an element 

sof affection. It differs from friendship in not possess- 
ing the emotional factor of affection for one’s associ- 
ates ; since a man of this character takes everything 
in the right way not from personal liking or dislike, 
but from natural amiability. He will behave with 
the same propriety towards strangers and acquaint- 
ances alike, towards people with whom he is familiar 
and those with whom he is not—though preserving 
the shades of distinction proper to each class, since 
it is not appropriate to show the same regard or 
disregard for the feelings of friends and of strangers. 

6 We have said then in general terms that he will 
behave in the right manner in society. We mean 
thai in designing either to give pain or to contribute 
pleasure he will be guided by considerations of 

7 honour and of expediency. For he seems to be 
concerned with pleasure and pain in social inter- 
course. He will disapprove of pleasures in which 
it is dishonourable or harmful to himself for him to 
join, preferring to give pain® ; and he will also dis- 
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approve of and refuse to acquicsce in a pleasure 
that brings any considerable discredit or harm to 
the agent, if his opposition will not cause much pain. 

8 And he will comport himself differently with men 
of high position and with ordinary people, with 
persons more and less well known to him, and 
similarly as regards other distinctions, assigning to 
each class the proper degree of deference, and, other 
things apart, preferring Lo join in the pleasures of 
his companions and being reluctant to give pain; 
but being ginded by the consequences, that is to say, 
the effects on his and his friends’ credit or intcrest, 
if these outweigh the pleasure he will give by com- 
pliance. Also he will give a small amount of pain 
at the moment for the sake of a large amount of 
pleasure in the future. 

9 Such is the middle character, although it has no obsequicux 
name. The man who always joins in the pleasures [ei are 
of his companions, if he sets out to be pleasant for 
no ulterior motive, is Obsequious ; if he does so for 
the sake of getting something by it in the shape 
of money or moncy’s worth, he is a Ilatterer. He 
that disapproves of everything is, as we said, Surly guriiness, 
or Quarrelsome. As the mean has no name, the 
extremes appear to be opposite to each other. 

vii The observance of the mean @ in relation to Boast- Binecrity 08 
fulness has to do with almost the same things. own merits. 
It also is without a name; but it will be as well 
to diseuss these unnamed excellences with the, 
rest, since we shall the better understand the 
nature of the moral character if we examine its 
qualities one by one; and we shall also confirm our 
belief that the virtues are modes of observing the 
mean, if we notice how this holds good in every 
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instance. Now we have treated of behaviour in 
society with relation to giving pleasure and pain. 
Let us now discuss truthfulness and falschood 
similarly displayed in word and deed, and in one’s 
personal pretensions. 

2 As generally understood then, the boaster is a 
man who pretends to creditable qualities that he 
does not possess, or possesses in a losser degree 

3than he makes out, while conversely the self- 
depreciator disclaims or disparages good qualities 

4that he does possess; midway between them is 
the straightforward sort of man who is sincere both 
in behaviour and in speech, and admits the truth 
about his own qualifications without either exaggera- 

Stion or understatement. Hach of these things 
may be done with or without an ulterior motive ; 
but when a man is acting without ulterior motive, 
his words, actions, and conduct always represent 

6 his true character.* Falsehood is in itself base and 
reprehensible, and truth noble and praiseworthy 3 
and similarly the sincere man who stands between 
the two extremes is praised, and the insincere of 
both kinds are blamed, more especially the boaster. 
Let us discuss each of the two, beginning with the 
truthful man, 

7 We are speaking not of truthfulness in business 
relations, nor in matters where honesty and dishonesty 
aye concerned (for these matters would come under 
a different virtue >), but of cases where a man is 
truthful both in speech and conduct when no con- 
siderations of honesty come in, from an habitual 

8 sincerity of disposition. Such sincerity may be 
esteemed a moral excellence ; for the lover of truth, 
who is truthful even when nothing depends on it, will 
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a fortiort be truthful when some interest is at stake, 
since having all along avoided falsehood for its own 
sake, he will assuredly avoid it when it is morally 

® base ; and this is a disposition that we praise. The 
sincere man will diverge from the truth, if at all, in 
the direction of underslatement rather than exaggera- 
tion ; since this appears in better taste, as all excess 
is offensive. 

10 The man who pretends to more merit than he noastfub 
possesses for no ulterior object seems, it is true, to be "** 
a person of inferior character, since otherwise he 
would not take pleasure in falsehood ; but he appears 

11 to be more foolish than vicious. When, on the other 
hand, a man exaggerates his own merits to gain 
some object, if that object is glory or honour he is 
not very much to be blamed [as is the boaster], but 
if he boasts to get money or things that fetch money, 

12 this is more unseemly. (Boastfulness is not a matter 
of potential capacity but of deliberate purpose; a 
man is a boaster if he has a fixed disposition to boast 
—a boastful character.) Similarly liars are divided 
into those who like lying for its own sake and those 

13 who lie to get reputation or profit. Those then 
who boast for the sake of reputation pretend to 
possess such qualities as are praised and admired ; 
those who do so for profit pretend to accomplishments 
that are useful to their fellows and also can be 
counterfeited without detection ; for instance,* pro- 
ficiency in prophecy, philosophy, or medicine. Be- 
cause these arts have the two qualities specified 
they are the commonest fields of pretence and 
bragging. 

14 Self-depreciators, who understate their own merits, self-dupre. 
seem of a more refined character, for we feel that the “ition. 
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1 dxAnpdv Kb, 3 62 Kb: o¢ wal 
3 [rpocraotpevor] Vahlen: drapvotpueroc Asp., Hel. 
4 ebxarappornrbrepor K%: edxarappovyro. 

* Just as boastfulness is chiefly shown in pretending to 
qualities of value. 

> Aristotle regards the cheapness and simplicity of the 
Spartans’ dress as an affectation ; or perhaps the reference 
is to ‘ Laconizers ’ at Athens who affected Spartan manners. 
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motive underlying this form of insincerity is not gain 
but dislike of ostentation. These also* mostly dis- 
own qualities held in high esteem, as Socrates used 

15 todo. Those who disclaim merely trifling or obvious 
distinctions are called affected humbugs, and are 
decidedly contemptible ; and sometimes such mock 
humility seems to be really boastfulness, like the 
dress of the Spartans,’ for extreme negligence in 
dress, as well as excessive attention to it, has a touch 

16 of ostentation. But a moderate use of sclf-deprecia- 
tion in matters not too commonplace and obvious 
has a not ungraceful air, 

17. VYhe boaster seems to be the opposite of the 
sincere man, because Boastfulness is worse than 
Self-depreciation. 

viii But hfe also includes relaxation, and one form of 
relaxation is playful conversation. Here, too, we 
feel that there is a certain standard of good taste in 
social behaviour, and a certain propricty in the sort 
of things we say and in our manner of saying them, 
and also in the sort of things we allow to be said to 
us; and it will also concern us whether those in 
whose company we speak or to whom we listen 

2 conform to the same rules of propriety. And it is 
clear that in these matters too it is possible either 
to exceed or to fall short of the mean. 

3 Those then who go Lo excess in ridicule are thought 
to be buffoons and vulgar fellows, who itch to have 
their joke at all costs, and are more concerned to 
raise a laugh than to keep within the bounds of 
decorum and avoid giving pain to the object of their 
raillery. Those on the other hand who never by any 
chance say anything funny themselves and take 
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offence at those who do, are considered boorish and 
morose. Those who jest with good taste are called 
witty @ or versatile—that 1s to say, full of good turns $ 
for such sallies seem to spring from the character, 
and we judge men’s characters, like their bodies, by 

4theiy movements. But as matter for ridicule is 
always ready to hand, and as most men are only 
too fond of fun and raillery, even buffwons are called 
witty and pass for clever fellows; though it is 
clear from what has been said that Wit is different, 

5 and widely different, from Buffoonery. The middle 
disposition is further characterized by the quality 
of tact, the possessor of which will say, and allow to 
be said to him, only the sort of things that are suitable 
to a virtuous man and a gentleman; since there is a 
certain propriety in what such a man will say and 
hear in jest, and the jesting of a gentleman differs 
from that of a person of servile nature, as does that 
of an educated from that of an uneducated man. 

6 The difference may be seen by comparing the old 
and the modern comedies ; the earlier dramatists 
found their fun in obscenity, the moderns prefer 
innuendo, which marks a great advance in decorum. 

7 Can we then define proper raillery by saying that its 
jests are never unbecoming to gentlemen, or that it 
avoids giving pain or indeed actually gives pleasure 
to its object ? Or is it impossible to define anything 
so elusive ? for tastes differ as to what is offensive and 

8 what amusing. Whatever rule we lay down, the 
same will apply to the things that a man should allow 
to be said to him, since we feel that deeds which a 
man permits to be ascribed to him he would not stop 

at actually doing. Hence a man will draw the line 
at some jokes ; for raillery is a sort of vilification, and 
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some forms of vilification are forbidden by law; per- 
haps some forms of railery ought to be prohibited also. 

10 The cultivated gentleman will therefore regulate his 
wit, and will be as it were a law to himself, 

Such then is the middle character, whether he be sBuffoonery. 
called ‘ tactful’ or ‘ witty. The buftoon is one who 
cannot resist a joke; he will not keep his tongue 
off himself or anyone else, if he can raise a laugh, 
and will say things which a man of refinement would 
never say, and some of which he would not even allow 
to be said to him. The boor is of no use in playful 5. up. 
conversation: he contributes nothing and takes nesa 

11 offence at everything; yet relaxation and amuse- 
ment seem to be a necessary element in life. 

12, We have now discussed three modes of observing 
the mean in our behaviour, all of which arc concerned 
with conversation or with common occupations of 
some sort. They differ in that one is concerned 
with truthfulness and the others with being pleasant. 
Of the two thal deal with pleasure, one is displayed 
in our amusements, and the other in the general 
intercourse of life. 

iz Modesty cannot properly be desciibed as a virtue, Modesty, 
for it seems to be a feeling rather than a disposition ; 

2 at least it is defined as a kind of fear of disrepute, and 
indeed in its effects it is akin tu the fear of danger ; 
for people who are ashamed blush, while those in 
fear of their lives turn pale ; hoth therefore appear 
to be in a sense bodily affections, and this indicates 
a fecling rather than a disposition. 

8 The focling of modesty 1» not suitable to every 
age, but only to the young. We think it proper 
for the young to be modest, because as they live by 
feeling they often err, and modesty may keep them 
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in check ; and we praise young people when they 
are modest, though no one would praise an older 
man for being shamefaced, since we think he ought 
not to do anything of which he need be ashamed. 

4 For indced the virtuous man does not feel shame, 
5 if shame is the feeling caused by base actions; since 

one ought not to do base aclions (the distinction 
between acts really shameful and those reputed to 
be so is immaterial, since one ought not to do cither), 

6 and so one never ought to feel shame. Shame is a 
mark of a base man, and springs from a character 
capable of doing a shameful act. And it is absurd 
that, because a man is of such a nature that he is 
ashamed if he does a shameful act, he should therefore 
think himself virtuous, since actions to cause shame 
must be voluntary, but a virtuous man will never 
voluntarily do a base action. Modesty can only be 
virtuous conditionally-—in the sense that a good man 
would be ashamed if he were to do so and so; but the 
virtues are not conditional, And though shameless- 
ness and not shrinking from shameful] actions is base, 
this does not prove that to be ashamed when one 

8 does shameful acts is virtuous—any more than Self- 
restraint is a virtue, and not rather a mixture of 
virtue and vice. But this will be explained later.4 
Let us now speak of Justice. 

* In Bk, vu. 
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4 In what follows Sixatoodvy 15 found to possess both 
the wider meaning of Righteousness in genetal, covering 
all right conduct in relation to others, and the narrower 
sense of the virtue of right conduct jin relation to ethers 
where gain or loss (whether to the agent or to other parties) 
is involved.  diaatoor'vn in this narrower sense is the 
special Moral Virtue which is the subject of Book V.3 
it would be desciibed in English sometimes as Justice, some- 
times as Honesty or uprightness. The related adjectives and 
vei bs have various connotations connected with the various 
meanings of 8&:cacoo¥vn both in its wider and in its narrower 
usage. For instance, 7a@ 6lxaa means sometimes ‘ just 
acts ’ in the English sense, sometimes any acts in conformity 
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iIn regard to Justice * and Injustice, we have to nx. ¥. The 
enquire what sort of actions precisely they are con- Yo 
cerned with, in what sense Justice is the observance coueluded 2 
of a mean, and what are the extremes between which 41" Justice 

2that which is just is a mean. Our enquiry may snd Tn- 
follow the same procedure as our preceding investiga- their” 

tions. yarios 
3 Now we observe that everybody means by Justice 

that moral disposition which renders men apt to do 
just things, and which causes them to act justly and 
to wish what is just ; and sirnilarly by Injustice that 
disposition which makes men act unjustly and wish 
what is unjust. Let us then assume this definition 
to start with as broadly correct. 

4 The fact is that it is not the same with dispositions 
as with sciences and faculties. Ii seems that the 

with the law, sometimes ‘rights’ or ‘claims,’ i, eny 
consideration which by law, equity, or custom, certain 
persons have a right to expect from certain others. Or 
again ddtxely means nol only to act unjustly, or dishonestly, 
but also to do, or have done, any wrongful injury to another, 
or any wrongful or illegal act, and so, as a legal term, to 
be guilty of a breach of the law. 

In translating however, if the connexion of all these 
various meanings in the writer’s mind is to be represented, 
it seems necessary to keep the words ‘ justice,’ ‘ injustice,’ 
ete., throughout, in spite of their occasional unsuitability to 
the context, 
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5 For instance, medicine studies both health and disease 
Cf. a. ix. 16. 

® i.¢, it does not also mean walling lame. 
Pe Because a faculty or science is the same for opposite 

ings. 
@ Literally ‘ that which has to do with good condition’: 

the word here slightly shifts its meaning, for just above it 
meant ‘ that which is in good condition.’ 
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same faculty or science deals with opposite things*; 
but a disposition or condition which produces a certain 
result does not also produce the opposite results ; 
for example, health does not give rise to unhealthy 
actions, but only to healthy ones: healthy walking 
means walking as a healthy man would walk.? 

6 Hence* sometimes the nature of one of two 
opposite dispositions is inferred from the other, some- 
times dispositions are known from the things in 
which they are found ; for instance, if we know what 
good bodily condition is, we know from this what 
bad condition is as well, but we also know what good 
condilion is from bodies in good condition, and know 
what bodies are in good condition from knowing 
what good condition is, Thus, supposing good condi- 
tion is firmness of flesh, bad condition must be 
flabbiness of flesh, and a diet productive of good 
condition * must be a diet producing firmness of flesh. 

6 Also, if one of two correlative groups of words is 
used in several senses, it follows as a rule that the 
other is used in several senses too: for example, if 
‘just’ has more than one meaning, so also has 

7‘ unjust’ and ‘ Injustice.’ Now it appears that the 
terms Justice and Injustice are used in several senses, 
but as their equivocal uses are closely connected, 
the equivocation is not detected ; whereas in the 
case of widely different things called by a common 
name, the equivocation is comparatively obvious : for 
example (the difference being considerable when 
it is one of external form), the equivocal use of the 
word Hleis (key) to denote both the bone? at the 
base of the neck and the instrument with which 
we lock our doors. 

* The clavicle (clavis, a key), or collar-bone. 
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9 The word teos means both ‘ equal’ and ‘ equitable* 
or ‘ fair.’ 

> Here some ass. add ‘ Also a law-breaker, for this, law- 
breaking or else unfairness, includes all injustice and is « 
common term for all injustice.’ 
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g Let us then ascertain in how many senses a man Legaltty 
is said to be ‘ unjust.’ Now the term‘ unjust’ is held jy bad 
to apply both to the man who breaks the law and es 
the man who takes more than his due, the unfair 4 
man. Hence it is clear that the law-abiding man 
and the fair man will both be just. ‘The just’ 
therefore means that which is lawful and that which 
is equal or fair, and ‘the unjust’ means that which 
is illegal and that which is unequal or unfair. 

@ Again, as the unjust man is one who takes the 
larger share, he will be unjust in respect of good 
things ; not all good things, but those on which good 
and bad fortune depend. These though always good 
in the absolute sense, are not always good for a 
particular person. Yet these are the goods men 
pray for and pursue, although they ought not to do 
so; they ought, while choosing the things that are 
good for them, to pray that what is good absolutely 
may also be good for them. 

10 The unjust man does not however always choose 
the larger share: of things that, speaking absolutely, 
are bad he chooses the smaller share ; but neverthe- 
less he is thought to take more than his due, because 
the lesser of two evils seems in a sense to be a good, 
and taking more than one’s due means taking more 

11 than one's due of good. Let us call him ‘ unfair,’ 
for that is a comprehensive term, and includes both 
taking too much of good things and too little of 
bad things.? 

12 Again, we saw that the law-breaker is unjust and 
the law-abiding man just. It is therefore clear that 
all lawful things are just in one sense of the word, for 
what is lawful is decided by legislature, and the 
several decisions of the legislature we call rules of 
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altered, from the lost play Melanippe of Euripides (fr. 490 
Dindorf). > Thevgnis 147, 
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13 justice. Now all the various pronouncements of the 
law aim either at the common interest of all, or at 
the interest of a ruling class determined either by 
excellence or in some other similar way ; so that in 
one of its senses the term ‘just’ is applied to any- 
thing that produces and preserves the happiness, 
or the component parts of the happiness, of the 
political community, 

14 And the Jaw prescribes certain conduct; the 
conduct of a brave man, for example not to descrt 
one’s post, not to run away, not to throw down one’s 
arms}; that of a temperate man, for example not 
to commit adultery or outrage; that of a gentle 
man, for example not to strke, not to speak evil ; 
and so with actions exemplifying the rest of the 
virtues and vices, commanding these and forbidding 
those—rightly if the law has been rightly enacted, 
not so well if it has been made at random. 

15 Justice then in this sense is perfect Virtue, though Justice In 
with a qualification, namely that it is displayed S{ge™ 
towards others. This is why Justice is often thought ee 
to be the chief of the virtues, and more sublime ‘ or others, 
than the evening or the morning star’%; and we 
have the proverb— 

In Justice is all Virtue found in sum.® 

And Justice is perfect virtue because it is the practice 
of perfect virtue ; and perfect in a special degree,? 
because its possessor can practise his virtue towards 
others and not merely by himself; for there are 
many who can practise virtue in their own private 
affairs but cannot do so in their relations with another. 

* In the mss. the words ‘in a special degree’ follow 
‘ perfect * in the line before, 
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16 This is why we approve the saying of Bias, ‘ Office 
will show a man’; for in office one is brought into 
relation with others and becomes a member of a 
community. 

17. ‘The same reason, namely that it involves relation- 
ship with someone else, accounts for the view * that 
Justice alone of the virtues is ‘ the good of others,” 
because it does what is for the advantage of another, 

18 either a ruler or an associate. As then the worst 
man is he who practises vice towards his friends as 
well as in regard to himself, so the best is not he who 
practises virtue in regard to himself but he who 
practises it towards others ; for that is a difficult task. 

19 Justice in this sense then is not a part of Virtue, 
but the whole of Virtue ; and its opposite Injustice 

20 is not a part of Vice but the whole of Vice (the dis- 
tinction between Virtue and Justice in this sense 
being clear from what has been said: they are the 
same qualty of mind, but their essence is different ° 3 
what as displayed in relation to others is Justice, 
as being simply a disposition of a certain kind is 
Virtue). 

fi What we are investigating, however, is the Justice 
which is a part of Virtue, since we hold that there 
is such a thing as Justice in this sense; and similarly 
we are investigating Injustice in the particular sense. 

2 The existence of the latter is proved by the following 
considerations : (1) When a man displays the other 
vices—for instance, throws away his shield, from 
Cowardice, or uscs abusive language, from Bad 
Temper, or refuses to assist a friend with money, 
from Meanness—though he acts unjustly, he is not 
taking more than his share of anything; whereas 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, V. ii. 2-7 

when a man takes more than his share, it is frequently 
not due to any of these vices, and certainly not to 
all of them, yet nevertheless the action does display 
some vice, since we blame it; in fact it displays the 

8 vice of Injustice. Therefore there is another sort. 
of Injustice, which is a part of Injustice in the 
universal sense, and there is something unjust which 
is a part of the unjust in general, or illegal. (2) 

4 Again, suppose two men to commit adultery, one for 
profit, and gaming by the act, the other from desire, 
and having to pay, and so losing by it: then the 
latter would be deemed to be a profligate rather 
than a man who takes more than his due, while the 
former would be deemed unjust, but not profligate ; 
clearly therefore it is being done for profit that 

ps makes the action unjust. (3) Again, whereas all 
other unjust acts are invanably ascribed to some 
particular vice—for example, adultery is put down 
to Profligacy, desertion from the ranks to Cowardice, 
assault to Anger—an unjust act by which a man 
has profited is not attributed to any vice except 
Injustice. 

6 Hence it is manifest that there is another sort of 
Injustice besides universal Injustice, the former being 
a part of the latter. It is called by the same name 
because its definition falls in the same genus, both 
soris of Injustice being exhibited in a man’s relation 
to others; but whereas Injustice in the particular 
sense is concerned with honour or money or security, 
or whatever term we may employ to include all these 
things, its motive being the pleasure of gain, In- 
justice in the universal sense is concerned with all 
the things that are the sphere of Virtue. 

9 Thus it is clear that there are more kinds of 
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Justice than one, and that the term has another 
meaning besides Virtue as a whole. We have then 
to ascertain the nature and attributes of Justice in 
this special sense. 

8 Now we have distinguished two meanings of ‘ the 
unjust,’ namely the unlawful and the unequal or 
unfuir, and two meanings of ‘ the just,’ namely the 
lawful and the equal or fair. Injustice then, in the 
sense previously mentioned, corresponds to the mean- 

9 ing ‘unlawful’; but since the unfair is not the same 
as the unlawful, but different from it, and related 
to it as part to whole (for not everything unlawful is 
unfair, though everything unfair is unlawful), so also 
the unjust and Injustice in the particular sense are 
not the same as the unjust and Injustice in the 
universal sense, but different from them, and related 
to them as part to whole ; for Injustice in this sense 
is a part of universal Injustice, and similarly the 
Justice we are now considering is a part of universal 
Justice. We have therefore to discuss Justice and 
Injustice, and the just and unjust, in the particular 
sense. 

10 We may then set aside that Justice which is co- 
extensive with virtue in general, being the practice 
of virtue in general towards someone else, and that 
Injustice which is the practice of vice in general 
towards someone else. It is also clear how we should 
define what is just and unjust in the corresponding 
senses. For the actions that spring from virtue in 
general are in the main identical with the actions 
that are according to law, since the law enjoins 
conduct displaying the various particular virtues 
and forbids conduct displaying the various particular 
vices, Also the regulations laid down for the educa- 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, V. ii. 10—iii. 1 

tion that fits a man for social life are the rules pro- 
11 ductive of virtue in general. As for the education 

of the individual as such, that makes a man simply a 
gvod man, the question whether this is the business 
of Political Science or of some other science must 
be determined later : for it would seem that to be a 
good man is not in every case the same thing as to be 
a good citizen.4 

12 Particular Justice on the other hand, and that Partionlar 
which is just in the sense corresponding to it, is 0)Distubw 
divided into two kinds. One kind is exercised in $¥%{t) | 
the distribution of honour, wealth, and the other 
divisible assets of the community, which may be 
allotted among its members in equal or unequal 
shares. The other kind is that which supplies a 

18 corrective principle in private transactions. This Cor- 
rective Justice again has two sub-divisions, corre- 
sponding to the two classes of private transactions, 
those which are voluntary and those which are in- 
voluntary.’ Examples of voluntary transactions are 
selling, buying, lending at interest, pledging, lending 
without interest, depositing, letting for hire; these 
transactions being termed voluntary because they 
are voluntarily entered upon.° Ofinvoluntary trans- 
actions some are furtive, for instance, theft, adultery, 
poisoning, procuring, enticement of slaves, assassina- 
tion, false witness ; others are violent, for instance, 
assault, imprisonment, murder, robbery with violence, 
maiming, abusive language, contumelious treatment. 

ili Now since an unjust man is one who is unfair, and eng ket 
the unjust is the unequal, it is clear that corresponding ve see 
to the unequal there is a mean, namely that which 

but he is clearly thinking of actions at law for damages 
resulting from breach of contract. See a. iv. 13 note. 
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2 is equal; for every action admitting of more and less 
3 admits of the equal also. If then the unjust is the 
unequal, the just is the equal—a view that commends 
itself to all without proof; and since the equal is a 

4 mean, the just will be a sort of mean too. Again, 
equality involves two terms at least. It accordingly 
follows not only (a) thal the just is a mean and equal 
{and relative to something and just for certain 
persons *], but also (6) that, as a mean, it implies 
certain extremes between which it lies, namely the 
more and the less; (c) that, as equal, it implies two 
shares that are equal ; and (d) that, as just, it implies 

S certain persons for whom it is just. It follows 
therefore that justice involves at least four terms, 
namely, two persons for whom it is just and two 

6 shares which are just, And there will be the same 
equality between the shares as between the persons, 
since the ratio between the shares will be equal to 
the ratio between the persons; for if the persons 
are not equal, they will not have equal shares ; it is 
when equals possess or are allotted unequal shares, 
or persons not equal equal shares, that quarrels and 
complaints arise. 

” This is also clear from the principle of ‘ assignment 
by desert.’ All are agreed that justice in distributions 
must be based on desert of some sort, although they 
do not all mean the same sort of desert; democrats 
make the criterion free birth ; those of oligarchical 
sympathies wealth, or in other eases birth ; up- 

Sholders of aristocracy make it virtue. Justice is 
therefore a sort of proportion ; for proportion is not 
a property of numerical quantity only, but of quantity 
in general, proportion being equality of ratios, and 
involving four terms at least. 
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Too mparou épov TO Tpiry Kal % Tot Seurépoy 
TO rerdpry ovlenfis TO & Bravos Siicardy core, 10 
Kal pécov TO Sixatov roor’ éort rob mapa 70 
dvddoyou: TO yap avddoyov pécov, TO Sé dixatov 
dvddoyov. 

1 apdrov, deurépov, rplrov K», 
3 day 7d dedrepor Sls reOG KP. 
® Sn ed.: 6. 
$ Sijpyrat KP: diyphodw vel dinphoOwoay ? ed. 
dep ? Bywater. 
ro0 rapa: 7d rapa K», <rd 5 détaov> 7d rapa TT, Bywater. 

* A ‘discrete proportion’ means one in which the two 
ratios are disconnected, being belween different terms, 
whereas in a ‘ continuous proportion’ they have one term 
in common. 

> Here the lecturer displayed a diagram. 
° Tere was another diagram (one would expect the 

sentence to run ‘ Let two lines representing . . . have been 
similarly divided ')}. Iwo segments, A and B, of one line 
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9 (That a discrete proportion ¢ has four terms is plain, 
but so also has a continuous proportion, since it treats 
one term as two, and repeats it : for example,? as the 
line representing term one is to the line representing 
tcrm two, so is the line representing term two to the 
hne representing term three ; here the line represent~ 
ing term two is mentioned twice, so that if it be 
counted twice, there will be four proportionals.) 

.0 Thus the just also involves four terms at least, and 
the ratio between the first pair of terms is the same 
as that between the second pair. Tor the two lines 
representing the persons and shares are similarly 

1 divided *; then, as the first term is to the second, 
so is the third to the fourth ; and hence, by alterna- 
tion, as the first is to the third, so is the second to 
the fourth ; and therefore also, as the first is to the 
second, so is the sum of the first and third to the sum 
of the second and fourth. Now this is the com- 
bination effected by a distribution of shares, and the 
combination is a just one, if persons and shares are 

2 added together in this way. The principle of Dis- 
tribulive Justice, therefore, is the conjunction of the 
first term of a proportion with the third and of the 
second with the fourth; and the just in this sense 
is a mean between two extremes that are dispro- 
portionate,? since the proportionate is a mean, and 
the just is the proportionate. 

represented two | a two segments, C and D, of another 
their shares. It is shown that, if A:B::C:D, then 
A+C:B4+D:A:B, te, if the shares are proportioned 
to the persons, their relative condition after receiving them 
will be the same as 1t was before. 

4 j.e., A’s just share lies between too large a share and too 
small a onc, too large and too small here meaning more 
or less than is proportionate to A’s claim. Gf. 1. vi. 4 
note * and 7, 
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13 (KaAobat bé TH Tovadrny avadoyiay yewper puny 
of pabnpariKcot: &v yap 7H yewperpucfh ovp.~ 
Baiver Kal TO dAov mpos TO SAov omrep éxdrepov 15 

ld apos éxdrepov.—éare. 8 od ovvexrjs airy H 
dvadoyla: od yap yiveras els dpiud pos, 
Kai 0.) 
Td pev ody Sixaov toira 76 dvdAoyoy, ro 8° 

ad8iuxov To mapa Td dvddoyov. yiveras dpa rd 
pev wAgov 76 8é €Aarrov: émep Kal emt TOY epywy 
ouuPaiver 6 pev yap adicdv mAdov exe, 6 8 

15 ddiuxcotjmevos CAarrov Tob ayabos: éi Sé Tod Kaxod 2 
avdrradw: ev dyabod yap Adyw yiverat 71O EAarrov 

16 KaKov mpos 70 petlov Kakdv: got yap TO EAarTov 
Kakov pdAdAov alperov ToD peiLovos, 7d 8 alperdv 
ayabov, kat ro wadAov petLlov. 

17 Td pev odv &v el80s rod Sixatov rodr’ early, 

Ss 

iv To 8& Aourdv & 76d Si0pPurixdv, 6 yiverau ev 
rots ovvadAdypacs Kal toils éxovolows Kai rots 
> ’ ~ de \ bd tN 8. y. 2dxovolos. tobro Sé 7d Sikarov dAdo eldos exer 
Tob mporépov. Td pey yap Suaveunrexoy Bixaroy 
Trav Kowdv del xara thy dvadoyiay éort rip 
eipypévny (kat yap dad xpnudrwy Kxowdy éay 
ylypntat % Siovoyr, goras Kara tov Adyov Tov ss 

: Sar ae wv 4 Nv ‘ > f adrov dvrep exouar mpos dAAnAa ta elcevexbevra), 
Kal 76 ddikoy TO avrixeiuevoy TE Sixaiw rodreys 

Bmapa TO dydAoydy éotw: to 8 ev rots owes 
: t 2 4 soo 4 u 

adrdypnac. Stkatov ori yey toov 7, Kal 7d d= 

* We call this a proportion simply: of. c. iv. 8 and note. 
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18 (This kind of proportion is termed by mathe- 
maticians geometrical proportion 4; for a geometrical 

proportion is one in which the sum of the first and 
third terms will bear the saine ratio to the sum of 
the second and fourth as one term of either pair 

14 hears to the other term —Distributive justice is 
not a continuous proportion, for 1ts second and third 
terms, a recipient and a share, do not constitute a 
single term.) 

‘The just in this sense is therefore the proportionate, 
and the unjust is that which violates proportion. 
The unjust may therefore be either too much or too 
little ; and this is what we find in fact, for when 
injustice is done, the doer has too much and the 

15 sufferer too little of the good in question ; though 
vice versa in the ease of an evil, because a lesser evil 

16 in comparison with a greater counts as a good, since 
the lesser of two evils is more desirable than the 
greater, but what is desirable is good, and the more 
desirable it is, the greater good it is. 

17. This then is one kind of Justice. 

iv The remaining kind is Corrective Justice, which Corrective 
operates in private transactions, both voluntary ee 

2and mvoluntary. This justice is of a different sort 
from the preceding. For justice in distributing 
common property always conforms with the propor- 
tion we have described (since when a distribution is 
made from the common stock, it will follow the 
same ratio as that between the amounts which the 
several persons have contributed to the common 
stock) ; and the injustice opposed to justice of this 

8 kind is a violation of this proportion. But the just 
in private transactions, although it is the equal in a 
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Suxov dyicov, GAN od Kara rihy dvaroylay ¢ exetyyy 1132 q 
aa Kara viv dprBuunroscry. oddev yap Siadépet, 
el emueuiens airov dmeorepycev 7 daidos é erruetif, 
ot8” «f éjuoixevaev ErrLELien}S 7} dairos: GANA, mpos 
Tob BAdBous THY Stapopav povov Bréree 3 vdptos, 5 
Kal yphras as toous, «b 6 pe adduced 6 8 d= 

4 Suceirae, Kat el eBrarfev 6 Sé BéBAamnra:. wore 
TO aSweons robro dvigov dv todlew Reyer 6 
Sucaorns wal yap étay 6 pev mAnyy 6 Se marden, 
9 Kal xreivn 6 8 drodavn, Sufpyyrat 7d alos 
Kat % mwpdéis «is dvica,” GXAd weiparar 7H npg lo 

Biadlew, dpaipdv 7d KépSos. (Aéyeras yap ds 
dmhds eimedy ent rots rovodrots, Kav eb ph row 
olxetov Svoj.a <i, TO Képdos, ofov TO wardéarre, 

6 Kai % Cnpia TO madre dA’ éray ye per pn Oy 
76 mabos, Keanetrar TO [ev Enpia ro be xépdos.) 
dove Tob perv mAelovos kal éAdrrovos TO too 
péoov, TO be xépSos Kat a Snpia TO peev aA€ov 15 
7d 8° édarrov evavriws, 7d bev coo ayabod méov 
rob KaKod e édarroy xépdos, tO 8 evayttov 
Copia &y hv péoov 7d tov, 6 Adyopey elvan 
Biicatov" wore TO émavopberurcdy dixavovy dy etn 
76 pecov Enuias Kab Képdous. 

1 7d xépdos Richards : 700 xépdovs 

the second term exceeds the first by the same amount as 
the fourth exceeds the third. We do not call this a pro- 
ae at all, but, if also the third term exceeds the second 
vy the same amount (e.g. 1, 3, 5, '7), an arithmetical progres- 

ee Bor Corrective Justice the merits of the parties are 
immaterial. 

* Againa diagram is employed, ef. c. itl, 9, 10, and 
infra, § 8. @ (yula has both senses. 
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sense (and the unjust the unequal), is not the equal 
according to geometrical but according to arithmetical 
proportion. For it makes no difference ® whether 
a good man has defrauded a bad man or a bad 
one a good one, nor whether it is a good or a bad 
man that has committed adultery; the law looks 
only at the nature of the damage, trealing the 
pete as equal, and merely asking whether one 
yas done and the other suffered injustice, whether 
one inflicted and the other has sustained damage. 

4 Fence the unjust being here the unequal, the judge 
endeavours to equalize it: masmuch as when one 
man has received and the other has inflicted a blow, 
or one has killed and the other been killed, the line ® 
representing the suffering and doing of the deed is 
divided into unequal parts, but the judge endcavours 
to make them equal by the penalty or loss¢he imposes, 

5 taking away the gain. (For the term ‘ gain’ 1s used 
in a general way to apply to such cases, even though 
it is not strictly appropriate to some of them, for 
example to a person who strikes another, nor is ‘ loss’ 

6 appropriate to the victim in this case; but at all 
events the results are called ‘loss’ and ‘ gain’ re- 
spectively when the amount of the damage sustained 
comes to be estimated.) Thus, while the equal is 
a mean between more and less, gain and loss are at 
once both more and less in contrary ways, more 
good and less evil being gain and more evil and less 
good loss; and as the equal, which we pronounce 
to be just, is, as we said, a mean between them, it 
follows that Justice in Rectification * will be the 
mean between loss and gain. 

¢* A shghtly different term is here introduced, but 
apparently without difference of meaning. 
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T At kat drav dppiopyraaw, emt Tov Sikaorhy % 
karagevdyovaw: To 8 emt tov Sixaoriy iévas idvas 
éorly ent 7d Bixaov 6 yap Sixaoris BovAeras 
elvas ofov Sikatov euipuyov. Kal Cyrotor ducacriy 
péoov, Kal KadoBaw evior pecdlovs, ds édv rob 
pécov TUXwOr, tod Sixaiov rev&dpmevor. péoov 

Bdpa te TO Sixasov, elrep Kat 6 Stacrrs. 4 Se 2 
Sixaorns emavioot, Kal womep ypappis eis dvica 
TeTunpens, @ TO peilov Tha THs Turoetas 
dmepeyes, todr’ ddette kal r@ CAdrrove tTyHpare 
mpoceOnkev, drav 8é Sixa Siarpe0{ 7d ddrov, 
Tore hao éyew 7a atrdv, drav AdBwo. 76 

gtaov. [rd 8 icov® péoav eari rod® peilovos Kal 
eAdrrovos Kara thy apiWunruny dvadoyiav.| 81d 20 
Totro Kat Bonirere: dikatovy, dt. diya eorty, 
worep ay el tig elmou Siyaov, kal 6 diKxaorjs 

10 duyaorys.* éndv yap Sv0 town adaipeOh ammo 
Garépou, mpds Odrepov Se mpooreOH, Sual rovrous 
drrepéxes Odrepov: ef yap ddnpebn pev, ut) Tpoc- 
eréOy 8é, Gi dv povov drepetyer. rod péoov 1138b 
dpa evi, kal rd pécov <rot>* ad’ od adnpéby 
évi. todrm dpa yrupiotuev ri re adereitv det 
did tod wA€ov éyovtos, Kal tt mpoodeivar TH8 
éAlarrov éyovrss @ pev yap rd péoov brrepéyes, 

1 ra abroy Coraes: 1d adrod. 
2738’ toov. . . dvadoylav infra post dcxacrhs tr. Rassow. 
3 roi ? Richards: rijs. 4 Zell. 

1 ~ 

9 In the mss. this sentence follows the next one. 
> If a=b, then (6+2)-(a-n)=2n, and (b+n)-a=n, 

aaa (+n) Gene (an), CHM EO 2) _ (gp), 

Aristotle, of course, represented the quantities by lines, 
not algebraically. 
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4 This is why when disputes occur men have recourse 
to a judge. To go to a judge is to go to justice, 
for the ideal judge is so to speak justice personified. 
Also, men require a judge to be a middle term or 
medium—indeed in some places judges are called 
mediators—, for they think that if they get the mean 
they will get what is just. Thus the just is a 
sort of mean, inasmuch as the judge is a medium 
between the litigants. 

8 Now the judge restores equality : if we represent 
the matter by a line divided into two unequal parts, 
he takes away from the greater segment that portion 
by which it exceeds one-half of the whole line, and 
adds it to the lesser segment. When the whole has 
been divided into two halves, people then say that 
they ‘have their own,’ having got what is equal. 

9 * This is indeed the origin of the word dikaion (just) : 
it means dicha (in half), as if one were to pronounce 
it dichaion ; and a dikast (judge) is a dichast (halver). 
The equal is a mcan by way of arithmetical proportion 

10 between the greater and the less, For when of two 
equals ® a part is taken from the one and added 
to the other, the latter will exceed the former by 
twice that part, since if it had been taken from the 
one but not added to the other, the latter would 
exceed the former by once the part in question only. 
Therefore the latter will exceed the mean by once 
the part, and the mean will exceed the former, 
from which the part was taken, by once that part. 

11 This process then will enable us to ascertain what 
we ought to take away from the party that has too 
much and what to add to the one that has too little : 
we must add to the one that has too little the amount 
whereby the mean between them exceeds him, 
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Staveunrixoy Sixatov ot? emt rd Sropburixdy 
3 (xairos BovdAovral ye todro déyew nat To ‘Pada- 
padvOvos Sixatov: 

el xe mdOor rd 77! epe€e, Sixy x? Weta pévorro)* 

470AAaxod yap Sdiadwrei> oloy ei dpyjy eywv 
endrafey, od Set dvrimAnyhvat, Kal ef dpyovra 
eraratey, od mAnyfvas pdvov Se~ dAAd Kal KoAa- 

5 obfvar, ert rd éExovovov Kal Td axovovov Siaddper 
6 m0AU. GAN ev ev rats Kowwvias rais adAdaKtt~ 
Kats cuvéyet Td ToLodrov Sikasov, rd avrurerrovdds, 
kat’ dvadoytay® Kat pa) Kar? icdtyta. r@ dyrt- 
mrovely yap avddoyov ovppever 1 dds 7) yap 7d 
Karas Cytovow, ei 5é pj, Sovrcia Sone? elvar [el 
pt avriroujoe]®s 7 7d €d, et 5€ pur, perddoois 

7 ov yiwerar, TH weraddce S¢ cvuppevovaw. 810 Kal 
Xapirwy lepdv eurodav* rovbvrat, tv” avramddoars 
q tobro yap tuov ydpitos: dvOumnperijoat re 
yap Sel tO yopwoapevp Kal mdAw adrov dpfas 
yapilopevor. 

8 lout 8€ ry avrisouw ri Kar’ dvadoylav 7 
Kara Sidperpov avlev£is, olov olxodduos ef’ & A, 
oxvrorépos ef’ @ B, olxia eb ST, taddnua ed’ 
@ A, Set ody Aap Bdvew tov oikodduov mapa rod 
oxuToTéuov Tob éxeivou epyou, Kat abrdav éxeivw 

1 7’ Coraess «’. 
2 dvadoylay <de> Richards, 
§ Muretus. * &y wédeow ? Jackson. 

* Literally ‘whether the act was voluntary or involuntary ’s 
see note * one. ii, 13, 
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3 Distributive or with Corrective Justice (although 
people mean to identify it with the latter when they 
quote the rule of Rhadamanthys— 

Ana man suffer even that which he did, 
Right justice will be done). 

4Jor in many cases Reciprocity is at variance with 
Justice : for example, if an officer strikes a man, it 
is wrong for the man to strike him back; and if 
a man strikes an oflicer, it is not enough for the 
officer to strike him, but he ought to be punished 

6 as well. Again, it makes a great difference whether 
an act was done with or without the consent of the 

éother party.* But in the interchange of services 
Justice in the form of Reciprocity is the bond that 
maintains the association: reciprocity, that is, on the 
basis of proportion, not on the basis of equality. The 
very existence of the state depends on proportionate 
reciprocity ; for men demand that they shall be 
able to requite evil with evil—if they cannot, they 
feel they are in the position of slaves.—and to repay 
good with good—failing which, no exchange takes 
place, and it is exchange that binds them together. 

7 This is why we set up a shrine of the Graces in a 
public place, to remind men to return a kindness 3 
for that is a speciul characteristic of grace, since it is 
a duty not only to repay a service done one, but 
another time to take the initiative in doing a service 
oneself. 

g Now proportionate requital is effected by diagonal 
conjunction. For example, let A be a builder, B a 
shoemaker, C a house, and D ashoe. It is required 
that the builder shall receive from the shoemaker 
a portion of the product of his labour, and give him 
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peradiOdvat Too atrod. éavy otv mparov H Td 
kara THY dvahoyiay ioov, elra TO dvrumerov0ds 
yeryras, gorau TO Aeydperor" el 6€é bah ovK iow, 
ovde ov never. obbev yap kewAver Kpelrrov elvat 
7d Qarépov épyov 4 7d Garépov, Set ody ratra 
ioacBiva.. éort be Taito teat emi ray dda 
Texvav" dvypotvro yap dv, él pay erraiet! TO Toby, 
eat dgov Kal ofov Kab TO MaaXOV, émacxe Toto 
Kat Tocotroy Kaul rowobrov. ov yep ex Svo fi larpav 
yveran Kowervia, aw eG ts larpob Kab yewpyod, Kab 
CAws érépwr kal ote towv: dAAd rovrous Sel 
toad val. 816 mdvra ovpBAnra Sel mas elvan, 
ay éorly aay). ep 6 To vOpLope” ehpAvde, Keaut 
yiveral TOS Héoov" mavra, yap HeTpet, dore rab 
riy Srrepoxyy kat TP éMewpw, moa, drra 87) 
drodypar’ tcov oixig 7) ,TPOP det Tolvuy drep 
oixodduos mpos oxuToTéwor, Tooadl drrodipyara 

1 gor. . . . Totobroy secl Ramsauer. 
© ef uh <b> éwoler Berg: ef wh éroler <7d wdaxor boop xat ofov 

woet> rd waodv Jackson 

* The relative value of the units of the two prodnets must 
be ascertained, say one house must be taken as worth a 

A. .B 
shoes. Then the four terms are and cross- 

Cc: “nD 
conjunction gives totals A+-2D, B+ (C, which are in ‘ arith- 
metical proportion’ (see note * on c. iv. 3) with the two first 
terms, i.¢. the difference between cach pair is the same ; 
the builder and the shoemaker afler the transaction are 
by an equal amount richer than they were before they 
began to make the articles. 

This sentence also appeared in the mss. above, at c. iv. 
42, where it made no sense, If gennine here, the phrases 
‘active element’ and ‘passive element’ seem to mean 
producer and consumer. Even so, it is probable that there 
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a portion of the product of his own. Now? if pro- 
portionate equahty between the products be first 
established, and then reciprocation take place, the 
requirement indicated will have been achieved ; but 
if this is not done, the bargain is not equal, and inter 
course does not continue. For it may happen that 
the product of one of the parties is worth more than 
that of the other, and in that case therefore they have 

9 to be equalized. This holds good with the other 
arts as well; for they would have passed out of 
existence if the active element did not produce, and 
did not receive the equivalent in quantity and quality 
of what the passive element receives. For an 
association for interchange of services is not formed 
between two physicians, but between a physician 
and a farmer, and generally between persons who 
are different, and who may be unequal, though in 

10 that case they have to be equalized. Hence all 
commodities exchanged must be able to be compared 
in some way. It is to meet this requirement that 
men have introduced money; money constitutes in 
a manner a middle term, for it is a measure of all 
things, and so of their superior or inferior value, that 
is to say, how many shoes are equivalent to a house or 
to a given quantity of food. As therefore a builder 
is to a shoemaker,* so must such and such a number of 

is some corruption; Jackson's insertion gives ‘ unless the 
passive element produced the same in quantity and quality 
as the active, and the latter received the same in quantity 
and quality as the former.’ 

° It is uncertain whether this merely refers to the differ- 
ence in value (or perhaps in labour used in praduction) 
between the unit products of different trades, or whether it 
introduces the further conception that different kinds of pro- 
ducers have different social values and deserve different rates 
of reward. 
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mpos oixlay [7 tpody]. ef yap tr) toi70, ovr 
éorau day ovde Kowvia Todro 3, <i py tora 25 

li cin mus, odie éorat.—det dpa évi twe mdvTa pe- 
rpetobar, domep A€EXIn mporepov. Touro 8° éort 
TH pmev adn Beta 7 xXpelo, 9 mdvra, ouvexes ei yap 
pnbev Séowro a) pay dpoiws, 7) obK eoTar dMayn 
7 ody 4 ari}. oloy a braAAayua rijs xpelas 
TO PojLvopuc. yéyove Kara. oO ijeny Kab bud: ToUTO 90 
Tovvoua, exe vojucpa, drt od ddcer GAAG vow eori, 
kal éf? uty peraBarety Kat movjoas dypyoroyv. 

12 dora, 57 dvrimerovOds, drav icacA#, wore dmep 
yewpyos mpos oKuTOTOHoY, TO épyov TO Tob oKUTO- 
Topov mpds oa) Tod yeupyod. els ayfa & dva.- 11338 
Aoytas [od]* det dyew, orav aMdwvras: él be Ls 
duporépas | eben Tas bmepoxas 70, érepov apov* 

bray Exwou rd airav, ors got, Kal Koww-~ 
vot, ort adrn 7 todrns duvarar én adr ay ywecbat 
(yewpyos A, Tpop r, oxvror dos B, ro épyov 5 
adrod rd touopuevov A): e 3° ovrw it) yy dure 

18 menor evar, obi av hw xowwvia. ort 8 7 xpeia 
ouvexer womep ev Tu Ov, 8nhot 6 ére bray pn ev xpeie 
dow ddAjAwy 7) dupdrepor 7} &repos, ovK aAddr- 

1 Richards. 2 [od] Bekker®: om. T. 
e , Apparently interpolated from the last sentence. 
+ dypnoroy also connotes ‘ worthless,’ but an obsolete coin 

retains some value as metal. ° Sce p. 283, note% 
4 That is, ‘after any unfair exchange one party has too 

much by just the amount by which the other has too little. 
T ought to have given you ten shillings more or something 
worth that. Then I have ten shillings too much, and you 
have ten too little; these two tens are my two “ excesses’ 
in respect of the exchan nge. I am better off than you by: 
twice ten’ (Richards). Cf. c, iv. §§ 10-12. 

* For this proverbial phrase see c. iv. §§ 8, 14. 
? Or ‘shoemaker’s product D multiplied to equivalence, 

with C’ (Blunt). 
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shoes be to a house [or to a given quantity of food]; 
for without this reciprocal proportion, there can be na 
exchange and no association; and it cannot be secured 
unless the commodities in question be equal in a sense. 

13 It is therefore necessary that all commodities shall 
be measured by some one standard, as was said before. 
And this standard is in reality demand, which is 
what holds everything together, since if men cease 
to have wants or if their wants alter, exchange will 
go on no longer, or will be on different lines. But 
demand has come to be conventionally represented 
by money; this is why money is called nomisma 
(customary currency), because it does not exist by 
nature but by custom (nomos), and can be altered 
and rendered useless? at will. 

12 There will therefore be reciprocal proportion when 
the products have been equated, so that as farmer 
is to shoemaker,’ so may the shoemaker’s product be 
to the farmer’s product. And when they exchange 
their products they must reduce them to the form 
of a proportion, otherwise one of the two exlremes 
will have both the excesses 4; whereas when they 
have their own,’ they then are equal, and can form 
an association together, because equality in this 
sense can be established in their case (farmer A, 
food C, shoemaker B, shoemaker’s product equalized 
D‘); whereas if it were impossible for reciprocal 
proportion to be effected in this way, there could 
be no association between them. 

13 That it is demand which, by serving as a single 
standard, holds such an association together, is 
shown by the fact that, when there is no demand 
for mutual service on the part of both or at least 
of one of the parties, no exchange takes place between 
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rovrat [womep' Grav od eye adros Sénral mis, 
ofov olvov Siddvres otrov eLaywynv®|. Sef dpa re 

14 robro loaobivar. strep dé rijs peMdovons ddda~ 
yijs, eb viv pndey Seirar, dru dara édy denOF, 
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\ > ? i] \ > \ 8 rd v dé 5A TO abrd, ov yap del icov Svvarar duws 8é BovrA|eras 
rs ~ A “~ 4 ~ a pevew paddrov. 8.6 Sel mavra reriysfoOas: odrw is 
| 304 oO 3 , ] A fod , A yap det gorar ddAayy, ef Sé ToGro, Kowwvia. Td 

57) vopicpa dorrep werpov ovpiperpa trovfoay tod- 
feu ovre yap dy py ottoys dA\ayis Kowwvta Fy, 

i Vo 4 ‘ ” vy > > \ otr’ dddayn lodryros pt) ovons, obr’ icdrns ph 
wv , n~ A i? an al , is é avons ovpperpias. TH pev otv ddybeta advvarov 

Ta Togotrov Siaddpovra avpperpa yevéobar, mpds 20 
15 5€ chy xpelay evddyerar tkavds. &v 8H te Se? 

etvat, todTo 8 e& sobdcews (516 vdpiopa Ka~ 

Aetrat)* totro ydp mdvra tov? ovppeTpa perpel= 

Tat yap mdvTa vopiopars. olka A, pvat Séxa 
B, wAvn T. 70 84) A 708 B twov (et wevre pv dv 

L[derep . 2. Gaywyty] ed.t Gewep. .. loac@ivar secl. 
Ramsauer. 

2 of Execs odxl KP, of ovx Exes Mitnscher. 9 éetaywyfs KY. 

* The clauses brackeicd make neither grammar nor sense, 
and have justly been suspected as interpolated. Miinscher 
inserts a negative: ‘* Just as there is no exchange when the 
producer wants what the consumer has <not> got, for example, 
when one state needs wine while another can only offer corn 
for export.’ But there seems to be no question here of 
foreign commerce. 
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them [as when someone needs something that one 
has oneself, for instance, the state offering a license 
to export corn in exchange for wine].¢ This in- 
equality of demand has therefore to be equalized. 

Now money serves us as a guarantee of exchange 
in the future: supposing we need nothing at the 
moment, it ensures that exchange shall be possible 
when a need arises, for it meets the requirement of 
something we can produce in payment so as to 
obtain the thing we need. Money, it is true, is 
liable to the same fluctuation of demand as other 
commodities, for its purchasing power varies at 
different times; but it tends to be comparatively 
constant. Hence the proper thing is for all com- 
modities to have their prices fixed ; this will ensure 
that exchange, and consequently association, shall 
always be possible. Money then serves as a measure 
which makes things commensurable and so reduces 
them to equality. If there were no exchange there 
would be no association, and there can be no exchange 
without equality, and no equality without commen- 
surability. Though therefore it is impossible for 
things so different to become commensurable in the 
strict sense, our demand furnishes a sufficiently 
accurate common measure for practical purposes. 
There must therefore be some one standard, and 
this accepted by agreement (which is why it is called 
nomisma, customary currency); for such a standard 
makes all things commensurable, since all things 
can be measured by money. Let A be a house, 

B ten minae and C a bedstead. Then An’ (sup- 

posing the house to be worth, or equal to, five minae), 
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Kata mpoaipeow rob Sixalov, Kat SiavepnriKos Kak 
atr@ mpos ddAov kal érépw mpos Erepoy ody otrws 
wore Tod yey aiperod mAdov air®@ édarrov 5¢ Ta 
mAnoiov, Tob BraBepod 8 dvdradw, add Tob toov 5 

a > > f e e \ \ yv ‘ 
tod Kar’ dvadoyiavy, duolws 8é Kal dAdw mpds 
” € > 9 t > , a 30F 7 

18 dAdov. 7 8 ddueta rodvavriov rot ddixov, Totoro 
& doriy diepBod} Kat eMeufus Tob addedAtuov 7} 
PraBepod rapa 7d dvdAoyov. 810 daepBor} Kal 
EMeupus 4 adixia, Ste drepBodAfs Kal éArelipecis 
2 >? ¢ “ x © cay \ om ~ €or, éf atrod pev trepBodAfs pev tot dards 
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2 sts om. TMD, 3 3¢ om. TM» 
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2 That is, when A distributes unjustly not between him- 
self and B but between B and C, the result for either B or 
C may be either excess or defect, either too large a share 
or too small of something beneficia] (and either too small 
a share or too large of something harmful). 
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B 
and C (the bedstead) = 55; it is now clear how many 

16 bedsteads are equal to one house, namely five. It 
is clear that before money existed this is how the 
rate of exchange was actually stated—five beds for 
a house—since there is no real difference between 
that and the price of five beds for a house. 

17, We have now stated what Justice and Injustice Justice as 
are in principle. From the definition given, it is ™“™ 
plain that just conduct is a mean between doing 
and suffering injustice, for the former is to have too 
much and the latter to have too little. And Justice 
is a mode of observing the mean, though not in the 
same way as the other virtues are, but because it 
is related to a mean, while Injustice is related to the 
extremes. Also, Justice is that quality in virtue 
of which a man is said to be disposed to do by 
deliberate choice that which is just, and, when 
distributing things between himself and another, 
or between two others, not to give too much to 
himself and too little to his neighbour of what is 
desirable, and too little to himself and too much to 
his neighbour of what is harmful, but to each what 
is proportionately equal; and similarly when he is 

18 distributing between two other persons. Injustice 
on the contrary is similarly related to that which is 
unjust, which is a disproportionate excess or deficiency 
of something beneficial or harmful. Hence Injustice 
is excess and defect, in the sense that it results in 
excess and defect: namely, in the offender’s own 
case, an excess of anything that is generally speaking 
beneficial and a deficiency of anything harmful, and 
in the case of others,? though the result as a whole 
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2 od Kb: otdé vulg., Hampke (seclusis otS¢ worxds, uolyevore 
dé). 2 [érl] Susemihl: om, L*, 

9 §§ 1, 2, are an irrelevant fragment which Jackson would 
insert in c, viii. 8 after B\af}; § 3 he would transpose to 
the beginning of c. x. ; § 4 continues the end of c. v. 
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is the same, the deviation from proportion may be 
in either dircction as the case may be. 

Of the injustice done, the smaller part is the suffer- 
ing and the larger part the doing of injustice. 

19 So much may be said about the nature of Justice 
and Injustice, and of the Just and the Unjust 
regarded universally. 

vi “But seeing that a man may commit injustice 
without actually being unjust, what is it that dis- 
tinguishes those unjust acts the commission of which 
renders a man actually unjust under one of the 
various forms of injustice, for example, a thief or 
an adulterer or a brigand? Or shall we rather say 
that the distinction does not lie in the quality of 
the act? For a man may have intercourse with a 
woman knowing who she is, yet not from the motive 
of deliberate choice, but under the influence of 

2 passion ; in such a case, though he has committed 
injustice, he is not an unjust man: for instance, he 
is not a thief, though guilty of theft, not an adulterer, 
though he has committed adultery, and so forth. 

8 The relation of Reciprocity to Justice has been 
stated already. 

4 But we must not forget that the subject of our Politieal 
. . . . : * a | 
investigation is at once Justice in the absolute sense 
and Political Justice. Political Justice means justice 
as between free and (actually or proportionately) 
equal persons, living a common life for the purpose 
of satisfying their needs. Hence between people 
not free and equal political justice cannot exist, but 
only a sort of justice in a metaphorical sense. For 
justice can only exist between those whose mutual 
relations are regulated by law, and law exists among 
those between whom there is a possibility of injustice, 
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* See c, i. 17 note. ® i.2., a slave, 
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for the administration of the law means the dise 
crimination of what is just and what is unjust. 
Persons therefore belween whom injustice can exist 
can act unjustly towards each other (although unjust 
action does not necessarily involve injustice): to 
act unjustly meaning to assign oneself too large a 
share of things generally good and too small a share 

5of things generally evil. This is why we do not 
permit a man to rule, but the law, because a man 
rules in his own interest, and becomes a tyrant; but 
the function of a ruler is to be the guardian of 

6 justice, and if of justice, then of equality. A just 
ruler seems to make nothing out of his office; for 
he does not allot to himself a larger share of things 
generally good, unless it be proportionate to his 
merits ; so that he labours for others, which accounts 
for the saying mentioned above, that ‘ Justice is the 

7 good of others.’ Consequently some recompense 
has to be given him, in the shape of honour and 
dignity. It is those whom such rewards do not 
satisfy who make themselves tyrants. 

8 Justice between master and slave and between Domostic 
father and child is not the same as absolute and “4° 
political justice, but only analogous to them. For 
there is no such thing as injustice in the absolute 
sense towards what is one’s own; and a chattel,” or 
a child till it reaches a certain age and becomes 
independent, is, as it were, a part of oneself, and no 

9 one chooses to harm himself; hence there can be 
no injustice towards them, and therefore nothing 
just or unjust in the political sense. For these, as 
we saw, are embodied in law, and exist between 
persons whose relations are naturally regulated by 
law, that is, persons who share equally in ruling and 
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1 GdAG i: plow 4} ? Jackson. 
® quattuor sententias dAN buws .. , ob dice, rolov b¢... 

&SyXov (pro dfAov), ral rl... dcopiouds, Pica yap. . yeréa Oar 
inverso ordine tr. Richards. 

* The Spartan Brasidas detached Ainphipohs from the 
Athenian empire 424 nc., and fell defending it against 
Cleon 422. He was worshipped as a hero by the city, 
“with games and yearly sacrifices’ (Thucydides, v. xi.). 

> The order of the following sentences seems confused. 
With the transpositions suggested by Richards, and the 
emendations given in the criticul notes, they will run: 
‘ But in our world, alihough there is sich a thing as natural 
law, yet everything is capable of change. For example, 
the right hand is naturally stronger than the left, yet it is 
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being ruled. Hence Justice exists in a fuller degree 
between husband and wife than between father and 
children, or master and slaves; in fact, justice 
between husband and wife is Domestic Justice in 
the real sense, though this too is different from 
Political Justice. 

vil Political Justice is of two kinds, one natural, the Political 
other conventional. A rule of justice is natural that ae ee 
has the same validity everywhere, and does not mand 
depend on our accepting it or not. A rule is con- justice, 
ventional that in the first instance may be settled 
in one way or the other indifferently, though having 
once been settled it is not indifferent : for example, 
that the ransom for a prisoner shall be a mina, that 
a sacrifice shall consist of a goat and not of two sheep $ 
and any regulations enacted for particular cases, for 
instance the sacrifice in honour of Brasidas,? and 

2 ordinances in the nature of special decrees. Some 
people think that all rules of justice are merely 
conventional, because whereas a law of nature is 
immutable and has the same validity everywhere, 
as fire burns both here and in Persia, rules of justice 

8 are seen to vary. That rules of justice vary is not 
absolutely true, but only with qualifications. Among 
the gods indeed it is perhaps not true at all; but 
in our world,? although there is such a thing as 
Natural Justice, all rules of justice are variable. 
But nevertheless there is such a thing as Natural 

possible for some persons to be born ambidextrous; and 
the same distinction wilt hold good in all matters: though 
what sort of things that admit of variation are as they are 
by nature, and what are merely customary and conventionel, 
it is not easy to see, inasmuch as both alike are capable of 
change. But nevertheless some things are ordained by 
nature and others not.’ 
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* Perhaps Aristotle wrote ‘ though it is not easy.’ 
> Possibly a reference to an intended (or now lost) book of 

the Politics on laws (Ross). 
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Justice as well as justice not ordained by nature ; 
and it is easy to see which rules of justice, though 
not absolute, are natural, and which are not natural 
but legal and conventional, both sorts alike being 
variable, The same distinction will hold good in 
all other matters ; for instance, the right hand is 
naturally stronger than the left, yet it is possible for 
any man to make himself ambidextrous. 

The rules of justice based on convention and 
expediency are like standard measures. Corn and 
wine measures are not equal in all places, but are 
larger in wholesale and smaller in retail markets, 
Similarly the rules of justice ordained not by nature 
but by man are not the same in all places, since forms 
of government are not the same, though in all places 
there is only one form of government that is natural, 
namely, the best form. 

The several rules of justice and of law are related 
to the actions conforming with them as universals 
to particulars, for the actions done are many, while 
each rule or law is one, being universal. 

There is a difference between ‘that which is 
unjust’ and ‘unjust conduct,’ and between ‘ that 
which is just’ and ‘just conduct.’ Nature or ordin- 
ance pronounces a thing unjust: when that thing is 
done, it is ‘ unjust conduct’; till it is done, it is only 
‘unjust.’ And similarly with ‘just conduct,’ 
dikaiéma ((or more correctly, the general term is 
dikaiopragéma, dikaiéma denoting the rectification 
of an act of injustice). 
Weshall have later® to consider the several rules of 

justice and of law, and to enumerate their various 
kinds and describe them and the things with which 
they deal. 
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> 44. mistake, ignorance: as in the illustration, it is an 
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vill. Such being an account of just and unjust actions, s.ettee and 
it is their voluntary performance that constitutes just Responal- 
and unjust conduct. Ifa man does them involuntarily, ae 
he cannot be said to act justly, or unjustly, except @ m4. 
incidentally, in the sense that he does an act which 

2 happens to be just or unjust. Whether therefore 
an action is or is not an act of injustice, or of justice, 
depends on its voluntary or involuntary character. 
When it is voluntary, the agent is blamed, and 
only in that case is the action an act of imjustice ; 
so that it is possible for an act to be unjust without 
being an act of injustice, if the qualification of 

8 voluntariness be absent. By a voluntary action, as 
has been said before, I mean any action within 
the agent’s own control which he performs knowingly, 
that is, without being in ignorance of the person 
affected, the instrument employed, and the result 
(for example, he must know whom he strikes, and 
with what weapon, and the effect of the blow) ; and 
in each of these respects both accident and com- 
pulsion must be excluded. Tor instance, if A took 
hold of B’s hand and with it stiuck C, B would not 
be a voluntary agent, since the act would not be in 
his own control. Or again, a man may strike his 
father without knowing that it is his father, though 
aware that he is stmking some person, and perhaps 
that it is one or other of the persons present °; and 
ignorance may be similarly defined with reference 
to the result, and to the circumstances of the action 
generally, An involuntary act is therefore an act 
done in ignorance, or else one that though not done 
in ignorance is not in the agent’s control, or is done 
under compulsion; since there are many natural 
processes too that we perform or undergo knowingly, 
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as Involuntary ’ is certainly corrupt: perhaps Aristotle 
wrote ‘in our control.’ 

» The three sorts of injury are aroéxnua, audpryua, and 
adixypa. The second term is introduced first, in its wider 
sense of a mistake which leads to an offence against some one 
else (the word connotes both things). It is then subdivided 
into two; driéxnua, accident or misadventure, an offence 
800 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, V. viti. 3~7 

though none of them is either voluntary or in- 
voluntary #; for example, growing old, and dying. 

4 Also an act may be either just or unjust incident- 
ally. A man may restore a deposit unwillingly and 
from fear of consequences, and we must not then 
say that he does a just act, nor that he acts justly, 
except incidentally ; and similarly a man who under 
compulsion and against his will fails to restore a 
deposit can only be said to act unjustly or do what 
is unjust incidentally. 

6 Again voluntary acts are divided into acts done 
by nes and those done not by choice, the former 
being those done after deliberation and the latter 
those done without previous deliberation. 

6 There are then three ways” in which a man may 
injure his fellow. An injury done in ignorance is an 
error, the person affected or the act or the instrument 
or the result being other than the agent supposed ; 
for example, he did not think to hit, or not with this 
missile, or not this person, or not with this result, 
but it happened that either the result was other 
than he expected (for instance he did not mean to 
inflict a wound but only a prick), or the person, 

7or the missile. When then the injury happens 
contrary to reasonable expectation, it is (1) a mis- 
adventure. When, though not contrary to reason- 
able expectation, it is done without evil intent, it is 
(2) a culpable error; for an error is culpable when 
the cause of one’s ignorance lies in oneself, bul only 
a misadventure when the cause lies outside oneself. 
due to mistake and not reasonably to be expected, and 
audprnua in the narrow sense, a similar offence that ought 
to have been foreseen. The third term, aélsnua, a wrong, 
is subdivided into wrongs done in @ passion, which do not 
prove wickedness, and wrongs done deliberately, which do. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, V. viii. 8-12 

8 When an injury is done knowingly but not deliber- 
ately, it is (3) an act of injustice or wrong; such, 
for instance, are injuries done through anger, or any 
other unavoidable or natural passion to which men 
are liable; since in committing these injuries and 
errors a man acts unjustly, and his action is an act 
of injustice, but he is not ipso facto unjust or wicked, 
for the injury was not done out of wickedness. 
When however an injury is done from choice, the 

9 doer is unjust and wicked. Hence acts duc to 
sudden anger are rightly held not to be done of 
malice aforethought, for it is the man who gave the 
provocation that began it, not he who does the deed 

10 in a fit of passion. And moreover the issue is not 
one of fact, but of justification (since it is apparent 
injustice that arouses anger) ; the fact of the injury 
is not disputed (as it is in cases of contract, where 
one or the other of the parties must be a knave, 
unless they dispute the facts out of forgetfulness). 
They agree as to the facts but dispute on which side 
justice lies ; so that one thinks he has been unjustly 
treated and the other does not. On the other hand, 
one who does an injury intentionally is not acting in 

1] ignorance ¢ ; but if a man does an injury of set pur- 
pose, he is guilty of injustice, and injustice of the sort 
that renders the doer an unjust man, if it be an act 
that violates proportion or equality. Similarly one 
who acts justly on purpose is a just man ; but he acts 
justly only if lie acts voluntarily. 

12 Of involuntary actions some are pardonable and 
some are not. Errors not merely committed in 
ignorance but caused by ignorance are pardonable ; 
those committed in ignorance, but caused not by 

® In the mss. this clause stands before the preceding one, 
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> aie, to suffer wrong; for the wide sense of décceip 
see c. i. 1, note, ° Cf. c. viii. 1. 
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that ignorance but by unnatural or inhuman passion, 
are unpardonable. 

ix But it may perhaps be doubted whether our Cana man 
discussion of suffering and doing injustice has been muller. #0n8 
sufficiently definite; and in the first place, whether ily? 
the matter really is as Euripides has put it in the 
strange lines @— 

‘1 killed my mother—that’s the tale in brief!” 
‘Were you both willing, or unwilling both ?' 

Is it really possible to suffer injustice ® voluntarily, 
or on the contrary is suffering injustice always 
involuntary, just as acting unjustly is always volun- 
tary? And again, is suffering injustice always volun- 
tary, or always involuntary, or sometimes one and 

2sometimes the other? And similarly with being 
treated justly (acting justly being always voluntary). 
‘Thus it would be reasonable to suppose that both 
being treated unjustly and being treated justly are 
similarly opposed to acting unjustly and acting justly 
respectively : that either both are voluntary or both 
involuntary. But it would seem paradoxical to 
assert that even being treated justly is always 
voluntary ; for people are sometimes treated justly 
against their will. The fact is that the further 
question might be raiscd, must a man who has had 
an unjust thing done to him always be said to have 
been treated unjustly, or does the same thing hold 
good of suffering as of doing something unjust? 
One may be a party to a just act, whether as its 
agent or its object, incidentally.° And the same 
clearly is true of an unjust act: doing what is unjust 
is not identical with acting unjustly, nor yet is suffer- 
ing what is unjust identical with being treated 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, V. ix. 3-7 

unjustly, and the same is true of acting and being 
treated justly ; for it is impossible to be treated un- 
justly unless the other acts unjustly, or to be treated 
justly unless he acts justly. 

4 But if to act unjustly is simply to do harm to some- 
one voluntarily, and voluntarily means knowing the 
person affected, the instrument, and the manner of 
injury, it will follow both that the man of defective 
self-restraint, inasmuch as he voluntarily harms him- 
self, voluntarily suffers injustice, and also that it is 
possible for a man to act unjustly towards himself 
(for the possibility of this is also a debated question). 

5 Moreover, lack of self-restraint may make a person 
voluntarily submit to being harmed by another ; 
which again would prove that it is possible to suffer 
injustice voluntarily. But perhaps this definition of 
acting unjustly is incorrect, and we should add 
to the words ‘ to do harm knowing the person affected, 
the instrument and the manner ’ the further qualifica- 

6 tion ‘against that person’s wish.’ If so, though a 
man can be harmed and can have an unjust thing 
done to him voluntarily, no one can suffer injustice 
voluntarily, because no one can wish to be harmed : 
even the unrestrained man does not, but acts con- 
trary to his wish, since no one wishes for a thing that 
he does not think to be good, and the unrestrained 

7 man does what he thinks he ought not to do. One 
who gives away what is his own—as Homer? says 
that Glaucus gave to Diomede 

golden arms for bronze, 
An hundred beeves’ worth for the worth of nine— 

cannot be said to suffer injustice; for giving rests 
with oneself, suffering injustice does not—there has 
to be another person who acts unjustly. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, V. ix. 8-11 

8 It is clear then that it is not possible to suffer 
injustice voluntarily. 

There still remain two of the questions that we 
proposed to discuss: (1) Is it ever he who gives the 
unduly large share, or is it always he who receives 
it, that 1s guilty of the injustice ? and (2) Can one 
act unjustly towards oneself ? 

9 If the former alternative is possible, that is, if it cana man 
may be the giver and not the receiver of too large Wipy8 him 
a share who acts unjustly, then when a man know- — 
ingly and voluntarily assigns a larger share to another 
than to himself—as modest people are thought to 
do, for an equitable man is apt to take less than his 
due—this is a case of acting unjustly towards oneself. 
But perhaps this also requires quahtication. For 
the man who gave himself the smaller share may 
possibly have got a larger share of some other good 
thing, for instance glory, or intrinsic moral nobility. 
Also the inference may be refuted by referring to 
our definition of acting unjustly: in the case sup- 
posed, the distributor has nothing done to him against 
his wish; therefore he does not suffer injustice 
merely because he gets the smaller share: at most 
he only suffers damage. 

10 And it is clear that the giver as well as the receiver 
of an undue share may be acting unjustly, and that 
the receiver is not doing so in all cases. For the 
charge of injustice attaches, not to a man of whom 
it ean be said that he does what is unjust, but to one 
of whom it can be said that he does this voluntarily, 
that is to say one from whom the action originates ; 
and the origin of the act in this case lies in the 
giver and not in the receiver of the share. 

Tl Again, ‘ to do a thing ’ has more than one meaning. 
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NICOMACHIEAN ETHICS, V. ix. 11-15 

In a certain sense a murder is done by the inanimate 
instrument, or by the murdcrer’s hand, or by a slave 
acting under orders. But though these do what is 
unjust, they cannot be said to act unjustly.* 

12 Again, although if a judge has given an unfair 
judgement 1n ignorance, he is not guilty of injustice, 
nor 1s the judgement unjust, in the legal sense of 
justice (though the judgement is unjust in one 
sense, for legal justice is different from justice in 
the primary sense), yel if he knowingly gives an 
unjust judgement, he is himself taking more than 

13 his share, either of favour or of vengeance. Hence 
a judge who gives an unjust judgement for these 
motives takes more than his due just as much as if 
he shared the proceeds of the injustice; for even 
a judge who assigns a piece of land on that condition 
does not receive land but money. 

14 Men think that it is in their power to act unjustly, Is boing 
and therefore that it is easy to be just. But really Yyory™ 
this is not so. It is easy to lie with one’s neighbour's 
wife or strike a bystander or slip some money into 
a man’s hand, and it is in one’s power to do these 
things or not ; but to do them as a result of a certain 
disposition of mind is not easy, and is not in one’s 

15 power. Similarly men suppose it requires no special 
wisdom to know what is just and what is unjust, be- 
cause it is not diffieult to understand the things 
about which the law pronounces. But the actions 
presembed by law are only accidentally just actions, 
How an action must be performed, how a distribu- 
tion must be made to be a just action or a just 
distribution—to know this is a harder task than to 
know what medical treatment will produce health. 
Even in medicine, though it is easy to know what 
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Teel 4 pa Tepe q fapuaneder 4 H pe Papwa~ a 
Kevew eoriv, ada TO wot. 

17. “Hort dé 7a Sicava. év rovrots ols pereoTe rOv 
amas ayabar, éxovar oe drrepBodiy ev tovrous 
Kat EMeup, rots pev yap ovK éorw darepBodr) 
avtdv, olov tows trois ects: tots 8 odfev Hspuov 
adérrporv, Tots dvedirens kakots, aGAda madvra 
BXdarreu: Tots 66 péxyps Too: Tobro 8 dvOpdawev 30 
€or. 

x Ilept 8€ émeineias Kat rob émenods, m&s eye 
q pev emueieva mpos Sucatoovvyy 78 oe emuetkes 
mpos TO Otkatov, eyduevdy ori elmely. ovTeE 
yap Ws tadrov ands ob? os erepov TO yever 
paiverar o1corroupevous* kal Ore pev To emeuices 86 
erawvodpev Kal dvipa tov towdroy, dere al eri 

1 oty K>: odfév, 
8 otro 8 T's dtd robr’ (6:6 robr’ Zwinger). 

9 4.2, that acting unjustly is in our own power, § 14, 
® émexés in some contexts means ‘suitable’ or ‘reason- 

able.’ 
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honey, wine and hellebore, cautery and surgery are, 

to know how and to whom and when to apply them 
so as to cffect a cure is no less an undertaking than 

16 to be a physician. And for this very reason? men 
think that the just man may act unjustly no less than 
justly, because the just man is not less but rather 
more able than another io do any particular unjust 
thing : for example, he can he with a woman, or strike 
a blow, and a brave man can throw away his shield, 
and can wheel to the right or left. and run away, 
But to be a coward and to be guilly of injustice 
consists not in doing these things (except accident- 
ally), but in doing them from a certain disposition of 
mind; just as to be a physician and cure one’s 
patients is not a matter of employing or not employ- 
ing surgery or drugs, but of doing so in a certain 
manner. 

17 Claims of justice exist between persons who share 
in things generally speaking good, and who can have 
too large a share or too small a share of them. There 
are persons who cannot have too large a share of 
these goods: doubtless, for example, ihe gods. And 
there are those who can derive no benefit from any 
share of them: namely, the incurably vicious; to 
them all the things generally good are harmful. 
But for others they are beneficial within limits; 
and this is the case with ordinary mortals. 

x We have next to speak of Equity and the equitable, Equity. 
and of their relation to Justice and to what is just 
respectively. For upon examination it appears that 
Justice and Equity are neither absolutely identical 
nor generically different. Sometimes, it is true, we 
praise equity and the equitable man, so much so 
that we even apply the word ‘ equitable’? as a term 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, V. x. 1-5 

of approval to other things besides what is just, 
and use it as the equivalent of ‘ good,’ denoting by 
‘more equitable’ merely that a thing is better. 
Yet at other times, when we think the matter out, 
it seems strange that the equitable should be praise- 
worthy if it is something other than the just. If 
they are different, either the just or the equitable 
is not good; if both are good, they are the same 
thing. 

2 These then are tlc considerations, more or less, 
from which the difficulty as to the equitable arises. 
Yet they are all in a manner correct, and not really 
inconsistent. For equity, while superior to one sort 
of justice, is itself just: it is not superior to justice 
as being generically different from it. Justice and 
equity are therefore the same thing, and both are 
good, though equity is the better. 

8 The source of the difficulty is that equity, though 
just, is not legal justice, but a rectification of legal 

4 justice. The reason for this is that law is always a 
general statement, yet there are cases which it ig 
not possible to cover in a general statement. In 
matters therefore where, while it is necessary to speak 
in general terms, it is not possible to do so correctly, 
the law takes into consideration the majority of 
cases, although it is not unaware of the error this 
involves. And this does not make it a wrong law; 
for the error is not in the law nor in the lawgiver, 
but in the nature of the case: the material of con- 

6 duct is essentially irregular. When therefore the 
law lays down a general rule, and thereafter a case 
arises which is an exception to the rule, it is then 
right, where the lawgiver’s pronouncement because 
of its absoluteness is defeclive and erroneous, to 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, V. x. 5—xi. 1 

rectify the defect by deciding as the lawgiver would 
himself decide if he were present on the occasion, 
and would have enacted if he had been cognizant 

6 of the case in question. Hence, while the equitable 
is just, and is superior to one sort of justice, it is not 
superior to absolute justice, but only to the error 
due to its absolute statement. This is the essential 
nature of the equitable: it is a rectification of law 
where law is defective because of its generality. In 
fact this is the reason why things are not all de- 
termined by law: it is because there are some cases 
for which it is impossible to lay down a law, so that 

7a special ordinance becomes necessary. For what 
is itself indefinite can only be measured by an 
indefinite standard, like the leaden rule* used by 
Lesbian builders; just as that rule is not rigid but 
can be bent to the shape of the stone, so a special 
ordinance is made to fit the circumstances of the case. 

8 It is now plain what the equitable is, and that it is 
just, and that it is superior to one sort of justice. 
And from this it is clear what the equitable man is: 
he is one who by choice and habit does what is equit- 
able, and who does not stand on his rights unduly, 
but is content to receive a smaller share although 
he has the law on his side. And the disposition 
described is Equity ; it is a special kind of Justice, 
not a different quality altogether. 

xi The foregoing discussion has indicated the answer A man can- 
to the question, Is it possible or not for a man to ieee oe 
commit injustice against himself? (1) One class of suffer wrong 
: * * * Py voluntarily 
just actions consists of those acts, in accordance with (ee e. 1x.). 

® Explained either as used in building with polygonal 
stones oe this was not peculiar to Soe or in making 
the Lesbian form of moulding, which had a double curve. 
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1 abrdv K», 2 yduov 1M», 3 udvoy 6 Lambinus. 

9 The argument seems to be, that suicide does not prove 
the possibility of a man’s committing ‘ injustice,’ in the wider 
sense of any illegal injury, against himself. Suicide is an 
act of injustice in this sense, since it is the voluntary inflic- 
tion of bodily harm not in retaliation and therefore contrary 
to law; but it is an offence not against oneself but against 
the State, since it is punished as such. 

» Or perhaps, ‘and any form of homicide that it does not 
expressly permit.’ 

® i.¢,, the principle of retaliation. 
4 At Athens a suicide’s hand was buried apart from the 

body; Aeschines, Cées. 244. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, V. xi. 1-5 

any virtue, which are ordained by law.* For instance, 
the law does not sanction suicide (and what? it does 

2 not expressly sanction, it forbids). Further, when a 
man voluntarily (which means with knowledge of the 
person affected and the instrument employed) does 
an injury (not in retaliation) that is against the 
law, he commits injustice. But he who kills himself 
in a fit of passion, voluntarily does an injury (against 
the right principle *) which the law docs not allow. 

8 Therefore the suicide commits injustice ; but against 
whom? It seems to be against the state rather than 
against himself; for he suffers voluntarily, and 
nobody suffers injustice voluntarily. This is why 
the state exacts a penalty; suicide is punished by 
certain marks of dishonour,? as being an offence 
against the state. 

4# (2) Moreover, it is not possible to act unjustly 
towards oneself in the sense in which a man is unjust 
who is a doer of injustice only and not universally 
wicked. (This case is distinct from the former, 
because Injustice in one sense is a special form of 
wickedness, like Cowardice, and docs not imply 
universal wickedness ; hence it is necessary further 
to show that a man cannot commit injustice against 
himself in this sense either.) For (a) if it were, it 
would be possible for the same thing to have been 
taken away from and added to the same thing at 
the same time. But this is impossible : justice and 
injustice always necessarily imply more than one 

S person. Again (5) an act of injustice must be 
voluntary and done from choice, and also unprovoked ; 
we do not think that a man acts unjustly if having 
suffered he retaliates, and gives what he got. But 
when a man injures himself, he both does and suffers 
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* This clause has no grammatical connexion with the 
rest of the sentence; Ramsauer brackets it, Rassow supplies 
before it rd 6& dcxacorpayely péoov, ‘ whereas just conduct 
is a mean.” 
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the same thing at the same time. Again (c) if a man 
could act unjustly towards himself, it would be possible 

6 to suffer injustice voluntarily. Furthermore (d) no 
one is guilty of injustice without committing some 
particular unjust act; but a man cannot commit 

adultery with his own wife, or burglary on his own 
premises, or theft of his own property. 

(3) And generally, the question, Can a man 
act unjustly towards himself? is solved by our 
decision upon the question, Can a man suffer in- 
justice voluntarily ? 

7 (It is further manifest that, though both to suffer 
and to do injustice are evils—for the former is to 
have less and the latter to have more than the mean, 
corresponding ? to what is health-giving in medicine 
and conducive to fitness in athletic training— 
nevertheless to do injustice is the worse evil, for it 
is reprehensible, implying vice in the agent, and vice 
utter and absolute—or nearly so, for it is true that 
not every wrong act voluntarily committed implies 
vice—, whereas to suffer injustice does not necessarily 

Simply vice, viz. injustice, in the victim. Thus in 
itself to suffer injustice is the lesser evil, though acci-~ 
dentally it may be the greater. With this however 
science is not concerned ; science pronounces pleurisy 
a more serious disorder than a sprain, in spite of the 
fact that in certain circumstances a sprain may be 
accidentally worse than pleurisy, as for instance if 
it should happen that owing to a sprain you fell 
and in consequence were taken by the enemy and 
killed.) 

@ Ina metaphorical and analogical sense however 
there is such a thing as justice, not towards oneself 
but between different paris of one’s nature; not, 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, V. xi. 9-10 

it is trne, justice in the full sense of the term, 
but such justice as subsists between master and 
slave, or between the head of a household and his 
wife and children. For in the discourses on this 
question ¢ a distinction is set up between the rational 
and irrational parts of the soul; and this is what 
leads people to suppose that there is such a thing 
as injuslice towards oneself, because these parts of 
the self inay be thwarted in their respective desires, 
so that there may be a sort of justice between them, 
such as exists between ruler and subject. 

10 So much may be said in description of Justice and 
of the other Moral Virtues. 

* Plato’s Republic and the writings of Plato’a followers: 
af. 1. xiii. 9. 
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2 Cf. u. vi., esp. § 15. 
> ‘The words denote tightening and loosening a bowstring, 

and also tuning a lyre. The former image is suggested by 
the preceding words, but the latter perhaps is a better 
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BOOK VI 

i Wz have already said * that it is right to choose the gx, vi. ‘the 
mean and to avoid excess and deficiency, and that Intellectual 
the mean is prescribed by the right principle. Lete i.'Tho 
us now analyse the latter notion. Tincipte, 

In the case of each of the moral quahties or dis- which 
determines 

positions that have been discussed, as with all the tho Moun 
other virtues also, there is a certain mark to aim at, {or Moral 
on which the man who knows the principle involved now to be 
fixes his gaze, and increases or relaxes the tension ® defined, 
accordingly ; there is a certain standard determining 
those modes of observing the mean which we define 
as lying between excess and defect, being in con- 

2formity with the right principle. This bare state- 
ment however, although true, is not at all enlighten- 
ing. In all departments of human endeavour that 
have been reduced to a science, it is true to say that 
effort ought to be exerted and relaxed neither too 
much nor too little, but to the medium amount, and 
as the right principle decides. Yet a person know- 
ing this truth will be no wiser than before: for 
example, he will not know what medicines to take 
merely from being told to take everything that 
medical science or a medical expert would prescribe. 

3 Hence with respect to the qualitics of the soul also, 

metaphor for that avoidance of the too much and the too 
little which, according to Aristotle, constitutes right conduct. 
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* Book VI. thus purports to explain further the definition 
of Moral Virtue (ir. vi. 15), while at the same time (§ 4) 
continuing the analysis of the definition of Happiness 
(vii. 15) by examining the Intellectual Virtues, 

I, xiii. 9. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VI. i. 3—ti. 1 

it is not enough merely to have established the 
truth of the above formula; we also have to define 
exactly what the right principle is, and what is the 
standard that determines it.? 

4 Now we have divided the Virtues of the Soul into 
two groups, the Virtues of the Character and the 
Virtues of the Intellect. The former, the Moral 
Virtues, we have already discussed. Our account 
of the latter must be prefaced by some remarks 
about psychology. 

8 It has been said before® that the soul has two ‘the Intob 
parts, one rational and the other irrational. Let {otual Virtues are 
us now similarly divide the rational part, and let those ofthe 
it be assumed that there are two rational faculties, yb reesei 
one whereby we contemplate those things whose ‘he mtiénal 
first principles are invariable, and one whereby we Soul, the 
contemplate those things which admit of variation : Fue 4 
since, on the assumption that knowledge is based on tho Caloula- 
a likeness or affinity of some sort between subject A Or aoe 
and object, the parts of the soul adapted to the Faculty. 
cognition of objects that are of different kinds must 

6 themselves differ in kind. These two rational facul- 
ties may be designated the Scientific Faculty and the 
Calculative Faculty respectively ; since calculation is 
the same as deliberation, and deliberation is never 
exercised about things that are invariable, so that 
the Calculative Faculty is a separate part of the 
rational half of the soul. 

7 We have therefore to ascertain what disposition 
of cach of these faculties is the best, for that will be 
the special virtue of each. 

But the virtue of a faculty is related to the special 
lifunction which that faculty performs. Now there 

are three elements in the soul which control action 
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elvan Kal TY Spec ophriy, elmep 1) mpoaipeais % 
amoveaia, Kal To, adra Tov pev ddvas tiv Se 

8 SudKew. atryn pev ody % Sidvora Kal 4 ddjOeva 
Tpakrury, Tis 6e Gewpyructis dtavoias Kal jt) 
mpaxruriis pnde mounriKhs TO <b ral Kax@s 
raAnbés eore wat ped8os" TotTo yap éort mavrdos 
dtavonreKod epyov, rob Se mparriKos [cat ]* 20 
Savonruxod h ddAndea opoddyes exovea TH 

4 dpéter Th op0h.—mpdgews  pev ody apy) Tpo- 
aipeots (60ev 4 Kivnots GAN’ ov" of evexa), mpo~ 
arpévenws 5é (Spekis Kal Adyos | Oo évekd, Tivos" 51d 
or’ dvev vod ral Siavolas ov7? dvev nOurfis ory 
éfews  mpoaipeais. [edmpagia yap Kab Td 

1 $i radra M%: 8é radra perv K, did we rafra L», per did 
taira DT, did ravrda Apelt, ed, 

® vods here bears its usual philosophic sense of the 
intellect, or rational part of the ‘soul,’ as a whole, whose 
function is didvoa, thought in general. In c. vi, it is given 
a special and restricted meaning, and this in ec. aie is 
related to the popular use of the word to denote ‘ good 
sense ' or practical intelligence. 

> wpaks means rational action, conduct. The move- 
ments of animals, Aristotle appears to think, are mere 
reactions to the stimuli of sensation. 

® Greenwood points out that the passage would be clearer 
if § 2 mid-§ 3, eo . right desire,’ and § 4, 
‘Thought by itself . . desire aims,’ < came lower down, after 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VI. ii. 1-4 

and the attainment of truth: namely, Sensation, 
Intellect,? and Desire. 

Of these, Sensation never originates action, as is 
shown by the fact that animals have sensation but 
are not capable of action.’ 

¢ Pursuit and avoidance in the sphere of Desire 
correspond to affirmation and denial in the sphere 
of the Intellect. Hence inasmuch as moral virtue 
is a disposition of the mind in regard to choice,? and 
choice is deliberate desire,’ it follows that, if the 
choice is to be good, both the principle must be true 
and the desire right, and that desire must pursue the 
same things as principle affirms. We are here speak- 
ing of practical thinking, and of the attainment of 
truth in regard to action; with speculative thought, 
which is not concerned with action or production, 
right and wrong functioning consist in the attain- 
ment of truth and falsehood respectively. The 
attainment of truth is indeed the function of every 
part of the intellect, but that of the practical intel- 
ligence is the attainment of truth corresponding ta 
right desire. 

4 Now the cause of action (the efficient, not the 
final cause) is choice,? and the cause of choice is 
desire and reasoning directed to some end. Hence 
choice necessarily involves both intellect or thought 
and a certain disposition of character [* for doing well 
the verse-quotation in § 6. The earlier part of § 6 is a 
parenthetical note. 4. vi. 15. * iu. iii, 19. 

} i.e., truth about the means to the attainment of the 
righily desired End. 

9 Of. 111. ii. I note. Here again wpoalpecis seems to mean 
choice of means, not of ends. 

4 This clause must be rejected as superfluous and logically 
unsound: the nature of action is explained by that of 
“ choice,’ not vice versa. 
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‘ 2 / ¢ ral > A la \ ‘ A] Kal od tédAos admids dAAd mpds TL Kal Twos Td 
/ 2 \ 5 , ¢ ‘ ? i moimrtov. GAG TO mpaKTév' H yap edvmpagta 

4 ¢ ? » , \ an > A ~ tédos, % 8 dpe€ig TovTou- Sid 7) speKTiKos vois 5 
¢ , Pea ? ‘ ¢72  mpoaiperts  dpebis Svavontixy, Kat [7] 

Tovarn dpi dv@pwrros. 
6 (OdK dors 5é mpoaiperov odfey yeyords, olov 

? ‘ a ca Z Od odfeis mpoacpetras “IAiov aemopOnkévary obdé 
‘ , \ ~ , 2 ‘ \ yap Bovdederas mept Tob yeyovdros GAAd mepl 

7ob éoopévov Kal évdeyoudvov, Td dé yeyovds 
odh evddxerar pt) yevécOas- 5d dpbds °Aydbwv 

4 \ > a 4 6 A iy 10 pdvou yap abrot Kal Geds orepioxerat. 
ayevnta mroviy doo’ av 7 mwempaypeva. 

*Audorépwr 8) tay vonticdv popiwy adjGea 
76 épyov. Kal? ds odv pddiora ELeis dAnOevdoer 
exdtepov, adras dperal dpudotr. 

fii "Apédpevor otv dvwlev mepi atrdy addy 
Aéywpev. Eotw 87 off GAnfeder } puyh TrH15 

KaTapavar 7) dmoddva. mevre tov apiOudv: rabra, 

2 Greenwood. 3 [h]? Richards. 

* For this distinction between making and doing, pro- 
duction and action or conduct, see 1. i. 2, 5. 

> See note > on 1. iv. 2. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VI. ii. 4—iii, 4 

and the reverse in the sphere of action necessarily 
involve thought and character]. 

5 Thought by itsclf however moves nothing, but 
only thought directed to an end, and dealing with 
action. ‘This indeed is the moving cause of pro- 
ductive activity 4 also, since he who makes some- 
thing always has some further end in view: the act 
of making is not an end in itself, it is only a means, 
and belongs to something else. Whereas a thing 
done is an end in itself: since doing well (welfare *) 
is the End, and it is at this that desire aims. 

Hence Choice may be called cither thought related Definition of 
1016 OF 

to desire or desire related to thought ; and man, Purpose, 
as an originator of action, is a union of desire and 
intellect. 

6 (Choice is not concerned with anything that has 
happened already: for example, no one chooses 
to have sacked Troy ; for neither docs one deliber- 
ate about what has happencd in the past, but 
about what still lies in the future and may happen 
or not; what has happened cannot be made not 
to have happened. Hence Agathon is right in 
saying 

This only is denied even to God, 
The power to male what has been done undone.) 

The attainment of truth is then the function of 
both the intcllectual parts of the soul. Therefore 
their respective virtues are those dispositions which 
will best quahfy them to attain truth. 

iii Let us then discuss these virtues afresh, going The five 
more deeply into the matter. siatuibs 

Let it be assumed that there are five qualities qualities. 
through which the mind achieves truth in affirmation 
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4 S€ cvdAdoyopd. 4 pev 8) eraywy) dapyis' 
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Kabddov: eloly dpa dpxat ée€ dv 6° cvMoyropds, 20 
dv otk éort avddoyropuds: eraywy) dpa.  pev 
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ada mpoodiopildueba ev tots avadurixots: Stay 
ydp Tmws moredn Kal yrwpysor adT@ dow at 
dpyat, émiotarau: ef yap py paddov Tod ovp- 
mepdopatos, Kata cupBeBnxds e€er ry emoripunv. 95 

1 doxijs Lb: dpx7. ® 60m. K», 

w 

Pd 

& réxvn, Art, as appears below, stands for edrexvia and 
means here craftsmanship of any kind; it includes skill in 
fine art, but is not limited to it. 

> See An. Post. i. 71 01 ff. 
* Demonstration in Aristotle means proof by deduction, 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VI. iii. 14 

or denial, namely Art or technical skill,* Scientific 
Knowledge, Prudence, Wisdom, and Intelligence, 
Conception and Opinion are capable of error. 

2 The nature of Scientific Knowledge (employing (1 science, 
the term in its exact sense and disregarding its 
analogous uses) may be made clear as follows. We 
all conceive that a thing which we know scientifically 
cannot vary; when a thing that can vary is beyond 
the range of our observation, we do not know whether 
it exists or not. An object of Scientific Knowledge, 
therefore, exists of necessity. It is therefore eternal, 
for everything existing of absolute necessily is 
eternal; and what is eternal does not come into 
existence or perish. Again, it is held that all Scientific 
Knowledge can be communicated by teaching, and 
that what is scientifically known must be learnt, 
But all teaching starts from facts previously known, 
as we state in the Analytics,® since it proceeds either 
by way of induction, or else by way of deduction, 
Now induction supplies a first principle or universal, 
deduction works from universals; therefore there 
are first principles from which deduction starts, 
which cannot be proved by deduction; therefore 

4they are reached by induction. Scientific Know- 
ledge, therefore, is the quality whereby we demon- 
strate,° with the further qualifications included in 
our definition of it in the Analytics,? namely, that a 
man knows a thing scientifically when he possesses 
a conviction arrived at in a certain way, and when 
the first principles on which that conviction rests are 
known to him with certainty—for unlcss he is more 
certain of his first principles than of the conclusion 
drawn from them he will only possess the knowledge 

8 See An, Post. i. 71b9 & 

oo 
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1 [60d] ed. : kal Lb, 2 Muretus. 

* 4.¢., the conviciion may happen to be true, but he will 
not hold it as Scientific Knowledge in the proper sense of 
the term. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VI. iii. 4—iv. 6 

in question accidentally. Let this stand as our 
definition of Scientific Knowledge. 

iv The class of things that admit of variation includes @ art 
2 both things made and actions done. But making 

is different from doing (a distinction we may 
accept from extraneous discourses"). Hence the 
rational quality concerned with doing is different 
from the rational quality concerned with making. 
Nor is one of them a part of the other, for doing is 
not a form of making, nor making a form of doing. 

3 Now architectural skill, for instance, is an art, and 
it is also a rational quality concerned with making ; 
nor is there any art which is not a rational quality 
concerned with making, nor any such quality which 
isnot an art. It follows that an art is the same thing 
as a rational quality, concerned with making, that 

areasons truly. All Art deals with bringing some- 
thing into existence; and to pursue an art means 
to study how to bring into existence a thing which 
may either exist or not, and the efficient cause of 
which lics in the maker and not in the thing made ; 
for Art does not deal with things that exist or come 
into existence of necessity, or according to nature, 
since these have their efficient cause in themselves, 

§ But as doing and making are distinct, it follows that 
Art, being concerned with making, is not concerned 
with doing. And in a sense Art deals with the 
same objects as chance, as Agathon says: 

Chance is beloved of Art, and Art of Chance. 

@ Art, therefore, as has been said, is a rational 
quality, concerned with making, that reasons truly, 
Its opposite, Lack of Art, is a rational quality, 

® See note on 1. xiii 9 
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@ The words ‘since . . . itself the end’ in the mss. follow 
§ 4‘ for human beings.’ > See note on 1. iv. 2, 
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concerned with making, that reasons falsely. Both 
deal with that which admits of variation. 

v We may arrive at a definition of Prudence by @)Prudence 
considering who are the persons whom we ail Yiicl™ 
prudent. Now it is held to be the mark of a prudent 
man to be able to deliberate well about what is 
good and advantageous for himself, not in some one 
department, for instance what is good for his health 
or strength, but what is advantageous as a means 

2to the good life in general. This is proved by the 
fact that we also speak of people as prudent or wise 
in some particular thing, when they calculate well 
with a view to attaining some particular end of 
value (other than those ends which are the object 
of an art); so that the prudent man in general will 
be the man who is good at deliberating in general. 

8 But no one deliberates about things that cannot 
vary, nor about things not within his power to do. 
Hence inasmuch as scientific knowledge involves 
demonstration, whereas things whose fundamental 
principles are variable are not capable of demonstra- 
tion, because everything about them is variable, 
and inasmuch as one cannot deliberate about things 
that are of necessity, it follows that Prudence is not 
the same as Science. Nor can it be the same as 
Art. It is not Science, because matters of conduct 
admit of variation ; and not Art, because doing and 
making are generically different, * since making aims 
at an end distinct from the act of making, whereas 
in doing the end cannot be other than the act itself: 

4 doing well is in itself the end. It remains there- 
fore that it is a truth-attaining rational quality, 
concerned with action in relation to things that are 
good and bad for human beings. 
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® gwedpocivy, the quality of the cudpwr (ods-ppjv) or 
*sound-minded’ man, Aristutle derives from cédfew and 
dpdvyots. Cf, vit. viii. 4. 

> Or ‘ to one corrupted by pleasure or pain this end does 
not seem to be a first principle at all.’ 

* d.¢., to destroy our perception of the true end of life, 
which constitutes the major premise of the practical syllogism. 

4 réxvy, Art, is here (as in c. vii. 1) used in a neutral sense, 
of a systematic procedure for making something, or a body 
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6 Hence men like Pericles are decmed prudent, 
because they possess a faculty of discerning what 
things are good for themselves and for mankind 3 
and that is our conception of an expert in Domestic 
Economy or Political Science. 

(This also accounts for the word Temperance,# 
6 which signifies ‘ preserving prudence.’ And Temper- 
ance does in fact preserve our belicf as to our own 
good; for pleasure and pain do not destroy or 
pervert all belicfs, for instance, the belief that 
the three angles of a triangle are, or are not, 
together equal to two right angles, but only 
beliefs concerning action, The first principles of 
action are the end to which our acts are means; 
but a man corrupted by a love of pleasure or fear of 
pain, entirely fails to discern any first principle,? and 
cannot see that he ought to choose and do every- 
thing as a means to this end, and for its sake; for 
vice tends to destroy the sense of principle.’) 

It therefore follows that Prudence is a truth- 
attaining rational quality, concerned with action in 
relation to the things that are good for human beings. 

7 Moreover, we can speak of excellence in Art,? but 
not of excellence in Prudence. Also in Art voluntary 
error is not so bad as involuntary, whereas in the 
sphere of Prudence it is worse, as it is in the sphere 
of the virtues. It is therefore clear that Prudence 
is an excellence or virtue, and not an Art. 

8 Of the two parts of the soul possessed of reason, 
Prudence must be the virtue of one, namcly, the 

of principles for such a procedure—one may be good at it or 
bad; whereas dpérqoes, Prudence or practical wisdom, itself 
denotes an excellence, not a nentral sphere in which one may 
excel or the reverse. Elsewhere in this hook réy»y has the 
positive sense of artistic excellence or technical skill. 
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9 Called in c. i. 6 the Calculative Faculty. 
* A loss of Prudence is felt to involve a moral lapse, which 

shows that it is not a purely intellectual quality. 
* ¢.¢, not exclusively: see c. vil. 3. 
4 See c. iil. 4, note ° 
* Cfe. ili, 1. Art is here omitted from the list. 
’ vods Now receives its special sense (see c. ii. 1, note) of 

a particular virtue of the intellect, viz. that faculty of rational 
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part that forms opinions?; for Opinion deals with 
that which can vary, and so does Prudence. But 
yet Prudence is not @ rational quality merely, as is 
shown by the fact that a purely rational faculty can 
be forgotten, whereas a failure in Prudence is not 
a mere lapse of memory. 

vi Scientific Knowledge is a mode of conception (4) Intelt- 
dealing with universals and things that are of neces- (30) 
sity; and demonstrated truths and all scientific Intultion, 
knowledge (since this involves reasoning) are derived 
from first principles. Consequently the first prin- 
ciples from which scientific truths are derived cannot 
themselves be reached by Science; nor yet are they 
apprehended by Art, nor by Prudence. To be 
matter of Scientific Knowledge a truth must be 
demonstrated by deduction from other truths; 
while Art and Prudence are concerned only with 
things that admit of variation. Nor is Wisdom the 
knowledge of first principles either ¢: for the philo- 
sopher has to arrive at some things by demonstration.4 

2 If then the qualities whereby we attain truth,® 
and are never led into falsehood, whether about 
things invariable or things variable, are Scientific 
Knowledge, Prudence, Wisdom, and Intelligence, 
and if the quality which enables us to apprehend 
first principles cannot be any one among three of 
these, namely Scientific Knowledge, Prudence, and 
Wisdom, it remains that first principles must be 
apprehended by Intelligence.’ 

vii The term Wisdom is employed in the arts to (6) Wisdom 
denote those men who are the most perfect masters 
of their art, for instance, it is applied to Pheidias 
intuition whereby it correctly apprehends (by process of 
induction, see c. 1ii. 3) undemonstrable first principles. It is 
thus a part of cogla (c. vii. 3, 5). aii 
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ABoupysy aoddv cat TlodvicAevrov avdptavrorotdy, 
évraila pev odv odfév ddMo onpatvorres Tiv 

gaoflav i} drt aperh réxvns eoriv: elvar bé twas 
codods oldpefa dAws, od KaTd pépos 038’ dAdo 
zt cofovs, dorep “Opnpos dyow ev TH Mapyiry 

rov 8 ob? dp oxanripu Ocoi Béoay ob? dporipa 1 
or dAdws Te door. 

ore didov dre 4 dupiBeordry dv rév émotnudy 
$ «in % copia. Set dpa Tov coddy pt) pdovoyv Ta ei 
Tay dpyayv eidévar, dAAa Kal mepl Tas apyds aAn- 
Jevew. war ein dv 4 codla vots Kul emaoripyn, 
donep' kepardiy éxovea emuornun TOV TYLWTATWY. 20 
—dronov yap el tis THY moAuTuKnY 7 THY dpdvyow 
orovdaoTarny oleras elvat, ef pn Td dpiotov 

47dv ev Td Kdoum avOpwrds éotw. ef 8? dyrewov 
bev kal dyabov érepov avOparos Kal ixyOdor, 7d 
Sé Aevxdy Kal eb) radrov dei, Kal Td codpdv 
Tadrov mavres av elmorev, ppdvysov Se Erepov: vp 
TO yap <7TO>* mept abra* Exaara [rd]® ed Pewpodv 
gnotv® clvas ppdvysov, Kab TovT@ emitpéer’ adrd* 
60 Kal trav Anpiwy Gna dpdmupd gaow efvas, 
Goa wept Tov aitay Biov éxovra daiverar Svvapuw 
mpovonrichy. pavepdv S€ ul dre odK av cin 7 
copia Kal 7} woduruc) % adty: ei yap Ty Tepl Ta. 30 

2 gal bomwep LYP, a & MY, 6) vuly : yap ? ed. 
3 ¢rd> ed : <r> Coraes, abraded. : avrd, 
5 [rd} om. DM), § datey LY, datev avy I. 
: értrpéperer LY, érerpéperay TMY, 

ajré Ald,, corr? Kb; aird yulg., ated ? ed. 

¢ The sense rather requires ‘wise in some particular 
thing,’ but the expression is assimilated to the quotation. 
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as a sculptor and to Polycleitus as a statuary. In 
this use then Wisdom merely signifies artistic execl- 

2lence. But we also think that some people are wise 
in general and not in one department, not ‘ wise in 
something else,’“ as Homer says in the Margites : 

Neither a delver nor a ploughman him 
The Gods had made, nor wise in aught beside. 

Hence it is clear that Wisdom must be the most Relation of 
3 perfect of the modes of knowledge. The wise man Spcuistive 
therefore must not only know the conclusions that Intelligence 
foll fr his first principl b l I . and Sclance; 
ollow from his first principles, but also have a true and its dia 

conception of those principles themselves. Hence tinction 
i . . from Prad- 

Wisdom must be a combination of Intelhgence and onca or 
Scientific Knowledge? : it must be a consummated fier 
knowledge ° of the most exalted ¢ objects. Folitioa\ 

For it is absurd to think that Political Science or 
Prudence is the loftiest kind of knowledge, inas- 
much as man is not the highest thing in the world, 

4 And as ‘ wholesome’ and ‘ good’ mean one thing 
for men and another for fishes, whereas ‘ white’ 
and ‘straight’ mean the same thing always, so 
everybody would denote the same thing by ‘ wise,’ 
but not by ‘ prudent’; for each kind of beings will 
describe as prudent, and will entrust itself to, one 
who can discern its own particular welfare ; hence 
even same of the lower animals are said to be prudent, 
namely those which display a capacity for fore- 
thought as regards their own lives. 

It is also clear that Wisdom cannot be the same 
thing as Political Science; for if we are to call 

» See vi. 1, 2. 
* Literally ‘knowledge having as it were a head,’ a 

phrase copied from Plato, Gorgias, 505 p. 
4 See §§ 4, 5, and, for the technical sense of rijuos, 1. xii, 
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Adria 7a adrots epofor aodiav, modAal Ecovrat 
aodias od yap pla mepl TO dndvTwy ayaboy 
t&v Cawy, add’ érépa mepl Exactov, ef pr} Kal 
larpixt) pia wept mavrwy Tdv dvrwy. ei 8 Gre 
féAriotov dvOpwros trav dMwv Lewr, obdéev 
Siaddper: Kal yap dvOpwrouv dAAa moAd Gevdrepa 1144 b 
wiv dvow, olov davepdtatd ye && dv 6 Kdopos 

bovvéorykev. éx 8) ta&v elpnpévwy SHAov dru 
codia earl xal émorjun Kat vods TOV Tynwwrdrwr 
7H dvoe. 3:6 “Avagaydpay kat adv Kai tods 
roovTovs aodovs pev, hpovinovs 8 ot dacws 

elvar, dtav iSwaw ayvootvras ra cvphépovt” 
éavrots, kal mepirta pev Kal Pavpaorda Kal ya- 

Aewa Kal Saudia ciddvae adrovs dacw, dxypyoTa 
658°, dtu od ta avOpdmwa dyaba Entobow.  Sé 
dpdvyos wept ta dvOpwrwa, Kal wept dv gore 
Povretoacbar. tod yap Ppovivov pddvora rotr’ w 
épyov elvai dapyev, To eb Bovdedeobar: Bovrcderar 
8 odfels epi trav ddvvdtwy dAdws yew, 008° 
éowv pt) Tédos ti dort, Kal ToBTo mpaKTov ayabdy: 
6 8 adds edBovdros 6 Tob dpiatou dvOpainw tay 

7 mpaxrav oToxacricds KaTa Tov Aoyiaudv. odd” 
€otiy » dpdvnais t&v KabddAov pdvov, dAAd Sel 16 

¢ This means apparently the sun, stars, and planets, else- 
where referred to by Aristotle as ‘ the divine bodies that move 
wheenge the heaven,’ ‘ the visible divine things,’ ‘ the heaven 
and the most divine of visible things’ (Afet. 1074.4 30, 
1026 a 18, Phys. 196 a 38). 

» See § 2, note. 
° Thales was the first of the Seven Wise Men: Anaxagoras 

belonged to a later generation. 
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knowledge of our own interests wisdom, there will 
be a number of different kinds of wisdom, one for 

each species: there cannot be a single such wisdom 
dealing with the good of all living things, any more 
than there is one art of medicine for all existing 
things. It may be argued that man is superior to 
the other animals, but this makes no difference: 
since there exist other things far more divine in 
their nature than man, for instance, to mention the 
most visible, the things* of which the celestial 
system is composed. 

8 These considerations therefore show that Wisdom 
is both Scientific Knowledge and Intuitive Intelli- 
gence as regards the things of the most exalted > 
nature. This is why people say that men like 
Anaxagoras and Thales ° ‘may be wise but are not 
prudent,’ when they see them display ignorance of 
their own interests; and while admitting them to 
possess a knowledge that is rare, marvellous, difficult 
and even superhuman, they yet declare this know- 
ledge to be useless, because these sages do not seek 
to know the things that are good for human beings. 

6 Prudence on the other hand is concerned with the 
affairs of men, and with things that can be the object 
of deliberation. Tor we say that to deliberate 
well is the most characteristic function of the prudent 
man; but no one deliberates about things that 
cannot vary nor yet about variable things that are 
not a means to some end, and that end a good attain- 
able by action; and a good deliberator in general 
is a man who ¢an arrive by calculation at the best of 
the goods attainable by man. 

7 Nor is Prudence a knowledge of general principles 
only ; it must also take account of particular facts, 
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kal ra kal? Exacta yvwpilew: mparrixt) yap, } 
Sé mpafis wept ta Kal? éxacra. 810 Kat éviot 
obi elddtes érépwy «iddtwy mpaktiKdrepot ‘et 
yap cidein drt Ta Kodda edTenta Kpéa Kal dyrerva, 
mota Sé kodpa dyvoot, od moujoes tylevav, aAd’ 20 
6 ides Ste Ta, dpvibera [Kotha at]’ dprewa oujoes 
padrov: Kal ev rots dAdow of pmerpor. % Se 
dpovnots mpakrucy dare Sel dudw eyew, 7) ravryv 
Badov. eign S dv tis Kal evraida dpyeren- 
TOVLKY. 

wili "Eort 6é Kal 7% voditiexh Kal 4 ppdvnots 4 adr? 
2 pev eis, TO pevron elvat od tadrov adrats. ris 
8é rept modw % perv ws apyuTexrovucr [ppdvycrs} 
vopoberucy, 7) d¢ ds <mept>* 7a Kal’ Exacta 76 
Kowor exer dvoua, moditiuKy: adtn de> mpaxrucy 
Kat Bovdeutixy (7d yap yUiduoua mpaxrdv as TO 
éoxyarov), dtd modurevecGar tovTovs pdvous Aéd- 
youow, pdvor yap mpdrrovow odtoe datep ot 

8 yerpordyvat. Soxet dé Kal dodvynais poddior” elvas 
% wept adrov Kal éva: xat eyes arn Td Kowwdr 

Jelydp ... péddov hic Richards: infra post &urecpot. 

5 i=] 

a 0 

4 Trendelenburg. 3 Scaliger. * <repl> I, 
5 de: yap ? ed. 

2 The words ‘for instance . . . chicken is wholesome’ in 
the mss. come after ‘ theorists.’ 

» 4,¢,, moderexy, Political Science or Statesmanship (ef. 1 
1, ii.), the relation of which to Prudence is next considered. 

° Of. v.i. 20, Political Wisdom is not a special sort of 
Prudence but a special application of it, for though the term 
* Prudence’ is in ordinary usage confincd to practical wisdom 
in one’s private affairs, it really extends to the affairs of one’s 
family and of the aaa 6 

4 Tn the Greek city-state legislature was not regarded as 
the normal function of parliament, but of a founder or reformer 
of the constitution, or of a special legislative commission, 
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since it is concerned with action, and action deals 
with particular things. This is why men who are 
ignorant of gencral principles are sometimes more 
successful in action than others who know them: 
4for instance, if a man knows that light meat is 
easily digested and therefore wholesome, but docs 
not know what kinds of meat are light, he will not 
be so likely to restore you to health as a man who 
merely knows that chicken is wholesome; and in 
other matters men of experience are more successful 
than theonsts. And Prudence is concerned with 
action, so one requires both forms of it, or indeed 
knowledge of particular facts even more than know- 
ledge of general principles. Here too however there 
must be some supreme directing faculty.? 

viii Prudence is indeed the same quality of mind as Prudence 
2 Political Science, though their essence is different.® Ponticg 
Of Prudence as regards the state, one kind, as Selence 
supreme and directive, is called Legislative Science ¢ ; 
the other, as dealing with particular occurrences, has 
the name, Political Science, that really belongs to 
both kinds. The latter is concerned with action 
and dehberation (for a parliamentary enactment is 
a thing to be done, being the last step ¢ in a delibera- 
tive process), and this is why it is only those persons 
who deal with particular facts who are spoken of as 
‘taking part in politics,’ because it is only they who 
perform actions, ke the workmen in an industry‘ 

3 Prudence also is commonly understood to mean 
especially that kind of wisdom which is concerned 
with oneself, the individual; and this is given the 

© Of. mu. jh. 12. 
¢ In contrast with the law-giver and the master-craftsman 

respectively. 
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dvopa, Ppdvynais, exeivwv 5é y pev olkovopia, 
é vopobecia, 4 Sé woditiKy}, Kat tadrys 4H pev 

4 Bovdeurixh % 8 Sixacriny. el8os pev obv te av 
ein [yvdicews'] 7d 70" adrob® elSdvar, ddr’ exer Bia- 
dhopav modAjv, Kat Soxet 6 ro’ mepi atrov elSws 11428 
rat SiarpiBwv Ppdviwos elvar, ot Sé aodurexot 
moAdumpdypovess 816 Edpinidns 

nas 8 dv dpovoiny, & maphy daarpayydvnng 
év rotor troAdois jpiOunyevov’ orparod 
iooy peracyely; 8 
robs yap mepiooods Kai 7t mpdocovras wAéov. 

tynrovo, yap 76 adtois dyafdv, Kal olovra: Todro 
8 a Fd > < > a 5 / 2n AX é ely mpdrrew. ex tadrns obv ris Sdéns eAjAude 
70 Tovrovs dpovipous elvar. Kaito. tows ovx 
gor. 6 adrob 3° dvev oikovopias ofd° dvev sro- W0 
Aireias.” ére 8é€ ta atrod mds Set Srorxeiy, 
adnAov Kal oxemréov.® 

a , , \ lot > ' / 5 Lnpetoy 8’ dort rod elpnudvov Kal Sidtt yew- 
petpicol péev véow ral palnwaricot yivovras 
kal oodot 7a rotabdra, bine 8 od Sone? 
yiveoOat. aitiov 8 Gru Kal® trav Kal’ exaord 

1 [yrdoews] ? Spengel: ppovicews v.l. ap. Eustratium, 
2 rh 7d ed., 7d 7a LO, 7d KY, 
8 gtrod M> et ut videtur pr. K®; corr? K> atra, corr? 

alrov, LY aire, 
4 rd pr. KP: ra. 5 ApOpnuévov KT: -pévm Ld, 
8 ef Kb: eldévar M%, om. LOT. 7 qodtrixfs Richards, 
8 ere 66... oxerréov secludenda ? ed. ® kal om, Mb, 

* Trom the lost Philoctetes of Euripides, frr. 785, 786 
Dindorf. The third line went on 

with the wisest.... 
For there is naught so foolish as a man! 
Restless, aspiring, busy men of action 
We honour and esteem as men of mark .,. 
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name, Prudence, which really belongs to all the 
kinds, while the others are distinguished as Domestic 

Economy, Legislature, and Political Science, the 

latter being subdivided into Deliberative Science 
#and Judicial Science. Now knowledge of one’s own 
interest will certainly be one kind of Prudence; 
though it is very different from the other kinds, and 
people think that the man who knows and minds 
his own business is prudent, and that politicians are 
busybodies : thus Euripides writes— 

Would that be prudent ? when I might have lived 
A quiet life, a cipher in the crowd, 
Sharing the common fortune . . - 
Restless, aspiring, busy men of action . . .* 

For people seek their own good, and suppose that 
it is right to do so. Hence this belief has caused the 
word ‘ prudent’ to mean those who are wise in their 
own interest, Yet probably as a matter of fact a 
man cannot pursue his own welfare without Domestic 
Economy and even Politics, Moreover, even the 

proper conduct of one’s own affairs is a difficult 
problem, and requires consideration. 

8 <A further proof of what has been said? is, that 
although the young may be experts in geometry 
and mathematics and similar branches of knowledge, 
we do not consider that a young man can have 
Prudence. The reason is that Prudence includes a 

> The reference seems to be to ¢. vii. 7, where it is stated 
that Prudence takes cognizance of particular facts. The 
intervening passage, examining the relation of Prudence to 
Political Science, emphasizes its other aspect, the appre- 
hension of general principles. 
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éorw 4 gpdvyais, 6 a ylverau yradpysa e€ ¢ eprrerpias, 15 

véos O° ELATELpOS odie éotw: mhAbos yap Xpovov 
qotel TH epeTrerpiay. (eel Kai tobr dv Tis 
oKeyatro, Sud, vt 87) aby parucds prev traits yévour’ 
av, copes 8 4 pvourds: ob. 3 ort 7a. pev bv 
adaipecedds eorw, ray 3° at _apxal et gu7rerpias* 

Kat rd ev ov' moarevovow of véos adda r€éyouaw, 
ré&v Sé 7O ti eotw obk ddndov;\—ére % uae 
” 7 4 Pi > ~ ta at 4 

3) Tepl To «aBdrov ev 7 BovAetoaobat q Tept 
ro Kal) Exaorov' 7) yap Sri mdvra ra Baptoraba. 
wsara paira, H OTe TOOL Bapvorabuov. 

“Ore 8 9 ppdvnors ovr emory iN, pavepdv- 

20 

ToD yap éaydrou éarTiv, aaorep _Slpyran: TO yap 26 

mpascrov rowourov. dvrlicerrat bev 37 7@ ve 6 
pee yap vous TOY Spar, dy ob éote ee 4 dé 
708 eoxdrov, od ovK eoTw emo} yen GAN’ atabnats, 
ody i] Trav idtwv, adn’ ola. aicbavdpeba dru 70 
év trois pabnwarixots €axarav Teen: OTHOETAL 

1 [od] . . . dddas Néyouos IMmelmann. ® uév om, LY 

6 The Greek Joolss like a buried verse quotation. 
> The three divisions of the subject maiter of Wisdom. 
* Immelmann's emendation gives ‘can only take them 

on credit from others.’ 
4 Cf. § 2 above, c. vil. 7. and mn. fil. 12. 
¢ See notes on c. vi. 2 and xi. 4, Definitions are the first 

principles of science, 
’ Literally ‘ of the objects peculiar to the special senses.’ 

Shape was one of the ‘ common sensibles,’ perceived through 
the medium of more than one of the special senses, by the 
* common sense.’ 

@ A triangle is the last form into which a rectilinear figure 
can be divided: two straight lines cannot enclose a space. 
Or the words may possibly mean ‘ whereby we perccive 
that a particular mathematical figure is [for example] a 
triangle’ But this would rather expressed by 7odt rd 
trxarov, or rod! alone. 
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knowledge of particular facts, and this is derived 
from experience, which a young man does not 

6 possess ; for experience is the fruit of years.* (One 
might indeed further enquire why it is that, though 
a boy may be a mathematician, he cannot be a 
mctaphysician or a natural philosopher? Perhaps 
the answer is that Mathematics deals with abstrac- 
tions, whereas the first principles of Metaphysics and 
Natural Philosophy are derived from experience: 
the young can only repeat them without conviction 
of their truth,? whereas the {srmal concepts of 

7 Mathematics are easily understood.) Again, in 
deliberation there is a double possibility of error: 
you may go wrong either in your general principle 
or in your particular fact: for instance, either in 
asserting that all heavy water is unwholesome, or 
that the particular water in question is heavy. 

8 And it is clear that Prudence is not the same as 
Scientific Knowledge : for as has been said, it appre- 
hends ultimate particular things, since the thing to 
be done is an ultimate particular thing.? 

9 Prudence then stands opposite to Intelligence ; for 
Intelligence ° apprehends definitions, which cannot 
be proved by reasoning, while Prudence deals with 
the ultimate particular thing, which cannot be appre- 
hended by Scientific Knowledge, but only by per- 
ception: not the perception of the special senses,’ 
but the sort of intuition whereby we perceive that 
the ultimate figure in mathematics is a triangle 9 ; 
for there, too, there will be a stop.4 But the term 

& That is, we reach the limit of analysis just as much 
when we descend to particulars as when we ascend to first 
principles or definitions (Burnet). Or the words may mean 
in mathematics as in problems of conduct there is a point 

where analysis must stop.’ 
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dé Kal 7d BovreverBar diadeper: 7d yap Bovdedeobar 
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. f 2 > 2 4 © A na Le obdepia. dAN’ eel 6 pev Kars Bovdevdpevos 
duaprdvet, 6 8° ed dpbds Bovdcderas,® SHrov Sri 
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otre Sdfns* emoriuns pev yap odK eorw dpbdrns 1 
14 LP: ) 4? Burnet. 
4 Sef 5é . . . Aoylfera: hic Richards: infra post nd fyrety 

wa Corly, 
3 wpdrre Richards. 

eo 

* The intuition of particular facts which is a part of 
Prudence also belongs to the genus perception, but it is 
intellectual, not sensuous. The Greek may however con- 
ceivably mean, ‘ But the intuition of the ultimate particular 
in problems of conduct approximatcs more to sensation than 
to prudence, though it is a different species from the percep- 
tion of the separate senses.’ 

> In the mss. the chapter begins with the sentence ‘ But 
deliberation,’ etc., here transferred to the middle of § 2. 

° Viz., matters of conduct. 
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perception applics in a fuller sense to mathematical 
intuition than to Prudence; the practical intuition 
of the latter belongs to a different species.* 

ix > We ought also to ascertain the nature of Delibera- Varieties of 
tive Excellence, and to discover whether it is aegis 
species of Knowledge, or of Opinion, or skill in lence in 
Conjecture, or something different from these in tjon”™ 
kind. 

2 Now itis not Knowledge: for men do not investi- 
gate matters about which they know, whereas 
Deliberative Excellence is one form of deliberation, 
and deliberating implies investigating and calculating. 
But deliberation is not the same as investigation : 
it is the investigation of a particular subject.° 

Nor yet is it skill in Conjecture: for this operates 
without conscious calculation, and rapidly, whereas 
deliberating takes a long time, and there is a saying 
that execution should be swift but deliberation slow. 

8 Again, Deliberative Excellence is not the same as 
Quickness of mind,? which is a form of skill in 
Conjecture. 

Nor yet is Deliberative Excellence any form of 
Opinion. 

But inasmuch as a bad deliberator makes mistakes 
and a good deliberator deliberates correctly,® it is 
clear that Deliberative Excellence is some form of 
correctness ; though it is not correctness of Know- 
ledge, nor of Opinion. Correctness cannot be predi- 

4 dyyWwoa appears from Analytica Posteriora, 1. xxxiii. 
89 b 10, to denote the faculty of guessing immediately the 
‘ middle term’ or fact which explains the relation observed 
between two objects. 

* Perhaps the text should be emended to read ‘ inasmuch 
as one who deliberates badly goes wrong and one who 
deliberates well acts rightly.’ 
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> tA ‘ a > > 66 ii A i ciAndus: Soke? 8 ayabdy te elvar TO ed PeBov- 
Acdobar. 1% dpa’ roradrn dpldryns BovdFs edBovrla, 

51) dyabod revkrixy. add’ gory Kab rovrou wevdet 
ovMoyiand tuyelv, kat 6 ev Set rorfoa Tuyelv, 

U ~ 

&” od 8 of, adda pevdq Tov pdcov Spov elvas* 
1 Gifanius, 2 re wat Ke, § Spengel. 
4 deiv TP (detv <rrovely> Richards): (dei (el Serv<ds> Apelt), 
® dpa Spengel: yap. 

% 4.¢., correct knowledge is a redundant expression 3 
knowledge means correct notions ; erroneous notions are not 
knowledge. 

+ The two sentences bracketed interrupt the argument. 
The first seems to belong to § 2, though it does not fit in 
there exactly. The second is altogether irrelevant, and 
employs the term di:dvo of the intellect as enquiring, not 
as contemplating the results of enquiry, a Platonic use not 
found elsewhere in Aristotle: ‘correctness in thinking’ 
here is in fact equivalent to ‘ correctness in deliberation’ 
in § 4. 

* The sentence bracketed interrupts the argument; and 
no examination of deliberation follows. 

4 No distinction seems to be made between arriving at 
the right conclusion of a practical syllogism, i.e. inferring 
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cated of Knowledge,* any more than can error, and 
correctness of Opinion is truth ; and also any matter 
about which one has an opinion has been settled 
already ; [then again Deliberative Excellence neces- 
sarily involves conscious calculation. It remains 
therefore that Deliberative Excellence is correctness 
in thinking, for thought has not reached the stage of 
affirmation ;]® for Opinion has passed beyond the 
stage of investigation and is a form of affirmation, 
whereas a man deliberating, whether he deliberates 
well or badly, is investigating and calculating some- 
thing. 

4 But Deliberative Excellence is a form of correct- 
ness in deliberation [so that we have first to investi- 
gate what deliberation is, and what object it deals 
with].° However, ‘ correctness ’ in this connexion is 
ambiguous, and plainly it is not every kind of correct- 
ness in deliberation that constitutes Deliberative 
Excellence. A man of deficient self-restraint or a 
bad man may as a result of calculation arrive at 
the object he proposes as the right thing to do, so 
that he will have deliberated correctly, although he 
will have gained something extremely evil; whereas 
to have deliberated well is felt to be a good thing. 
Therefore it is this kind of correctness in deliberation 
that is Deliberative Excellence, namely being correct 
in the sense of arriving at something good.* 

5 But it is possible to arrive at a good conclusion, 
as well as at a bad one, by a false process of reason- 
ing; one may arrive at what is the right thing to 
do, but not arrive at it on the right grounds, but 
by means of a wrong middle term. This quality 

correctly what 1s to be done as a means to some Jind, and 
actually achieving that End by action. 
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‘ b / X kW a A a oa » wv 770 apédAyov, Kal o8 Sel Kat Ds Kal dre. Ere ears 
4 ¢ ~ » fo) ‘ , i ¢ Kat amA@s eb BeBovAciobar Kal mpds te TéAos. 

pev 8 amAds 1) mpds Td TéAos TO amAGs KaT- 80 
opSotca, tis 8é! 7 mpds Te TéAos. ef bx) TOV dpo- 

, ‘ - na ¢ > #. vy av vinwy 7d «0 BeBovdeiobar, 7 edBovdAta ein dy 
4‘ 

dpborns 4 Kara TO ovpddpov mpos 7d? rédos, oO 
¢ F 4 3 A ¢ f é > 

% ppdvynors adnOys brodnibis eorw. 

x “Eore 8€ Kat 7 ovveots Kat 4 edovvecia,® Kal? 
ds Néyowev ovvetods Kat ebouverous,* ov” ddws 11488 
To adto émorypun (9) Sdén—ndvres yap dv hoa 
ovverot) ore Tis pla THY KaTa pépos emoTnar, 
olov iatpixt) wept dyiewdv 7) yewpertpia Tepl 

9 peyéln” ote yap Tept T&v del dvrww Kal dKwHATwY 6 

Lrls de: 4 8¢ res LY, 
27d Kb: ry 3 etouvecta H, Stephanus: dovvecta. 
4 etowvérovs H. Stephanus: dovvérous. 5 neyédous LY, 

* At the right time, because deliberation must neither 
be so prolonged as to miss the opportunity for action, nor 
so rapid as to be merely skilful conjecture; see § 2. 

» 4.¢., to be well-counselled, to know what steps to take: 
of. § 4. 
ie The antecedent of ‘ which’ is probably not ‘ the end’ 
but ‘ what is expedient as a means to the end,’ since it is 
indicated below that Prudence deals with means, not ends. 
The difference therefore between Deliberative Excellence 
and Prudence seems to be that the former is the intellectual 
quality displayed in the process of correctly investigatin 
a problem of conduct, the latter the more permanent pel 
fixed quality of the mind possessing and contemplating the 
results of such investigations. Or perhaps more strictly 
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then, which leads one to arrive at the right con- 
clusion, but not on the right grounds, is still not 
Deliberative Excellence. 

6 Again, one man may arrive at the right conclusion 
by prolonged deliberation, while another may do so 
quickly. The former case also then does not amount 
to Deliberative Excellence; this is correctness of 
deliberation as regards what is advantageous, arriving 
at the right conclusion on the right grounds at the 
right time,¢ 

7 Again, a man can be said to have delhtberated well? 
either generally, or in reference to a particular end. 
Dehberative Excellence in general is therefore that 
which leads to correct results with reference to the 
end in general, while correctness of deliberation 
with a view to some particular end is Deliberative 
Excellence of some special kind. 

If therefore to have deliberated well is a character- 
istic of prudent men, Deliberative Eixcellence must 
be correctness of deliberation with regard to what 
is expedient as a means to the end, a true concep- 
tion of which ¢ constitutes Prudence. 

x Understanding, or Good Understanding, the (@) Under 
quality in virtue of which we call men ‘ persons of ee 
understanding ’ or ‘ of good understanding,’ is not 
the same thing as Scientific Knowledge in general 
(nor yet is it the same as Opinion, for in that case 
everybody would have understanding), nor is it any 
one of the particular sciences, as medicine is the 
science of what pertains to health and geometry 

2 the science concerned with magnitudes. For Under- 
standing does not deal with the things that exist 

both these ee are included in Prudence, of which 
Deliberative Excellence is therefore one aspect or species. 
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be TAvTO obveors «al ppovnars: q pev yap ppdvyats 
emuranrucn eorw (ri yap bet mpatrew 7, Hn, TO 
réXos abriis carly), 4 be odveots Kpururth pedvov. 
(radté yap atveois Kal edovvecia Kal’ cuverol 
Kai edavverou.) gate 87 ovre TO exew Ty 
dpovnow ovte TO AapBdvew % adverts, aA 
warrep To pavOdver Acyerat gureéva étav xph- 
ran TH emuorHun, obrws év TH xpiodae tH 86& 
emi? TO Kpively Trept Touray mept av pponars 
corw, dA\ov A€yovtos, «al kptvew Karas (rd 

4 yap ed Tp Kadds Tatrdy). Kal evredbev eAjAve 

xi 

Tovvoua 7 ovveots, Kal? jv evadverot, ee THs ev 
T® pavOdvew: Aéyopev yap 7d pavOdvew ovrrdvar 
modAdus. 

‘H dé Kadovpery yeep, Kad? ay edyvdpovas* 

10 

16 

kat exew paper covy yvebpany u] Too emueuods 20 
€orl Kpiots opOy. onpetov dé: Tov yeep emceucth 
pddtord dapev elvar cupprmpovixdr, ial emeskes 

1 kal yap of Lb, 2 6} Susemihl: 8¢. 
8 ¢r) secl. Thurot. £ edyrdpovas LYD: cuyyribporas >, 
5 ouyyvouny Richards: yrbunr. 

a This parenthesis would come better in the first section, 
after the words ‘ of good | understanding.’ It merely points 
out that the qualification * good ’ need not be repeated. 

> pavddver is idioimatically used of understanding what 
another person says. 

* The writer here slrains the meaning of words by con- 
necting under one sense (1) yrdpn, judgement in general 
or good judgement in particular, and its derivatives (2 
evyvrduur, “ well-judging” In the sense of considerate an 
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for ever and are immutable, nor yet with all of 
the things that come into existence, but with 
those about which one may be in doubt and may 
deliberate. Hence it is concerned with the same 
objects as Prudence. Understanding is not however 
the same thing as Prudence; for Prudence issues 
commands, since its end is a statement of what we 
ought to do or not to do, whereas Understanding 
merely makes judgements. (For Understanding is 
the same as Good Understanding ; a‘ man of under- 
standing > means a man of good understanding.) ¢ 

8 Thus Understanding does not mean either the 
possession or the acquisition of Prudence ; but when 
we employ ihe faculty of Opinion to judge what 
another person says about matters that are in the 
sphere of Prudence, we are said to understand (that 
is, to judge rightly, for right judgement is the same 
as good understanding), in the same way as learning 
a thing is termed understanding it when it means 

4 employing the faculty of Scientific Knowledge. In 
fact, the use of the term Understanding to denote 
the quality that makes men ‘ persons of good under- 
standing’ is derived from understanding as shown in 
learning; in fact we often use ‘to learn’ in the 
sense of ‘ to understand,’ ? 

Xi The quality termed Consideration,® in virtue of (8) Oon- 
which men are said to be considerate, or to show Sudguaence 
consideration for others (forgiveness), is the faculty 
of judging correctly what is equitable. This is 
indicated by our saying that the equitable man is 
specially considerate for others (forgiving), and that 
it is equitable to show consideration for others 

kindly, and (3) cvyyrdyy, literally ‘judgement with’ or on 
the side of others, and hence, sympathy, lenience, forgiveness. 
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ydpny éxew Kal vodv 78M, kal ppovipous Kat 
ouverous. méoar yap ai Suvdpets abrat Tay 
eoxdrey cial Kal Tov Kal? eaorov, Kal éy pep 
TO KpuTucos elvaw qept dv 6 Ppdvupos, ouverds 80 
Kal ebyvapey 9 ouyyvapey” Ta yap emeucyj 
Kowa Tév dyabav amdvrwy éorly év 7 mpos 

8 dMdov, € éort 8 Tov Kal” éxaora Kal Ta&v é€oydTwy 
dmavra TO mara (reat yap TOV ppdvepov bet yu 
vooKew atrd), kal avveors Kat 7 yan mep 

476 mparcrd, taira 8 éoxara. eal 6 vots Ta&y 36 
eoxdrey en dyupdrepa- Kab ya Trav mparav 
Spey Kal TOV caxdreov vots €ori Kat od Adyos- 1148 
Kab 6 pev Kara Tas drodeiGers Trav ducer 
Gpwv kal mpditwv, 6 8 ev tats mpakriKais Tob 

1 des airat Ar. 

3 i.¢., ‘ have reached years of discretion’; ef. § 6 and vir. 
xii. 2. 

® This has | been proved for ‘ understanding * and ‘ the 
sensible man’ in c. x.3 it is extended to ‘ considerateness ’ 
in the words that follow: considerateness judges correctly 
what 1s equitable, equity is an element in all virttious conduct 
towards others, and all virtuous conduct is determined by 
Prudence. 

* 4.¢., the possessors of each of the moral virtues. 
4 See c. viii. 9. 
* The substantive to be understood may be mrpordcest, 

* propositions’; but the reference seems to be not to the 
practical syllogism in the ordinary sense (see vit. iii. 9), 
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(forgiveness) in certain cases; but consideration for 
others is that consideration which judges rightly 
what is equitable judging righily meaning judging 
what is truly equitable. 

2 All these qualties, it is reasonable to say, refer to Bxamina. 
the same thing; indeed we attribute Considerate- 9,0" 
ness, Understanding, Prudence, and Intelligence to Paborer aa 
the same persons when we say of people that they to mteil 
“are old enough to show consideration and intelli- sec 
gence,’ and are prudent and understanding persons. 
For all these faculties deal with ultimate and particu- 
lar things; and a man has understanding and is 
considcrate, or considerate for others, when he is a 
good judge of the matters in regard to which Prud- 
ence is displayed ®; because equitable actions are 
common to all good men ° in their behaviour towards 

3 others, while on the other hand all matters of conduct 
belong to the class of particular and ultimate things 
(since the prudent man admittedly has to take 
cognizance of these things), and Understanding and 
Consideration deal with matters of conduct, which 

4are ultimate. Also Intelligence apprehends the 
ultimates in both aspects—since ultimates as well 
as primary definitions ¢ are grasped by Intelligence 
and not reached by reasoning: in demonstrations 
Intelligence apprehends the immutable and primary 
definitions, in practical inferences* it apprehends 

but to the establishment of ethical dpyat by induction, 
which is the proper method of Ethics G. iv. 5-7). This 
induction is conceived as a syllogism (of. dn. Pr. 1. xxiii.)s 
Actions A, B, C ... are desirable; Actions A, B,C... 
possess the quality Z; therefore all actions possessing the 
quality Z are desirable. Here both the major and the minor 
premise are sets of particular propositions intuilively seen 
to be true: vois is r&y doxdrev ém’ duddbrepa. 
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alrias ovons. [86d Kal dpyy Kal Trédos vods: ex 1 
rourwy yap at dmodeifes Kal mepl tovrwr.]* 
wore Sef mpocdyew radv eurreipwy «al spe- 
ofurépwr 7) dpoviuwr* rats dvarodetkrots pdceor 
kal Sdfats oby Hrrov tOv drodeiewr: Sid yap 
To yew ex Tis eumetplas dupa dpdaw dpAds.* 

q7i pev obv dorly 4 dpdvyois Kat 4% codia, Kat mepl is 
tiva éxatépa ruyyaver odoa, Kat dr. dAdou Tis 
puyfis wopiou aper) éxatépa, elpnras. 

xii Atamopijoete 8 dv tis mept adrav ti xprjousol 
ciaw. 7 ev yap codia oddev Pewpel c& div doras 
evdaipwy dvOpwros (otdeuds yap éary yevéoews), 
4 S€ dpovnats robro per exes, GAAG Tivos evera det 
atris; «<imep perv dpdvnois eorw mepl® ra 

27d Lor, * Susemihl. 
3 4 dporluwy sec], Burnet. 4 ép0Gs Lb: dpyds Kop, 
5 epi LY: 4 rept. 

ts 0 

* Here the intuitive element in Prudence, as well as in 
Wisdom Nes v., vi.), is termed Intelligence: at a. viii. 9 it 
was called merely Prudence, in contrast with Intelligence, 
which was limited to intuition of the first principles of 
science. Here then vols approximates to its popular sense 
(see Rj 385, note %). 

+ This sentence seems irrelevant here, It might come in 
after § 4. 
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the ultimate and contingent fact, and the minor 
premise, since these are the first principles from 
which the end 1s inferred, as general rules are based 
on particular cases; hence we must have perception 
of particulars, and this immediate perception is 
Intelligence.* 

56 This is why it is thought that these qualities are 
a natural gift, and that a man is considerate, under- 
standing and intelligent by nature, though no one 

6 is a wise man by nature. ‘That this is so is indicated 
by our thinking of them as gomg with certain ages : 
we say that at such and such an age a man must 
have got intelligence and considerateness, which 
implies that they come by nature. 

[Hence Intelligence is both a beginning and an 
end, for these things are both the starting-point 
and the subject matter of demonstration. 1? 

Consequently the unproved assertions and opimons 
of experienced and elderly people, or of prudent 
men,’ are as much deserving of attention as those 
which they support by proof; for experience has 
given them an eye for things, and so they see 
correctly. 

7 We have now discussed the nature and respective ee 
spheres of Prudence and Wisdom, and have shown the seo. 
that each is the virtue of a different part of the soul, [picliectual 

xii But the further question may be raised, What is Relation of 
the use of these intellectual virtues? Wisdom does 2, Mielec 
not consider the means to human happiness at all, to Happl- 
for it does not ask how anything comes into existence." 
Prudence, it must be granted, does do this; but 
what do we need it for? seeing that it studies that 

® This addition is suspicious: no one can become prudent 
merely by getting old (Burnet). 
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1 ¢ri> ra Ramsauer. 8 4 Xptoruor Richards: ¢pbmpov. 
2 deréov LOL. 4 ofcw Argyropylus: éyougw. 
5 Néywyev KP: Adyouen. 

® See c. xiii. 8, where it is implied that Prudence stands 
in the same relation to Wisdom as medicine to health: it 
provides the conditions for its development. 
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which is just and noble and good for man, but these 
are the things that a good man does by nature. 
Knowing about them does not make us any more 
capable of doing them, since the virtucs are qualities 
of character; just as is the case with the knowledge 
of what is healthy and vigorous—using these words 
to mean not productive of health and vigour but 
resulting from them : we arc nol rendered any more 
capable of healthy and vigorous action by knowing 
the science of medicine or of physical traming. 

g If on the other hand we are to say that Prudence 
is useful not in helping us to act vituously but in 
helping us to become virtuous, then it is of no use 
tv those who are virtuous already. Nor 1s it of any 
usc either to those who are not, since we may just 
as well take the advice of others who possess 
Prudence as possess Prudence ourselves. We may 
be content to do as we do in regard to our 
health; we want to be healthy, yet we do not learn 
medicine. 

3 Moreover it would seem strange if Prudence, 
which ig inferior to Wisdom, is nevertheless to have 
greater authority than Wisdom: yet the faculty 
that creates a thing * governs and gives orders to it. 

Let us now therefore discuss these difficulties, 
which so far have only been stated. 

4 T'irst then let us assert that Wisdom and Prud- 
ence, being as they are the virtues of the two parts 
of the intellect respectively, are necessarily desirable 
in themselves, even if neither produces any effect. 

& Secondly, they do in fact produce an effect: 
Wisdom produces Happiness, not in the sense in 
which medicine produces health, but in the sense in 
which healthiness is the cause of health. For 
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® The other thee are the scientific, calculative, and 
appetitive parts, see c. i. 5, 6, whose virtues have now been 
considered in Books II. -VI. Sensation is here omitted, 
since it is not peculiar to man: ¢f. 1. vu. 12. 

> Digestion and growth function aulomatically, not 
voluntarily ; so they form no part of conduct. 

* de, Moral Virtue. 
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Wisdom is a part of Virtue as a whole, and therefore 
by its possession, or rather by its exercise, renders 
aman happy. 

6 Also Prudence as well as Moral Virtue determines 
the complete performance of man’s proper function : 
Virtue ensures the rightness of the end we aim at, 
Prudence cnsures the rightness of the means we 
adopt to gain that end. 

(The fouith part ¢ of the soul on the other hand, 
the nutritive faculty, has no virtue contributing to 
the proper function of man, since it has no power 
to act or not to act.?) 

7 But we must go a little decper into the objection 
that Prudence does not render men more capable 
of performing noble and just actions, Let us start 
with the following consideration. As some people, 
we maintain, perform just acts and yet are not just 
men (for instance, those who do what the law enjoins 
but do it unwillingly, or in ignorance, or for some 
ulterior object, and not for the sake of the actions 
themselves, although they are as a matter of fact 
doing what they ought to do and all that a good man 
should), on the other hand, ft appears, there is a 
state of mind in which a man may do these various 
acts with the result that he really is a good man: I 
mean when he does them from choice, and for the 

8 sake of the acts themselves. Now rightness in our 
choice of an end is secured by Virtue *; but to do 
the actions that must in the nature of things be done 
in order to attain the end we have chosen, is not a 
matter for Virtue but for a different faculty. 
We must dwell on this point to make it more clear. 

9 There is a certain faculty called Cleverness, which 
is the capacity for doing the things aforesaid that con- 
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xavew abrov.! dy pev otv 6 aKomos 7 Kards, 
érawery} éorw, av 6é duiros, mavoupyia" Sud 
Kal Tods ppovijous Sewods Kal <rods>* mavotpyous 

10 dapev clvar. ote 8° 4 ppdvyors ody 7 Sivas, 
GW’ ode dvev ris Suvducws tadryns. 9 8 eis 
7T@ Oppare rovry piverat Tis puxyns ove dveveo 

dperis, ws elpyrat Te Kal €oTL dHAov* ot yap 

avAdoytopol Ta&y mpakTay apytv éyovrés eclow, 
érreid2) rowdvde TO TéeAOS Kal TO dpioTov (dTLOHTOTE 
dv: éorw yap Adyou xdpw Td Tvydv)* TodTo § 
ef pty TO diya od patverat: Siacrpéper yap 
7 poyOnpla. Kal Sraspevdeobar moet mept ‘ras Bs 
TMpaTLKas dpxds. ore davepdy drt advvaroy 
dpdvimoy elvac pun) dvTa dyabdv. 

iii Ukemréov 59 wdaAw Kat mrepl aperis: Kat yap a 1144 
dperi mapamAnotis ¢ exet ds 9 ppdvnors pos rH 
dewdrnras ov rabro hey, Suovov dé: obrw Kal 9 
el dper) pos Tiv upiav. maov ydp Soxet 
KaoTa, Tay HOB bndpyew ducer mos Kal yap Sis 

Katot Kal sib Kat dwv8petou Kat TaAAa exoper! 
evdds éx _ Veveriis: adr’ dps Cnrodpev® erepov 
Tt 70 Kupiws ayabov Kal Th Towra d.ANov TpOoTrov 
imdpxew Kat yap traot Kal Onpiors at dvovKat 
bmapyovow e€ers, GAN’ dvev vob BAaBepat daivovrar 

2 abrot Bywater: atradv. a <rovs> Klein. 
8 Stvayus: dewdrys M>, Sivanes <abry> ? ed. (attra a eee 

a Gewbrys Hel.), * foyer ? ed. 
5 tryotued’ Rassow. 

* See c, xi. 6 and cf. 1. vi. 12, 
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duce to the aim we propose, and so attaining that aim, 
If the aim is noble, this is a praiseworthy faculty: 
if base, 1t is mere knavery ; this is how we come to 
speak of both prudent men and knaves as clever. 

10 Now this faculty is not identical with Prudence, but 
Prudence implies it. But that cye of the soul of 
which we spoke* cannot acquire the quality of 
Prudence without possessing Virtue. This we have 
said before, and it is manifestly true. Tor deductive 
inferences about matters of conduct always have a 
major premise of the form ‘ Since the F'nd or Supreme 
Good is so and so’ (whatever it may be, since we 
may take it as anything we like for the sake of the 
argument); but the Supreme Good only appears 
good to the good man: vice perverts the mind and 
causes it to hold false views about the first prin- 
ciples of conduct. Hence it is clear that we cannot 
be prudent without being good. 

xiii We have therefore also to reconsider the nature Prodence 
of Virtue. The fact is that the case of Virtue is Sees 
closely analogous to that of Prudence in relation to 
Cleverness, Prudence and Cleverness are not the 
same, but they are similar; and natural virtue is 
related in the same way to Virtue in the true sense. 
All are agreed that the various moral qualities are 
in a sense bestowed by nature: we are just, and 
capable of temperance, and brave, and possessed 
of the other virtues from the moment of our birth. 
But nevertheless we expect to find that true goodness 
is something different, and that the virtues in the 
true sense come to belong to us in another way. 
For even children and wild animals possess the 
natural dispositions, yct without Intelligence these 
may manifestly be harmful. This at all events 
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odoat, mage Toaobrov éourey paaba, ott aomep 10 

oUspLare ‘axup@ dveu dpews Kuvoupergs oupBatver 
opdMecbas toxupas bua 70 wr éxew yfuv, ores 

2 Kal évradba: eay be Ad Bn voby, ev Tp mpcirrew 
Suapeper, o) 8 €&ts Grote, otoa Tor €orat Kupis 
dper7. wore Kabdrep ent Tob SoEaorucoo duo 
gorly cldyn, Sewdrns Kat ppdvncis, odtw Kal émtis 
rob AOrKod Sv0 eaTi, TO pev apEer? puoi rd 8 
4 Kupia, Kal TovTwy 7 «upia ov yiverae dive 

8 dpovijcews. didmrep Twes pace Tdoas tds dperas 

gpornaers elvat, Kab Lwxpdrys Th. pev op bas 
elijret mH 8 dpraver: ort pev yap ppovrjcers 
ero elvar magus tas dperds, Hudpravey, dru 8° 20 

4 oti dvev ppovjaews, rads edeyer. onpietov Bé- 
Kal yap viv maVTES, dray > opibwvrat THY dperijy, 
mpvaTiieact, ayy ew elmovTes Kab mpos a éort, 
THY Kara Tov opfov Adyov dpfds 8 6 ard, THY 
ppovnow. éotxace 87) pavreverBat mos dmavres 
ort 7 TaLaUTn ebts aperi} eorw, 4 Kare THY 25 

5 ppovnow. bef be jpeticpov peraBivau ov yap 
pdvov 7) Kara TOV ép0v Adyov, GAN” 4 werd rod 
opBob Aéyou ees dpery éorwy* Opes BS Adyos 
mepl ray TowoUT@Y ppdvycts €or, Lw«pdrns 

ev ody Adyous Tas apeTtas Peto elvar (emarHuas 

1 $a... Sw secl. Ramsauer. 
® ueraveiva: Coracs. 

® vots here means Ppdvysts as a whole: see x1. 4, note % 
& See note * on a v. 8. 
° ig, that it is a #&s wpoaperixf: see the definition of 

Moral Virtue, rm. vi. 15, 
4 i.e, prudence is the knowledge of right principle, the 

presence of the éphds Adyos in the puxy of the Ppdyiyos (see 
u. ii. 2, vi, 15), 
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appears to be a matter of observation, that just as a 
man of powerful frame who has lost his sight meets 
with heavy falls when he moves about, because he 
cannot see, so it also happens in the moral sphere ; 

2 whereas if a man of good natural disposition acquires 
Intelligence,* then he excels in conduct, and the 
disposition which previously only resembled Virtue, 
will now be Virtue in the true sense. Hence just as 
with the faculty of forming opinions ® there are two 
qualities, Cleverness and Prudence, so also in the 
moral part of the soul there are two qualities, 
natural virtue and true Virtue; and true Virtue 

8 cannot exist without Prudence. Hence some people 
maintain that all the virtues are forms of Prudence 3 
and Socrates’ line of enquiry was right in one way, 
though wrong in another ; he was mistaken in think- 
ing that all the virtues are forms of Prudence, but 
right in saying that they cannot exist without 

4 Prudence. A proof of this is that everyone, even 
at the present day, in defining Virtue, after saying 
what disposition it is ° and specifying the things with 
which it is concerned, adds that it is a disposition 
determined by the right principle; and the right 
principle is the principle determined by Prudence, 
Jt appears therefore that everybody in some sense 
divines that Virtue is a disposition of this nature, 

B namely regulated by Prudence. This formula how- 
ever requires a slight modification, Virtue is not 
merely a disposition conforming to right principle, 
but one co-operating with right prmciple; and 
Prudence is right principle ¢ in matters of conduct. 
Socrates then thought that the virtues are principles, 
for he said that they are all of them forms of know- 
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ove evdéyeras dua yap TH dpovioes pud t- 
apxyovcn’ maou indp~ovow.) SfAov 84,” Kav ef pr) 
TpaKktixy Hv, OTe Set av adrfs did Td TO popiov 
dperiyv elvat, Kat drt odK €ora % mpoalpears 
dpb; dveu dpovicews odd’ dvev dperfis:  pevs 
yap 70 rédos 7 Sé TA pds TO TéAOS TOLE? mparrew. 
GAAG juny odd€ Kupia y’ earl THs copias obSé Tob 
BeAriovos popiov, damep ov8€ ris tyrelas 7 
torr pK} od yep xXpijrae avrh, aN opd omws 
venta éxelyns oby évexa emtrdrrer, aan odie 
exeiyn. @rt Guotov Kav eb tig rip mrodvruchy 0 
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1 otton LY, 2 dh ed.: 82. 
3 rod <érépou> Spengel. 

a 

a 

4 The writer recapitulates the solution reached in the last 
two chapters of the difficulty stated in «, xii. 1. 

> The text should probably he emended ‘ of one of the two 
parts of the intellect’: see c. xii. 4. 

° At ec, xii. 6 Aristotle saya more precisely that Virtue 
‘makes the End right,’ i2, makes us choose the right 
End; strictly speaking, to achieve the End requires also 
Prudence in the choice of the right means. 

4 This is the solution of the difficulty stated in c. xii. 3. 
* Including religious observances. 
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ledge. We on the other hand say that the virtues 
co-operate with principle. 

6 These considerations therefore show that it is not 
possible to be good in the true sense without Prudence, 
nor Lo be prudent without Moral Virtue. 

(Moreover, this nught supply an answer to the 
dialectical argument that nught be put forward to 
prove that the virtues cau exist in isolation from each 
other, on the giound that the same man docs not 
possess the greatest natural capacity for all of them, 
so that he may have already attained one when he 
has not yet attained another. In regard to the 
natural virtues this is possible ; but it is not possible 
in regard to those virtues which entitle a man to be 
called good without qualification, For ifa man have 
the one virtue of Prudence he will also have all the 
Moral Virtues together with 1t.) 

7 It is thercfore clear ¢ that, even if Prudence had no prndenes, 
bearing on conduct, it would still be needed, because Winer 
it is the virtue of ® that part of the intellect to 
which it belongs; and also that our choice of actions 
will not be right without Prudence any more than 
without Moral Virtue, since, while Moral Virtue 
enables us to achieve ° the end, Prudence makes us 
adopt the right means to the end. 

8 But nevertheless it is not really the case that 
Prudence is in authority 4 over Wisdom, or over the 
higher part of the intellect, any more than medical 
science is in authority over health. Medical science 
does not control health, but studies how to procure 
it; henee it issues orders in the interests of health, 
but not fo health. And again, one might as well 
say that Political Science governs the gods, because 
it gives orders about everything ¢ in the State. 
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i Mera be radra Acrréor, aAAny mrouoapsevous ib 
apynv, ore tay mept ra 787, peveray zpla early 
etn, Katia axpacia Onpidrns. Td, 5° évarria 
rots pev Suol Sida, ro pev yap dperiy 7o 8 
eyiepdrevay Kadodpev: mos | de ay Onpidrqta 
pddvor? dy dpporrot Adyew Ty omep Hyds dperip, 
Hpuireyy Twa Kat Beiav, Wo7rep “Opnpo os meph 20 
<rot>* “Exropos memoinne AéyovTa® ae plapov, 
és afddpa Hv dyadds, 

ovde eudxer 
dvdpés ye Ovntod mdis Eupevar dAAA Oeoto. 

2der «i, Kabdrep dactv, e dvOpwrwv yivovras 
Geol bu dperijs bmepBoAnv, rovadtrn tis av ely 
Sijrov | ore 4 TH Onprdder® _ durer Beery etus ral 26 
yap womep ovdé Onpiov earl Karta ove per, 
ouTaS ovde e038, add’ q pev Tyicbtepov apeTys, 

3% 8° érepdy te yévos rkarlas. émel S€ omdviov 
kat TO Qelov dvipa elvar, xadrep of Adicwves 
elaPact mpocayopevtew, Sravt dyac8do. ofddpa 

1 Bywater. 2 héyovra <dedv> Ped. 
3 @npwala (i.e. -la) LOT. 4 <ol> Jravy Bywater. 

* Or Brutality: the two Enghsh words have acquired 
slightly different shades of meaning, which are combined 
in the Greek, 
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i Ler us next begin a fresh part of the subject by oo tx. 
laying down that the states of moral character to Pelton of 
be avoided are of three kinds—Vice, Unrestraint, and and iesno: 
Bestiality.2 The opposite dispositions in the case of quik’ 
two of the three are obvious: one we call Virtue, ©: 1, Moral 
the other Sclf-restraint. As the opposite of Bestiality between 
it will be most suitable to speak of Superhuman Yiweand 
Virtue, or goodness on a heroic or divine scale ; just restraint 
as Homer? has represented Priam as saying of S0/a0r 
Hector, on account of his surpassing valour— of Self-re- 

> atraint and 

nor seemed to be Soltnoss. 
The son of mortal man, but of a god. 

2 Hence if, as men say, surpassing virtue changes men 
into gods, the disposition opposed to Bestiality will 
clearly be some quality more than human ; for there 
is no such thing as Virtue in the case of a gud, any 
more than there is Vice or Virtue in the case of a 
beast: divine goodness is something more exalted 
than Virtue, and bestial badness is different in kind 

3 from Vice. And inasmuch as it is rare for a man to 
be divine, in the sense in which that word is commonly 
used by the Lacedaemonians as a term of extreme 

+ Fl. xxiv. 258. The preceding words are, ‘ Hector, who 
was & god.’ 
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rov (celos dvip acu), obrw Kal 6 Onpiddng 20 
év roils avOpwrors omdvios: pdltora 8 ey tots 
BapBdpows éeoriv, yiveras 8 eva Kat did vdcous 
Kat mnpioes. Kal rods ba Kaniav 8€ tap 
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4G\AG wept pev THs Tovadrys Siabecews borepov 
moutéov twa pweiav, mept 8 Kaxlas eclonraras 
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tpudiis Aecréov, Kal mepl eyxpareias Kal Kap- 
Téepiass ovTe yap ws mepl rdv adrav eLewv 7H itasy 
dperf Kal rH poxOnpia Exatdpas* abrav dstro- 

5 Anmréov, ovf ws erepov ‘yévos. Set 8, Womep 
emt rv dey, riévras ra hawdpeva kal mpdrov 
Siarropjoarras obrw Sencvivar pddiora pev mdvra 
7a evdoka rept tatra ta md0n, ef Se pri, th 5 
mAciora Kal Kupibraras eay yap dAdvyral te 7a 
Svoxeph, read KaraAeinynrat 7a évdoka, dedevyjevov 
adv ein tkavas. 

6 Aoxe? 8) TE eyKpdrea Kal Kaprepia rav 
onovdaiwy kal [rdv]® érawerdy eva, 4 8 
axpacsia Tre Kab padaxia tev davAwy re Kalo 
pext@v.—kal bd avros eyKparis Kal eupeverucds 
TH oywou@, wal dxparys «al exorarixds rod 
Aoytopot.—Kal 6 pev dxparis elds dre dadrat 

1 gacw <obiros> Coraes (sic Plato, Afeno 99 p): cetos. .. Gaow 
secl. Stahr, ® éxarépas Richards: érarépar. 

® [rév] Bywater: om. Lb, 4 gatha <paira> ? Rouse, 

2 Lit. ‘for those who surpass (the rest of) men in Vice’ 
(i.e, human, not bestial wickedness). 

> Aristotle holds (1. viii. 7) that the opinions of the mass 
of mankind, and of philosophers, on matters of conduct 
are ey to be substantially true; although being stated 
from different points of view, and sometimes in ambiguous 
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admiration— Yon mon’s divine,’ they say—, so a 
bestial character is rare among human beings ; it is 
found most frequently among barbarians, and some 
cases also occur as a result of disease or arrested 
devclopment. We sometimes also use ‘ bestial’ as 
a term of opprobrium for a surpassing degree of 
human vice.4 

But the nature of the bestial disposition will have 
to be touched on later ; and of Vice we have spoken 
already. We must however discuss Unrestraint and 
Softness or Luxury, and also Self-restraint and 
Endurance. Neither of these two classes of character 
is to be conceived as identical with Virtue and Vice, 
nor yet as different in kind from them. 

Our proper course with this subject as with others 
will be to present the various views about it, and 
then, after first reviewing the difficulues they 
involve, finally to establish if possible all or, if not 
all, the greater part and the most important of the 
opinions generally held with respect to these states 
of mind; since if the discrepancies can be solved, 
and a residuum of current opinion left standing, the 
true view will have been sufficiently established.? 
Now the following opinions are held: (a) that 

Selfrestraint and Jindurance are good and praise- 
worthy dispositions, Unrestraint and Softness bad 
and blameworthy ; (0) that the self-restrained man 
is the man who abides by the results of his caleula- 
tions, the unrestrained, one who readily abandons 
the conclusion he has reached; (ce) that the un- 

language, they often seem mutually contradictory. The 
business of Ethics is to state them clearly, examine their 
apparent contradictions, discaid stich parts of them as 
really refute each olher, and elicit the common residuum of 
truth ; see infra, ¢. ii. 12. 
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mparrew' Sia malos, 6 5° eyxparis cida@s Ste 
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dxparh adAacrov ovyKexupevws, of 8 érdpous 
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A€yovrar Kal Ouypod kal tysfis Kal Képdous. 7a 2 
pev ody Acyopueva Tadr’ éoriv. 

fi “Arromjoee 8 av ris 7Os brodapPdvev dpldgs 
dxpareverat tis. emordpevoy pev? ody od gaat 
twes oldv te elvarr Sewov yap emoriuns évovons, 
ads geto Lwxpdryns, dAdo te Kparety Kal ‘ aepidd- 
Kew’ abrir’ ‘ dorep avdpdrodov. Dwxpdrys jcv % 
yap dhws eudxero mpos Tov Adyov es obi obons 
axpactas: otfeva yap stmodAapBavovra mparrew 

gtmapd Td BéAriarov, dAAd 8: dyvoway. odros pev 

ody 6 Adyos dudioByTret Tots paivopdvors evapyas, 
Kal 8dov' (nrety wept 7d mdGos, et 8 dyvo.ay, 
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olerat ye 6 dxparevdpevos amply ev rH mabe 

1 wpdrrew Richards: wpdrret. 
® axodoufety Richards: dxodovbel, 
# uev om. Ke, £ airhy KD: abrdv, 
3 Béov <ylverau> et rpdros [yivera:] P Bywater. 

° A quotation from Plato, Protagoras 352 3. 
® Viz., that a man may know the right and do the wrong, 
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restrained man does things that he knows to be evil, 
under the influence of passion, whereas the self 
restrained man, knowing that his desires are evil, 
refuses to follow them on principle; (d) that the 
temperate man is always self-restrained and endur- 
ing; but that the converse is invariably the case some 
deny, although others affirm it: the latter identify 
the unrestrained with the profligate and the pro- 
fligate with the unrestrained promiscuously, the 

7 former distinguish between them. (e) Sometimes it 
is said that the prudent man cannot be unrestrained, 
sometimes that some prudent and clever men are 
unrestrained. (f) Again, men are spoken of as 
unestrained in anger, and in the pursuit of honour 
and of gain. These then are the opinions advanced. 

fi The difficulties that may be raised are the follow- Dimeuttiea 
ing. (c) How can a man fail in self-restraint when ayeyeon® 
believing correctly that what he does is wrong P opinions. 
Some people say that he cannot do so when he 
knows the act to be wrong; since, as Socrates held, 
it would be strange if, when a man possessed Know- 
ledge, some other thing should overpower it, and 
* drag it about like a slave.’* In fact Socrates used 
to combat the view? altogether, implying that 
there is no such thing as Unrestraint, since no one, 
he held, acts contrary to what is best, believing what 
he does to be bad, but only through ignorance. 

2 Now this theory is manifestly at variance with plain 
facts; and we ought to investigate the state of 
mind in question more closely. If failure of self- 
restraint is caused by ignorance, we must examine 

what sort of ignorance it is. For it is clear that the 
man who fails in selfrestraint does not think the 
action right before he comes under the influence of 
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v ” > 4 v ? 4 2 a 3 Lj 6 aAdas exw dperds.—eTs ef ev ev TH emOupias 
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éyew. GAG pay Seo yer ef ev yap xpyoral al 
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LA > ¢ é 2 Fond iy ¥Q3 3 n~ 
aol % eyxpdareta ob raca amovdaia: ef 8 dobevels 
Kal py dadAat, otfev ceuvdv, 088’ ef dara Kal 

l re MY: ye. 
I ris: éore? Susemihl, ris <eécs> vel 4 #kts Richards. 

a Cf. vi. vii. 7, xii. 10, 
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8 passion —But some thinkers accept the doctrine in 
a modified form. They allow that nothing is more 
powerful than knowledge, but they do not allow 
that no one acts contrary to what he opines to be the 
better course; and they therefore maintain that 
the unrestrained man when he succumbs to the 
temptations of pleasure possesses not Knowledge 

4 but only Opinion. And yet if it is really Opinion 
and not Knowledge—not a strong belief that offers 
resistance but only a weak one (like that of persons 
in two minds about something)—, we could forgive a 
man for not keeping to his opinions in opposition to 
strong desires ; but we do not forgive vice, nor any 
other blameworthy quality—/(e) Is it then when 
desire 1s opposed by Prudence that we blame a man 
for yielding? for Prudence is extremely strong. 
But this is strange, for it means that the same person 
ean be at once prudent and unrestrained; yet no 
one could possibly maintain that the prudent man is 
capable of doing voluntarily the basest actions. And 
furthermoreit has already been shown? that Prudence 
displays itself in action (for it is concerned with 
ultimate particulars), and umplics the possession of 
the olher Virtues as well. 

6 Again (d) if Self-restraint implies having strong 
and evil desires, the temperate man cannot be self- 
restrained, nor the self-restrained man temperate} 
for the temperate man does not have excessive or 
evil desires. But a self-restraincd man must neces- 
sarily have stroug and evil desires ; since if a man’s 
desires are good, the disposition that prevents him 
from obeying them will be cvil, and so Self-restramt 
will not always be good; while if his desires are 
weak and not evil, there is nothing to be proud of 
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be A 8 rs 8 A: ‘ rb Lae 4 Ab . € py Suvyrat Sid 7d ABoat ph) eyeww Tov Adyov) 

Ed 7 wv Ad ¢ > é ‘ 9 cup Paiver 81° ex Tivos Adyou } ddpoovvyn peta 
2 - e 
dxpacias dperi tavarvtia yap mpdrres dv sro- 
AN / 8 \ 5 2 , ¢ Xv U dé apBpdve. Sia Thy dxpactav, taodayBdver Se 
rayaha Kaka elvar Kat od Sev mpdrrew, wore 20 

10 > 6a 4 > A ‘ / ” ¢ al ~ i] raya0a Kat ob 7d, kad mpdter.—eére 6 TH Teretabar 
mpdrrov Kal didiwy Ta WSéa Kat mpoapovpevos 
Beariov dv Sd€erev toi pry 8a Aoyropov dAdd 
8u’ dxpaciay: ediardtepos yap Sia 7d peramerobjvas 
dv. 6 & dxparhs €voxos TH mapoimia ev F hajsev 3 

1 Cornes, 2 evroxwot ? Burnet. 
8 6) Bywater: 62, 

@ 11. 895-916. See further, c. ix. 4, 
+ Sc., because he is foolish. 
* 4.¢, a profligate. This is another sophistic paradox 

based on the contradiction between (1) the identification of 
the unrestrained man with the profligate, and (2) the view 
§ 6) that the former acts conirary to his deliberate conviclion 
so Burnet). 
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in resisting them; nor is it anything remarkable 
if they are evil and weak. 

7 Again (a, b) if Self-restraint makes a man steadfast 
in all his opinions, it may be bad, namely, if it makes 
him persist even in a false opinion. And if Un- 
restraint makes him liable to abandon any opinion, 
in some cases Unrestraint will be good. Take the 
instance of Neoptolemus in the Philocieies* of 
Sophocles. Neoptolemus abandons a resolution that 
he has been persuaded by Odysseus to adopt, 
because of the pain that it gives him to tell a he: 
in this case inconstancy is praiseworthy. 

8 Again (a,c) there is the ditticulty raised by the 
argument of the sophists. The sophists wish to 
show their cleverness by entrapping their adversary 
into a paradox, and when they are successful, the 
resultant chain of reasoning ends in a deadlock; 
the mind is fettered, being unwilling to stand still 
because it cannot approve the conclusion reached, 
yet unable to go forward because it cannot untie 

9 the knot of the argument. Now one of their argu- 
ments proves that Folly combined with Unrestraint 
is a virtue. It runs as follows: if a man is foolish 
and also unrestrained, owing to his unrestraint he 
does the opposite of what he believes that he ought 
to do; but he believes? that good things are bad, 
and that he ought not to do them; therefore he 
will do good things and not bad ones. 

10 Again (6, d) one who does and pursues what is 
pleasant from conviction and choice,’ might be held 10 
be a better man than one who acts in the same way 
not from calculation but from unrestraint, because he 
is more easy to cure, since he may be persuaded to 
alter his conviction; whereas the unrestrained man 
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“ bray rae) dup mviyn, tt Sef emimivew;” ef yey 
yap énémeoTo! a mpdrret, petameobels dv 11465 
éravoato: viv dé memevopévos oddev rrov dAAa? 

ll mpdrre.—eére ef epi mavra dxpacia éorl iat 
éyKparea, Tis 6 amAds dxpatns; odlels yap 
andoas éye. Tas axpacias, dapev 8 elvai twass 
anrds. 

12 Af pev ody dropla toatral rwes ovpBatvovow, 
Toure &é Ta. bev dvehelv Set 7a dé Karadureiy: 
y yap Adors Tijs drropias edpeais eorw, 

iii Hparov _pev abv oKentéov mOrepov eiddres q 
ov, at mas eiddres: elra epi rota Tov apart 
Kal Tov éyKpath Deréov, deyen 5é aérepov TeEpt 10 
maoav dov7y wat Adany fF] amept TWAs dg- 
coptopevas: Kab Tov eycpart Kat Tov Kaprepucdy, 
mérEpov 6 avrds H Erepds ear: dpoiws dé weal 
mept Tov dAdwy doa. _ouyyevi) Tis Bewpias eorl 

2 raurns. gore 8 apxy Tis oxepews, amor epov é 
eyKparis Kal o akparys elot TO mreph & 7) TOW 
mas" éyovres Tv Suapopav, Aéyos be mOTEpOV Te 
mept Tradl elvar pdvov axpaTis 6 akparys, 7 ov 

1 ph érérero LY, 
% 6 o} (vel uh) T, 52 <ddda> Ramsauer, Bywater. 
8 dra secl. Bywater. 4 as Bywater. 

@ A variant od wemeeopévos . . . [adda] gives ‘but as it is 
he is convinced it is wrong but nevertheless does it.’ 

> See c. i. 5, note. 
© This question 1s not pursued below ; indeed the contents 

of the following chapters are correcily outlined in § 1, and 
§ 2 is superfluous. 

@ Not the difference between the two, since of course 
they are concerned with the same objects, but the difference 
between both of them and other similar characters; see c. i. 4. 
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comes under the proverb that says‘ when water chokes 
ou, what are you to drink to wash it down?’ Had 
3 been convinced that what he does is right, 
a change of conviction might have caused him to 
desist; but as it is he is convinced that he ought 
to do one thing and nevertheless does another 
thing.* 

W Again (f) if Self-restraint and Unrestraint can be 
displayed with reference to anything, what is the 
meaning of the epithet ‘unrestrained’ without 
qualification? No one has every form of unrestramt, 
yet we speak of some men as simply ‘ unrestrained.’ 

12° Such, more or less, are the difficulties that arise, 
Part of the conflicting opinions we have to clear out 
of the way, but part to leave standing ; for to solve a 
difficulty is to find the answer to a problem? 

iii We have then to consider, first (i) whether men sot. 
fail in self-restraint knowing what they do is wrong, 7y™"n* 
or not knowing, and if knowing, knowing in what pemesenine 
sense; and next (ii) what are to be set down examined 
as the objects with which Self-restraint and Un- teder four 
restraint are concerned: I mean, are they con- (ce. iii...) 
cerned with pleasure and pain of all sorts, or only 
with certain special pleasures and pains? and (iii) 
is Self-restraint the same as Endurance or distinct 
from it? and so on with (iv) the other questions 
akin to this subject. 

2 A starting-point for our investigation is to ask ¢ 
whether the differentia? of the self-restrained man 
and the unrestrained is constituted by their objects, 
or by their dispositions: I mean, whether a man 
is called unrestrained solely because he fails to 
restrain himself with reference to certain things, or 
rather because he has a certain disposition, or rather 
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prevos, vouilwy del Sely ro mapdy Hdd Suchet 

6 8 ove oleras pév, SidKer dé. 

B IIepl ev odv rod Sdfav aAnOA adda pr) éme- 
? . a > rd 2Q\ f 

oriuny elvat map’ iv dxparevovrat, odfey diadéper os 

mpos Tov Adyov. eviow yap tTadv Sogaldvrwy od 

4 Satdlovow, GAA’ olovrar axpiPds idSdvar et 

odv bid 76 Ypeua morevew of S0€dLovres padrov 

Tov emoranevwy rapa thy UndAnyw mpdgovow, 

obey Scoices emeoripn Sdéqs- eyo yap morevov- 

aw ovddv Arrov ols Soédlovow 7 Erepar ols a 

& érioravrat: Sydot 8 “Hpd«dectos. Ad erel 

Siyds Adyouery 7rd erioracba (Kal yap 6 éxwv 

Lev od xpwuevos Se 7H emarin Kal 6 ypapevos 
tf ; See J - wv + ¥ Agyerat eriotacPat), Sioice, 7d exovTa perv ph 

Bewpodvra dé Kat 7d Oewpodvra’ & ph Sel wparrew 

1 kal 7d Gewpodvra om. PM>, 

* This seems to refer to the dogmatic tone of Heracleitus's 
teaching in general. 
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for both reasons combined. A second question is, 
ean Self-restraint and Unrestraint be displayed in 
regard to everything, or not? When a man is said 
to be ‘ unrestrained’ without further qualification, 
it does not mean that he is so in relation to every- 
thing, but to those things in regard to which a man 
can be profligate ; and also it does not mean mercly 
that he is concerned with these things (for in that 
ease Unrestraint would be the same thing as Pro- 
fligacy), but that he is concerned with them in a 
particular manner. The profligate yields to his 
appetites from choice, considering it right always to 
pursue the pleasure that offers, whereas the man of 
defective self-restraint does not think so, but pursues 
it all the same. 

8 (i) Now the suggestion that it is not Knowledge, @ poss he 
but True Opinion, against which unrestrained men Mo failain 
act, is of no importance for our argument, Some men restraint 
hold their opinions with absolute certainty, and take thy sims?” 

4them for positive knowledge; so that if weakness 
of conviction be the criterion for deciding that men 
who act against their conception of what is right 
must be said to opine rather than to know the right, 
there will really be no difference in this respect 
between Opinion and Knowledge; since some men 
are just as firmly convinced of what they opine as 
others are of what they know: witness Heracleitus.* 

5 (1) But the word énow is used in two senses. A man 
who has knowledge but is not exercising it is said to 
know, and so is a man who is actually exercising his 
knowledge. It will make a difference whether a man 
does wrong having the knowledge that it is wrong but 
not consciously thinking of his knowledge, or with the 
knowledge consciously present to his mind. The latter 
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86 wal 76 Kabddou: 76 pev yap ep” éavto ro 8’ 5 
émt rod wpdypwatos ear, olov ért mavrl dvOpimw 

/ A , \ a aA og M 4] I) ouudépar ta Enpd, Kal drt adros? dvOpwaos, 7 
@ \ \ / 2 > 2 ra / a ? 

éru Enpov 7d Towdvde: GAN et rd8€ ToLdvde, 7) OVK 
exer 7) odk evepyet. Kard ye" 51) tovrovs diolce: 
Tovs TpdToUs aunyavov daov, wore SoKely otTw 

vy <idé Bev a irAws dé 8 5 pev €idevor penbev dromov, ddAws 8¢ Bavpaordv.— 10 
ére TO éxew Thy émoriunv dddov tpdmov Tay 

~ nm > Fal viv pybévrwy tadpyet Tols avOperrois: ev TH yap 
evew peev purty xpHoOas Se Siaddpovoay opDuev THv 

\ ef, More kat yew mows Kal py eyew, ofov Tov 
kafevdovra Kal pawopevoy Kal olvaévoy. dAAd 

a 

1 Bywater. 
® airds Rassow: 6 adrds pr. K®, ofros T, atrds odros LY 
3 ve Coraes: re. 

3 The major premise of a practical syNogism is universal, 
@ general rule; the minor is particular, the application of 
the rule to the case in hand. The next sentence points out 
that this application really requires two syllogisms ; 1n the 
first, the personal term of the major premise is predicated 
in the minor of the particular person concerned (Dry food 
is good for all men: I am a man: therefore dry food is 
good for me); in the second, the other universal term is 
predicated in the minor of a particular thing about which 
the person is deliberating (Dry food is good for me: this 
stale loaf is dry food : Therefar this stale loaf is good for 
me). It is the minor premise of the second syllogism, viz. 
the application of the general rule not to himself but to the 
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would be felt to be surprising ; but it is not surpris- 
ing that a man should do what he knows to be wrong 
if he is not conscious of the knowledge at the time. 

6 (2) Again, reasoning on matters of conduct 
employs premises of two forms. Now it is quite 
possible for a man to act against knowledge when 
he knows both premises but is only exercising his 
knowledge of the universal premise and not of the 
particular; for action has to do with particular 
things. Moreover, there is a distinction as regards 
the universal term: one universal is predicated of the 
man himself, the other of the thing; for example, he 
may know and be conscious of the knowledge that dry 
food is good for every man and that he himself is 
a man, or even that food of a certain kind is dry, but 
either not possess or not be actualizing the know- 
ledge whether the particular food before him is food 
of that kind. Now clearly the distinction between 
these two ways of knowing will make all the difference 
inthe world. It will not scem at all strange that the 
unrestrained man should ‘know’ in one way, but it 
would be astonishing if he knew in another way. 

7 (3) Again, it is possible for men to ‘ have know- 
ledge’ in yet another way besides those just dis- 
cussed ; for even in the state of having knowledge 
without exercising it we can observe a distinction : 
a man may in a sense both have it and not have it ; 
for instance, when he is asleep, or mad, or drunk. 

thing in question, that the unrestrained man seems not to 
know, or not to think of, at the time. 

This illustration is confused in the text by the insertion 
of another minor premise 4 dre typav 7d rordvde, ‘ or that food 
of a certain kind [e.g. stale bread] is dry.’ It would have 
been enough to write ddd’ ef réde Eqpdv, * but whether this 
[stale loaf] is dry.’ 
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* The reference is to persons of weak will uttering sound 
mora] maxims almost at the very moment of yielding to 
temptation. 

> Viz., asleep or drunk. It may have been some Falstaff 
of Attic comedy that quoted the moral maxims of Empedocles 
in his cups. 

* Le, in this case, psychologically : lit. ‘ with reference 
to its nature.’ Cf. vit. i. 6, rx. vii. 2, ix. 7, 
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But persons under the influence of passion are in 
the same condition; for it is evident that anger, 
sexual desire, and certain other passions, actually 
alter the state of the body, and in some cases even 
cause madness. It is clear therefore that we must 
pronounce the unrestrained to ‘have knowledge’ 
only in the same way as men who are asleep or mad 

Sor drunk. Their using the language of knowledge % 
is no proof that they possess it. Persons in the 
states mentioned ® repeat propositions of geometry 
and verses of Empedocles; students who have just 
begun a subject reel off its formulae, though they 
do not yet know their meaning, for knowledge has 
to become part of the tissue of the mind, and this 
takes time. Hence we must conceive that men who 
fail in self-restraint talk in the same way as actors 
speaking a part. 

® (4) Again, one may also study the cause of Un- 
restraint scientifically,¢ thus : In a practical syllogism, 
the major premise is an opinion, while the minor 
premise deals with particular things, which are the 
province of perception. Now when the two premises 
are combined, just as in theoretic reasoning the 
mind is compelled to affirm the resulting conclusion, 
so in the case of practical premises you are forced 
at once to do it. For example, given the premises 
‘ All sweet things ought to be tasted’ and ‘ Yonder 
thing is sweet ’—a particular instance of the general 
class—, you are bound, if able and not prevented, 

10 immediately to taste the thing. When therefore 
there is present in the mind on the one handauniversal 
judgement forbidding you to taste and on the other 
hand a universal judgement saying ‘ All sweet things 
are pleasant,’ and a minor premise ‘Yonder thing is 
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1 of om. LY. 2 <6¢> Ramsauer. 
36 dy Lb, 

4 i.¢., determines action (Ross). > Of.e. ii. L 
* Here 76 rdfos means dxparever@at, of. ii. 2, iii, 12, iv. By 

but in the following line (cf. ¢ ii. 1) it probably means 
ériOupta or Guys, as iii, 7, v. 5, vii. 8. 
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sweet ’ (and it is this minor premise that is active 9), 
and when desire is present at the same time, then, 
though the former universal judgement says ‘ Avoid 
that thing,’ the desire leads you to it (since desire 
ean put the various parts of the body in motion), 
Thus it comes about that when men fail in self- 
restraint, they act in a sense under the influence 
of a principle or opinion, but an opinion not in itself 
but only accidentally opposed to the right principle 

11 (for it is the desire, and not the opinion, that 1s really 
opposed), Hence the lower animals cannot be called 
unrestrained, if only for the reason that they have 
no power of forming universal concepts, but only 
mental images and memories of particular things. 

12 If we ask how the unrestrained man’s ignorance 
is dissipated and he returns to a state of knowledge, 
the explanation is the same as in the case of drunken- 
ness and sleep, and is not peculiar to failure of self- 
restraint. We must go for it to physiology. 

13 But inasmuch as the last premise, which originates 
action, is an opinion as to some object of sense, and 
it is this opinion which the unrestrained man when 
under the influence of passion either does not possess, 
or only possesses in a way which as we saw does not 
amount to knowing it but only makes him repeat 
it as the drunken man repeats the maxims of 
Empedocles, and since the ultimate term is not a 
universal, and is not deemed to be an object of 
Scientific Knowledge in the same way as @ universal 
term is, we do seem to be led to the conclusion ® 

14 which Socrates sought to establish. For the know- 
ledge which is present when failure of self-restraint ¢ 
occurs is not what is held to be Knowledge in the 
true sense, nor is it true Knowledge which is 
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® See § 5 note. > See ru x. 
* Cf. ca i, 7: Ouuds, ‘spirit,’ aims at victory, and so is 

brought into this discussion of ‘ pleasures and desires’ (§ 5); 
but inc. vi. it is contrasted with desire, and its indulgence 
in the form of anger is seen to be painful rather than pleasant 
(vi. 4 

his seems to be the meaning of the imperfect tenses. 
re inscription records that a boxer named “Av@pwres won 
at Olympia in 456 s.c. and the Greek commentators say 
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dragged about by passion, but knowledge derived 
from sense-perception. 

So much for the question whether failure of self- 
restraint can go with knowledge or not, and with 
knowledge in what sense. 

iv (ii) We must next discuss whether any man can (il) The 
be called ‘ unrestrained’ without qualification, or 2j7* 
whether it must always be in relation to certain airein pans 

r A | . nrestraint 
particular things, and if so, to what sort of things. tho same as 
Now it is plain that men are self-restrained and ato! Tem: 
enduring, unrestrained and soft, in regard to Profligacy, 

2 Pleasures and Pains. But the things that give f4,cre 
pleasure are of two kinds: some are necessary,® pleasures, 
uthers are desirable in themselves but admit of 
excess, The necessary sources of pleasures are those 
connected with the body: I mean such as the 
functions of nutrition and sex, in fact those bodily 
functions which we have indicated as the sphere of 
Profligacy and Temperance. The other sources of 
pleasure are not necessary, but are desirable in 
theinselves: I mean for example victory, honour, 
wealth, and the other good and pleasant things of 
the same sort. Now those who against the right 
principle within them exceed in regard to the latter 
class of pleasant things, we do not call unrestrained 
simply, but with a qualification—unrestrained as 
to money, gain, honour or anger*—not merely ‘ un- 
restrained’; because we regard them as distinct 
from the unrestrained in the strict sense, and only 
so called by analogy, like our familiar example? of 
Man the Olympic winncr, whose special definition 

that he is referred to here. His name would appear to 
have been used in the Peripatetic school as an example of 
the analogical use of words. 
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rob iBlov pixp@ Siehepev, GAN dws Erepos fv— 
(onpetov Sé 4 pev yap dxpacia péyerat ody ws 
dpapria pdvov ddAd Kat ds Kaxia Tus, 4 dards 

Bodca 7 KaTd Tt pépos, ToUTwr 8 odfels): réav Be 
qept Tas cwpaTiKas amoAatoets, mept ds A€youer s 
TOV aupPpova kal axdAacrov, 6 yu) TH Tpoatpetobar 
Trav te Hdéwv Bidxwv Tas trepBodas kal! roy 
Aumnpav pevywr, metyns kab Sims Kal dAdas cat 
piyous kal mdvrwy Trav mept addi Kat year, 
aAAa mapa Tv mpoatpeow Kal THY didvo.ay, 10 
departs A€yerat, od Kard mpdodcow, Ste epi 

4rdde, xabamep dpyis, GAN airAds pdvov (onpetov 
dé: Kal ydp padraol A€yovrar wept ravras, mepl 
éxelvwy 8 oddeniav). Kal Sa todr’ eis radrov 
Tov axparh ka TOV dxddaarov riBepev real 
eyKpaTh Kat oudpova,* GAN’ odk eetver oddéva, 15 
Sia «7d rept Tas adrds mws Hdovds Kal Adras 
elvat: of 5° etot pév wept tadra, add’ ody daatTws 
elolv, GAN ot ev mpoapodvras of 5’ od mpoatpotv- 
rar. 810 paddov dxddactov dv elroey doris 
ph embupdv H Apéua Swe tas tiepBodas* 

1 kal <rd pérpia> Rassow. 
§ kal éyxparf al odppova secludenda ? ed. 
3 drepBodas <rov 7ddwy> Rassow. 

% 4,¢., it only requires the addition of three words. Stnetly 
speaking, however, it is impossible to define an individual; 
moreover, the Olympic victor (a) was a man not merely by 
analogy but as a member of the species, and (b) was named 
Man not even by analogy but only homonymously. But 
a humorous illustration need not be precise. 

> Perhaps Man had some personal peculiarity which 
somewhat belied his name. 

¢ Probably this should be amended to ‘ moderate bodily 
pains,’ of. § 4. 
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is not very different ? from the general definition of 
* man,’ though nevertheless he is really quite distinct 
from men in general. (That such persons are only 
called unrestrained by analogy is proved by our 
blaming unrestraint, whether unqualified or with 
reference to some particular bodily pleasure, as a 
vice and not merely an error, whereas we do not 
regard those unrestrained in regard to money, ete. 

gas guilty of vice.) But of those who exceed in 
relation to the bodily enjoyments with regard to 
which we speak of men as temperate or profligate, 
he who pursues excessive pleasure, and avoids the 
extremes ° of bodily pains such as hunger, heat, 
cold, and the various pains of touch and taste, not 
from choice but against his own choice and reason, 
is described as unrestrained not with a qualification 
—unrestrained as regards these pleasures and pains— 
as is one who yields to anger, but just simply as 

4unrestrained, (A proof that ‘ unrestrained’ un- 
qualified denotes unrestraint as regards bodily 
pleasures and pains, is that we speak of men as 
“soft ’ who yield to these, but not those who yield 
to anger or the like.) And hence we class the 
unrestrained man with the profligate (and the self- 
restrained with the temperate) ¢, but not those who 
Ale to anger or the like, because Unrestraint and 
rotligacy are related to the same pleasures and 

pains. But as a matter of fact, although they are 
related to the same things, they are not related to 
them in the same way; the profligate acts from 
choice, the unrestrained man does not. Hence we 
should pronounce a man who pursues excessive 
pleasures and avoids moderate pains when he feels 

4 This parenthesis may be an interpolation. 
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kat devdyer petplas AVTas,  Todrov doris Bd 
76 emibupety abddpa: ti yap av éxetvos troupoesev, 29 
ei mpooyévoito émOupia veal Kal mepl Tas 
Trav dvayxaiwy évdelas Adan toyvpa; 

6 “Emel 8¢ rdv émibujudv Kal Tov HSovdy af dv 
cict TOY yéver KaAdv Kal omovdatwy (Trav 
yap Hoéwv gra dice aiperd, ta 8 vartia 
rouTav, Ta Sé jreTakd, Kabdrep Suetdoper mpd- 2% 
repov) olov ypiyara Kal Képdos Kal virn ial 
Ty, ™pds dmavra Sé Kat Td Towadra Kal Ta 
perad od TH mdayew Kal emibvpetv Kal dudciv 
yéyovrat ddd 7H mas Kal? trepBdddAew (81d 
Soot pev mapa Tov Adyov 7} KpaTobyra, 7) SubKovor 
rav dice te Kaddv kal dyabdv, ofov ot meplso 
TyLY HaAAov 7 bet onovddlovres, i Tept rékva 
Kal yovels—Kat ydp Taira tév dyablv, teat 
erawotvrar of mept Taira amovddlovres, aAd 
Guws €or, tis drepBory Kal ev rovrous, et Tis 
worep % NidBy pdyotro Kal mpds Tods feos, 7 
womep Ldrupos 6 didormdtwp emucadovpevos rept 1148 b 
tov marépa, Alav yap eddxet pwpalver)—pox ~ 
Oynpia pev ody obdepnia mept tair’ earl Sia 7d 

1 ray Wilson: rg. 2 xal om. Kb, 

® See §2; a third class is now added, pleasures bad in 
themselves and not only in excess; and the ‘necessary’ 
pleasures are now classcd as ‘intermediate,’ neither good 
nor bad in themselves, though good as a means to life, and 
bad in excess. 

> This subject is left without its verb, which apparently 
would be ‘are not wicked, nor yet unrestrained in the 
proper sense.’ Though this clause here begins as a paren- 
thesis, it is resumed below at ‘ well then ’ as a fresh sentence, 
which really, however, constitutes the apodosis of the prolasis 
that began at the beginning of the section, ‘ And inasmuch.’ 
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only weak desires or none at all, to be more profligate 
than one who does so owing to intense desires; for 
what would the former do if he possessed the ardent 
desires of youth, and felt violent pain when debarred 
from the ‘ necessary ’ pleasures ? 

s And inasmuch as some desires and pleasures 
relate to things that are noble and good in kind 
(for some pleasant things are desirable by nature, 
others the opposite, while others again are neutral— 
compare the classification we gave above): for 
instance money, gain, victory, honour: and inasmuch 
as in relation to all these naturally desirable things, 
as well as to the neutral ones, men are not blamed 
merely for regarding or desiring or liking them, but 
for doing so in a certain way, namcly to excess 
(hence those® who yield to or pursue, contrary to 
principle, anything naturally noble and good, for 
example those who care too much for honour, or 
for their children and their parents—for parents 
and children are good things and people are praised 
who care for them, but nevertheless it is possible 
even in their case to go to excess, by vying even 
with the gods like Niobe,* or as Satyrus did,? who 
was nicknamed the filial for his devotion to his 
father, for he was thought to carry it to the point 
of infatuation—) : well then, there cannot be any 
actual Vice in relation to these things, because, as 

* Niobe vaunted her children as more beautiful than 
those of Leto. 

4 The Greek commentators tell stories of a certain Satyrus 
who, when his father died, committed suicide for grief. 
But Heliodorus appears to have read émixadovdpevos Tov warépa 
without epi, ‘ or like Satyrus the Filial invoking his father 
asa god’: there were kings of Bosphorus named Satyrus 
in the 4th c., and one may have borne the surname Philopator. 
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uv , ¢ ss 29? > fol ‘ L | 
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% rs i 7 2 ~ 3 \ a > / py kakiay elvar éxdorny abrdv, ahaa 7H advadoyov 10 

dpotay, ottw SijAov dre Kael drodnnréov pdovnv 
dxpactay Kal éyxpdresav elvar aris éori aept 

4 ~ ‘ ” 4 

ratta TH awhpoodyyn Kal TH dKodacia, mepi dé 
Ovpod' Kal” dpoudrnta A€yowev: 81d Kal apoo- 

, a a 

Tiévres axpaTh Ovuot warep Tys Kal KépdSous 
paper. 

> ‘ > > \ wy A € 

v 7Erel 8 dorly dua pév 7bda does, kat rovTwy 18 
A e at Ta pev andds ra Se Kara yévy Kat Cow Kal 

avopamwv, ta 8 ode EoTw GMa Ta pev Sua 
cA A 4 2 , A \ \ 4 

anpwoes Ta 8¢ Sy €Oy yiverar, Ta Sé Sid poyPnpas 
uw 

pvoets, Eort Kal wept rovTwWY Exacta TrapamAynoias 
a i 

2idetv eLers: A€yw 8é tds Onpwbdeis, olov rhv 2 
Le a 

avOpwrov qv A€yovar tas Kuvovcas dvacyilovoay 
t 

va. maidia KarecBlew, 7 oto yxaipew dacly éevious 
> 

Tov drnypiwpevwy mept tov dvrov, tods pev 

2 Guyot KP: buydr. 

* So Peters. Perhaps there is a reference to the Lamia of 
folk-lore. 
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has been said, each of them is in itself desirable by 
nature, although excessive devotion to them is bad 

6 and to be avoided. And similarly there cannot be 
Unrestraint either, since that is not merely to be 
avoided, but actually blameworthy ; though people 
do use the term in these matters with a qualification 
—‘unrestraint in’ whatever it may be—because 
the affection does resemble Unrestraint proper ; just 
as they speak of someone as a bad doctor or bad 
actor whom they would not call simply ‘bad.’ As 
therefore we do not call bad doctors and actors bad 
men, because neither kind of incapacity is actually 
a vice, but only resembles Vice by analogy, so in the 
former case it is clear that only self-restraint and 
lack of restraint in regard to the same things as are 
the objects of Temperance and Profligacy are to be 
deemed Self-restraint and Unrestraint proper, and 
that these terms are applied to anger only by 
analogy ; and so we add a . qualification, "unrestrained 
in anger, * just. as we say ‘unrestrained in the pursuit 
of honour’ or ‘ gain.’ 

v_ Besides those things however which are naturally Unnatural 
pleasant, of which some are pleasant generally and eens ot 
others pleasant to particular races of animals and Bestisiity, 
of men, there are other things, not naturally pleasant, rostraintnor 
which become pleasant either as a result of arrested ° Vice 
development or from habit, or in some cases owing 
to natural depravity. Now corresponding to each of 
these kinds of unnatural pleasures we may observe 

2a related disposition of character. I mean bestial 
characters, like the creature in woman’s form 4 
that is said to rip up pregnant females and devour 
their offspring, or certain savage tribes on the coasts 
of the Black Sea, who are alleged to delight in raw 
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adyots tods Se? dv0peitwv Kpéaow, Tovs be 7a, 
matdia Saveilew daAdrAots” els ebwxiav, H 76 

3 rept Pdrapuy Aeydpevov. adrar pev 6: npiddets, 
ai bé Sid vdcous ylvovrau (xat ba? poaviay eviots, 28 
worep 6 THY pytépa Kabiepevoas Kal dayuy, 
Kat 6 Too owvSovAou 70 rap) at de voonpardwders 
[n}* &é eBous, olov Tpix@v ziAgets Kat dvb xany 
Tpadges, er. O avOpdkwv Kal yijs, mpds 5é rovrous 
q Tay adpodiotwr® Trois dppeow: rots jiev yap 
dvoew rots 5° e€ éBous oupBaivovowy, olov tois 80 

4 UBpilopevors € €k matdiy. daous pee our uous airta, 
TovTous pev ovdels av clmevey aparets, womep 
obdé Tas yovaticas ort ode Smuiovow avn’ drrulov- 
Tau" daavrws be Kal doo voonpwarwdds éyouot 

5 Se eos. 76 _ bev obty éxew exaora Toure ew 
TOV dpwy éort THS Kalas, xabdrep Kat 4 Onpidrns 11494 

76" 8 éyovra Kpareiv® q kparetoBan ovxy 7 dahij 
dxpacia aan” Kad Spoudryra., Kabdmep Kab TOV 
mept Tous Bupobs exovra. TooTov Tov Tporrov ToD 
arabovus, dicpari} 8 ob Aexréov. (wéca yap Urrep~ 6 
BadAovea Kat dppoovvy Kal Seria Kal dxohacta, 
kal xarer drys | at pev paged at 8€ voonpatdé- 

6 des eloiv' 6 pev yap pice. Totobros olos Sedvevae 
advra, Koy laid pis, Onpiddy Serdrlay devdds, 

1 rods d¢ secl. Oneken. 
2 sic Kb, dros Savelfew L», cat doalew cal Savelfvew &NAHAOLS 

Ts: dpavitew dddfAos vel dpavitew ? ed. 
3 Gd re M>, cal da pwavlay Kd, 
“ [a] om. K>: 4 <pice > Rassow. 
5 ddpodicluy <dpcdla> vel <cuvovela> Richards. 
6 oo: Bywater: trois. = 7 7dr Kb, 8 Xt xparety Richards, 

9 The version follows Wilhams, and seems to require 
the emendation given in the critical note. The ass. give 
“who lend their children to each other for feasting,’ 
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meat or in human flesh, and others among whom each 
in turn provides a child for the common banquet*; 

3 or the reported depravity of Phalaris.” These are 
instances of Bestiality. Other unnatural propensities 
are due to disease, and sometimes to insanity, as in 
the case of the madman that offered up his mother 
to the gods and partook of the sacrifice, or the one 
that ate his fellow slave’s liver. Other morbid pro- 
pensities are acquired by habit, for instance, plucking 
out the hair, biting the nails, eating cinders and 
earth, and also sexual perversion. These practices 
result in some cases from natural disposition, and in 
others from habit, as with those who have been 

4 abused from childhood. When nature is responsible, 
no one would describe such persons as showing 
Unrestraint, any more than one would apply that 
term to women because they are passive and not 
active in sexual intercourse ; nor should we class as 
Unrestraint a morbid state brought about by habitual 
indulgence. 

& Now these various morbid dispositions in them- 
selves do not fall within the limits of Vice, nor yet 
does Bestiality ; and to conquer or yield to them 
does not constitute Unrestraint * in the strict sense, 
but only the state so called by analogy; just as a 
man who cannot control his anger must be described 
as ‘unrestrained in’ that passion, not ‘ unrestrained.’ 

(Indeed folly, cowardice, profligacy, and ill-temper, 
whenever they run to excess, are either bestial or 

6 morbid conditions. One so constituted by nature 
as to be frightened by everything, even the sound 

+ See below, § 7, note. 
* We must understand ‘does not constitute restrain or 

unrestraint’ unless we amend ‘ and to fail to conquer, or 
to be conquered by, them does not constitute unrestraint.” 
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6 dé Thy yadfy éediet 51a vdcov" Kaul Tay a povesy 
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dayely  mpds adpodiciwy dromov Hdoviy: ore 1b 

85é Kal KparetoOar, pn) povov éxew  womep odv 
ral poxOnpia yh pev Kar” dvOpwmov arras Acyerau 
poxOnpia, 4 dé Kata mpoaeow Ore Onpusdys oT) 
voonparddys, dmhds v ov, TOV avrTov Tpomov 
dfrov ote kal akpacia éoriy 7 pev Onpresdns 4 
be voonparadns, amdAds Sé 4) Kata THY avOpwmtvyy 20 
ducodagtav ydvn. 

9 “Ort pev ody dxpacta Kal éyKparesd €or pdvov 
mept arep dxohacta, Kat ourppootyn Kal Ore mepl 
ra, aa, é€orly didAo cldos dxpacias, Aeydpevov 
Kare perapopay ral ody amas, dijov. 

vi “Ore &€ Kal Arrov aloypa dxpaota vf] Tob Bupod 7 7] 26 
” Tov emiBupndiv, Bewpjowper. éouce yap 6 Bupos 
cucovew Be re 708 Adyou, maparovew Se, sabamep 
of tayets TOY Biaxdvey [ol]? mplv dxodoa wav 
7O Aeyduevov éxOdovaw, elra duaprdvovor Ths 

1 uv riva dvlore ed.: gev post éviore K», om. vulg. 
8 Jackson. 

@ No such stories about Phalaris are alluded to elsewhere $ 
so Burnet here brackets the name, supposing the subject of 
xaretyev to be unexpressed, and taking § "2 to refer to 
Phalaris’s well-known practice of burning human victims 
in a bronze bull. But that was hardly an instance of 
Bestiality. > 4.¢., inhuman vice. 

* ‘Lack of control of the spirit’: see c. iv. 2 note *% 
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of a mouse, shows the cowardice of a lower animal; 
the man who was afraid of a weascl was a case of 
disease. So with folly: people irrational by nature 
and living solely by sensation, like certain remote 
tribes of barbarians, belong to the bestial class ; 
those who lose their reason owing to some disease, 
such as epilepsy, or through insanity, to the morbid.) 

7 With these unnatural propensities it is possible 
in some cases merely to have the disposition and not 
to yield to it: I mean, for instance, Phalaris® might 
have had the desire to eat a child, or to practise 
unnatural vice, and refrained ; or it is possible not 
merely to possess but to yield to the propensity. 

8 As therefore with Vice, that natural to man is called 
simply vice, whereas the other kind? is termed not 
simply vice, but vice with the qualifying epithet 
bestial or morbid, similarly with Unrestraint, it is 
clear that the bestial and morbid kinds are distinct 
from unrestraint proper, and that the name without 
qualification belongs only to that kind of unrestraint 
which is co-extensive with Profligacy of the human 
sort. 

9 It is clear then that Self-restraint and Unrestraint 
relate only to the objects to which Temperance and 
Profligacy are related, and that unrestraint in relation 
to anything else is of another kind, which is only so 
called metaphorically and with a qualification. 

vi Let us now consider the point that Unrestraint (Unrostraint 
in anger is less disgraceful than Unrestraint in the ( huge! 
desires. sible than 
Now it appears that anger does to some extent [2menant 

hear reason, but hears it wrong, just as hasty servants 
hurry out of the room before they have heard 
the whole of what you are saying, and so mistake 
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rot Oupod dxparis Tod Adyou mws HrTGrat, 6 Se 
THs emOvptas Kal od Tob Adyou. ert Tals Puarkais 
pGdAov auyyvapyn akodrovbely dpéEcow, emel Kais 
emfuuias tats tovadrais waAdov dcat Kowal maar, 
kal ep Goov Kowal: 6 de Buds dvarkwrepov Kal 
4 xarendrys roy emidupidy ra&v ris drepBodjs 
Kal TOv pi dvaycatwy, domep 6 drrodoyoujevos 
évs tov marépa tUmtot “Kal yap ovros”’ epy 
“rov éauTod, KaKelvos tov dvwbev,” Kal 6 
matdiov Seiéas “ kal obros cud” edn, “ drav dviip 
yernran” ouyyeves yap ape” Kal 6 éAcdpevos 
imo Tob vio mavecbar exédeve mpds Tats Apais: 
kal yap abrés éAxdoat Tov maTépa peéexpis evraiba, 
ére adikwrepor of ertBovddrepor. 6 ev odv Bupe- 

1 Garvius. 2 atoxrov KD: adoxlow, 

® These words are surely an interpolation. 
¥ Viz., the man who is ‘unrestrained’ in the strict sense, 

é.6,, cannot restiain his desires. 
* This story is developed in Robert Browning’s poem 
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your order, and as watch-dogs bark at a mere knock 
at the door, without waiting to see if it is a friend. 
Similarly anger, owing to the heat and swiftness of 
its nature, hears, but does not hear the order given, 
and rushes off to take vengeance. When reason or 
imagination suggests that an insult or slight has been 
received, anger flares up at once, but after reasoning 
as it were that you ought to make war on anybody 
who insults you. Desire on the other hand, at a mere 
hint from [the reason or @] the senses that a thing is 
pleasant, rushes off to enjoy it. Hence anger follows 
reason in a manner, but desire does not. Therefore 
yielding to desire is more disgraceful than yielding 
to anger, for he that fails to restrain his anger is 
in a way controlled by reason, but the other ? is 
controlled not by reason but by desire. 

2 Again, when impulses are natural, it is more 
excusable to follow them, since even with the desires 
it is more excusable to follow those that are common 
to all men, and in so far as they are common. But 
anger and bad temper are more natural than desire 
for excessive and unnecessary pleasures; witness 
the man who was had up for beating his father and 
who said in his defence, ‘‘ Well, my father used to 
beat his father, and he used to beat his, and (pointing 
to his little boy) so will my son here beat me when 
he grows up; it runs in our family’; and the man 
who, when his son was throwing him out of the house, 
used to beg him to stop when he got to the door, 
‘because he only used to drag his father as far as 
that.’ ° 

Again, the cvaftier men are, the more unjust 

‘Halbert and Hob’; it is said also to occur in a German 
Volkslied. 
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1 SodorAdxas L» (vy, Edmonds, Lyra Graeca, Sappho 134): 
SodvTAdkov, 

9 The line seems to have ended Kumpoyéveos mpdmodov 
(Bergk, ef. Hesych., K. 7. rpoay<w>yév), ‘for the servant 
of the wile-weaving Cyprus-born,’ viz., Peitho, Persuasion. 
It is ascribed by Wilamowitz to Sappho, and the same 
epithet is applied to Aphrodite in Sappho, i. 2. 

> One of the emblematic figures embroidered on the girdle 
of Aphrodite, Iliad, xiv. 217. 

° §8pis means any injury that is insulting to the victim, 
but here the writer is thinking specially of outrage prompted 
by lust. The argument is based on the feelings of both 
agent and victim. Anger, being a painful fecling, does not 
show wantonness or insolence, for wanton acts are pleasant 
to the doer. An injury done in anger therefore arouses less 
anger in return, less resentment in the victim, than does 
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they are. Now the hot-tempered man is not crafty, 
nor is anger, but open; whereas desire is crafty, as 
they say of Aphrodite : 

Weaver of wiles in Cyprus born % 

and Homer writes of her ‘ broidered girdle" 

Cajolery ® that cheats the wisest wits. 

As therefore unrestraint in desire is more unjust 
as well as morc disgraceful than unrestraint as 
regards anger, unrestraint in desire is Unrestraint 
in the strict sense, and is even in a certain sense 
Vice. 

Again, a wanton outrage ° gives pleasure to the 
doer, never pain, whereas an act done in anger 
always causes him a feeling of pain. If then 
things are unjust in proportion to the justice of the 
anger they arouse in the victim, unrestraint arising 
from desire is more unjust than that arising from 
anger; for anger contains no element of wanton 
insolence, 

It is clear therefore that unrestraint in one’s 
desires is more disgraceful than unrestraint in anger, 
and that itis in relation to bodily desires and pleasures 
that Self-restraint and Unrestraint are really mani- 
fested. 

But we must distinguish among the bodily desires 
and pleasures themselves. As was said at the 
beginning,? some of these are human and natural 

wanton outrage due to unrestrained desire. Therefore it is 
less ‘ unjust,’ less of an injury. Cj, Phetoric, 11. iii. 1380 a 34 
(anger is not so much resented, because it does not show 
conteinpt for its victim). 

4 See c. v. 1, and also c. i. 3. 
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eiot Kal puoural Kat TO yever Kal r@ peyéber, af 
be Snpusdess, as de Bud mpudoets recut voo LOT. 80 
Todrov dé mept Tas mpwras owdpoodyy Kal dicoha= 
ota, | povov éoriv: 810 Kal ra Onpia ovre oudpova, 
ovr” dxdhaora Adyouey aAN 7) Kara, Heraopay 
kal ef vu’ dAws dAAo ampos dAXo Suaheper yevos Tay 
Cdewv UBpec Kal wayne pla. Kal T@ Tapddyov 
elvai: od yap exer mpoalpeaw ovde oyropdy, GAN? 85 
éféarynxe Ths dvocws, womep ot pratrdprevor TOV 11504 

7 dvOpwmirwv. édarrov be Onpidrys kaxias,” poBep- 
TEpov 8€- od yap SvépBaprac TO BédrvoTov, darep 
év oa) wbpany, GAN otk eyes. Sp.ovov oop 
comep dibuyov oun Padew Tpos epapuxoy, mérepov 
kedictov" doweorepa dp 7 pavddrns acl 4 TOG p11) 
exovros dpxiv, 6 d€ vots dpx7}. (zrapamAjavov 
ov O° | oupBadrew ddiciay mpos avOpwrov aBucov: 
core yap as éxdTepov KdKtov.) pupiomAdota yap 
av Kaka ToUjoeter avOpurttos | Kaurcos Gnpiov. 

vii Ilepi be tas 8. adiis real yevoews 7Sovds Kat 
Adrras Kal emBupias kal gduyds, mept as TE x0 
axodacia Kal % awdpoctvn SuwvpicOn mpdrepov, 

on 

3 7. ? Bywater: run. ® xaxlas <kaxdy> Rassow,. 
3 rg? Richards. 

° The writer here seems to regard all animals as unnatural, 
in the sense of imperfectly developed, because irrational. 
The order precludes our taking this clause of the exceptional 
species (asses, wild boars, and pigs according to Greek 
zoologry) just alluded to ; moreover, as the excessive appetites 
of these are analogous *to Profligacy in men, they are not 
aberrations from animal nature any more than profligates 
are from human nature. 

* No two commentators read the same sense into this 
section, which is ‘little more than a series of jottings ’ 
(Burnet), The version given largely follows Peters. ‘The 
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both in kind and degree, some bestial, and some 
due to arrested development or disease. Now it is 
only with the first class that Temperance and Pro- 
fligacy are concerned; hence we do not use the 
terms temperate or profligate of the lower animals, 
except metaphorically, of certain entire species dis- 
tinguished from the rest by their exceptionally 
lascivious, mischievous, or omnivorous habits; for 
animals have neither the faculty of choice nor of 
calculation: they are aberrations from nature,? like 

7 men who are insane. Bestiality ® is less <evil> than 
vice, though more horrible: for <in a bestial man 
asin an animal the highest part <¢i.e. the intellect» is 
not corrupted, as it is in a man <who is wicked in a 
human way>, but entirely lacking. So that it is 
like comparing an inanimate with an animate thing, 
and asking which is the more evil; for the badness 
of a thing which has no originating principle—and 
imtelhgence is such a principle—is always less 
capable of mischief. °¢ (It is therefore like comparing 
Injustice with an unjust man: one is worse in one 
way and the other in another). For a bad man can 
do ten thousand times more harm than an animal 
<or a bestial man>. 

vii (iii) But in relation to the pleasures and pains (ii) Mndnr- 
of touch and taste, and the corresponding desires S000 304 
and acts of avoidance, which have already? been lated to pain 

: : : Self-re- 
defined as the sphere in which Profligacy and atraint and 

Unreatraint 
insertions in brackets indicate what may possibly have been 0 pleasure. 
in the writer’s mind. 

® The relevance of this parenthesis is obscure ; its meaning, 
in the light of other passages in Aristotle, may be that 
injustice is worse in the sense that it is evil per se (whereas 
the unjust man is evil wer accideng), but the unjust man js 
‘worse in the sense that he is productive of’ evil. @ ux, 
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moAAot Kpeittous, got S¢ Kparety Kat dv of ToAXol 
4 , > ¢ X\ ‘ ¢ \ > \ ¢ 2 Yrrovs' TovTwv 8 6 ev Tept ASovas axparis 6 
éyKpatis, 6 S¢ mepit AUmas padacds 6 bé Kap- 
TEpLKOS. peTago 8 ) T&v TAciaTwY ebis, Kev eb 1s 
es Tol 4 4 , > ‘ - yw 2 pérovet paddAov mpds Tas yetpovs. emel 8 evar 
Tay ASovdy dvayxatat elow at 8 ot, Kal péxpr 
twos, at 8° drepBodat ot, odd’ al edrchbes, 

dpoiws 8 Kal wept emiuplas éyer Kal Adras, 6 
\ \ e \ a, a £3 By A pev tas brepBodrds Stdxov trav Hddwr 7 Kad 

e \ AL ‘ v > en \ bmepBodny Kat’ Sud mpoatpeow, 8° atrdas cal 2o 
pndev 80 érepoy dmoBatvov, dxdAactos: dvdyien 
yap tobrov pr elvar petaweAnrixdv, dior’ dviaros: 
£ \ 3 / 2 ¢ ¢ > ? é € 6 yap dyetapeAntos dviatos. 6 8 edrcinwv 6 

/ 

dvrixeievos, 0 5é€ péoos oddpwv. dpolms $e 
Kal 6 pevywr tds cwpatucds AdTas yt) 8 Array 

nm \ 

g GAdd Sid mpoalpeaw.—(rOv S€ pr} mpoapoupevwy a 
ey» Sud Sy Sov £38 Sea +6 , 
6 pev dyerat dia THY ySoviv, 6 Sé Sid To devyew 
viv Admyv THY and THs émOuplas. Wore d.a- 

Z LAA AN e bt 8 BLY 86. 7 

dépovow dAAjAwy: mavei av defeve yelpwv 
~ wv 

elvat, eb Tis pr) emfuudy 4 hpdua mpdrror rt 
1 M>: drepBodds 4, 

4 This addition is illogically expressed, but it is a reminder 
that to take too little of certain ‘ necessary’ pleasures is as 
wrong as to take too much: seec. iv. 5 note*. 
Bs te.y Reneeeny things; see the tripartite classification 

of c. iv. 5. 
° Incurable, and therefore profligate, dxé\agros, which 

means literally either ‘incoirigible’ or ‘ unchastized’: see 
note on tr, xi. 5, 
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Temperance are displayed, it is possible on the one 
hand to have such a disposition as to succumb even 
to those temptations to which most men are superior, 
or on the other hand to conquer even those to which 
most men succumb. These two dispositions, when 
manifested in relation to pleasure, constitute Un- 
restraint and Restraint respeclively ; when in relation 
to pain, Softness and Lindurance. The disposition of 
the great majority of men lies between the two, 
though they incline rather to the worse extremes. 

2 And inasmuch as some pleasures are necessary Profligacy, 
and others not, and the former are only necessary 
within certain limits, excessive indulgence in them 
not being necessary, nor yet deficient indulgence ¢ 
either, and inasmuch as the same holds good also 
of desires and of pains, one who pursucs excessive 
pleasures, or pursues things ® to excess and from 
choice, for their own sakes and not for the sake of 
some ultcrioy consequence, is a profligate; for aman 
of this character is certain to feel no regret for his 
excesses afterwards, and this being so, he is ineur- 
able,’ since there is no cure for one who docs not 
regret his error. The man deficient in the enjoy- 
ment of pleasures is the opposite of the profligate 3 
and the middle character is the temperate man. 
And similarly, he who avoids bodily pains not 
because his will is overpowered but of deliberate 

8 choice, is also profligate. (Those on the other hand 
who yield not from choice, are prompted either by 
the pleasure of indulgence, or by the impulse to 
avoid the pain of unsatisfied desire. Hence there 
is a difference between deliberate and non-deliberate 
indulgence. Everyone would think a man worse if 
he did something disgraceful when he felt only a 
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6 dOAtep dpowos av. opolus oe exet reaut areph ey: 
Kpareav Kal dxpaciav: ob} yap él TIS loxupav Kat 
UmepBaMovody qdovayv Hrrarau q hunév, dav- 
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6 Ocodeerou Didowery}rns ind Tob évews nen \ny- 
pévos n é Kapkivou ev Th "Addon Kepxdov, ical 10 
domep of KaTéxew TELpejrevor tov yehwra, dOpdov 
ercxayydlovow, olov ovvérece Bevopdvra—aw 
et TUS pds as ob qroAAot Suvavrac dyréxew, TOUT 
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1 Sdvavrar <dvréyew> Richards. 

® Not Softness strictly, which ranges with Unrestraint 
and is not deliberate. 

® Seneca, De ira, ii. 2, says that Xenophantus’s martial 
musie made Alexander put out his hand to grasp his weapons 
ihe story is told by Suidas of a Theban flute-player 
imotheus, ¢f. Dryden, Alewander’s Feast); apparently 

Alexander’s music had a different effect on Xenophantus ! 
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slight desire, or none at all, than if he acted from a 
strong desire, or if he struck another in cold blood 
than if he did so in anger; for what would he have 
done had his passions been aroused? Hence the 
profligate man is worse than the unrestrained.) 

Of the dispositions described above, the deliberate 
avoidance of pain is rather a kind ¢ of Softness; the 
deliberate pursuit of pleasure is Profligacy in the 
strict sense. 

4 Self-restraint is the opposite of Unrestraint, 
Endurance of Softness; for Endurance means only 
successful resistance, whereas Restraint implies 
mastery, which is a different matter : victory is more 
glorious than the mere avoidance of defeat. Hence 
self-restraint is a more valuable quality than Endur- 

5 ance. One who is deficient in resistance to pains 
that most men withstand with success, is soft or 
luxurious (for Luxury is a kind of Softness): sucha 
man lets his cloak trail on the ground to escape the 
fatigue and trouble of lifting it, or feigns sickness, 
not seeing that to counterfeit misery is to be miser- 

Bable. The same holds good of Self-restraint and 
Unrestraint. It is not surprising that a man should 
be overcome by violent and excessive pleasures or 
pains: indeed it is excusable if he succumbs after 
a struggle, like Philoctetes in Theodectes when 
bitten by the viper, or Kerkyon in the Alope of 
Karkinos, or as men who try to restrain their laughter 
explode in one great guflaw, as happened to Xeno- 
phantus.2 But we are surprised when a man is 
overcome by pleasures and pains which most men 
are able to withstand, except when his failure to 
resist is due to some innate tendency, or to disease: 
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1 rpoyapyaNodévres LY: -Moavres vulg., mpoarOdueror vel 
wpotdévres Richards. 

® Herodotus, i. 105, says that certain Scythians who 
robbed the temple of Uramian Aphrodite at Askalon were 
smitten with the ‘ feminine disease,’ which affected their 
descendants ever after; but Hippocrates, Tep) dépwr 22, 
describes effeminate symptoms prevalent among wealthy 
Ss high-born Scythians, due to Laing too much on horse- 
ack. 
» ie, it is not an excessive proneness to pursue pleasure, 

and therefore is not profligacy. 
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instances of the former being the hereditary 
effeminacy ¢ of the royal family of Scythia, and the 
inferior endurance of the female sex as compared 
with the male. 

7 People too fond of amusement are thought to be 
profligate, but really they are soft; for amusement 
is rest, and ew ae a slackening of effort, and 
addiction to amusement is a form of exccssive 
slackness.? 

sg But there are two forms of Unrestraint, Impetuous- two forma 
ness and Weakness. The weak deliberate, but then %U" 4 
are prevented by passion from keeping to their 
resolution ; the impetuous are led by passion because 
they do not stop to deliberate: since some people 
withstand the attacks of passion, whether pleasant 
or painful, by feeling or seeing them coming, and 
rousing themselves, that is, their reasoning faculty, 
in advance, just as one is proof against tickling if 
one has just been tickled already." It is the quick 
and the excitable who are most liable to the impetu- 
ous form of Unrestraint, because the former are too 
hasty and the latter too vehement to wait for reason, 
being prone to follow their imagination. 

viii The profligate, as we said,? does not feel remorse, (iv) Further 
for he abides by his choice; the unrestrained man [iirmstiany Unrestrain 

on the other hand invariably repents his excesses ii ler 
afterwards. Hence the objection that we stated ® guistica 
does not hold good; on the contrary, it is the profli- iy, Brot 

¢ The variant ‘can avoid being tickled by tickling the 
other person first ’ seems less likely, but either reading may 
be doubted: see critical note. Aristotle elsewhere (Prob. 
965a11) remarks that one is less sensitive to tickling if 
one 1s not taken unawares, and that is why one cannot 
tickle oneself. 4 ¢. vii. 2. * c. ii. 10. 
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1 rrovnpla secl. Scaliger. 
2 dfvveror Ruchards: af, O, of dé. vulg. 
8 ddixjoovor KP, 

9 éxgrarixés is here used as equivalent to sporeris, 
‘impetuous,’ in c. vii. 8; whereas below, § 5, as inc. i. 6 
and c. ii, 7, it denotes the quality with which it is here 
contrasted. 
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gate who cannot be cured, whereas the unrestrained 
man can; for Vice resembles diseases like dropsy 
and consumption, whereas Unrestraint is like 
epilepsy, Vice being a chronic, Unrestraint an 
intermittent evil. Indeed Unrestraint and Vice are 
entirely different in kind, for Vice is unconscious, 
whereas the unrestrained man is aware of his infirmity. 

2 Among the unrestrained themselves, the impulsive? 
sort are better than those who know the right prin- 
ciple but do not keep to it; for these suceumb to 
smaller temptations, and they do not yield without 
deliberation, as do the impulsive; the unrestrained ® 
man is like people who get drunk quickly, and with 
a small amount of wine, or with less than most men. 

3 That Unrestraint is not strictly a vice (though it is 
perhaps vice in a sense), is clear; for Unrestraint 
acts against deliberate choice, Vice in accordance 
with it. But nevertheless in the actions that result 
from it it resembles Vice: just as Demodocus wrote 
of the people of Miletus— 

Milesians are no fools, ‘tis true, 
But yet they act as fools would do. 

Similarly the unrestrained are not unjust, but they 
do unjust things. 

4 Again,® the unrestrained man is so constituted as 
to pursue bodily pleasures that are excessive and 
contrary to right principle without any belief that 
he ought to do so, whereas the profligate, because 
he is so constituted as to pursue them, is convinced 
that he ought to pursue them. Therefore the former 

> i.e, the feeble sort who stop to think and yet succumb; 
the impulsive man is not the typical unrestrained man. 

° ‘The argument is here resumed from § 1. 
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1 @yadd. Ald. 8 pi pevdet: why add. LY, dwevdel Coraes, 

9 4.e., to change his conduct. The unrestrained man’s 
belief is right a male and he needs only to be induced 
to act up to it; whereas the profligate must be persuaded 
to change his belief before he will alter his conduct. 

’ Of. vu. v. 6. 
° The context might indicate that the definitions are 

meant, which, themselves apprehended intuitively, are the 
starting-points of mathematical deductions. But these are 
ordinarily distinguished by Aristotle from hypotheses, which 
are assertions of the existence of things, not of their nature. 
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can easily be persuaded to change.” but the latter 
cannot. For virtue preserves the fundamental prin- 
ciple,” vice destroys it, and the first principle or 
starting-point in matte:s of conduct is the end 
proposed, which corresponds to the hypotheses* of 
mathematics; hence no more in cthics than in 
mathematics are the first principles imparted by 
process of reasoning, but by virtue, whether natural 
or acquired by training in right opmion as to the 
first principle. The man of principle therefore is 
temperate, the man who has lost all principle, profli- 

5 gate. But there is a person who abandons his choice, 
against right principle, under the influence of passion, 
who is mastered by passion sufficieutly for him not 
to act in accordance with right principle, but not 
so completely as to be of such a character as to 
believe that the reckless pursuit of pleasure is right. 
This is the unrestrained man: he is better than the 
profligate, and not absolutely bad, for in him the 
highest part of man, the fundamental principle, is 
still preserved. Opposed to the unrestrained man 
is another, who stands firm by his choice, and does 
not abandon it under the mere impulse of passion. 

It is clear then from these considerations that 
Self-restraint is a good quality and Unrestraint a 
bad one. 

ix Is then a man self-restrained if he stands by a (2) Torban- 
aos A * on purpose 

principle or choice of any sort, or must it be the uotulways 
right choice? and is a man unrestrained if he fails @iure of 
to stand by a choice or principle of any sort, or only rostraint. 

It is therefore suggesled that the term here means the 
propositions of mathematics, which are assumed as the 
starting-point of the analytical process by which a proof 
of a theorem or solution of a problem may be discovered + 
of, uu. iii. 12. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VII. ix. 14 

if he fails to stand by the true principle and the 
right choice? This difficulty was raised before.* 
Perhaps the answer is, that though accidentally it 
may be any principle or choice, essentially it is the 
true principle and the right choice that the one 
stands by and the other does not; in the sense 
that if a man chooses or pursues 5 as a means to 
a, @ is essentially, 6 only accidentally, his object 
and his choice. And by ‘ essentially’ we mean 
‘absolutely’; hence while in a sense it is any sort 
of opinion, speaking absolutely it is the true opinion 
that the one stands by and the other abandons. 

2 But there are some persons who stand by their 
opinion whom we call ‘ obstinate,’ meaning that 
they are hard to convince, and not easily persuaded 
to change their convictions. These bear some 
resemblance to the self-restrained man, as the 
prodigal does to the liberal, and the reckless to 
the brave; but they are really different in many 
vespects, The self-restrained man stands firm against 
passion and desire: he will be ready on occasion 
to yield to persuasion; but the obstinate stand firm 
against reason: they are not proof against desire, 

3 and are often led by pleasure. Types of obstinacy 
are the opinionated, the stupid, and the boorish. The 
motives of the opinionated are pleasure and pain: 
the agreeable sense of victory in not being persuaded 
to change their minds, and the annoyance of having 
the decrees of their sovereign will and pleasure 
annulled. Hence they really resemble the un- 
restrained more than the restrained. 

4 And there are some who fail to abide by their 
resolves from some other cause than lack of self- 
restraint, for instance, Neoptolemus® in the Philo- 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VII. ix. 4-6 

ctetes of Sophocles. It is true that his motive for 
changing was pleasure, though a noble pleasure, 
since it was pleasant* for him to speak the truth, 
and he had only told a lie at the instigation of 
Odysseus. In fact, not everyone whose conduct is 
guided by pleasure is either profligate and hase, or 
unrestrained, but only those who yield to disgraceful 
pleasures. 

5 ‘There is also a character ® that takes less than the Insenst. 
proper amount of pleasure in the things of the body, ae 
and that fails to stand by principle in that sense 
The self-restrained man therefore is really inter- 
mediate betwcen the unrestrained man and the type 
described. The unrestrained man departs from 
principle because he enjoys bodily pleasures too 
much, the person described does so because he 
enjoys them too little ; while the self-restvained man 
stands by principle and does not change from either 
cause. And inasmuch as Self-restramt is good, it 
follows that both the dispositions opposed to it are 
bad, as indced they appear to be; but because one 
of the two is found only in a few people, and is rarely 
displayed, Unrestraint is thought to be the sole 
opposite of Self-restraint, just as Profligacy is thought 
to be the sole opposite of Temperance. 

6 Many terms are used in an analogical sense, and (@) selt. 
so we have come to speak by analogy of the ‘ self- *osfraint and Un- 
restraint’ of the temperate man, because the Pesta 
temperate man, as well as the sclf-restrained, is so tinguished 
constituted as never to be led by the pleasures of ory 
the body to act against principle. But whereas the Brofligancy. 
self-restrained man has evil desires,° the temperate 
man has none; he is so constituted as to take no 
pleasure in things that are contrary to principle, 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VII. x. 3—xi. 2 

enactments, and has good Jaws, but which never 
keeps its laws: the condition of things satirized by 
Anaxandrides— 

The state, that recks not of the laws, would fain... 

4 whereas the bad man is like a state which keeps its 
Jaws but whose laws are bad. 

Both Self-restraint and Unrestraint are a matter 
of extremes as compared with the character of the 
mass of mankind; the restrained man shows more 
and the unrestrained man less steadfastness than 
most men are capable of. 

Reformation is more possible with that type of ( tho im. 
Unrestraint which is displayed by persons of an peweus 
excitable temperament than it is with those who easily cured, 
dehberate as to what they ought to do, but do not 
keep to the resolution they form. And those who 
have become unrestrained through habit are more 
easily cured than those who are unrestrained by 
nature, since habit is easier to change than nature ; 
for even habit is hard to change, precisely because it 
is a sort of nature, as Evenus says : 

Mark me, my friend, ’tis ¢ long-continued training, 
And training in the end becomes men’s nature. 

5 We have now discussed the nature of Self-restraint 
and Unrestraint, and of Endurance and Softness, 
and have shown how these dispositions are related 
to one another, 

xi It is also the business of the political philosopher oo, zi-ay, 
to examine the nature of Pleasure and Pain; for he a Ag 
is the master-craftsman, and lays down the endc, xi Ethical 
which is the standard whereby we pronounce things (rpniance 

2 good or bad in the absolute sense. Moreover this and Pain, 
investigation is fundamental for our study, because 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VII. xi. 2-4 

we have established that Moral Virtue and Vice 
are concerned with pleasures and pains, and most 
people hold that pleasure is a necessary adjunct of 
Happiness, which is why the word denoting ‘ supreme 
bliss ’ 1s derived from the verb meaning ‘ to enjoy.’ ® 

s Now (1) some people think that no pleasure is a Thro» cu. 
good thing, whether essentially or accidentally. Sitios 
They argue that Good and Pleasure are two distinct about Be 
things. tho att 

(2) Others hold that though some pleasures are jens lor 
good, most are bad. 

(3) There is also a third view, that even if all 
pleasures are good, nevertheless pleasure cannot be 
the Supreme Good.° 

4 (1) To prove that pleasure is not a good at all, 
it is argued that 

(a) Every pleasure is a conscious process towards 
a natural state; but a process can in no 
case belong to the same order of things as 
its end ; for example, the process of building 
cannot be a thing of the same sort as the 
house built. 

(6) The temperate man avoids pleasures. 
(c) The prudent man pursues freedom from pain, 

not pleasure. 
(d) Pleasures are a hindrance to prudent delibera- 

tion, and the more so the more enjoyable 
they are; for instance, sexual pleasure: no 
one could think of anything while indulging 
in it. 

(e) There is no art of pleasure; yet with every 
good thing there is an art which produces it, 

(f) Children and animals pursue pleasures. 
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6 (2) To prove that not all pleasures are good, it is 
argued that 

(a) Some pleasures are disgraceful, and discredit 
the man who indulges in them. 

(b) Some pleasures are harmful, for certain pleasant 
things cause disease. 

(3) To prove that pleasure is not the Supreme 
Good, it is argued that it is not an end but a process, 

These then, more or less, are the current views. 
xii But the following considerations will show that Rofutation 

these arguments are not conclusive to prove (1) that Of tens monts for 
pleasure is not a good at all, nor (3) that it is not eae 
the Supreme Good. tat ne 

(1) (@) Im the first place (i.) ‘the good” has two Flenture ls 
meanings: it mncans both that which is good ie 
absolutely, and that which is good for somebody, 
or relatively, Consequently the term ‘ good’ has 
the same double meaning when applied to men’s 
natures and dispositions; and therefore also when 
applied to movements and to processes. Also those 
processes which are thought to be bad will in some 
eases, though bad absolutely, be not bad relatively, 
but in fact. desirable for a particular person, or in 
other cases, though not even desirable generally for 
the particular person, nevertheless desirable for him 
in particulary circumstances and for a short time, 
although not really desirable. And some such 
processes ? are not really pleasures at all, but only 
seem to be so: I mean the painful processes that 
are undergone for their curative effects, for instance, 
treatment applied to the sick. 

Again (ii), the good is cither an activity or a 
state Now the pleasures that restore us to our 
natural state are only accidentally pleasant; while 
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the activity of desire is the activity of that part of 
us which has remained in the natural state: for 
that matter, there are some pleasures which do not 
involve pain or desire at all (for instance, the pleasure 
of contemplation), bemg expenenced without any 
deficiency from the normal having occurred, That 
restorative pleasures are only accidentally pleasant 
is indicated by the fact that we do not enjoy the 
same things while the natural state is being 
replenished as we do after it has been restored to 
the normal; in the normal state we enjoy things 
that are absolutely pleasant, but during the process 
of replenishment we enjoy even their opposites ; for 
instance, sour and bitter things, none of winch are 
naturally or absolutely pleasant, so that the pleasures 
we get from them are not naturally or absolutely 
pleasant either, since there is the same distinction 
between various pleasures as there is between the 
pleasant things from which they arise. 

8 Again (iii.), it does not follow, as some argue, that 
as the end 1s better than the process towards it, so 
there must be something belter than pleasure. For 
pleasures are not really processes, nor are they all 
incidental to a process: they are activities, and 
therefore an end; nor do they result from the 
process of acquiring our faculties, but from their 
exercise ; nor have they all of them some end other 
than themselves: this is only true of the pleasures 
of progress towards the perfection of our nature. 
Hence it is not correct to define pleasure as a ‘ con- Desnition 
scious process’; the term should rather be ‘ activity of Pleasure. 
of our natural state,’ and for ‘ conscious’ we must 
substitute ‘unimpeded.’ Some thinkers hold that 
pleasure is a process on the ground that it is good 
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2 i.¢., the pleasures arising from the exercise of other 
qualilies. 

» Cf. c. iv. 5 
* ie., not good absolutely or in themselves, though | good 

(in moderation) as means to life: the ‘necessary’ and 
‘neutral’ pleasures of c. iv. 2, 5. 

4 #.e., the prudent man both satisfies his natural desire 
for the bodily pleasures in moderation, and trains himself 
not to mind their absence; but does both not for the sake 
of pleasure, but to avoid the disturbance of pain. 
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in the fullest sense, because in their view an activity 
is a process; but really an activity is different from 
a proccss, 

4 To argue (2) (b) that pleasures are bad because 
some pleasant things are detrimental to health is 
the same as to argue that health is bad because some 
healthy things are bad for the pocket. Both pleasant 
things and healthy things can be bad in a relative 
sense, but that does not make them really bad; 
even contemplation may on occasion be injurious to 
health. 

5 (1) (d) Neither prudence nor any other quality is 
hampered by its own pleasure, but only by alien 
pleasures*; the pleasures of contemplation and study 
will enable us to contemplate and study better, 

6 (1) (e) That there should be no art devoted to the 
production of any form of pleasure is only natural ; 
an art never produces an activity, but the capacity 
for an activity. Though in point of fact the arts of 
pornncty and cookery are generally considered to 
be arts of pleasure. 

7 The arguments (1) (4) thal the temperate man 
avoids pleasure, and (1) (e) that the prudent man 
pursues freedom from pain, and (1) (f) that animals 
and children pursue pleasure, are all met by the 
same reply. It has been explained? how some 
pleasures are absoluicly good, and how not all 
pleasures are good.’ Now it is those pleasures which 
are not absolutely good that both animals and 
children pursue, and it is freedom from pain arising 
from the want of those pleasures that the prudent 
man pursues4; that is, the pleasures that involve 
desire and pain, namely the bodily pleasures (for 
these are of that nature), or their excessive forms, 
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in regard to which Profligacy is displayed. That ts 
why the temperate man avoids excessive bodily 
pleasures : for even the temperate man has pleasures, 

That pain morcover is an evil and to be avoided 
is admitted ; since all pain is either absolutely evil, 
or evil as being in some way an impediment to 
activity. But that which is the opposite of some- 
thing to be avoided—opposed to it as a thing to be 
avoided and evil—must be good. It follows there- 
fore that pleasure is a good. Speusippus attempted 
to refute this argument* by saying that, as the 
greater is opposed to the equal as well as to the less, 
so pleasure is opposed to a neutral state of feeling 
as well as to pain. But this refutation does not hold 
good; for Speusippus would not maintain that 
pleasure is essentially evil. 

2 But granting (2) that some pleasures are bad, it 
does not therefore follow (3) that a certain pleasure 
may not nevertheless be the Supreme Good; just 
as a certain form of knowledge may be supremely 
good, although some forms of knowledge are bad. 
On the contrary (i) since every faculty has its un- 
impeded activity, the activity of all the faculties, or 
of one of them (whichever constitutes Happiness), 
when unimpeded, must probably be the most desir- 
able thing there is; but an unimpeded activity is a 
pleasure ; so that on this showing the Supreme Good 
will be a particular kind of pleasure, even though 
most pleasures are bad, and, it may be, bad absolutely 
This is why everybody thinks that the happy life 
must be a pleasant life, and regards pleasure as a 

xiii 

~ necessary ingredient of happiness; and with good 
' yeason, since no impeded activity is perfect, whereas 

Happiness is essentially perfect ; so that the happy 
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> Hesiod, Works and Days, 768; the couplet ends, 
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° Of. x ii. 4. 
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man requires in addition the goods of the body, 
external goods and the gifls of furtune, in order 
that his activity may not be umpcded through lack 

8of them. (Consequently those who say® that, if a 
man be good, he will be happy even when on tlic 
rack, or when fallen into the direst nusfortune, are 
intentionally or unintentionally talking nonsense.) 

4 But because Happiness iequires the wifts of fortune 
in addition, some people think that ai is the same 
thing as good fortune ; but this 1s not so, since even 
good fortune itself when excessive is an impediment 
to activity, and perhaps indecd no longer deserves 
to be called good fortune, since good fortune can 
only be defined in relation to Happiness. 

6 (ii) Moreover, that all ammals and all human 
beimgs pursue pleasure is some indication that it is 
in a sense the Supreme Good : 

No rumour noised abroad by many peoples 
Comes utlerly to nanght.! 

6 But they do not all pursue the same pleasure, since 
the natural state and the best state neither is nor 
seems to be the same for them all; yet still they all 
pursue pleasure, Indeed it is possible that in reality 
they do not pursue the pleasure which they think 
and would say they do, but all the same pleasure ; 
for nature has implanted in all things something 
divine.° But as the pleasures of the body are the 
ones which we most often meet with, and as all men 
are capable of these, these have usurped the family 
title ; and so men think these are the only pleasures 
that exist, because they are the only oncs which 
they know. 

7 (ili.) Moreover, it is clear that if pleasure is not 
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* The ass, give ‘if pleasure and activity are not good.’ 
> Whereas bodily pleasure is good in moderation and 

bad only in excess, all pain is bad; but this does not mean 
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good and activity is not pleasure,* the life of the 
happy man will not necessarily be pleasant. Tor 
why should he need pleasure if it is not good? On 
the contrary, his life may even be painful; for if 
pleasure is neither good nor evil, no more is pain 
either, so why should he avoid it? And if the good 
man’s activities are not pleasanter than those of 
others, his life will not be pleasanter either. 

xiv On the subject of the bodily pleasures, we must Bodily plew 
examine the view of those who say that though it ae 
is true that some pleasures, which they call the noble tions 
pleasures, are highly desirable, yet bodily pleasures 
and those which are the objects of the profligate 

2are not desirable. If so, why are the pains opposed 
to them evil? since the opposite of evil is good. 
Perhaps the true view is, that the necessary pleasures 
are good in the sense that what is not evil is good ; 
or that they are good up to a point: for though you 
cannot have excessive pleasure from states and move- 
ments which cannot themselves be in excess of what 
is good, you can have excessive pleasure from those 
which themselves adinit of excess. Now you can 
have an excess of the bodily goods ; and it is pursuing 
this excess that makes a bad man, not pursuing the 
necessary pleasures, for everybody enjoys savoury 
food, wine, and sexual pleasure in some degrec, 
though not everybody to the right degree. With 
pain it is the other way about®: one avoids not 
merely excessive pain, but all pain; for the opposite 
of excessive pleasure is not paim at all, except to the 
man who pursues excessive pleasure. 

8 We ought however not only to state the true 

that the absence of excessive pleasue is bad, for it is not 
painful to the good man, 
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* The reference is presumably to c. xii. t, but the two 
passages do not correspond very closely. 

> Cf. c. vi. 6, note 4% 
* Or possibly ‘that the restorative pleasures imply a 

defective state.’ 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VII, xiv. 3-8 

view, but also to account for the false one, since to pnt not the 
do so helps to confirm the true; for when we have */¢ font. 
found a probable explanation why something appears this ms- 
to be true though it is not true, this increases our en A 
belief in the truth. 
We have then to eyplain why it is that bodily 

pleasures appear to be more desirable than others. 
4 (1) Now the first reason is that pleasure drives 

out pain; and excessive pain leads men to seek 
excessive pleasure, and bodily pleasure generally, 
as a restorative. And these restorative pleasures 
are intense, and therefore sought for, because they 
are seen in contrast with their opposite. (The 
view that pleasure is not a good at all is also due 
to these two facts, as has been said,* (a) that some 
pleasures are actions indicative of an evil nature, 
whether it be depraved from birth, like the nature 
of an animal, or corrupted by habit, as is the case 
with evil men, and (0) that others are restoratives 
of a defective state,° and to be in the natural state 
is better than to be in process of returning to it. 
But as a matter of fact the latter sort of pleasures 
accompany a process towards perfection, so that 
accidentally they are good.) 

5 (2) Another reason is that bodily pleasures are 
sought for, just because of their intensity, by people 
who are incapable of enjoying others (for instance, 
some deliberately take steps to make themselves 
thirsty) : not that there is any objection to this if the 
pleasures are innocuous, but it is bad if they are 
productive of harmful results. The fact is that 
some men have no other sources of enjoyment ; and 
also many are so constituted that a neutral state of 
feeling is to them positively painful. (This is because 
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* It fs this which is really pleasant: see c. xii. 2. 
$ ie, which stimulate the activity of any é&s, disposi- 

tion or faculty, which is in its natural state, in contrast 
with those pleasures which stimulate the restoration of a 
faculty to its natural state. 
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a state of strain is the normal condition of an animal 
organism, as physiology testifies; it tells us that 
sight and hearing are in fact painful, but we have 
got used to them in course of time—such is the 

6theory.) Similarly the young are in a condition 
resembling intovication, because they are growing, 
and youth is pleasant in itself; but persons of an 
excitable nature need a restorative perpetually, 
because thcir temperament keeps their bodies in a 
constant state of irritation, and their appetites are 
continually active; and any pleasure, if strong, 
drives out pain, not only the opposite pleasure. 
This is why excitable men become profligate and 
vicious. 

7 Pleasures unaccompanied by pain, on the other 
hand—and these are those derived from things 
naturally and not accidentally pleasant—do not 
admit of excess. By things accidentally pleasant 
I mean things taken as restoratives; really their 
restorative effect is produccd by the operation ® of 
that part of the system which has remained sound, 
and hence the remedy itself 1s thought to be pleasant. 
Those things on the contrary are naturally pleasant 
which stimulate the activity of a given nature? 

8 Nothing however can continue to give us pleasure Pleasure of 
always, because our nature is not simple, but contains ee a 
a second element (which is what makes us perish- composite 
able beings), and consequently, whenever one of , 
these two elements is active, its activity runs counter 
to the nature of the other, while when the two are 
balanced, their action feels neither painful nor 
pleasant. Since if any man had a simple nature, the 
same activity would afford him the greatest pleasure 
always. Hence God enjoys a single simple pleasure 
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perpetually. For there is not only an activity of 
motion, but also an activity of immobility, and there 
is essentially a truer pleasure in rest than in motion. 
But change in all things is sweet, as the poet says,* 
owing to some badness in us ; since just as a change- 
able man is bad, so also is a nature that needs change ; 
for it is not simple nor good. 

9 We have now discussed the naturc of Self-restraint 
and Unrestraint, and of Pleasure and Pain, and have 
shown in either case in what sense one of the two 
is good and the other evil It remains for us to 
speak of Friendship. 

« Euripides, Orestes, 234, 
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1 BofGea Mb: Bondelas (Bonbe? Par. 1417). 
* mpds... xalom. KD, 

% @Ma, ‘friendship,’ sometimes rises to the meaning of 
affection or love, but also includes any sort of kindly feeling, 
even that existing between business associates, or fellow- 
citizens, The corresponding verb means both ‘to like’ 
and ‘to love’; the adjective is generally passive, ‘ loved,’ 
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1Our next business after this will be to discuss Bks VIIN,- 
Friendship.t For friendship is a virtue,’ or involves ji), ae 
virtue ; and also it is one of the most indispensable | ae 7 
requirements of hfe. For no one would choose to Hriendship, 
live without friends, but possessing all other good %*;}74l 
things. In fact rich men, rulers and potentates are dneton : 
thought especially to require friends, since what tender 
would be the good of their prosperity without an Virtuo; 
outlet for beneficence, which is displayed in its andes 
fullest and most praiseworthy form towards friends ? meant t? me 
and how could such prosperity be safeguarded and © : 
preserved without friends ? for the greater it is, the 

2 greater is its insecurity. And in poverty or any other 
misfortune men think friends are their only resource. 
Friends are an aid to the young, to guard them from 
error; to the elderly, to tend them, and to supple- 
ment their failing powers of action ; to those in the 
prime of life, to assist them in noble deeds— 

When twain together go “— 

for two are better able both to plan and to execute. 
g And the affection of parent for offspring and of as ustural, 

‘ liked,’ ‘ dear,’ but sometimes active ‘ loving,’ ‘ liking,’ and 
80 on, as a noun ‘a friend.’ 

+ That is, the social grace of friendliness described in 
rv. vi.; it is there said to be nameless, but it is called gidla 
at 1. vii. 13. © Homer, Iliad, x. 224, 
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i Te mrodugiAta. Boxe? réiv addy é&v te elvan kal 
éviae? tovs adrovs oiovras avdpas ayablovs elvas 
Kab pidous. 

6 AraudioByretra. 8€ wept adris obk dAtya. 
of pey yap duowrnTd Twa Tildacw adriy Kab 
Tovs dpuotovs didous, dev tov spor dacw as 
Tov duotov, Kal KoAoidy oT KoAowWy, Kal 7é° 
rowatra’ of 8 e€ evavtias Kepapeis mavras rods 
roovTovs aAAjAos daclv efvar. Kal wept adtdy 

1 pds 7d -yevvioay TQ yervnbévre orn. LY. 
® Hor MO: ez. 3 ra: doa Mop, 

* gi\dvOpwros means ‘ humane,’ ‘ kindly.’ 
> Or possibly, ‘ And the just are thought to possess 

friendliness in its highest form.’ 
* Literally ‘ Jackdaw to jackdaw.’ 
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offspring for parent seems to be a natural instinct, 
not only in man but also in birds and in inost animals ; 
as also is friendship between members of the same 
species 3; and this is especially strong in the human 
race; for which reason we praise those who love 
their fellow men.¢ yen when travelling abroad one 
can observe that a natural affinity and friendship 

4 exist between man and man universally. Moreover, as the ae 
friendship appears to be the bond of the state ; and Cee os 
lawgivers seem to set more store by it than they do 
by justice, for to promote concord, which seems ahin 
to friendship, is their chief aim, while faction, which 
is enmity, is what they are most anxious to banish. 
And if men are friends, there is no need of justice 
between them; whereas merely to be just is not 
enough—a feeling of friendship also is necessary. 
Indeed the highest form of justice seems to have an 
element of friendly feeling in it. 

5 And friendship is not only indispensable as a and as ma- 
means, it is also noble in itself. We praise those “'¥»?"* 
who love their friends, and it is counted a noble 
thing to have many friends ; and some people think 
that a true friend must be a good man. 

6 But there is much difference of opmion as to the Three 
nature of friendship. Some define it as a matter ee 
of similarity ; they say that we love those who are acti | 
like ourselves : whence the proverbs ‘ Like finds his iskeuoss or 
like,’ ‘ Birds of a feather flock together,’ ® and so on, Uilkenesst 
Others on the contrary say that with men who are 
alike it is always a case of ‘ two of a trade.’# Some 

4 Literally, ‘all such men are potters to each other,’ 
an allusion to Iesiod, Works and Days, 25, 

kal xepaueds Kepamet corde: xal téxrove TéxTwu— 

‘Potter with potter contends, and joiner quarrels with joiner.” 
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aAAG. 76 pudyrov, toito 8 elvan <r6>* ayabov 7 
We 7 XpHouLov. ddgere 5° ay _Xpyouiov elvan bu 20 

yiverat ayalov Tt } 7dov7, Ware gudyra dy 
2 ely Tayabdv Te rout 70 780 ws tély. mérepoy ody 
Tayabov prdodaw 78 adrots dyaBov; Suadwvet 
Re. éviore rabra’ Gpoiws Sé Kat mept TO 780. 
oxel 8" 7d air® dyaboy dtdciv EKaoTos, Kat 

elvas ree bev rayaboy pidnrov, éexdatw Sé 76 95 
1 Richards, 2 $4? Bywater: 62 

* Fr. 890 Dindorf, from an unknown play. 
+ No passage in the Ithics answers exactly to this reference. 
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try to find a more profound and scientific explanation 
of the nature of affection. Euripides ® writes that 
‘Earth yearneth for the rain’ when dried up, ‘ And 
the majestic Heaven when filled with rain Yearneth 
to fall to Earth.’ Heracleitus says, ‘ Opposition 
unites,’ and ‘ The fairest harmony springs from dif- 
ference,’ and ‘ 'Tis strife that makes the world go on.’ 
Others maintain the opposite view, notably Empe- 
docles, who declares that ‘ Like seeks after like.’ 

7 Dismissmg then these scientific speculations ag not il. Is friond- 
germane to our present enquiry, let us investigate mee 
the human aspect of the matter, and examine the Been 
questions that relate to man’s character and emotions: fil. Is it of 
for instance, whcther all men are capable of friend- one kind ot 
ship, or bad men cannot be friends; and whether there 
is only one sort of friendship or several. Those who 
hold that all friendship is of the same kind because 
friendship admits of degree, are relying on an insuffi- 
cient proof, for things of different kinds also can 
differ in degree. But this has been discussed before? 

ii Perhaps the answer to these questions will appear solution of 
if we ascertain what sort of things arouse liking or 2n¢,and 3rd Difficulties 
love. It seems that not everything is loved, but (ec. tidy) 
only what is lovable, and that this is either what is acai of 
good, or pleasant, or useful. But useful may be liking: tho 
taken to mean productive of some good or of pleasure, fieasant, 
so that the class of things lovable as ends is reduced *he use/ul. 

2to the good and the pleasant. Then, do men like 
what is really good, or what is good for them? for 
sometimes the two may be at variance; and the 
same with what is pleasant. Now it appears that 
each person loves what is good for himself, and that 
while what is really good is lovable absolutely, what 
is good for a particular person is lovable for that 
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person. Further, each person loves not what is 
really good for himself, but what appears to him to 
be so; however, this will not affect our argument, 
for ‘ lovable ’ will mean ‘ what appears lovable.’ 

3 There being then three motives of love, the term 
Friendship is not applied to love for inanimate 
objects, since here there is no return of affection, 
and also no wish for the good of the object—for 
instance, it would be ridiculous to wish well to a 
bottle of wine: at the most one wishes that it may 
keep well in order that one may have it oneself; 
whereas we are told that we ought to wish our 
friend well for his own sake. But persons who wish 
another good for his own sake, if the feeling is not 
reciprocated, are merely said to feel goodwill for 
him: only when mutual is such goodwill termed 

4friendship. And perhaps we should also add the 
qualification that the feeling of goodwill! must be 
known to its object. For a man often feels good- 
will towards persons whom he has never seen, but 
whom he believes to be good or useful, and one of 
these persons may also entertain the same feeling 
towards him. Here then we have a case of two 
people mutually well-disposed, whom nevertheless we 
cannot speak of as friends, because they are not 
aware of each other’s regard. To be friends there- 
fore, men must (1) feel goodwill for each other, that @egnition 
is, wish each other’s good, and (2) be aware of each nota 
other’s goodwill, and (3) the cause of their goodwill 
must be one of the lovable qualities mentioned above. 

iii Now these qualities differ in kind; hence the Three 
affection or friendship they occasion may differ in (Sr, 
kind also. There are accordingly three kinds of correspond. 
friendship, corresponding in number to the three ies 
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1 § <motbs ris> vel <rotodros> vel <d-yadds> Richards; sed of. 
E.B. 1287 b 1 (Ross). 

* oléorep Richards: dorep, 3 otdé om. LUD. 

9 de, they wish each other to become more virtuous, 
dierent or useful as the case may be; so that there is a 
ak species of well-wishing in each case. 
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lovable qualities ; since a reciprocal affection, known 
to either party, can be based on each of the three, 
and when men love each other, they wish each other 
well in respect of the quality which is the ground of 
their friendsInp.4 Thus friends whose affection is 
based on utility do not love cach other in themselves, 
but in so far as some bencfit accrues to them from 
each other. And similarly with those whose friend- 
ship is based on pleasure: for instance, we enjoy 
the society of witty people not because of what 
they are in themselves, but because they are agree- 

2able to us. Hence in a friendship based on utility 
or on pleasure men love their friend for their own 
good or their own pleasure, and not as being the 
person loved, but as useful or agreeable. And there- 
fore these friendships are based on an accident, 
since the friend is not loved for being what he is, 
but as affording some benefit or pleasure as the case 

8may be. Consequently friendships of this kind are 
easily broken off, in the event of the parties them- 
selves changing, for if no longer pleasant or useful 
to each other, they cease to love each other. And 
utility is not a permanent quality; it differs at 
different times. Hence when the motive of the 
friendship has passed away, the friendship itself is 
dissolved, having existed merely as a means to that 
end. 

Friendships of Utility seem to occur most fre- 
quently between the old, as in old age men do not 
pursue pleasure but profit; and between those 
persons in the prime of life and young people whose 
object in life is gain. Friends of this kind do not 
indeed frequent each other’s company much, for in 
some cases they are not even pleasing to each other, 
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9 See § 1 above, and note. 
> i.¢., for some accidental, i.e. temporary or not essentia), 

quality: of. §§ 2, 3. 
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and therefore have no use for friendly intercourse 
unless they are mutually profitable; since their 
pleasure in each other gucs no further than their 
expectations of advantage. 

Wi.h these friendships are classed family ties of 
hospitality with forcigneis. 

5 With the young on the other hand the mative of 
friendship appears to be pleasure, since the young 
guide their lives by emotion, and for the most part 
pursue what ispleasant to themselves, and the object of 
the moment. And the things that please them change 
as their age alters; hence they both form friend- 
ships and drop them quickly, since their affections 
alter with what gives them pleasure, and the tastes 
of youth change quickly, Also the young are prone 
to fall in love, as love is chiefly guided by emotion, 
and grounded on pleasure ; hence they form attach- 
ments quickly and give them up quickly, often 
changing before the day is out. 
The young do desire to pass their time in their 

friend’s company, for that is how they get the 
enjoyment of their friendship. 

6 The perfect form of friendship is that between rriendship 
the good, and those who resemble each other in eneeiy 
virtue. For these friends wish each alike the other’s kind 
good in respect of their goodness,* and they are good 
in themselves; but it is those who wish the good 
of their friends for their friends’ sake who are friends 
in the fullest sense, since they love each other for 
themselves and not accidentally.2 Hence the friend- 
ship of these lasts as long as they continue to be 
good; and virtue is a permanent quality. And each 
is good relatively to his friend as well as eek 
since the good are both good absolutely and profitable 
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1 guoa Lb 2 6) Ramsauer: éé. 

* There is some unceitainty here and elsewhere in these 
chapters whether ‘ similarity ’ refers to resemblance between 
the friends (as § 6, and cf. 1139 210, a8’ dpordryrd rive), 
or between the different forms of friendship (as .a6’ duodryra, 
1157 a 32, 1153 b 6), friendships based on pleasure or profit 
being only so called ‘by way of resemblance,’ #.e. in an 
analogical and secondary sense. But the latter considera- 
tion seems irrelevant here, and is first developed in the 
next chapter (§§ 1, 4). It is true that whether similarit 
between the parties is an element in all friendship (althoug 
this is implied by the words ‘who resemble each other in 
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to each other, And each is pleasant in both ways 
also, since good men are pleasant both absolutely 
and to each other; for everyone is pleased by his 
own actions, and therefore by actions that resemble 
his own, and the actions of all good men are 

7 the same or similar.—Such friendship is naturally 
permanent, since it combines in itself all the attri- 
butes that friends ought to possess. All affection 
is based on good or on pleasure, either absolute 
or relative to the person who feels it, and is 
prompted by similarity* of some sort; but this 
friendship possesses all these attributes in the 
friends themselves, for they are alike, e¢ cetera, in 
that way.° Also the absolutely good is pleasant 
absolutely as well; but the absolutely good and 
pleasant are the chief objects of affection ; therefore 
it is between good men that affection and friendship 
exist in their fullest and best form. 

8 Such friendships are of course rare, because such 
men are few. Moreover they require time and 
intimacy: as the saying goes, you cannot get to 
know a man till you have consumed the proverbial 
amount of salt in his company ; and so you cannot 
admit him to friendship or really be friends, before 
each has shown the other that he is worthy of friend- 

9 ship and has won his confidence. People who enter 
into friendly relations quickly have the wish to be 
friends, but cannot really be friends without being 

virtue’ in § 6) is nowhere clearly decided, and !t can hardly 
be predicated of some friendships considered below. 

> 4.2, absolutely and relatively good and pleasant: ef. c 
iv. 1. * 4¢,, in themselves, and not accidentally. 

¢ Of. Hudemian Ethic, 1238 a 2, dd els waporulay édjdver 
6 pédipvos rSv ddar, ‘hence “ the peck of salt’ has passed into 
a proverb.’ 
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S Ch c i. 7. 
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worthy of friendship, and also knowing each other 
to be so; the wish to be friends is a quick giowth, 
but friendship is not. 

iv This form of friendship is perfect both in point The two 
of duration and of the other attributes 4 of friendship ; otFnonds 
and in all respects cither party receives from the sip loss ki 
other the same or similar benefits, as it is proper see 
that friends should do. 

Friendship based on pleasure has a similarity to 
friendship based on virtue, for good men are pleasant 
to one another ; and the same is true of friendship 
based on utility, for good men are useful to each 
other. In these cases also the friendship is most 
lasting when each friend derives the same benefit, 
for instance pleasure, from the other, and not only 
so, but derives it from the same thing, as in a friend- 
ship between two wilty people, and not as in one 
between a lover and his beloved. These do not 
find their pleasure in the same things: the lover's 
pleasure is in gazing at his beloved, the loved one’s 
pleasure is in receiving the attentions of the lover ; 
and when the loved one’s beauty fades, the friend- 
ship sometimes fades too, as the lover no longer 
finds pleasure in the sight of his beloved, and the 
loved one no longer receives the attentions of the 
lover ; though on the other hand many do remain 
friends if as a result of their intimacy they have come 
to love each other's characters, both being alike in 

2 character. But when a pair of lovers exchange not 
pleasure for pleasure but pleasure for gain, the 
friendship is less intense and less lasting. 
A friendship based on utility dissolves as soon as 

its profit ceases; for the friends did not love each 
other, but what they got out of each other. 
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yap pddiov oveevl moredaat tept tod ev mod 
xpovp td? atrod SeSoxyacpevov' Kal Td m- 
orevew év TovTois, Kal TO pondémor’ dy ddiKfoat, 
Kal doa GAAa ev tH ws GAnPds didia d&sotras. 

20 

> * cal ¢ , 3Qr ‘4 \ a év 6é tats érdépats oddév KwdAver Ta ToLadra 2% 
4yivecOar. eet 5é' of dvOpwmos Aéyovor didovs 
Kal rods dia Td xphoywov, Womep at mddes 
(Soxodar yap af ovppayla. tals mdédcou yivecbas 
évexa, Tot cupdépovtos), Kat tods dv Adovipy 
ddAjAovs oTépyovras, womep of maides, tows 
Aéyew pev Set Kal judas Pitous rods totovrous, 

” \ a iy f \ c \ eldn Sé Ths ptAias mAciw, Kal mpdtws perv Kat 
Fd x‘ a > at 2 la \ \ A Kupiws Thy Tav ayabdv F dyabot, ras dé Aowras 

Kal’ spoidtyta: FH yap dyabdy te Kal® duoidy 
a , , ‘ SN Y oegy 3 \ a 

vt," ratrn pidow kat yap rd 4d0 dyabdv tots 
: 3 / > x a 2A sp pirrysdow. ob navy & abras ovvdmrovow, oddé 

Ul € , 4 a 3) A \ , \ A 

yivovrat ot adrot dtdou bia TO xpHoyLov Kat did 

2 G8 MD: yap. 2 dyadG rivl [kal] Coraes. 
8 trom. Lb: [kal duordy ri] ? ed. 

@ Literally, ‘ by way of resemblance to true friendship’: 
see c. lil. 7, note. 

* Perhaps the words ‘and of likeness’ are interpolated; 
the following clause explains ‘goodness’ only. That 
utility is ‘a sort of goodness ’ is assumed. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VIII. iv. 2-5 

Friendships therefore based on pleasure and on and notcon 
utility can exist between two bad men, between one ae 
bad man and one good, and between a man neither Limenity) 
good nor bad and another either good, bad, or 
neither. But clearly only good men can be friends 
for what they are in themsclves ; since bad men do 
not take pleasure in each other, save as they get 
some advantage from each other. 

3 Also friendship between good men alone is 
proof against calumny ; for a man is slow to believe 
anybody’s word about a friend whom he has himself 
tried and tested for many years, and with them there 
is the mutual confidence, the incapacity ever to do 
each other wrong, and all the other characteristics 
that are required in true friendship. Whereas the 
other forms of friendship are liable to be dissolved 
by calumny and suspicion. 

4 But since people do apply the term ‘friends’ 
to persons whose regard for each other is based 
on utility, just as states can be ‘friends’ (since 
expediency is generally recognized as the motive 
of international alliances), or on pleasure, as children 
make friends, perhaps we too must call such relation- 
ships friendships ; but then we must say that there 
are several sorts of friendship, that between good 
men, as good, being friendship in the primary and 
proper meaning of the term, while the other kinds 
are friendships in an analogical sense,? since such 
friends are friends in virtue of a sort of goodness and 
of likeness # in them: insomuch as pleasure is good 

sin the eyes of pleasure-lovers. But these two 
secondary forms of friendship are not very likely to 
coincide : men do not make friends with each other 
both for utility and for pleasure at the same time, 
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7, _ Kexapeapiévor tots térrots ovic evepyodor pev, 
ovr 8 éyovow aor’ evepyely didixds* of yap to 
témrou av diaddovat THY pAtay dmaas, adda Tip 
évepyevay. €av Se xporuos q arovoia ylyrat, 
rat THS diAtas Soxet AfOnv moet: GOev elpyras 

moddas 8%} pidias dmpoonyopia SréAvcer, 

w ov patvovrat 5° ot? of  mpeoBirar ob ob orpudvot 
didtxol elvat: Bpaxd yap ev avrots TO Ths Hdovis, 
ovdeis 5é S¥varae ouvqpepevew x4) Aurnp@ ovde 
TS pe) Set pddiora yap dvaus patverat 7 
pev Avanpov gdevyew, edplecba. 5é€ ro Adéos, 
ob eo drodexdp.evor GAAjAous, ps 2) oulavres bé, 
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pa 5 

eo 

@ i¢.,in being pleasant or useful to cach other ; or possibly 
‘since they are alike in loving pleasuie or profit.’ 

» Or possibly ‘ since they like each other as being good.’ 
* The source of this is unknown. 
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since accidental qualities are rarely found in com- 
bination. 

6 Triendship then being divided into these specics, 
inferior people will make friends for pleasure or for 
use, if they are alike in that respect,* while good 
men will be friends for each other's own sake, since 
they are alike in being good.” The latter therefore 
are friends in an absolute sense, the former accident- 
ally, and through their similanty to the latter. 

v It is with friendship as it is with the virlues; men 
are called good in two senses, either as having a 
virtuous disposition or as realizing virtue in action, 
and similarly friends when in cach other’s company 
derive pleasure from and confer benefits on each 
other, whereas friends who are asleep or parted are 
not actively fiiendly, yet have the disposition 10 be so. 
For separation does not destroy friendship absolutely, 
though it prevents its actave exercise. If however 
the absence be prolonged, 1t seems to cause the 
friendly feeling itself 10 be forgotten: hence the 
poet’s remark ¢ 

Full many a man finds friendship end 
For lack of converse with his friend. 

2 The old and the morose do nol. appear to be much 
given to friendship, for their capacity to please is 
small, and nobody can pass his days in the company 
of one who is distasteful to him, or not pleasing, 
since it seems to be one of the strongest instincts of 
nature to shun what is painful and seek what is 

3 pleasant. And when persons approve of each other 
without seeking such other’s society, this seems 
to be goodwill rather than friendship. Nothing is 
more characteristic of friends than that ny seek 
each other's socicty : poor men desire their friends’ 
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évdcets dpéyovrat, ourvnpepedewy be Kal of pascdpwo. 
(uovitais yap" elvat ToUToLs jxcora mpoonicer) 
ouvdidye 52 per? addjAwy ove eoTe ph Hdets 
dvras, unde xaipovras Tots abrois: Sep H EratpiK} 
Sorel eye. 

4 Mddtora pév ody cork gitia 7 Tay dyabay, 26 
xabdarep mrONAdces elpnyTau’ Soxet yap pudnrov 
peev reat aiperov® TO amdds ayabsy 7 788, éxdorey 
&¢ 7d atte TowobTov" re) om dyaos T@ dyabd 80 

5dudw rabtra. éouce 8 7h pev gdqars mdfer, 1 
5€ pudAta, efer- 4 yap pidnos ody Tyrrov mpos im 30 
dip, cor, avribtAobor 8é pera mpoaipecews, 
a 8€ mpoaipects ap eews. Kal rayaba Bovdovrat 
rots prdoupevors eicetvony even, ot Kara md Bos 
GAAa Kal? ew. eal pudoovres TOV pihoy TO abrots 
ayalov pirotiow: é yap dyabos pihos yurdpeevos 
dyaov yeran a) pros. éxdrepos oby dude? re 3b 
TO atr@ dyabv kal 70 toov dyramodidwat TH 
Bovdjoet kab 7@ Hdet*- Aeyerat yap pudorns. In] 
iodrns, pddora, 82 ch trav dyabdv rad6’ tr- 11588 
apyet. 

1 yap KD: pév yap. 8 alperdv <drhOs> Asp, (Richards). 
3 pdet: eld T, pr. LY, Foe Zeller. 
4 fy] om. Ke, 5 ¢ Asp.: 4 

@ The ¢raipetat, or Comradeships, al Athens were associa- 
tions of men of the same age and social standing. In the 
fifth century they had a political character, and were 
oligarchical in tendency, but in Avistotle’s day they seem 
to have been no more than social] clubs, whose members 
were united by personal regard, and were felt to have claims 
on cach olther’s resources. See cc. 1x, 2, x. 5, xii, 4, 6, 
1x, ii, 1, 8, 9, x. 6, 
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assistance, and even the most prosperous wish for 
their companionship (indeed they are the last 
people to adopt the life of a recluse); but it is im- 
possible for men to spend their time together unless 
they give each other pleasure, or have common 
tastes. The latter seems to be the bond between 
the members of a comradeship.* 

4 fnendship between good men then is the truest 
friendship, as has been said several times before, 
For it is agreed that what is good and pleasant 
absolutely is lovable and desirable strictly, while 
what is good and pleasant for a particular person is 
lovable and desirable relatively to that peison ; but 
the friendship of good men for each other rests on 
both these grounds.® 
Liking ° seems to be an emotion, friendship a 

fixed disposition. for liking can be felt even for 
inanimate things, but reciprocal liking? involves 
deliberate choice, and this springs from a fixed 
disposition, Also, when men wish the good of those 
they love for their own sakes, their goodwill does 
not depend on emotion but on a fixed disposition. 
And in loving their friend they love their own good, 
for the good man in becoming dear to another 
becomes that other’s good. Each party therefore 
both loves his own good and also makes an equivalent 
return by wishing the other’s good, and by affording 
him pleasure; for there is a saying, ‘ Amity is 
equality,’ and this is most fully realized in the 
friendships of the good. 

on 

+ 4¢,, good men love each other because they are both 
good and pleasant absolutely and good and pleasant for 
each other. 

¢ This sentence would come better after the following one. 
a Cfic ii 3. 
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vi Morose and elderly people rarely make friends, Fuendenip 
as they are inclined to be surly, and do not take much Ur 
pleasure in society ; good temper and sociability 
appear to be the chief constituents or causes of 
friendship. Hence the young make friends quickly, 
but the old do not, since they do not make friends 
with people if they donot enjoy their company ; and 
the same applies to persons of a morose temper. 
It is true that the old or morose may feel goodwill 
for each other, since they may wish each other well 
and help each other in case of need ; but they cannot 
properly be called friends, as they do not seek cach 
other’s society nor enjoy 1t, and these are thought 
to be the chief marks of friendship. 

2 It is not possible to have many friends in the full ‘mo perfect 
meaning of the word friendslup, any more than it Prieudehitp 
is to be in love with many people at once (love rare. 
indeed seems io be an excessive state of emotion, 
such as is naturally fclt towards one person only) ; 
and it is not easy for the same person to like a 
number of people at once, nor indeed perhaps can 

3 good men be found in large numbers. Also for 
perfect friendship you must get to know a man 
thoroughly, and become intimate with him, which 
is a very difficult thing to do. But it is possible to 
like a number of persons for therr utility and pleasant- 
ness, for useful and pleasant people are plentiful, 
and the benefits they confer can be enjoyed at once. 

4 Of these two inferior kinds of friendship, the rnendships 
one that more closely resembles true friendship is neeeina 
that based on pleasure, in which the same benefit toct fnend- ‘ : : slup than 
is conferred by both parties, and they enjoy each Fyendships 
other’s company, or have common tastes; as is of Utility. 
the case with the friendships of young people. Tor 
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drepexntau ei Sé€ uy, odK iodles dvddoyov drep- 
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° For this ‘ proportional equalization” of the parties to 
an unequal friendship see c. vii. 2, c. xiii, 1. It would 
appear that the meaning here is, that unless the great man 
is also better than the good man, the good man cannot 
give more love or respect to the great man than the great man 
gives to him, which is the only way in which the good man can 
compensate the great man for giving more benefits than he 
gets, and so be put on an equality; see further on 1x. i, 1. 
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NICOMACHLAN ETHICS, VIII. vi. 4-7 

in these there is nore generosity of feeling, whereas 
the friendship of utility is a thing for sordid souls. 
Also those blessed with great prosperity have no need 
of useful friends, but dv need pleasant ones, since 
they desire some society ; and though they may put 
up with what is unpleasant for a short time, no one 
would stand it contmually: you could not endure 
even the Absolute Good itsclf for ever, if it bored 
you; and therefore the rich seck for friends who 
will be pleasant. No doubt they ought to require 
them to be good as well as pleasant, and also good 
for them, since then they would possess all the 

6 proper qualifications for friendship. But princes 
and rulers appear to keep thew friends in separate 
compartments: they have some that are useful, 
and some that are pleasant, but rarely any that are 
both at once. For they do not seek for friends who 
are pleasant because they are good, or are useful for 
noble purposes, but look for witty people when they 
desire pleasure, and for the other sort seek men 
who are clever at executing their commissions ; 
and these two qualities are rarely found in the same 

6 person. The good man, as we have said, is both 
useful and pleasant, but the good man docs not 
become the friend of a superior, unless his superior 
in rank be also his superior in virtue; otherwise 
the good man as the inferior party cannot make 
matters proportionally equal. But potentates of 
such superior excellence are scarecly common. 

7 But to resume: the forms of friendship of which 
we have spoken are fiiendships of equality, for both 
parties render the same benefit and wish the same 
good to each other, or else exchange ° two different 

* 46, equivalent amounts of two different things. 
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1 §¢ cal Frrov LY: 8 Frrov sal? ed. 
2 Richards. 3 ulgow om. Kb. 

* i.e, friendships based on pleasure or utility or both, 
in contrast to those based on virtue; although the latter 
also are, of course, ‘ friendships of equality.’ The parenthesis 
breaks the flow of the argument. 
; They are not only different in kind but unequal in 

value. 
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benefits, for instance pleasure and profit. (These 4 
are less truly friendships, and less permanent, as 
we have said ; and opinions differ as to whether they 
are really friendships at all, owing to ther being both 
like and unlike the same thing. In view of their 
likeness to friendship based on virtue they do appear 
to be friendships, for the one contains pleasure and 
the other utility, and these are atiributes of that 
form of friendship too; but in that friendship based 
on virtue is proof against calumny, and permanent, 
while the others quickly change, besides differing 
in many other respects, they appear not to be real 

_, friendships, owing to their unlikeness to it.) 
vil But there is a different kind of friendship, which Frienashtps 

involves superiority of one party over the other, for fUauu's 
example, the friendship between father and son, 
and generally between an older person and a younger, 
and that between husband and wife, and between 
any ruler and the persons ruled. These friendships 
also vary among themselves. The friendship be- 
tween parents and children is not the same as that 
between ruler and ruled, nor indeed is the friend- 
ship of father for son the same as that of son for 
father, nor that of husband for wife as that of wife 
for husband ; for each of these persons has a different 
excellence and function, and also different motives 
for their regard, and so the affection and friendship 

2they feel are different. Now in these unequal 
friendships the benefits that one party receives and 
is entitled to claim from the other are not the same > 
on either side; but the friendship between parents 
and children will be enduring and equitable, when 
the children render to the parents the services due 
to the authors of one’s being, and the parents to the 
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1 fol] pl\oe Ramsauer: 7 ¢cAla ? Bywater. 

9 i.e, unequal, and proportionate to the benefits received. 
> Lit. ‘though many things are taken away, (friendship) 

still remains’; apparently an allusion to the Soritcs fallacy 
(ratio ruentis acervi, Hor. Lpp. u. i. 47), How many grains 
can be taken from a heap of corn for it still to be a heap? 
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children those due to one’s offspring. The affection 
rendered in these various unequal friendships should 
also be proportionate *: the better of the two parties, 
for instance, or the more useful or otherwise superior 
as the case may be, should receive more affection 
than he bestows 3 since when the affection rendered 
is proportionate to desert, this produces equality 
in a sense between the partics, and equality is felt 
to be an essential element of friendship. 

3 quality in friendship, however, does not scem 
to be like equality in matters of justice. In the 
sphere of justice, ‘equal’ (fair) means primarily 
proportionate to desert, and ‘ equal in quantity ’ is 
only a scecondary sense; whereas in friendship 
“equal in quantity’ is the primary meaning, and 

4‘ proportionate to desert’ only secondary. This is 
clearly seen when a wide disparity arises between 
two friends in point of virtue or vicc, or of wealth, 
or anything else; they no longer remain nor indeed 
expect to remain friends. This is most manifest in 
the case of the gods, whose superiority in every 
good attribute is pre-eminent; but it is also seen 
with princes: in their case also men much below 
them in station do not expect to be their friends, 
nor do persons of no particular merit expect to be 
the friends of men of distinguished excellence or 

5 wisdom. It is true that we cannot fix a precise 
limit in such cases, up to which two men can still 
be friends; the gap may go on widening and the 
friendship still remain”; but when one becomes very 
remote from the other, as God is remote from man, 

6 it can continue no longer. This gives rise to the 
uestion, is it not after all untrue that we wish our 
iends the greatest of goods? for instance, can we 
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1 $y Zwinger: 62 ® Sylburg. 

* Tt is a contradiction in terms to wish a friend a good 
that involves a loss of good. >o, il. 3. 

° ie, the party to the friendship who gets more than 
he gives, and redresses the balance by repaying more 
affection or esteem than he receives. 

@ Or possibly ‘ so what they really enjoy is being assured,” 
etc. 
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wish them to become gods? for then they will lose 
us as friends, and therefore lose certain goods, for 
friends are goods. If then it was rightly said 
above? that a true friend wishes his friend’s good for 
that friend’s own sake, the fmend would have to 
remain himself, whatever that may be; so that he 
will really wish him only the greatest goods com- 
patible with Ins remaining a human being. And 
perhaps not all of these, for everybody wishes good 
things for himself most of all. 

Most men however, because they love honour, 
seem to be more desirous of receiving than of bestow- 
ing affection. Hence most men like flattery, for a 
flatterer is a friend who is your inferior,° or pretends 
to be so, and to love you more than you leve hin ; 
but to be loved is felt to be nearly the same as to 

2be honoured, which most people covet. They do 
not however appear to value honour for its own sake, 
but for something incidental to it. Most people 
like receiving honour from men of Ingh station, 
because they hope for something from them: they 
think that if they want something, the great man 
will be able to give it them; so they enjoy being 
honoured by him as a token of benefits to come. 
Those on the other hand who covet being honoured 
by good men, and by persons who know them, do 
so from a desire to confirm their own opinion of 
themselves; so? these like honour because they 
are assured of their worth by their confidence in the 
judgement of those who assert it. Affection on the 
other hand men like for its own sake ; from which 
we infer that it is more valuable than honour, and 
that friendship is desirable in itself. 
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3 But in its essence friendship seems to consist more 
in giving than in receiving affection: witness the 
pleasure that mothers take in loving their children, 
Some mothers put their infants out to nurse, and 
though knowing and loving them, do not ask to be 
loved by them in return, if it be impossible to have 
this as well, but arc content if they see them prosper- 
ing; they retain their own love for them even though 
the children, not knowing them, cannot render them 

4 any part of what is due toa mother. As then friend- 
ship consists more especially in bestowing affection, 
and as we praise men for loving their friends, affection 
seems to be the mark of a good friend. Hence it is 
friends that love each other as each deserves who 
continue friends and whose friendship is lasting. 

5 Also it is by rendering affection in proportion to Likeness the 
desert that friends who are not equals may ap- [manip 
proach most nearly to truc friendship, since this wall (lst Dit. 
make them equal. Amity consists in equality and {'s ° ™ 
similarity, especially the similarity of those who are 
alike in virtue; for being truc to themselves, these 
also retnain true to one another, and ncither request 
nor render services that are morally degrading. 
Indeed they may be said actually to restrain each 
other from evil: since good men neither err them- 
selves nor permit their friends to err. Bad men on 
the other hand have no constancy in friendship, for 
they do not even remain true to their own characters 5 
but they can be friends for a short time, while they 

6 take pleasure in each other’s wickedness. The 
friendships of useful and pleasant people last longer, 
in fact as long as they give cach other pleasure 
or benefit, It is friendship based on utihty that 
seems most frequently to spring from opposites, for 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VIII. vili. -—ix. 2 

instance a friendship between a poor man and a 
rich one, or between an ignorant man and a learned 3 
for a person desiring something which he happens 
to lack will give something else in return for it. 
One may bring under this class the friendship 
between a lover and the object of his affections, or 
between a plain person and a handsome one. This 
is why lovers sometimes appear ridiculous when 
they claim that their love should be equally recipro- 
cated; no doubt if they are equally lovable this is 
a reasonable demand, but it is ridiculous if they 
have nothing attractive about them. 

7 But perhaps there is no real attraction between The attrac. 
opposites as such, but only accidentally, and what {on ropp™ 
they actually desire is the mean between them dental 
(since this is the Good) ; the dry for instance striv- 
ing not to become wet, but to reach an inter- 
mediate state, and so with the hot, and everything 
else. Let us however dismiss this question, as being 
indeed somewhat foreign to our subject. 

ix The objects and the personal relationships with JJ. Tho i 
which friendship is concerned appear, as was said ere hrs 
at the outset,? to be the same as those which are the Peon 
sphere of justice. For in every partnership we find with 
mutual rights of some sort, and also fricndly feeling : Juste 
one notes that shipmates and fellow-soldiers speak rx iit 
of each other as ‘my friend,’ and so in fact do Fidondehip 
the partners in any joint undertaking. But their accompany, 
friendship is limited to the extent of their associa- relations. 
tion in their common business, for so also are their 
mutual rights as associates. Again, the proverb 
says ‘ Iriends’ goods are common property,’ and this 
is correct, since community is the essence of friend- 

2ship. Brothers have all things in common, and 
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so do members of a comradeship %; other friends 
hold special possessions in common, more or fewer 
in different cases, inasmuch as friendships vary in 
degree. The claims of justice also differ in different 
yelationships. The mutual rights of parents and 
children are not the same as those between brothers 3 
the obligations of members of a comradeship not the 
same as those of fellow-citizens ; and similarly with 

3 the other forms of friendship. Injustice therefore 
also is differently constituted in each of these relation- 
ships : wrong is increasingly serious in proportion as 
itis done to a nearer friend. For example, it is more 
shocking to defraud a comrade of money than a 
fellow-citizen ; or to refuse aid to a brother than 
to do so to a stranger; or to strike one’s father than 
to strike anybody else. Similarly it is natural that 
the claims of justice also should increase with the 
neamess of the friendship, since friendship and 
justice exist between the same persons and are 
co-extensive in range. 

4 But all associations are parts as it were of the 
association of the State. Travellers for instance 
associate together for some advantage, namely to 
procure some of their necessary supplies. But the 
political association too, it is believed, was originally 
formed, and continues to be maintained, for the 
advantage of its members: the aim of lawgivers is 
the good of the community, and justice is sometimes 
defined as that which is to the common advantage. 

5 Thus the other associations aim at some particular 
advantage ; for example sailors combine to seek 
the profits of seafaring in the way of trade or the 
like, comrades in arms the gains of warfare, their 
aim being either plunder, or victory over the 
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1 rédews <owrnplas> Richards. 
2 [évae O@ . . . Blov] Wilson. 8 Richards. 
* re add. T. 

9 Literally ‘ plunder or victory or a city’; the last words 
may refer either to colonists or exiles who obtain a new 
abode by conquest, or to civil war; but the expression is 
im tobable, and perhaps should be emended to ‘or to 
detend the city.’ 
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enemy or the capture of a city ; and similarly the 
members of a tribe or parish ® {And some associations 
appear to be formed for the sake of pleasure, for 
example religious guilds and dimng-clubs, which 
are unions for sacrifice and social intercourse. But 
all these associations seem to be subordinate to the 
association of the State, which aims not at atemporary 
advantage but at one covering the whole of life.) 
combine to perform sacrifices and hold festivals in 
connexion with them, thereby both paying honour 
to the gods and providing pleasant holidays for 
themselves. For it may be noticed that the sacrifices 
and festivals of ancient origin take place after 
harvest, being in fact harvest-festivals; this is 
because that was the season of the year at which 

6 people had most leisure. All these associations then 
appear to be parts of the association of the State ; 
and the limited friendships which we reviewed will 
correspond to the limited associations from which 
they spring. 

x Now there are three forms of constitution, and also Analogy of 
an equal number of perversions or corruptions of Poyaieend 
those forms. The constitutions are Kingship, Aris- a 
tocracy, and thirdly, a constitution based on & sification of 
property classification, which it seems appropriate Gpnstitu- 
to describe as timocratic, although most people are =~ 
accustomed to speak of it merely as a constitutional 

2 government or Republic. The best of these con- 
stitutions is Kingship, and the worst Timocracy. 
The perversion of Kingship is Tyranny. Both are 
monarchies, but there 1s a very wide difference 
between them: a tyrant studies his own advantage, 

+ The bracketed sentences, as Cook Wilson points our, 
look like an interpolated fragment of a parallel version. 
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° Probably the text should read ‘a king is not a king 
at all unless——’ 

> Literally ‘ a king elected by lot,’ like the annual archon 
at Athens, who had the title of king, but retained only 
certain religious functions from the primitive monarchy. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VIII. x. 2-3 

a king that of his subjects. For a monarch is not a 
king @ if he does not possess independent resources, 
and is not better supplied with goods of every kind 
than his subjects; but a ruler so situated lacks 
nothing, and therefore will not study his own 
interests but those of his subjects. (A king who is 
not independent of his subjects will be merely a sort 
of titular king.) Tyranny is the exact opposite in 
this respect, for the tyrant pursues his own good. 
The inferiority of Tyranny among the perversions is 
more evident than that of Timocracy among the con- 
stitutions, for the opposite of the best must be the 
worst. 

8 When a change of constitution takes place, King- 
ship passes into Tyranny, because Tyranny is the bad 
form of monarchy, so that a bad king becomes a 
tyrant. Aristocracy passes into Oligarchy owing to 
badness in the rulers, who do not distmbute what the 
State has to offer according to desert, but give all or 
most of its benefits to themselves, and always assign 
the offices to the same persons, because they set 
supreme value upon riches; thus power is in the 
hands of a few bad men, instead of being in the hands 
of the best men. Timocracy passes into Democracy, 
there being an affinity between them, inasmuch as 
the ideal of Timocracy also is government by the 
mass of Lhe citizens, and within the property qualifica- 
tion all are equal. Democracy is the least bad of 
the perversions, for it is only a very small deviation 
from the constitutional form of government.© These 
are the commonest ways in which revolutions occur 
in states, since they involve the smallest change, and 
come about most easily, 

% 4c, lumocacys see § 1 fin, 
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4 One may find likenesses and so to speak models tne analo- 
of these various forms of constitution in the house~ sus family 
hold. The relationship of father to sons is regal in ships, 
type, since a father's first care is for Ins children’s 
welfare. This is why Homer styles Zcus ‘ father,’ 
for the ideal of kingship is paternal government. 
Among the Persians paternal rule is tyrannical, for 
the Persians use their sons as slaves. The relation 
of master to slaves is also ty1annic, since in it the 
master’s interest is aimed at. The autocracy of a 
master appears to be right, that of the Persian father 
wrong; for different subjects should be under 

6 different forms of rule. The relation of husband to 
wife seems to be in the nature of an aristocracy : 
the husband rules in virtue of fitness, and in matters 
that belong to a man’s sphere ; matters suited to a 
woman he hands over to his wife. When the husband 
controls everything, he transforms the relationship 
into an oligarchy, for he governs in violation of fitness, 
and not in virtue of superiority. And sometimes 
when the wife is an heiress it is she who rules. In 
these cases then authority goes not by virtue but 

6 by wealth and power, as in an oligarchy. The 
relation between brothers constitutcs a sort of 
timocracy ; they are equals, save in so far as they 
differ in age; hence, if the divergence in age be 
great, the friendship between them cannot be of the 
fraternal type. Democracy appears most fully in 
households without a master, for in them all the 
members are equal; but it also prevails where the 
ruler of the house is weak, and everyone is allowed 
to do what he likes. 

xi Under each of these forms of government we find 
friendship existing between ruler and ruled, to the 
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4 pide. Kal dvdpos be mpos yuvaiica q oorn puria 
Kal ép dipuoroxparia: Kar? dperhy yap, Kat oc 
dyelvovt aA€ov [ayabov],” kal 70 dpp.dlov éxa- 

Borw: obra 8 Kai 76 Sicatov. 4 be Tov dBeApav uid 
Th éraupuch €ourcev* too yap Kal Audra, ot 
rowodrou 3 dpomrabets wat opo7fPers ws emt Td TOAD. 
doce 86 tavTn Kal 4 KaTd THY TiOKpATLKHY 

1 etrev om. Kb, 2 rabrd ? Richards: rafra. 3 cd, 

* Se,, because their children cannot fully repay their 
services in kind. 

> The word ‘ good’ looks like an interpolation. The 
sense seems to require ‘a larger share of affection’ (d:Alas, 
or PtAjoews, understood); it is clear throughout that in 
an unequal friendship the superior party receives not more 
but less benefit (though more affection) than the inferior. 
In c. x. 5 the conjugal association is compared to the 
aristocratic polity in virtue of the fact that the superior 
party has more power, not more benefit; and from cx. 3 
it appears that when the ruling class takes all or most of 
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same extent as justice. The friendship of a lung Correspona. 
for his subjects is one of superiority in beneficence ; M6 anny 
for a king does good to his subjects, inasmuch as panying 
being good he studies to promote their welfare, as a “™*“U™ 
shepherd studies the welfare of his sheep; hence 
Homer called Agamemnon ‘ shepherd of the people.’ 

2 The friendship of a father for his child is of the same 
kind (only here the benefits bestowed are greater, 
for the father is the source of the child’s existence, 
which seems to be the greatest of all boons, and of 
its nurture and education; and we also ascribe the 
same benefits to our forefathers). For it is as 
natural for a father to rule his children, and fore- 
fathers those descended from them, as for a king to 

grule his subjects. These friendships then involve 
a superiority of benefits on one side, which is why 
parents receive honour as well as service.* The 
claims of justice also, therefore, in these relations 
are not the same on both sides, but proportionate 
to desert, as is the affection bestowed. 

4 The friendship between husband and wife again 
is the same as that which prevails between rulers 
and subjects in an aristocracy ; for it is in proportion 
to excellence, and the better party receives the 
larger share [of gaod],’ whilst each party receives 
what is appropriate to each ; and the same is true 
of the claims of justice on either side. 

5 Friendship between brothers is like that between 
members of a comradeship: the two parties are 
equal in station and age, and this usually implies 
identity of feelings and of character. The counter- 
part of fraternal friendship is that which exists under 

the benefits for itself, the government is no longer an aristo- 
eracy but an oligarchy. 
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3 Ramsauer. 4 gidla Ars: pidlas. 

® These words are better omitted, as they anticipate what 
comes below. > c ix. 1. 
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the timocratic form of constitution ; since the ideal 
of Timocracy is that all citizens shall be equal and 
shall be good, so that they all rule in turn, and all 
have an equal share of power; and therefore the 
friendship between them is also one of equality. 

6 Under the perverted forms of constitution friend- 
ship like justice can have but little scope, and 
least of all in the worst: there is little or no friend- 
ship between ruler and subjects in a tyranny. T'or 
where there is nothing in common between ruler 
and ruled, there can be no friendship between 
them either, any more than there can be justice. 
It is like the relation between a craftsman and his 
tool, or between the soul and the body [or between 
master and slave?]: all these instruments it is 
true are benefited by the persons who use them, 
but there can be no friendship, nor justice, towards 
inanimate things; indeed not even towards a horse 
or an ox, nor yet towards a slave as slave. For 
master and slave have nothing in common: ‘a 
slave is a living tool, just as a tool is an inanimate 

7slave. Therefore there can be no friendship with a 
slave as slave, though there can be as human being: 
for there seems to be some room for justice in the 
relations of every human being with every other 
that is capable of. participating in law and contract, 
and hence friendship also is possible with everyone 

8so0 far as he is a human being. Hence even in 
tyrannies there is but little scope for friendship and 
justice between ruler and subjects ; but there is most 
room for them in democracies, where the citizens 
being equal have many things in common. 

xii All friendship, as we have said,’ involves com- 
munity ; but the friendship between relatives and 
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a Of. vt. xi. 2 and note. 
® That is, greater certainty of parentage, closer affinity 

and earlier commencement of affection. 
* Or ‘a second self produced by separation from oneself.’ 
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between members of a comradeship may be set kinsmon 
apart as being less in the nature of partnerships Mc" 
than are the friendships between fellow-citizens, 
fellow-tribesmen, shipmates, and the like; since 
these seem to be founded as it were on a definite 
compact. With the latter friendships may be 
classed family ties of hospitality between foreigners. 

29 Friendship between relatives itself seems to in- Parental 
clude a variety of species, but all appear to derive Myi Mat 
from the affection of parent for child. Tor parents 
love their children as part of themselves, whereas 
children love their parents as the source of ther 
being. Also parents know their offspring with more 
certainty than children know their parentage ; and 
progenitor is more attached to progeny than progeny 
to progenitor, since that which springs from a thing 
belongs to the thing from which it springs—for 
instance, a tooth or hair or what not to its owner— 

whereas the thing it springs from does not belong 
to it at all, or only in a less degree. The affection 
of the parent exceeds that of the child in duration 
also; parents love their children as soon as they 
are born, children their parents only when time has 
elapsed and they have acquired understanding,? or at 

3 least perception. ‘These considerations ? also explain 
why parental affection is stronger in the mother. 
Paients then love their children as themselves 
(one’s offspring being as it were another self—other 
because separate °); children love their parents as 
the source of their being ; brothers love each other 
as being from the same source, since the identity 
of their relations to that source identifies them with 
one another, which is why we speak of ‘ being of 
the same blood’ or ‘ of the same stock’ or the like 3 
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brothers are therefore in a manner the same being, 
4 though embodied in separate persons. But friend- 
ship between brothers is also greatly fostered by 
their common upbringing and similarity of age ; 
‘two of an age agree,’* and ‘familiarity breeds 
fellowship,’ which is why the friendship between 
brothers resembles that between members of a 
comradeship. Cousins and other relatives derive 
their attachment from the fraternal relationship, 
since it is due to their descent from 1he same ancestor; 
and their sense of attachment is greater or less, 
according as the common ancestor is nearer or more 
remote. 

8 The affection of children for their parents, like 
that of men for the gods, is the affection for what is 
good, and superior to oneself; for their parents have 
bestowed on them the greatest benefits in being 
the cause of their existence and rearing, and later 

6 of their education, Also the friendship between 
parents and children affords a greater degree both 
of pleasure and of utility than that between persons 
unrelated to each other, inasmuch as they have more 
in common in their lives. 

Friendship between brothers has the same char- Fraternal 
acteristics as that between members of a comradeship, ape 
and has them in a greater degree, provided they 
are virtuous, or resemble one another in any 
way®; inasmuch as brothers belong more closely 
to each other, and have loved each other from birth, 
and inasmuch as children of the same parents, who 
have been brought up together and educated alike, 
are more alike in character; also with brothers the 
test of time has been longest and most reliable. 

* Se, not only when they are alike in virtue, 
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finds its highest expression in the state, 
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7 The degrees of friendship between other relatives 
vary correspondingly.* 

The friendship between husband and wife appears Conjugal 
to be a natural instinct ; since man is by nature a Afton. 
pairing creature even more than he is a political 
creature,’ inasmuch as the family is an earlier and 
more fundamental institution than the State, and 
the procreation of offspring a more general? char- 
acteristic of the animal creation. So whereas with 
the other animals the association of the sexes aims 
only at continuing the species, human beings cohalit 
not only for the sake of begetting children but also 
to provide the needs of life ; for with the human race 
division of labour begins at the outsel, and man and 
woman have different functions; thus they supply 
each other’s wants, putting their special capacities 
into the common stock. Hence the friendship of 
man and wife seems to be one of utility and pleasure 
combined. But it may also be based on virtue, if 
the partners be of high moral character ; for either 
sex has its special virtue, and this may be the ground 
of attraction. Children, too, seem to be a bond of 
union, and therefore childless marriages are more 
easily dissolved ; for children are a good possessed 
by both parents in common, and common property 
holds people together. 

8 The question what rules of conduct should govern 
the relations between husband and wife, and gener- 
ally between friend and friend, seems to be ultimately 
a question of justice. There are different claims of 
justice between friends and strangers, between 
members of a comradeship and schoolfellows. 

xiii There are then, as we said at the outset, three 
kinds of friendship, and in each kind there are both 
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9 4.¢,, the pleasure or utility as the case may be. 
> de, | ma by being good or pleasant or useful.’ 
¢ The ine who is less good or pleasant or useful must 

give more affection: see c. vi. 6, note, vii. 2. 
4 The last clause is suspected as an interpolation. 
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friends who are on an equal footing and friends on a ‘rhe clams 
footing of disparity ; for two cqually good men may %,Frient- 
be friends, or one better man and one worse; and ‘a) between 

similarly with pleasant friends and with those who “°"* 
are friends for the sake of utility, who may be equal 
or may differ in the amount of the benefits * which 
they confer. Those who are equdls must make 
matters equal by loving cach other, etc.,? equally ; 
those who are unequal by making a return ® pro- 
portionate to the superiority of whatever kind on 
the one side. 

g Complaints and recriminations occur solely or 
chiefly in friendships of utility, as is to be expected. 
In a friendship based on virtue each party is eager 
to benefit the other, for this is characteristic of 
virtue and of friendship ; and as they vie with each 
other in giving and not in getting benefit, no com- 
plaints nor quarrels can arise, since nobody is angry 
with one who loves him and bencfits him, but on 
the contrary, if a person of good feeling, requites 
him with service in return ; and the one who outdoes 
the other in beneficence will not have any complaint 
against his friend, since he gets what he desires, 

g and what each man desires is the good.* Nor again 
are complaints likely to occur between friends whose 
motive is pleasure either; for if they enjoy each 
other’s company, both ahke get what they wish 
for; and indeed it would seem ridiculous to find 
fault with somebody for not being agreeable to you, 
when you necd not associate with him if you do not 

4 want to do so. But a fnendship whose motive is 
utility is liable to give rise to complaints. For here 
the friends associate with each other for profit, and 
so each always wants more, and thinks he is getting 
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4 i¢., either a *‘ moral obligation’ or a contract enforce- 
able at law. It is noteworthy that the term ‘ friendship ’ is 
stretched to include the latter. 

> Or ‘ more liberal in point of time.’ 
* So., if disappointed of the return he expects. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VIII. xiii. 4-9 

less than his due; and they make it a grievance 
that they do not get as much as they want and 
deserve; and the one who is doing a service can 
never supply all that the one recciving it wants. 

5 It appears that, as justice is of two kinds, one 
unwritten and the other defined by law, so the 
friendship based on utility may be either moral ¢ or 
legal. Hence occasions for complaint chiefly occur 
when the type of friendship in view at the conclusion 
of the transaction is not the same as when the 

6 relationship was formed. Such a connexion when on 
stated terms is one of the legal type, whether it be 
a purely business matter of exchange on the spot, 
or a more hberal accommodation for future repay- 
ment,® though still with an agreement as 1o the 
quid pro quo; and in the latter case the obligation 
is clear and cannot cause dispute, though there is 
an element of friendliness in the delay allowed, for 
which reason in some states there is no action at law 
in these cases, it being held that the party to a 
contract involving credit must abide by the con- 

7 sequences, The moral type on the other hand is 
not based on stated terms, but the gift or other 
service is given as to a friend, although the giver 
expects to receive an equivalent or greater return, 
as though it had not been a free gift but a loan; 
and as he ends the relationship in a different spirit 
from that in which he began it, he will complain.° 

8 The reason of this is that all men, or most men, 
wish what is noble but choose what is profitable ; 
and while it is noble to render a service not with 
an eye to receiving one in return, it is profitable to 

greceive one. One ought therefore, if one can, to 
return the equivalent of services received, and to 
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2 adrdy? Richards. 2 wpudrdynoe Vict. Muretus, 
8 S:d00s KY: dots, 4 Swardy KY: duvards, 

@ Lit, ‘was not doing the service for its own sake,’ or 
perhaps ‘for the sake of friendship.’ But probably the 
text should be corrected to read ‘ was not doing the service 
for one’s own sake’: cf. 1x. 1.9, x. 6 fin. 

> ie, in any case of the sort, if at the outset the question 
of repayment were raised. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VUE. xiii. 9-11 

do so willingly ; for one ought not to make a man 
one’s friend if one is unwilling to return his favours. 
Recognizing therefore that one has made a mistake 
at the beginning and accepted a service from a 
wrong person—that is, a person who was not a 
friend, and was not acting disinterestedly @—one 
should accordingly end the transaction as if one 
had accepted the service on stated terms. Also, 
one would agiee® to repay a service if able to do 
so (and if one were not able, the giver on his side 
too would not have expected repayment); hence, 
if possible, one ought to make a return. But one 
ought to consider at the beginning from whom 
one is receiving the service, and on what terms, 
so that one may accept it on those terms or else 
decline it. 

Dispute may arise however as to the value of 
the service rendered. Is it to be measured by the 
benefit to the recipient, and the return made on that 
basis, or by the cost to the docr? The recipient 
will say that what he received was only a trifle to 
his benefactor, or that he could have got it from 
someone else: he beats down the value. The other 
on the contrary will protest that it was the most 
valuable thing he had to give, or that it could not 
have been obtained from anybody else, or that it 
was bestowed at a time of danger or in some similar 
emergency. Perhaps then we may say that, when 
the friendship is one of utility, the measure of the 
service should be its value to the recipient, since it 
is he who wants it, and the other comes to his aid 
in the expectation of an equivalent return; there- 
fore the degree of assistance rendered has been the 
amount to which the recipient has benefited, and 
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1 [re] om. TD. 
2 guuPardpero ? Richards, 8 ody add. K», 

@ Lit. ‘ choice’ in Aristotle’s technical sense. 
> Cf v. ii. 12, iv. 2, 
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NICOMACHIEAN ETHICS, VIII. xii. 11—siv. 3 

so he ought to pay back as much as he has got out 
of it; ov even more, for that will be more noble. 

In friendships based on virtue, complaints do not 
arise, but the measure of the benefit scems to be 
the intention® of the giver; for intention is the 
predominant factor in virtue and in character. 

xiv Differences also arise in friendships where there Tho ciaima 
is disparity between the partics. Each claims to os 
get more than the other, and this inevitably leads @) betwveon 
to arupture. If one 1s a better man than the other, -"*2""* 
he thinks he has aright to morc, for goodness deserves 
the larger share. And similarly when one is more 
useful than the other: if a man is of no use, they 
say, he ought not to have an equal share, for it 
becomes a charity and not a friendship at all, if 
what one gets out of it is not enough to repay one’s 
trouble. For men think that it ought to be in a 
friendship as it is in a business partnership, where 
those who contribute more capital take more of the 
profits, On the other hand the needy or inferior 
person takes the opposite view: he maintains that 
it is the part of a good friend to assist those in need ; 
what is the use (he argues) of being friends with 
the good and great if one is to get nothing out of it ? 

2 Now it appears that each of these rival claims is 
right. Both parties should receive a larger share 
from the friendship, but not a larger share of the 
same thing: the superior should receive the larger 
share of honour, the needy one the larger share of 
profit ; for honour is the due reward of virtue and 
beneficence, while need obtains the aid it requires 
in pecuniary gain. 

3 The same principle is seen to obtain in public life.? 
A citizen who contributes nothing of value to the 
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3 drodtddvra KP: dvrarodidévra, 

* This explains why a benefactor of the commonwealth 
must receive a reward in the shape of honour. 

> iva, the friendly feeling between the citizens as such, 
see c. xi. 1. But that this is maintained by 7d kar’ dtlay 
has not been said before: indeed the phrase is an odd 
description of what precedes, and its applicability to private 
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common stock is not held in honour, for the common 
property is given to those who benefit the community, 
and honour is a part of the common property. 
For a man cannot expect to make money out of the 
community and to receive honour as well. For 4 
nobody is content to have the smaller share all 
round, and so we pay honour to the man who suffers 
money loss by holding office, and give money 
to the one who takes bribes; since requital in 
accordance with desert restores equality, and is 
the preservative of friendship,? as has been said 
above, 

This principle therefore should also regulate the 
intercourse of friends who are unequal: the one who 
is benefited in purse or character must repay what 

4he can, namely honour. For friendship exacts what 
is possible, not what is due; requital in accord- 
ance with desert is in fact sometimes impossible, 
for instance in honouring the gods, or one’s parents : 
no one could ever render them the honour they 
deserve, and a man is deemed virtuous if he pays 
them all the regard that he can. Hence it would 
appear that a son never ought to disown his father, 
although a father may disown his son; for a debtor 
ought to pay what he owes, but nothing that a son 
can do comes up to the benefits he has received, so 
that a son is always in his father’s debt. But a 
creditor may discharge his debtor, and therefore a 
father may disown his son. At the same time, no 
doubt it is unlikely that a father ever would abandon 
a son unless the son were excessively vicious; for 
natural affection apart, it is not in human nature to 

friendship is denied just below. Perhaps ‘since requital ... 
above’ is an interpolation. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, VII. xiv. 4 

reject the assistance that a son will be able to render, 
Whereas a bad son will look on the duty of supporting 
his father as one to be avoided, or at all events not 
eagerly undertaken ; for most people wish to receive 
benefits, but avoid bestowing them as unprofitable. 

So much then for a discussion of these subjects. 
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i *Ev mdoas 88 tats dvopoeddo' didtas rd 
dvddoyov iodler kat adler tiv diAtav, Kxabdrep 
eipntat, ofov Kal ev TH modiTinH TH cKvtToToum 
dvtt tv tnodynudrwy aor) yiverau kar’ déiav, 85 

2Kat 7@ tddvrn Kal tots Aourots. evraila ey 11640 
obv memdptotat Kowdv pérpovy TO vdptopa, Kal 
mpos Todro 6) mdvra dvaddperat, Kal rovTw 
petpetras ev Se TH epwrixh éviore pev 6 epacris 
eyKaAret dre dreppiddy ov dvridtdctrar, odfev 
éxwyv gidnrdv, eb otrws Ervyev, TodAAdnus 8 Os 
épwevos tt mpdrepoy erayyeAAduevos mdvra, 

8 viv odfev émiteAct. cvpBatvee 8¢€ Ta To1adra, 

1 dvopoedéct Lb: dvopowwedéct. 

2 Or ‘ heterogencous,’ z.¢. friendships between dissimilar 
peorls. ve one pleasant and the other useful, so that the 
enefits they confer on each other are different in kind. 

This class of friendship has not been named before, though 
it has been recognized, ¢.g. vim. iv. 1, 2. It is however 
incorrectly stated here that the notion of proportion has 
been applied to it; for the benefits exchanged in such 
friendships, though different in kind, are not ‘ proportional,’ 
but actually equal in amount or value, just as much as in 
the friendships where they are the same in kind; see 
vu. vi. 7 The term ‘proportion’ has hitherto been used 
of ‘ unequal’ friendships, where the superior party bestows 
more benefit (of whatever kind) than he receives, and 
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i In all dissimilar * friendships, it is proportion, as has The 
been said, that establishes equality and preserves jmistin 
the friendship; just as, in the relations between (eid.) : thios 

fellow-citizens, the shoemaker receives payment fovea @ 
for his shoes, and the weaver and the other craftsmen Sore ‘: 

2 for their products, according to value rendered. In Diticutty: 
these business relationships then a common measure bach uae 
has been devised, namely money, and this is a 1 the due 
standard to which all things are referred and by which write (2 be 
they are measured. But in sentimental friendships, mossured? | 
the lover sometimes complains that his warmest measure 
affection meets with no affection in return, it may show be 
be because there is nothing in him to arouse affection 3 the services 
while the person loved frequently complains that the gyiat” 
lover who formerly promised everything now fulfils 
none of his promises. Such disputes occur when aw 

equality is only restored by his receiving more affection 
than he bestows: see vitt. vii. 2, xiii. 1 (and also xiv. 3, to 
which at first sight this passage might be taken to refer), 
No doubt a friendship might be both ‘dissimilar’ and 
‘unequal.. That between a good man and a superior in 
rank who also surpasses him in goodness, which seems to 
be contemplated at vin. vi. 6, is a complex example of this 
nature; the great man confers both material benefit and 
moral edification, the gocd man returns moral cdification 
only, but makes up the deficit by the bere regard which 
the great man's superior goodness enables him to feel. 
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2a Kb: be kal, 2 érayyetAduevos Coraes. 
® patra: 7a atta O>, 74 abroo Muretus. 
* wpodauBdvorros # Bywater: mpohaBdvros. 

$ viri. fii. 7. 
> Plutarch, De Alexandri fortuna, fi. 1, tells the story of 

the tyrant Dionysius, who promised the musician a talent 
(there seems no particular point in the sliding scale of pay- 
ment which Aristotle’s version introduces), but next day 
told him that he had already been sufficiently paid by the 
pleasnre of anticipation. 

° Lit. ‘the one who receives first,’ and now has to give 
@ service in return. ® Cf, Plato, Protagoras $28 x, 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IX. i, 3-5 

pleasure is the motive of the friendship on the lover's 
side and profit on the side of the beloved, and when 
they no longer each possess the desired attribute. 
For in a friendship based on these motives, a rupture 
occurs as soon as the parties cease to obtain the 
things for the sake of which they were friends; 
seeing that neither loved the other in himself, but 
some attribute he possessed that was not permanent ; 
so that these friendships are not permanent either. 
But friendship based on character is disinterested, 
and therefore lasting, as has been said.* 

4 Differences arise when the friends do not obtain 
what they desire, but something else; for not to 
get what you want is almost the same as not to get 
anything at all. For instance, there is the story 
of the man who hired a harper, and promised that 
the better he played the more he would pay him ; 
but next morning, when the harper asked him to 
fulfil his promise, he said that he had already paid 
for the pleasure he had received by the pleasure he 
had given.» This would have been all right if both 
had wanted pleasure ; but when one wants amuse- 
ment and the other gain, and one gets what he wants 
and the other does not, it would not be a fair bargain ; 
for it is the thing that a man happens to need that 
he sets his heart on, and only to get that is he ready 
to give what he does. 

5 Which party’s business is it to decide the amount 
of the return due ? Should it be assessed by the one 
who proffers the initial service? Or rather by the 
one who receives ® it, since the other by proffering it 
seems to leave the matter to him? This we are 
told was the practice of Protagoras¢; when he gave 
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1 rpodapdvres M, 2 Richards. 

® Hesiod, Works and Days, 370, mods 0’ dvdpt pity elpy- 
piévos patos aru, ‘let the wage stated toa friend stand good.’ 

> ie, after he has found out in the course of the lessons 
what that knowledge amounts to, ° Of. vu. xiii. 2 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IX. i. 5-8 

lessons in any subject, he used to tell his pupil to 
estimate the value he set upon his knowledge, and 

6 accepted a fee of that amount. In such matters 
however some people prefer the principle of ‘the 
wage stated.’* But people who take the money in 
advance, and then, having made extravagant pro- 
fessions, fail to perform what they undertook, 
naturally mect with complaints because they have 

7 not fulfilled their bargain. Perhaps however the 
sophists are bound to demand their fees in advance, 
since nobody would pay money for the knowledge 
which they possess. Persons paid in advance then 
naturally meet with complaints if they do not per- 
form the service for which they have taken the pay. 

But in cases where no agreement is come to as to 
the value of the service, if it is proffered for the 
recipient’s own sake, as has been said above,’ no 
complaint arises, for a friendship based on virtue 
does not give rise to quarrels; and thc return made 
should be in proportion to the intention of the benc- 
factor, since intenlion is the measure of a friend, 
and of virtue. This is the principle on which it 
would seem that payment ought to be made to 
those who have imparted instruction in philosophy ; 
for the value of their service is not measurable in 
money, and no honour paid them could be an 
equivalent, but no doubt all that can be expected 
is that to them, as to the gods and to our parents, 
we should make such return as is in our power. 

8 When on the other hand the gift is not disin- 
terested but made with a view to a recompense, it 
is no doubt the best thing that a return should be 
made such as both parties concur in thinking to be 
what is due. But failing such concurrence, it would 
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Set amdvra 7H Trarpi dmovewew nab weidecbat, 7 
Kdpvovta pev larp@ morevréov,’ arparnyov dé 
xeiporornréoy tov moAcutKdv: duoiws Sé Pidq % 
paGAAov 4 orovdaim dayperytéov, Kal evepyéeTy 
dvranodotéov xdpw paddrov 7 éraipw mpoeréov, 

2édy dudw pp éevddyntar. dp otv mdévra ra 

1S yap... érerpéparros secl. Ramsauer. 
2 rd qoddd yap . . . AaPelv infra post érfua tr. Ramsauer. 
2 ra yap olxeta . . . AauSdvorres secl. Ramsauer. 
« morevréov L?, morevew Kb, reréov MY, 
© mpoeréov Kh: Soréov. 

9 The price is fixed by what the buyer is willing to pay. 
> Cf. vir. xiii. 6. The phrase occurs in Plato, Republic, 

556 a: of. the ‘ voluntary private transactions ° of v. ii. 18. 
° This sentence seems to come in better at the end of 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IX. i. 8—ii. 1 

seem to be not only inevitable but just that the 
amount of the return should be fixed by the party 
that received the initial service, since the donor 
will have recovered what the recipient really owes 
when he has been puid the value of the service to 
him, or the sum that he would have been willing to 

9 pay as the price of the pleasure. For in buying and 
selling also this seems to be the practice *; and in 
some countries the law does not allow actions for 
the enforcement of voluntary covenants,’ on the 
ground that when you have trusted a man you ought 
to conclude the transaction as you began it. Yor 
it is thought fairer for the price to be fixed by the 
person who received credit than by the one who gave 
credit. ° For as a rule those who have a thing value 
it differently from those who want to get it. For 
one’s own possessions and gifts always seem to one 
worth a great deal; but nevertheless the repayment 
is actually determined by the valuation of the 
recipient. But he ought no doubt to estimate the 
gift not at what it seems to him to be worth now 
that he has received it, but at the value he put on 
it before he received it. 

ii Other questions that may be raised are such as Second 
these : Does a man owe his father unlimited respect Dyviant'y? 
and obedience, or ought he when ill to take the claims of 

A 8 : ferent 
advice of a physician, and when electing a general trionda. 
to vote for the best soldier? and similarly, ought 
he to do a service to a friend rather than to a virtuous 
man, and ought he to repay his obligation to a bene- 
factor rather than make a present to a comrade, 
when he is not in a position to do both? 

the chapter. The sentences immediately preceding and 
following have been plausibly rejected as interpolations. 
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a ~ ¢ 

Autpwréov, Kav datiooby H, 7} Kab pr éadwsdre 
amautotvry 8€ drrodordéoy, } Tov maTépa AvTpwréov; 

rd A Bs \ © a lod A , ddfere yap av Kal éavtod paddov tov marépa. 
> bOmep odv elpytat, Kabddov pev 7d dhelAnia 

> 3 t2 ¢ ~ a 

amosotéov, av 8 daepreivn 7 Sdars TH Karo 
 7@ dvaykaiw, mpos ratr’ dmoxAréov. eviore 

\ 3 \ as A > t yap 08° éotly icov 7d THY Mpotimapyny dpeitacban, 
éreidav 6 pev Omovdaiov cidws ed moujon, ro 
dé 4 dvranddocs ylyvytat, dv oleras poxOnpdy 
elvar. ob8€ yap 7TH Saveloavri éeviore dvridavet- 
atéov' 6 ev yap oldpwevos Koptetofar eddvevcer 
3 mam Ly > > 7 a a ‘A 

émexel dvtt, 6 8 ode eAmiler Koptetolar rapa 

movnpod. «tre tTolwuv tH dAnBelg odrws éxeu, 
ot« looy 7d abiwpa elr’ eye pev pa) orws 

6 olovrat® Sé, ode dv Sdfevev* aroma movetv. Sep 

1 dorep xal Argyropylus: dovep K®, kal dorep. 
3 oferat ? ed. 3 Sdteev Mb: Sdfauev. 

9 Perhaps the text should be emended to ‘ but B thinks 
he is,’ 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, LX. ii. 2-5 

2 Now perhaps with all these matters it is not easy 
to lay down an exact rule, because the cases vary 
indefinitely in importance or unimportance, and in 

3 nobility or urgency. But it is quite clear that no 
one person is entitled to unlimited consideration. 
As a general rule one ought to return services 
rendered rather than do favours to one’s comrades, 
just as one ought to pay back a loan to a creditor 

4 rather than give the money toa friend. Yet perhaps 
even this rule is not without exceptions. Tor 
example, (a) suppose one has been ransomed from 
brigands ; ought one to ransom one’s ransomer in 
turn, whoever he may be—or even if he has not been 
captured himself but asks for his money back, ought 
one to repay him—or ought one to ransom one’s own 
father ? for it might be thought to be a man’s duty 

6 to ransom his father even before himself. As a 
general rule then, as has been said, onc ought to pay 
back a debt, but if the balance of nobility or urgency 
is on the side of employing the money for a gift, 
then one ought to decide in favour of the gift. Tor 
(6) there are occasions when it would be actually 
unfair to return the original service ; as for instance 
when A has done B a service knowing him to be a 
good man, and B is called upon to return the service 
to A whom he believes to be a bad man. For even 
when A has lent B a loan, B is not always bound to 
lend A a loan in turn: A may have lent money to B, 
who is an honest man, expecting to get his money 
back, while B would have no hope of recovering from 
A, who is arascal, If A is really a rascal, the return 
he asks for is not a fair one; and even if A is not a 
rascal, but people think? he is, it would not be 
deemed unreasonable for B to refuse. 
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os 8 a LA > 2 a e > Ir yovebot Seiy pddior’ érapKely, ads deidovras, 

‘ a > 7 a“ fi irA n ay ¢ “ Kal rots atrious tod elvar KadAduov dv 7 éavrois 
els Tadr’ erapkety: Kai tysny dé yovebor xabdrep 
8 a ? a 8é: Dde \ \ > 4 a) eois, od macav 8é oddé yap tiv adriy warpl x 
kal pntpt, odd’ ad rv Tod aodod } Tob orparyyod, 
GAAA THY marpiKyV, dpoiws Sé Kal THY pnTpUCAY. 

QKal mavti 5é€ TO mpecButépw tryst tiv Kal? 
HAiciavy, travacrdce. Kal KataxAice. Kal ols 

, y c i 3 a \ LO r ‘ TovovTos. mpds €éraipovs ai Kat ddeApods 
mappyciav Kal dmdvTwy KowdrnTa. Kal ovyyevdar 30 
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dracw del meipatéov 76 oikeiov amoveuew, Kat 

1 rhy om. Kd, 

* See 1. iii. 4, a. ii. 3, 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IX. ii. 6-8 

6 Hence, as has been frequently remarked already ,* 
discussions about our emotions and actions only 
admit of such degree of definiteness as belongs to 
the matters with which they deal. 

7 It is quite clear therefore that all people have (ii 
7, Te tet Tifferent 

ations 
not the same claim upon us, and that even a father’s jaye difter- 
claim is not unhmited, just as Zeus does not have ont claims. 
all the sacrifices. Since the claims of parents and 
brothers, comrades and benefactors, are different, 
we ought to render to each that which is proper and 
suitable to each. Thus is in fact the principle on 
which men are obscrved to act. They invite their 
relatives to a wedding, because they are members 
of the family, and therefore concerned in the family’s 
affairs ; also it is thought to be specially incumbent 
on relations to attend funerals, for the same reason. 

8 It would be felt that our parents have the first 
claim on us for maintenance, since we owe it to them 
as a debt, and to support the authors of our being 
stands before self-preservation in moral nobility, 
Honour also is due to parents, as it is to the gods, 
though not indiscriminate honour: one does not 
owe to one’s father the same honour as to one’s 
mother, nor yet the honour due to a great philosopher 
or general, but one owes to one’s father the honour 
appropriate to a father, and to one’s mother that 
appropriate to her. Again, we should pay to all 
our seniors the honour due to their age, by rising 
when they enter, offering them a seat, and so on. 
Towards comrades and brothers on the other hand 
we should use frankness of speech, and share all our 
possessions with them. Kinsmen also, fellow-tribes- 
men, fellow-citizens, and the rest—to all we must 
always endeavour to render their due, comparing 
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1 oiyxpiots Ruelle: xplovs. 
2 draddkyra: ? Richards: drodéyyrat 
3 <p> add. Ald. 

9 Of. vi. xiii. 5. 
+ At Athens the penalty for coining was death. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IX. ii. 9—iii. 3 

their several claims in respect of relationship and of 
10 virtue or utility. Between persons of the same 

kind discrimination is comparatively easy ; but it 
is a harder mattcr when they are differently related 
to us. Nevertheless we must not shirk the task on 
that account, but must decide their claims as well 
as we are able. 

iii Another question is, whether a friendship should Third 
+ Difficulty : 

or should not be broken off when the friends do not Pia 
remain the same. fles a disso 

lntion of 
It may be said that where the motive of the friend- friendsinpt 

ship is utility or pleasure, it is not unnatural that it Gy tthe in- 
should be broken off when our friends no longer terior hinds 
possess the attribute of being useful or agreeable. 7 Ge 
It was those attributes that we loved, and when penned of 
they have failed it is reasonable that love should oratity 
cease. But a man might well complain, if, though rete om 
we really liked him for the profit or pleasure he =" 
afforded, we had pretended to love him for his 
character. As was said at the outset? differences 
between friends most frequently arise when the 
nature of their friendship is not whal they think it 

2is. When thercfore a man has made a mistake, 
and has fancied that he was loved for his character, 
without there having been anything in his friend’s 
behaviour to warrant the assumption, he has only 
himself to blame. But when he has been deceived Hypooriti. 
by his friend’s pretence, there is ground for complaint fips" 
against the deceiver: in fact he is a worse male- 
factor than those who counterfeit the coinage,? 
inasmuch as his offence touches something more 
precious than money. 

8 Again, supposing we have admitted a person to our 
friendship as a good man, and he becomes, or we 
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1 [obre . . . wovnpdv] om. I's gidnrdv <7rd> Stahr. 
2 obd¢ Ramsauer: ode. 
3 rotry # KY. 4 &é <Hdn> ? ed, 

« Cf. vim. i. 6, > Of. vin. v. 3 
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think he has become, a bad man: are we still bound (it) 10 friend- 
ery ee ati : ships based 

to love him? Perhaps it is impossible to do 50, onvirtuo, an 
since only what is good is lovable ; and also wrong, extreme 
for we ought not to be lovers of evil, nor let our- cle, or im- 
selves become like what is worthless; and, as has provement 
been said above,* like is the friend of like. Shoulcl the parties. 
we therefore break off the frnendship at once? 
Perhaps not in every case, but only when our friends 
have become incurably bad; for so long as they are 
capable of reform we are even more bound to help 
them morally than we should be to assist them 
financially, since character is a more valuable thing 
than wealth and has more to do with friendship. 
However, one could not be held to be doing any- 
thing unnatural if one broke off the friendship ; 
for it was not a man of that sort that one loved: 
he has altered, and if one cannot restore him, one 
ives him up. 

4 On the other hand, suppose one friend to have 
remained the same while the other has improved, 
and become greatly the superior in virtue: ought 
the latter to keep up the friendship? Perhaps it 
is out of the question; and this becomes especially 
clear when the gap between them is a wide one, as 
may happen with two people who were friends in 
boyhood. One may have remained a boy in mind, 
while the other is a man of the highest ability ; 
how can they be friends, when they have different 
tastes and different likes and dislikes? They will 
no longer even enjoy each other’s society; but 
without this, intercourse and therefore friendship 
are, as we saw,’ impossible. But this has been 
discussed already. 

& Are we then to behave towards a former friend 
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pdhora dé Kal robro meph Tas pnrépas oupaiver. 

2 ToUTw b€ Tit Kab my pidiav dpilovrar, arpos 10 
éauroy d€ tovTwy Exaorov 7H emveuel drdpyet 
(rots 5é Aowrots, F rowdrou SroAapBdvovew elvat- 
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3 dperh Kal 6 omoudatos _elva). ovros yap op 
yowpovel éauvr@ xal ray adtdy 3 éyerau Kata. 
macayv THY yuyyy. wat BovAeron 5° car Tayadd, 1 
Kat 7a dawvdweva Kat mparre (rod yap ayalob 

} métas Bywater: gidous wéhas KP, didovs. 
2 kal rOv . . . mpooxexpouxdres secl, Ramsauer, <xal> ol 

mpook. ? Susemibl, 8 6é: ydp Lb, 
4 éxdorav edu: éxdarwy Kb, -ry vulg. & d¢ Ramsauer: 6. 

* we., have had a difference which keeps them from meet- 
ing, but still leaves them well disposed to each other. 

These five notes of friendship are taken seriatim in 
§§ 2-5, and again in §§ 8, 9, but in both cases the fourth is 
dealt with first. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IX. iii. 5—iv, 3 

in exactly the same way as if he had never been our 
friend at all? Perhaps we ought to remember our 
past intimacy, and just as we think it right to 
show more kindness to friends than to strangers, 
so likewise some attention should be paid, for the 
sake of old times, to those who were our friends in 
the past, that is, if the rupture was not caused by 
extreme wickedness on their part. 

iv The forms which friendly feeling for our neighbours IIL (Ap- : 
takes, and the marks by which the different forms of poe 
friendship are defined, seem to be derived from the distin | 
feelings of regard which we entertain for ourselves, findred 
A friend is defined as (a) one who wishes, and pro- qajities: 
motes by action, the real or apparent good of another (i)Belf-10ve, 

for that other’s sake; or (b) one who wishes the temo ove 
existence and preservation of his friend for the for othors. 
friend’s sake. (This is the feeling of mothers 
towards their cluldren, and of former friends who 
have quarrelled.*) Others say that a friend is (¢) 
one who frequents another’s society, and (d) who 
desires the same things as he does, or (e) one who 
shares his friend’s joys and sorrows. (This too is 
very characteristic of mothers.) Friendship also 

2is defined by one or other of these marks.? But 
each of them is also found in a good man’s feelings 
towards himself (and in those of all other men as 
well, in so far as they believe themselves to be good ; 
but, as has been said, virtue and the virtuous man 

3 scem to be the standard in everything). For (d) the 
good man is of one mind with himself, and desires 
the same things with every part of his nature. 
Also (a) he wishes his own good, real as well as 
apparent, and secks it by action (for it is a mark of 
a good man to exert himself’ actively for the good) ; 
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1 Vermehren, 8 éxagros... eorly secl. Ramsauer. 8 ed. 
* The parenthesis seems to mean that as no one gains by 

God's now having the good, he would not gain if a new 
person which was no longer himself were to possess it (Ross). 
But ‘and every one... whatever he may be’ should perhaps 
be rejected as interpolated. 

> The mss, give in so far as two or more of the charac- 
Perea specified are present,’ which hardly gives a sense, 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IX. iv. 3-6 

and he does so for his own sake (for he does it on 
account of the intellectual part of himself, and this 
appears to be a man’s real self), Also (6) he desires 
his own hfe and security, and especially that of his 

4 rational part. For existence is good for the virtuous 
man; and everyone wishes his own good: no one 
would choose to possess every good in the world on 
condition of becoming somebody else (for God pos- 
sesses the good evenas it is),¢ but only whileremaining 
himself, whatever he may be; and it would appear 
that the thinking part is the real self, or is so more 

6 than anything else. And (c) the good man desires 
his own company; for he enjoys being by himself, 
since he has agreeable memories of the past, and 
good hopes for the future, which are pleasant too ; 
also his mind is stored with subjects fur contempla- 
tion. And (e) he is keenly conscious of his own joys 
and sorrows; for the same things give him pleasure 
or pain at all times, and not different things at 
different times, since he is not apt to change his 
inind. 

It is therefore because the good man has these 
various feelings towards himself, and because he 
feels towards his friend in the same way as towards 
lumself (for a friend is another self), that friendship 
also is thought to consist in one or other of these 
feelings, and the possession of them is thought to be 
the test of a friend. 

6 Whether a man can be said actually to feel friend- 
ship for himself is a question that may be dismissed 
for the present ; though it may be held that he can 
do so in so far? as he is a dual or composite being, 

The words ‘though it may be held « « « self-regard,’ have 
been suspected as an interpolation. 
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and because very intense friendship resembles self- 
regard. 

7 As a matter of fact, the feelings of self-regard true Selt- 
described appear to be found in most people, even ea ne 
though they are of inferior moral worth. Perhaps men the base. 
share them in so far as they have their own approval 
and believe in their own virtue; since the utterly 
worthless and criminal never possess them, or even 

Shave the appearance of doing so. Indeed it may 
almost be said that no morally inferior persons 
possess them. For (d) such persons are at variance 
with themselves, desiring one thing and wishing 
another: this is the mark of the unrestrained, who 
choose what is pleasant but harmful instead of what 
they themselves think to be good. (a) Others 
again, out of cowardice and idleness, neglect to do 
what they think best for their own interests. And 
(b) men who have committed a number of crimes, 
and are hated for their wickedness, actually flee 

® from life and make away with themselves. Also (¢) 
bad men constantly seek the society of others and 
shun their own company, because when they are by 
themselves they recall much that was unpleasant 
in the past and anticipate the same in the future, 
whereas with other people they can forget. More- 
over they feel no affection for themselves, because 
they have no lovable qualities. Hence (e) such 
men do not enter into their own joys and sorrows, 
as there is civil war in their souls; one part of their 
nature, owing to depravity, is pained by abstinence 
from certain indulgences while another part is 
pleased by it; one part pulls them one way and 
another the other, as if dragging them asunder. 

10 Or if it be impossible to feel pain and pleasure at the 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IX. iv. 10—v. 8 

same time, at all events after indulging in pleasure 
they regret it a little later, and wish they had never 
acquired a taste for such indulgences ; since the bad 
are always changing their minds. 

Thus a bad man appcars to be devoid even of 
affection for himself, because he has nothing lovable 
in his nature. Ifthen such a state of mind is utterly 
miserable, we should do our utmost to shun wickedness 
and try to be virtuous. That is the way both to be 
friends with ourselves and to win the friendship of 
others. 

Vv Goodwill appears to be an element of friendly (tt) Good. 
feeling, but it is not the same thing as friendship ; patcot teas 
for it can be felt towards strangers, and it can be Frendship 
unknown to its object, whereas friendship cannot. 
But that has been discussed already. 

Neither is goodwill the same as affection, For 
it has no intensity, nor does it include desire, but 
these things are necessarily involved in affection. 

2 Also affection requires intimate acquaintance, where- 
as goodwill may spring up all of a sudden, as happens 
for instance in regard to the compctitors in a con- 
test; the spectators conceive goodwill and sym- 
pathy for them, though they would not actively 
assist them, for as we said, their goodwill is a 
sudden growth, and the kindly feeling is only 
superficial. 

8 Goodwill seems therefore to be the beginning of 
friendship, just as the pleasure of the eye is the 
beginning of love. No one falls in love without first 
being charmed by beauty, but one may delight in 
another’s beauty without necessarily being in love : 
one is in love only if one longs for the beloved when 
absent, and eagerly desires his presence. Similarly 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IX. v. 3—vi. 2 

men cannot be friends without having conceived 
mutual goodwill, though weil-wishers are not neces- 
sarily friends: they merely desire the good of 
those whose well-wishers they are, and would not 
actively assist them to attain it, nor be put to any 
trouble on their behalf. Hence extending the 
meaning of the term friendship we aa say that 
goodwill is inoperative friendship, which when it 
continues and reaches the point of intimacy may 
become friendship proper—not the sort of friend- 
ship whose motive is utility or pleasure, for these 
do not arouse goodwill. Goodwill is indeed rendered 
in return for favours received, but this is merely 
the payment of a due; and that desire for an- 
other’s welfare which springs from the anticipa- 
tion of favours to come does not seem really to 
show goodwill for one’s bencfactor, but rather 
for oneself; just as to court a man for some 

4interested motive is not friendship. Speaking 
generally, true goodwill is aroused by some kind 
of excellence or moral goodness: it springs up 
when one person thinks another beautiful or brave 
or the like, as in the case we mentioned of competitors 
in a contest. 

vi Concord also seems to be a friendly feeling. Hence (iti) Oon- 
it is not merely agreement of opinion, for this might “" 
exist even between strangers. Nor yet is agree- 
ment in reasoned judgements about any subject 
whatever, for instance astronomy, termed concord ; 
to agree about the facts of astronomy is not a bond 
of friendship. Concord is said to prevail in a state, 
when the citizens agree as to their interests, adopt 
the same policy, and carry their common resolves 

2into execution. Concord then refers to practical 
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@ Pittacus was elected dictator of Mitylene early in the 
sixth century u.c.; he ruled for fourteen years, and then 
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but this was not strictly unanimity or Concord, since there 
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> Eteocles and Polyneices. 
* Buripides, Phoen, 588 &. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, IX. vi. 2-4 

ends, and practical ends of importance, and able to 
be realized by both or all the parties: for instance, 
there 1s concord in the state when the citizens 
unanimously decree that the offices of state shall be 
elective, or that an alliance shall be made with 
Sparta, or that Pittacus shall be dictator (when 
Pittacus was himself willing to be dictator *), When 
each of two persons wishes himself to rule, like the 
rivals ® in the Phoenissae,® there is discord ; since 
men are not of one mind merely when each thinks 
the same thing (whatever this may be), but when 
each thinks the same thing in relation to the same 
person : for instance, when both the common people 
and the upper classes wish that the best people 
ae rule; for only so can all parties get what they 
esire, 
Concord appears therefore to mean friendship 

between citizens, which indeed is the ordinary use 
of the term ; for it refers to the interests and concerns 
of life. 

3 Now concord in this sense exists between good 
men, since these are of one mind both with them- 
selves and with one another, as they always stand 
more or less on the same ground; for good men’s 
wishes are steadfast, and do not ebb and flow like 
the tide, and they wish for just and expedient ends, 

4 which they strive to attain in common. The base 
on the other hand are incapable of concord, except 
in some small degree, as they are of friendship, since 
they try to get more than their share of advantages, 
and take less than their share of labours and public 
burdens. And while each desires this for himself, 
he spies on his neighbour to prevent him from doing 
likewise; for unless they keep watch over one 
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another, the common interests go to ruin. The 
result is discord, everybody trying to make others 
do their duty but refusing to do it themselves. 

vii Benefactors seem to love those whom they benefit rv. rive 
more than those who have received benefits love frther 
those who have conferred them; and it is asked solved 
why this is so, as it seems to be unreasonable. The {{Swinnives 
view most generally taken is that it is because the Regen 
one party is in the position of a debtor and the other the benefiels 
of a creditor ; just as therefore in the case of a loan, eee 
whereas the borrower would be glad to have his cred- latter loves 
itor out of the way, the lender actually watches over “° semeny 
his debtor’s safety, so it is thought that the con- 
ferrer of a benefit wishes the recipient to live in order 
that he may receive a return, but the recipient is not 
particularly anxious to make a return. Epicharmus 
no doubt would say that people who give this explana- 
tion are ‘ looking at the seamy side ’ 4 of life ; but all 
the same it appears to be not untrue to human 
nature, for most men have short memories, and are 
more desirous of receiving benefits than of bestowing 
them. 

2g But it might be held that the real reason lies not solely 
deeper,’ and that the case of the creditor is not cundar 
really a parallel. With him it is not a matter of 
affection, but only of wishing his debtor’s preserva- 
tion for the sake of recovering his money ; whereas 
a benefactor feels friendship and affection for the 
recipient of his bounty even though he is not 
getting anything out of him and is never likely to 
do so. 

8 The same thing happens with the artist: every (@) We love 
artist loves his own handiwork more than that handi- What we 
work if it were to come to life would love him. This created. 
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is perhaps especially true of poets, who have an 
exaggerated affection for their own poems and love 

4them as parents love their children. The position 
of the benefactor then resembles that of the artist ; 
the recipient of his bounty is his handiwork, and he 
therefore loves him more than his handiwork loves 
its maker. The reason of this is that all things 
desire and Jove existence; bul we exist in activity, 
since we exist by living and doing; and in a sense 4 
one who has made something exists actively, and so 
he loves his handiwork because he loves existence, 
This is in fact a fundanental principle of nature: 
what a thing is potentially, that its work reveals in 
actuality. 

8 Moreover for the benefactor there is an element (0) Benet 
of nobility in the act, and so he feels pleased with ™<é/* 
the person who is its object; but there is nothing 
noble for the recipient of the benefit in his 
relation to his benefactor : at most, it is profitable ; 
and what is profitable is not so pleasant or lovable 

gas what is noble. The doer’s achievement there- 
fore remains, for nobility or beauty is long-lived, but 
its utility to the recipient passes away. But while 
the actuality of the present, the hope of the future, 
and the memory of the past are all pleasant, 
actuality is the most pleasant of the three, and 
the most loved. Also whereas the memory of noble 
things is pleasant, that of useful ones is hardly at 
all so, or at least less so; although with anticipa- 
tion the reverse seems to be the case. 

Again, loving seems to be an active experience, @ assetion 
being loved a passive one; hence affection and the 4uactive 
various forms of friendly feeling are naturally found ae 
in the more active party to the relationship. 
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7 Again, everybody loves a thing more if it has cost whab has 
him trouble :" for instance those who have made (tus. 
money love money more than those who have 
inherited it. Now to receive a benefit seems to 
involve no labour, but to confer one is an effort. 
(This is why mothers love their children more than 
fathers, because parenthood costs the mother more 
trouble [and the mother is more certain that the 
child is her own].*) This also then would seem to 
be a characteristic of benefactors. 

viii The question is also raised whether one ought to 
love oneself or someone else most. We censure 
those who put themselves first, and ‘lover of self’ (in 1s 8elt- 
is used as a term of reproach. And it is thought woe hi oF 
that a bad man considers himself in all he does, and 
the more so the worse he is—so it is a complaint 
against him for instance that ‘ he never does a thing 
unless you make him ’—whereas a good man acts 
from a sense of what is noble, and the better he is 
the more he so acts, and he considers his friend’s 
interest, disregarding his own. 

2 But the facts do not accord with these theories ; 
nor is this surprising. For we admit that one should 
love one’s best friend most; but the best friend is 
he that, when he wishes a person’s good, wishes it 
for that person’s own sake, even though nobody will 
ever know of it. Now this condition is most fully 
realized in a man’s regard for himself, as indeed are 
all the other attributes that make up the definition 
of a friend; for it has been said already © that all 
the feelings that constitute friendship for others are 
an extension of regard for self. Moreover, all the 
proverbs agree with this; for example, ‘ Friends 
have one soul between them,’? ‘Friends* goods are 
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common property,’ ‘ Amity is equality,’ “ The knee is 
nearer than the shin.’* All of these sayings will 
apply most fully to oneself; for a man is his own best 
friend. Therefore he ought to love himself most. 

So it is naturally debated which of these two views 
we ought to adopt, since each of them has some 
plausibility. 

3 Now where there is a conflict of opinion the proper ‘Two niean- 
course is doubtless to get the two views clearly [183 of Set 

distinguished, and to define how far and in what ‘ 
way each of them is true. So probably the matter 
may become clear if we ascertain what meaning 

each side attaches to the term ‘ self-love.’ 
4 Those then who make it a term of reproach call 
men lovers of self when they assign to themselves the 
larger share of money, honours, or bodily pleasures ; 
since these are the things which most men desire 

and set their hearts on as being the greatest goods, 
and which accordingly they compete with each other 
to obtain. Now those who take more than their 
share of these things are men who indulge their 

appetites, and generally their passions and the 
irrational part of their souls. But most men are 
of this kind. Accordingly the use of the term 
‘lover of self’ as a reproach has arisen from the 
fact that self-love of the ordinary kind is bad. Hence 
self-love is rightly censured in those who are lovers 

5 of self in this sense. And that it is those who take 

too large a share of things of this sort whom most 
people usually mean when they speak of lovers of 
self, is clear enough. For if a man were always Noble Selt- 
bent on outdoing everybody else in acting justly ‘ves duty. 

or temperately or in displaying any other of the 
4 *Charity begins at home’ (Ross). 
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virtues, and in general were always trying to secure 
for himself moral nobility, no one will charge him 

6 with love of self nor find any fault with him. Yet 
as a matter of fact such a man might be held to be 
a lover of self in an exceptional degree. At all 
events he takes for himself the things that are 
noblest and most truly good. Also it is the most 
dominant part of himself that he indulges and obeys 
in everything. But (a) as in the state it is the 
sovereign that is held in the fullest sense to be the 
state, and in any other composite whole it is the 
dominant part that is deemed especially to be that 
whole, so it is with man. He therefore who loves 
and indulges the dominant part of himsel? is a lover 
of self in the fullest degree. Again (b), the terms 
‘self-restrained’ and ‘ unrestrained’ denote being 
restrained or not by one’s intellect, and thus imply 
that the intellect is the man himself. Also (c) it is 
our reasoned acts that are felt to be in the fullest 
sense our own acts, voluntary acts. It is therefore 
clear that a man is or is chiefly the dominant part 
of himself, and that a good man values this part of 
himself most. Hence the good man will be a lover 
of self in the fullest degree, though in another sense 
than the lover of self so-called by way of reproach, 
from whom he differs as much as living by principle 
differs from living by passion, and aiming at what is 

7 noble from aiming at what seems expedient. Persons 
therefore who are exceptionally zealous in noble 
actions are universally approved and commended ; 
and if all men vied with each other in moral nobility 
and strove to perform the noblest deeds, the common 
welfare would be fully realized, while individuals 
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also could enjoy the greatest of goods, inasmuch as 
virtue is the greatest good. 

Therefore the good man ought to be a lover of self, 
sinee he will then both benefit himself by acting 
nobly and aid his fellows; but the bad man ought 
not to be a lover of self, since he will follow his base 
passions, and so injure both himself and his neigh- 

8 bours. With the bad man therefore, what he does 
1s not in accord with what he ought to do, but the 
good man does what he ought, since intelligence 
always chooses for itself that which is best, and the 
good man obeys his intelligence. 

8 But it is also true that the virtuous man’s conduct 
is often guided by the interests of his friends and 
of his country, and that he will if necessary lay 
down his life in their behalf. For he will surrender 
wealth and power and all the goods that men struggle 
to win, if he can secure nobility for himself; since he 
would prefer an hour of rapture to a long period of 
mild enjoyment, a year of noble life to many years 
of ordinary existence, one great and glorious exploit 
to many small successes. And this is doubtless the 
case with those who give their lives for others; thus 
they choose great nobility for themselves. Also the 
virtuous man is ready to forgo money if by that 
means his friends may gain more money; for thus, 
though his friend gets money, he himself achieves 
nobility, and so he assigns the greater good to his 

10 own share, And he behaves in the same manner 
as regards honours and offices also: all these things 
he will relinquish to his friend, for this is noble and 
praiseworthy for himself. He is naturally therefore 
thought to be virtuous, as he chooses moral nobility 
in preference to all other things. It may even 
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happen that he will surrender to his friend the per- 
formance of some achievement, and that it may be 
nobler for him to be the cause of his friend’s per- 
forming it than to perform it himself. 

11 Therefore in all spheres of praiseworthy conduct 
it is manifest that the good man takes the larger 
share of moral nobility for himself. In this sense 
then, as we said above, it is right to be a lover of 
self, though self-love of the ordinary sort is wrong. 

ix Another debated question is whether friends are (ii) Ts 
: Priendaht 

necessary or not for happiness. People say that Gecsbanry ek 
the supremely happy are self-sufficing, and so have Heppiness? 
no need of friends: for they have the good things 
of life already, and ahavetore, being complete in 
themselves, require nothing further; whereas the 
function of a friend, who is a second self, is to supply 
things we cannot procure for ourselves. Hence the 
saying ® 

When fortune favours us, what need of friends ? 

2 But it seems strange that if we attribute all good Yes, (ayasan 
things to the happy man we should not assign him good: 
friends, which we consider the greatest of external te) bod ait 
goods. Also if it be more the mark of a friend to far bonete” 
give than to receive benefits, and if beneficence is a 73.) 
function of the good man and of virtue, and it is beng, 
nobler to benefit friends than strangers, the good 
man willneed friends as the objects of Ins beneficence. 

Hence the further question is asked: Are friends 
more needed in prosperity or in adversity? It is 
argued that the unfortunate need people to be kind 
to them, but also that the prosperous need people 
to whom they may be kind. 

8 Also perhaps it would be strange to represent the 
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* Sce rz. vii. 6, note. 
by, vii. 15. The argument for friendship from the 

definition of happiness as virtuous and therefore pleasant 
activity is threefold: (a) the virtuous actions of our friends 
ive us (by sympathy) the same pleasure as our own; 
8) good activitics (e.g. study) can be carried on longer 
because less liable to fatigue); (y) virtuous friends increase 
our own virtue (as we Eieealy imitate their acts), 
Hence friends useful and pleasant because virtuous (though 
not useful or pleasant friends in the ordinary sense) are 
necessary adjuncts of happiness. 
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supremely happy man as a recluse. Nobody would 
choose to have all possible good things on the con- 
dition that he must enjoy them alone; for man is a 
social being,? and designed by nature to live with 
others; accordingly the happy man must have 
socicty, for he has everything that is naturally good. 
And it is obviously preferable to associate with friends 
and with good men than with*strangers and chance 
companions, Therefore the happy man requires 
friends. 

4 What then do the upholders of the former view 
mean, and in what sense is it true? Perhaps the 
explanation of it is that most men think of friends 
as being people who are useful to us. Now it is 
true that the supremely happy man will have no 
need of friends of that kind, inasmuch as he is supplied 
with good things already. Nor yet will he want 
friends of the pleasant sort, or only to a very small 
extent, for his life is intrinsically pleasant and has 
no need of adventitious pleasure. And as he does 
not need useful or pleasant friends, it is assumed 
that he does not require friends at all. 

& But perhaps this inference is really untrue, For (@ The ‘ 
as we said at the beginning,’ happiness is a form of Hecwl 
activity, and an activity clearly is something that ()ehovis 
comes into being, not a thing that we possess all o others’ 
the time, like a piece of property. But if happiness fetlons, 
consists in life and activity, and the activity of a 
good man, as was said at the beginning,’ is good and so 
pleasant in itself, and if the sense that a thing is our 
own is also pleasant, yet we are better able to con+ 
template our neighbours than ourselves, and their 

° x, viii. 13, 
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1 88 cod. C.C.C, Oxon., Ald. : 54. 
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@ ie, they are good, and they are their own, i.e. like 
their own. 

> The last four words are implied by the context. 
¢ This parenthesis comes better in § 5 above, after the 

words, ‘the activity of a good man... is good and 
pleasant in itself.’ 
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actions than our own, and thus good men find pleasure 
in the actions of other good men who are their 
friends, since those actions possess both these 
essentially pleasant qualities,* it thercfore follows 
that the supremely happy man will require good 
friends, insomuch as he desires to contemplate 
actions that are good and that are his own, and 
the actions of a good man that is his friend are 
such. Also men think that the life of the happy (f) aseista 
man ought to be pleasant. Now a solitary man has °™°*™ 
a hard life, for it is not easy to keep up continuous 
activity by oneself; it is easier to do so with the 

6 aid of and in relation to other people. The good 
man’s activity therefore, which is pleasant in itself, 
will be more continuous if practised with friends ® ; 
and the life of the supremely happy should be con- 
tinuously pleasant ° (for a good man, in virtue of his 
goodness, enjoys actions that conform with virtue 
and dislikes those that spring from wickedness, just 
as a skilled musician is pleased by good music and 

7 pained by bad). Moreover the society of the good (y) makes um 
may supply a sort of training in goodness, as Theog~ Wore Vi 
nis 4 remarks, 

Again, if we examine the matter more fundament- Babe 
ally, it appears that a virtuous friend is essentially bie tao 
desirable for a virtuous man. For as has been Sais a - 
said above, that which is essentially good is good conscious. 
and pleasing in itself to the virtuous man. And fess and 
life is defined, in the case of animals, by the capacity our happt- 
for sensation ; in the case of man, by the capacity" 
for sensation and thought. But a capacity is referred 
to its activity, and in this its full reality consists. 

@ Theognis 35 ecOAGy pev yap da’ éoOAG pabioreat, 
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ayabov dmdpxov ev éavt® aicbdvecbar 790), 
atperov be ro Cy Kat pddora Tots ayabots, dre 
TO «lvoe dyabdv €orw adrois, Kat dv ([ouv-] 
aicPavewevor! ap Tob Kal atrd ae: jdovrat), 5 
ws 86 mpds éautdv exes 6 orrovdatos, Kal mpds 

1 x0’ abrd ? (et alibi) ed. 
® ap alcbarvdyeda Bywater: alcdavdyed’ dv KY, aledavolped’ 

av T, alc@avolpeba & dy Ld, 
8 kdy voSuevr Bywater: cal vooduev Kd, cal vootuer vulg. 
4 [ovr ]alo@avdpevor ed, 

® 4. vice and pain. > Bk. X. ce, i-v. 
* alcOdverOat is used throughout to denote ‘ consciousness’ 
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It appears therefore that life in the full sense is 
sensation or thought. But life is a thing good and 
pleasant in itself, for it is definite, and definiteness 
is a part of the essence of goodness, and what is 
essentially good is good for the good man, and 

8 hence appears to be pleasant to all men. We must 
not argue from a vicious and corrupt life, or one that 
is painful, for such a life is indefinite, like its attri- 
butes.* (The point as to pain will be clearer in 

9 the sequel.®) But if life itself is good and pleasant 
(as it appears to be, because all men desire it, and 
virtuous and supremely happy men most of all, since 
their way of life is most desirable and their existence 
the most blissful); and if one who sees is conscious ° 
that he sees, one who hears that he hears, one who 
walks that he walks, and similaily for all the other 
human activities there is a faculty that is conscious 
of their exercise, so that whenever we perceive, we 
are conscious that we perceive, and whenever we 
think, we are conscious that we think, and to be 
conscious that we are percciving or thinking is to be 
conscious that we exist (for existence, as we saw, is 
sense-perception or thought); and if to be conscious 
one is alive is a pleasant thing in itself (for life is a 
thing essentially good, and to be conscious that one 
possesses a good thing is pleasant); and if life is 
desirable, and especially so for good men, because 
existence is good for them, and so pleasant (because 
they are pleased by the perception of what is 

10 intrinsically good); and if the virtuous man feels 
towards his friend in the same way as he feels 
(as well as, where necded, ‘sensation’), At 1170 b 11 cvr- 
aofdverOar expresses sympathetic consciousness of another's 
thoughts and feclings; it 1s probable therefore that in |. 4 
the compound verb is a cepyist’s mistake, 
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tov didov (érepos yap atros 6 ¢didos éoriy): 
Kabdaep odv Td adrov elvas aiperdv darw Exdore, 
otrw Kat ro tov didov, 7) mapanAnoius. to 8 
elvar Fv atperov 81a 76 aicbdveobat atrot’ dyabot 
évros, 4 5é TotatTy alaOynats HSeia Kal? éavrijy-io 
ovvatafdveoOar dpa Set cal rod didov Sri éorw, 
rotro 8 yivour’ dv ev 7 ovlfv iat xowevely 
Adywv Kat Stavoias: ouTw yap ap 8dFeve TO 

outa ént rdv avOpwdrov A€yecBat, Kal ody Warep 
ént ra&v Booxndtwy 7o* ev rH atr@ vépeobar. 
ef 8) 7TH paxapiw ro elvot aiperov éore Kal? 
attd, adyabdv tH pice dv Kat dv, TwapamArotov 16 
8€ Kal 76 Tob didov coriy, kal 6 hee Tay atperdv 
dv ely. 6 éorly att® aiperdv, rodro Set 
dmdpyew attd, 7 tadrn evders Eorar. Sejoe 
dpa TH eddarovnoorte didlwy amovdaiwy. 

x *Ap’ odv ods aAclotouvs pious moiunrdéov; 720 
Kabarep émi tis Eeviags éupedds eipfobar Soxet— 

pire moAvEewos pr’ d&ewos— 

Kal ent ris didias dppdoe par’ ddirov elvar 
3 = 4 > ¢ Z ~ 4 \ 2 pnt ad wodddiAov Kal? drepBodjyv; tots prev 8 

mpos xphow Kal mdvy Sdfeev av dpydlew to 
AexOev (moAdots yap avOuanpereiv emimovov, Kal 6 
ody ixavos 6 Bios [adrots]’ rodro mpdrrew* of 

1 adrod ? ed. 2 +g ? Bywater. 
3 [avrots] Ramsauer: atrd Ke, airy Mb», atrd [rofro] 

Bywater. 

@ Perhaps to be emended ‘of its goodness,’ ef. |. & of the 
Greek. It is consciousness of life as good that makes it 
pleasant and desirable. 
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towards himself (for his friend is a second self) 
—then, just as a man’s own existence is desirable 
for him, so, or nearly so, is his friend’s existence also 
desirable. But, as we saw, it is the consciousness of 
oneself as good 4 that makes existence desirable, and 
such consciousness is pleasant in itself. Therefore a 
man ought also to share his friend’s consciousness 
of his existence, and this is attained by their living 
together and by conversing and communicating 
their thoughts to each other ; for this is the meaning 
of living together as applied to human beings, it 
does not mean merely feeding in the same place, 
as it does when applied to cattle. 

If then to the supremely happy man existence is 
desirable in itself, being good and pleasant essenti- 
ally, and if his friend’s existence is almost equally 
desirable to him, it follows that a friend is one of the 
things to be desired. But that which is desirable 
for him he is bound to have, or else his condition 
will be incomplete in that particular. Therefore to 
be happy a man needs virtuous friends. 

x Ought we then to make as many friends as possible? 
or, just as it scems a wise saying about hospitality— 

Neither with troops of guesta nor yet with none *— 

so also with friendship perhaps it will be fitting 
neither to be without friends nor yet to make friends 

2in excessive numbers. This rule would certainly 
seem applicable to those friends whom we choose 
for their utility ®; for it is troublesome to have to 
repay the services of a large number of people, and 
life is not long enough for one to do it. Any more 

» pinde woddgewor pnd’ Akewor xahdeoOar (Hesiod, Works and 
Days, 715). 

° But ef. vin. vi. 3, 
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é A a ~ mAcious 84 Tay mpds tov otixetov Blov tkavav 

mepiepyot Kal eurddioc mpds 7d Kadds Civ: 

obféy oby Sef atrar)- Kal of mpds Hdovi Se 
> ~ 27 , 2 a lod ‘ w 

apxotow dAtyo., Kabdrep ev TH Tpopy Td 7WSvapa: 
4 \ ’ ? € Ll ” + 

8 TOUS bé omoveaious TOTEpoy <ws> aAetorovs KAT 30 

> ‘ a uv 4 L ~ , 

dpiOudy, gore Te pérpov cal diducod mAnvous, 
“ , 4 A > / > f woTep morkews; otre yap éx ddxa dvpwawy 

/ > nn 5X vo? 2 § / {o ” year dv mods, ovr ék Séxa pupiddwy ere 
/ 2 t i \ A > ” ow a modus éariv: 76 5é tocdy ovK éoTw laws & TL, 

> 4 a A \ ~ e i 4 GAA wav 7O petagd twdv wpicperwr. Kal 
t ta > ~ € i ‘ ” € filuv 84 core ARVs wpiopevov, Kal tows of 11710 

mrctoro. pel? dv ay Sdvard tis ovliv: robro 

4ydp eddxer didtxdraroy elvass dre 8 ody oldy 

re Troddots avliv Kal draveuew adrdv, od d- 

SnAov. Ere dé axelvous Set ddArjAas Pidous elvat, 
> ‘ , > > A , el péddouce mavtes per’ adAjAwY ovrnpepedeww, 5 

~ > ’ ~ 7 ~ c / A 6 ToT 8 épyddes ev moddols indpyew. yaderov 

8 yiveras Kal ro ovyyaipew Kal rd avradyety 

olkeiws qoAAots* elds yap oupTrinrew dja. TQ 

per auvidecba TH 8é avvdybecPa. tows obv 

ed dyer pn Cyrety obs rrodudiAdratov elvas, adda 

TocovTous doo «is 7d ovliv ixavol. obdé yap io 

evdeyecbar Sdéerev av moAdots elvar didov opddpa, 

Sidmep ot8° epav aaAccdvwv: daepBodt yap tis 

1 <ws> ¢ Richards. 
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therefore than are sufficient for the requirements 
of one’s own life will be superfluous, and a hindrance 
to noble living, so one is better without them. O. 
friends for pleasure also a few are enough, just as“a 
small amount of sweets is enough in one’s diet. 

8 But should ,one have as many good friends as 
possible ? or is there a limit of size for a circle of 
friends, as there is for the population of a state ? 
Ten people would not make a city, and with a hundred 
thousand it is a erty no longer; though perhaps the 
proper size is not one particular number, but any 
number between certain limits. So also the numbcr 
of one friends must be limited, and should perhaps 
be the largest number with whom one can constantly 
associate ; since, as we saw,® to live together is the 

4chief mark of friendship, but it is quite clear that 
it is not possible to live with and to share oneself 
among a large number of people. Another essential 
is that one’s friends must also be the friends of one 
another, if they are all to pass the time in each 
other’s company ; but for a large number of people 
all to be friends is a difficult matter. Again, it is 
difficult to share intimately in the joys and sorrows 
of many people; for one may very likely be called 
upon to rejoice with one and to mourn with another 
at the same time. 

Perhaps therefore it is a good rule not to seek to 
have as many friends as possible, but only as many 
as are enough to form a circle of associates. Indeed 
it would appear to be impossible to be very friendly 
with many people, for the same reason as it is 
impossible to be in love with several people. Love 
means friendship in the superlative degree, and 

® Cf. VIII. Vs Le 

a 
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elvat BotrAerat didias, Touro 8é mos ava" kat 
670 opdipa 81) mpds SAtyous. otrw 3° exe éoLKe 
Kal ent ray Tpaypdrey: ov ylyvovrat yep piror 
moAXoi Kara, THY Eraipucny didtav, ab 3 duvod- 16 
pevan év Suai Adyovrat. ot 8é tordpiror Kal 
m&aw oikeiws evtvyydvovtes ovdert do0xodow 
elvan firow (adv mohurucds)* ots Kal Kahofow 
dpéoKous. mohituKcds pev odv éoTt moots elvas 
pidov kab pa dpeakov dvra, GAM’ dis adn Das 
emery} be dperny Sé Kal be atrovs! ovK core 
mpos moAdous, ayamytov b€ Kat ddtyous edpely 2 
TowovTous. 

xi IIdrepov 8 ev edruyias paMov dilwv Set 7} 
év Svoruxiaus ; év dudoly yap embnroorras of 
Té yap drvyoivres Séovrat emucouptas, | or 
edruxodvres cup pieoy Kal ods ed mourjaovaw: 
Bothovras yap «db Spav. dvayicardrepov ev 83) 
év rats druxcas, did rar xenatpear évraiba Set, 26 
xdAdtov 8 év Tais edruxiats, 3ud kal rods emueucels 
Snrovow TouTous yap aiperasrepov evepyerety 

2 kal pera rouru Sudyerv. gore yap kal mapovala 
adry wav pihaw Hoeta Kal ev rais evruxiats? 
kal év ats ideepliis: Kougi iCovrat yap of 
Avrrovpevot ouvahyouvtaw Tov fidwy’ 81d Kay 30 
dmopjocev Tis mOTEpov womep Bdpous pera 
AapBavovow, } Toro pév ov, % Tapoucia 8’ 

1 adrods Bywater: atrods. 2 xat dv rats ebrvylacs om. Kb, 

® See note on virr. v. 3. 
% Such as Achilles and Patroclus, Orestes and Pylades, 

Theseus and Pirithous. It is not quite clear whether they 
are quoted as examples of comradeship or of friendship 
in general. 
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that must be with one person only; so also warm 
friendship is only possible with a few. 

6 This conclusion seems to be supported by experi- 
ence, T'riendships between comrades ® only include 
a few people, and the famous examples of poetry ® 
are pairs of friends. Persons of many friendships, 
who are hail-fellow-well-met with everybody, are 
thought to be real friends of nobedy (otherwise than 
as fellow-citizens are fiicnds): I mean the sort of 
people we call obsequious, It 1s true that one may 
be friendly with many fellow-citizens and not be 
obsequious, but a model of excellence; but it is 
not possible to have many friends whom we love for 
their virtue and for themsclves. We may be glad 
to find even a few friends of this sort. 

xi But do we need friends more in prosperity or in (its 
adversity? As a malter of fact men scek friends ae a 
in both. The unfortunate 1equire assistance ; the eas 

* 2 yl 
prosperous want companions, and recipients of their Answer, 
bounty, since they wish to practise bencficence, ‘yar, 
Hence friendship is more necessary in adversity, both. 
so then it is useful friends that are wanted; but 
it is nobler in prosperity, so the prosperous seek also 
for good men as fiiends, since these are preferable 
both as objects of beneficence and as associates. 

2 Also ° the mere presence of friends is pleasant both 
in prosperity and adversity. Sorrow is lightened 
by the sympathy of friends. Hence the question 
may be raised whether friends actually share the 
burden of grief, or whether, without this being the 
case, the pain is nevertheless dimimshed by the 

* This gives a further reason for the second sentence of 
the chapter, and adds the motive of pleasure to those of 
utility and virtue. 
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adray Adela otca Kal 7 evvoia tod cuvadyelv 
eAdrrw tiv Admyv mod. ef pev adv 8d, rabra 

8. addo te Koudilovrar, adeicbw: avpBairew 

39 ody daiverar 76 AexyOev. Eorxe 8 % mrapovala 
puxty tis abradv' elvac. adrdo prev ydp 76 dpav 35 

tovs dldous Ov, GAAws Te Kal druyodvre, ai 1171h 
yiverai tis emexoupla mpos Td yu) dvTretoOas 

\ \ e , \ a” \ a 
mapauvlytixoy yap 6 didos Kat TH dyer kal rd 
Adyw, dav F émide€tos: olde yap 7d Hos Kal ed 

aos jderar at dAvmeirar. To 52 dAvmovpevov 

aicbdvecba emt tats adtof druyxia Avmypdv's 
nas yap dedyer Admns aitios elvar rots dirois. 

x ~ dudmep of pev avdpwdes ryv diaw eddAaBodrvra 
a“ 4 t R : a Di ‘ € a ovdurety tods didous adtois, Kav pn) drepreivy 

7h dduria, tiv exelvois ywvoudyny Avryy ody 
dmopéver, 6Aws te ovvOpyvous od mpoolera. Sic 

i’ 3° + ae 6 i £ A \ TO pnd adros elvar Opnynrixds: ydvaia 8é Kal 10 
of rototrot avdpes tots avardvovat xaipovar, at 

diotow ws didovs Kat cuvadyobvras. ptipetabae 
598 ev dmaow Set SHrov dre tov BeAtin. 4 8 ey 

“~ > t ral in # & rats edruyiats trav dilwy mapovaia tiv te 8i- 
aywyny wdciav eves Kal Ty evvowav Ore ASovrat 
: ~ e A > 8, a 8 A 8 , n 5 “ 2 ént rots atrod dyabols. S16 Sdfecey dv Sety els is 
pev tas evrvxias Kadetv tods didous mpobtpws 

\ 

(cdepyernrixov yap elvar addr), eis 8€ ras druxias 

1 atrdv <hdovh> ? ed, 
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pleasure of their company and by the consciousness 
of their sympathy. Whether one of these reasons 
or some other gives the true explanation of the 
consoling power of friendship need not now be 
considered, but in any case it appears to have the 
effect described. 

3 Yet the ‘pleasure that the company of friends 
affords scems to be of a mixed nature. It is true 
that the very sight of them is pleasant, especially 
in time of misfortune, and is a considerable help 
in assuaging sorrow; for a friend, if tactful, can 
comfort us with look and word, as he knows our 
characters and what Lhings give us pleasure and pain, 

4 But on the other hand to sec another pained by our 
own misfortunes is painful, as everyone is reluctant 
to be a cause of pain to his friends. Hence manly 
natures shrink from making their friends share their 
pain, and unless a man is excessively insensitive, 
he cannot bear the pain that his pain gives to them ; 
and he will not suffer others to lament with him, 
because he is not given to lamentation himself. 
But weak women and womanish men like those 
who mourn with them, and love them as true friends 
and sympathizers. However, it is clear that in 
everything we ought to copy the example of the man 
of nobler nature. 

6 In prosperity again the company of friends 
sweetens our hours of leisure, and also affords the 
pleasure of being conscious of their pleasure in our 
welfare. 

Hence it may be thought that we ought to be 
eager to invite our friends to share our good for- 
tune (since it is noble to wish to bestow benefits), 
but reluctant to ask them to come to us in mis- 
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3 ~ / 4 e ia n~ Fal oxvotvra (ueTadiddva. yap ws nevora Set réy 
~ id So fe © 5 \ a a2 La 

karav, d0ev 76 “‘ dds eye) SuaTuxdy ”’): pdhiora 
8¢ mapaxAnréov, drav pédAwow ddriya dyAnOévres 

4y3> | * a a7 > > ; ” 

GB peydn adrov wdeAjoew. lévar 8° dvdrradw tows 2 

apuole. mpds pev tovs arvyodvras gkAntov Kal 
mpobiiuas (pidou yap <Td>" ed movetv, Kat pedAcora, 

\ 2 , \ a2 . 2 , a > a tovs ev xpeta kal [rd]* pt) akwwoavtas* dpupoty 
bs iA x ca A dé A 2 4 

yap KaAAov Kal FOvov), els b¢ Tas edTUYLas CUv- 

epyobvra prev mpobduws (xal yap els Tadra ypela 
x A > td 4 / > s 4 

didwy), mpds edrabevav € cyodaiws (od yap KaAdv 25 

70 mpobupetobar dpherctobar). Sod€av 8’ andlas ev 
a a yu ’ / 27 ‘ 

7H Siwbecicbar tows eddAaByréov: eviore yap oup- 
¢ fal Baiver. 1) mapovoia 51) Tay pidwy ev draaww alperh 

patveras. 
as ? n x a xii Ap’ obv, womep rots ép@o. 7d dpav dyann- 
rérarév dort kal paddov alpotvras radryny Tijv 20 
alabnow 4 Tas Aowrds, ds Kara ravryy padora 
tot Epwros évros Kal yivouevov, otrw Kal Tots 
didrois aipetwtardy éor. 7d culfv; Kowwvrla 

A £ / nt ¢ A € \ ue a yap % diAta. Kat ws mpos éavrov yer, ovtw 
+ \ ‘ f . £ <: 8° 8 mW 0 a Kal mpdos Tov didov, wept attdv 8 7 alolnars ore 

¥ ¢ , 4 s 4 i / € > > sf 

éari alpert}, kat mept tov didov 5x: 7 8 evdpyeta 85 
, > m~4 ? ~ a ¢ > 9 7 t yiveras abrijs' ev r@ ovlfv, dar’ cixdrws Todrov 11724 
1 Bywater. 3 [rd] Bywater: rotdro P, om. M®, 
® déuhoavras K>, 4 a’rots Ar. 

* Cf. vin. i. I fin., g fin. + See ec. iv. andc. ix. 5. 
* Or possibly, ‘and fmendship is realized in intercourse,’ 

a separate reason for the thesis of the first sentence, 
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fortune (since we should impart to others as little 
as possible of what is cvil: whence the proverb ‘ My 
own misfortunc is enough’). We should summon our 
friends to our aid chiefly when they will be of 
great service to us at the cost of little trouble to 
themselves. | 

6 So, conversely, it is perhaps filting that we should 
go uninvited and readily to those in misfortune (for 
it is the part of a friend to render service, and especi- 
ally to those in need, and without being asked, 
since assistance so rendered is more noble and more 
pleasant for both parties); but to the prosperous, 
though we should go readily to help them (for even 
prosperity needs the co-operation of friends),* we 
should be slow in going when it is a question of 
enjoying their good things (for it is not noble to 
be eager to receive benefils), But doubtless we 
should be careful to avoid seeming churlish in 
repulsing their advances, a thing that does sometimes 
occur. 

It appears therefore that the company of friends 
__ is desirable in all circumstances. 

xi As then lovers find their greatest delight in seeing v, Conctu- 
those they love, and prefer the gratification of the S101; Me | 
sense of sight to that of all the other senses, that society of 
sense being the chief seat and source of love, so °™* 
likewise for friends (may we not say?) the society 
of each other is the most desirable thing there is. 
For (i) friendship is essentially a partnership, 
And (ii) a man stands in the same relation to a friend 
as to himself¥; but the consciousness of his own 
existence is a good ; so also therefore is the conscious- 
ness of his friend’s existence ; but this ° consciousness 
is actualized in intercourse; hence friends naturally 
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1 ws ofdv re KY: ofs ofovrat, 
2 Burnet (ols ofovrac ed fir Bekker). ® ed. 

* The text is doubiful ; most mss. give, ‘ by which they 
think that they live in their society.’ 
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2 desire each other's society. And (iir) whatever pur- 
suit it is that constitutes existence for a man or 
that makes his life worth living, he desires to share 
that pursuit with his friends. Hence some friends 
drink or dice together, others practise athletic sports 
and hunt, or study philosophy, in each other’s com- 
pany; each’sort spending their time together in 
the occupation that they love best of everything in 
life; for wishing to live in their friends’ society, 
they pursue and take part with them in these 
occupations as best they can.4 

8 Thus the friendship of inferior people is evil, for The tntu. | 
they take part together in inferior pursuits [being ees 
unstable, ]® and by becoming like ench other are made ours. 
positively evil. But the friendship of the good is 
good, and grows with their intercourse. And they 
scem actually to become better by putting their 
friendship into practice,? and because they correct 
each other’s faults, for each takes the impress from 
the other of those traits in him that give him pleasure 
—whence the saying : 

Noble deeds from noble men.4 

So much for our treatment of Friendship. Our 
next business will be to discuss Pleasure. 

' Tt seems best to excise these words as an inapposite 
reminiscence of ¢, iv. 10, 

° Hor evepyety (sc. piktx@s) = cutiy of. Vint. Ve Le 
1 Ofc ix 7 
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2 5) Md: da 
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BOOK X 

1 Our next business after this is doubtless to discuss ce i-v. 
Pleasure. For pleasure is thought to be especially rh A 
congemal to mankind ; and this 1s why pleasure and tes 
pain are employed in the education of the young, of Pleasure. 
as means whereby to steer their course. Moreover, 
to hke and to dislike the right things is thought to 
be a most important element in the formation of a 
virtuous character, For pleasure and pain extend 
throughout the whole of hfe, and are of great moment 
and influence for virtue and happiness; since men 
choose what is pleasant and avoid what is painful. 

2 It would therefore seem by no means proper to Ourrent 
omit so important a subject, especially as there is ¢h'Pimenre 
much difference of opinion about it. Some people (heSuprrme 
maintain that pleasure is the Good. Others on the es ue 
contrary say that it is altogether bad : some of them fra ma 
perhaps from a conviction that it is really so, but ifmain- 
others because they think it to be in the interests of ieely for 
morality to make out that pleasure is bad, even if edification), 
it is not, since most men (they argue) have a bias 
towards it, and are the slaves of their pleasures, so 
that they have to be driven in the opposite direction 
in order to arrive at the due mean. 

3 Possibly however this view is mistaken. In 
matters of emotion and of action, words are less 
convincing than deeds ; when thercfore our theories 
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* As we should say, ‘ gravitate towards.’ Tudoxus, an 
unorthodox pupil of Plato, was an astronomer, and seems 
to have imported physical terminology into I thics, 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, X. i. 8—ii, 2 

are at variance with palpable facts, they provoke 
contempt, and involve the truth in their own dis- 
credit. If one who censures pleasure is seen some- 
times to desire it himsclf, his swerving towards it 
is thought to show that he really beleves that all 
pleasure is desirable; for the mass of mankind 

4cannol diserfminate. Hence it appears that true 

it 

2 

theories are the most valuable for conduct as well 
as for science; harmonizing with the facts, they 
carry conviction, and so encourage those who under- 
stand them to guide their lives by them. 

With so much by way of introduction, let us now 
review the theories about pleasure that have been 
advanced. 

That pleasure is the Good was held by Eudoxus, 
on the following grounds. He saw that all creaturcs, 
yational and irrational alike, scek to obtain it ; but 
in every case (he argued) that which is desirable is 
good, and that which is most desirable is the best ; 
therefore the fact that all creatures ‘move in the 
direction of ’4 the same thing indicates that this 
thing is the Supreme Good for all (since everything 
finds its own particular good, just as it finds its own 
proper food); but that which is good for all, and 
which all seek to obtain, is the Good. 

His arguments owed their acceptance however 
more to the excellence of his character than to their 
own merit. He had the reputation of being a man 
of exceptional temperance, and hence he was not 
suspected of upholding this view because he was a 
lover of pleasure, but people thought it must really 
be true. 
He also held that the goodness of pleasure 

was equally manifest from the converse: pain is 
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rebévros avr@: rayaboy alperwrepov yivecBan, 
SijAov 8? cs 088’ dAdo obdev Tayalov a cin, 6 
pera, Twos Tov xa? avra® ayabay aipercirepov 

éyiverat. ti ody orl rovodroy, o} Kal els 
eoanene es Tovobrov yap emulyretras, 86 
Ot & enordyevor ws odk ayabdy of adv’ 

edierat, 7) ovfév Adyovow"': A ydp maou Soxet, 1173: 
tatr’ elvat dapev' 6 8 dvapa@y tavryy ry niotw 

1 gat aterdac MhOv, 2 3 Ramsauer: 6). 
8 aird MP: om. KOLY, 4 adrd pr. Ke, 
& gira ? Richards: atrd. 8 déywou Kd, 

® Viz., incapable of heing improved by the addition of 
something else. But the sentence looks like an interpola- 
tion. ® Philebus 60 p Fr 

¢ These are the Speusippus and the Academics of Aristotle's 
day; see vn, xi. 3, nate. 
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intrinsically an object of avoidance to all, therefore 
its opposite must be intrinsically an object of desire 
to all. 

Again, he argued that that thing is most desirable ait) and 
which we choose not as a means to or for the sake S0°h blew 
of something else ; but such ate is pleasure ; end in itself, 
we never ask a man for what purpose he indulges in 
pleasure—we assume it to be desirable in itself. 

He also said that the addition of pleasure to any (iv) Plo 
good—for instance, just or temperate conduct— jircrother 
makes that good more desirable ; but only the good xuods. 
ean enhance the good. 

3 Now as for the last argument, it seems only to The last 
prove that pleasure is a good, and not that it is in T2ye it 
any way better than any other good ; for every good good but 
is more desirable when combined with some other goudn® 
good than in isolation. In fact, a similar argument is 
employed by Plato ® to refute the view that pleasure is 
the Good : the life of pleasure, he urges, is more desir- 
able in combination with intelligence than without 
it; but if pleasure combined with something else is 
better than pleasure alone, it is not the Good, for 
the Good is not rendered more desirable by the 
addition of anything to it. And it is clear that 
nothing else either will be the Good if it becomes 
more desirable when combined with something good 

4in itself, What thing 1s there then of this nature,? (11) Plea- 
which is attainable by us? for it is something of pact ay ail 
this nature that we are in search of. site bet Le 

Those? on the other hand who deny that that arghments 
which all creatures seek to obtain is good, are surely f7 this. 
talking nonsense. For what all think to be ood. (i) what ‘all 
that, we assert, is good; and he that subverts our eaedy 
belief in the opinion of all mankind, will hardly 994 
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1 néva add. codd. Lambin1. 
2 dptyero LD: dpéyerae (Q wer... dpéyerar. . . 6G? 

Bywater). 
3 [erator] Susemihl: d@dvaroy ? Apelt. € Hachfo: th. 
5 Bywater: dvrwy K>, 
8 [7d] om. LY, 7 ed, 
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kal <rpdrrew> xara ras dperds Vahlen, 
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persuade us to belicve his own either. If only the 
irrational creatures strove to obtain what is pleasant, 
there would have been some sensc in this contention 5 
but inasmuch as beings endowed with intelligence 
do so too, how can it be right? And perhaps even 
the lower animals possess an instinct superior to 
their own natures, which secks to obtain the good 
appropriate to their kind. 

Again, these thinkers’ refutation of the argument 
from the converse appears equally unsound. They 
say, 1f pain is bad, it does not follow therefore that 
pleasure is good: for an evil can also be opposed to 
an evil and to a thing that is neither good nor evil: 
a statement which is indeed sound enough, but which 
does not apply to the things in question. If both 
pleasure and pain were in the class of evils, both 
would be also of necessity things to be avoided, and 
if im the class of things neutral, neither ought to be 
avoided, or they ought to be avoided alike; but as 
it is we see men avoid pain as evil and choose pleasure 
as good; it is therefore as good and evil that they 
are opposed. 

Nor yet does it follow that if pleasure is not a 
quality, therefore it is not a good, Virtuous activi- 
ties are not qualities either, nor is happiness. 

Again they argue that good is definite, but that 
pleasure is indefinite, because it admits of degrees. 
Now (a) if they base this judgement on the fact that 
one can be more or less pleased, the same argument 
will apply to Justice and the other virtues, the 
possessors of which are clearly spoken of as being 
more or less virtuous ; for example, A may be more 
just or brave, and may act more, or less, justly or 

5 Philebus Q4e, 31a. 
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@ 4¢,, when they attribute ‘ indefiniteness’ to pleasure, 
they are really thinking of the ‘ mixed’ pleasures only; it 
does not apply to the ‘ pure’ pleasures, in which there is no 
admixture of pain; and the distinction between these two 
kinds of pleasure is Plato’s own. > Philebus 58 o-54 v. 

¢ This motion being uniform, it can only be spoken of 
as quick or slow in comparison with some other motion, 
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temperately, than B. If on the other hand (8) 
they judge by the nature of the pleasures them- 
selves, I am afraid they do not state the right 
ground for their conclusion, if it be true that 
there are two kinds of pleasures, unmixed as well 
as mixed,.? , 

3 Again, (c) why should not pleasure be hke health, 
which is definite although 1t admits of degrees ? 
Vor health is not constituted by the same proportion 
of elements in all persons ; nor yet by one particular 
proportion in the same person always, but when it is 
in process of dissolution it still lasts for a certain 
time, and therefore it varies in degree. It is possible 
therefore that the same may be the casewith pleasure. 

4 Again, they postulate’ that the Good is perfect, 
whereas a motion or process of generation is im- 
perfeet, and then they attempt to prove that pleasure 
is a motion or process, This appears to be a mistake. 
(a) It would seem that pleasure is not a motion ; 
for we hold it to be a property of all motion to be 
quick or slow—if (as with the motion ° of the firma- 
ment) not absolutely, then relatively to some other 
moving body. But pleasure possesses neither 
absolute nor relative velocity. You can become 
pleased quickly, just as you can get angry quickly : 
but you cannot be pleased quickly, nor yet more 
quickly than somebody else, as you can walk, grow, 
etc,, more quickly than somebody else. It is possible 
to pass info a pleasurable state quickly or slowly, 
but not to function ia that state—z.e. ta feel pleasure 

5 —quickly. And (6) in what sense can pleasure be 
@ process of generation? We do not think that 

not absolutely, i.e. in comparison with itself at some other 
time, 
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any chance thing can be generated from any other 
chance thing, but that a thing at its dissolution is 
resolved into that from whiel: it is gencrated ; and 
if pleasure is the generation of something, pain is 

6 the destruction of that thing. Also (c) they say? 
that pain is a deficiency of the natural state and 
pleasure is Its replenishment. But these are bodily 
experiences. Now :f pleasure is a replenishment of 
the natural state, the pleasure will be felt by the thing 
in which the replenishment takes place. There- 
fore it is the body that feels pleasure. But this 
does not seem to be the case. Therefore pleasure 
is not a process of replenishment, though while 
replenishment takes place, a feeling of pleasure may 
accompany it, Just as a feeling of pain may accompany 
a surgical operation. The belief that pleasure is a 
replenishment seems to have arisen from the pains 
and pleasures connected with food: here the 
pleasure does arise from a replenishment, and is 

7 preceded by the pain of a want. But this is not the 
ease with all pleasures: the pleasures of knowledge, 
for example, have no antecedent pain; nor have 
ecrtain of the pleasures of sense, namely those whose 
medium is the sense of smell, as well as many sounds 
and sights; and also memories and hopes. If these 
are processes of generation, generation of what? 
No lack of anything has occurred that may be 
replenished. 

8 In reply to those who bring forward the disreput- (+) Some 
able pleasures, one may (a) deny that these are area laeenees 
really pleasant; for granted they are pleasant to fu. 
ill-conditioned people, it cannot therefore be assumed 
that they are actually pleasant, except to them, any 
more than things healthy or sweet or bitter to 
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invalids are really so, or any more than things that 
scem white to people with a disease of the eyes 

gare really white. Or (6) one may take the line 
that, though the pleasures themselves are desirable, 
they are not desirable when derived from those 
sources ; just as wealth is desirable, but not if won by 
treachery, of health, but not at the cost of eating 

10 anything and everything. Or (c) we may say that Pleasures 
pleasures differ in specific quality ; since (u) those 2m" 
derived from noble sources are not the same ag ‘ualily. 
those derived from base sources, and it is impossible 
to feel the pleasures of a just man without being 
just, or the pleasures of a musician without being 

11 musical, and so on. And also (8) the distinction 
between a friend and a flatterer seems to show that 
pleasure is not a good, or else that pleasures are 
specifically different ; since a friend is thought to 
aim at doing good to his companion, a flatterer at 
giving pleasure; to be a flatterer is a reproach, 
whereas a frend is praised because in his inter- 

12 course he aims at other things. And (y) no one 
would choose to retain the mind of a child through- 
out his life, even though he continued to enjoy the 
pleasures of childhood with undiminished zest ; nor 
(8) would anyone choose to find enjoyment in doing 
some extremely shameful act, although it would 
entail no painful consequences, Also (ec) there are 
many things which we should be eager to possess 
even if they brought us no pleasure, for instance 
sight, memory, knowledge, virtue. It may be the 
case that these things are necessarily attended by 
pleasure, but that makes no difference; for we 
should desire them even if no pleasure resulted from 
them. 
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€oue Kal 7 YOovr}: Gov ydp ti €oTl, Kal KaT 
, > 4 f ovdéva, xpdvov AdBou tis av HSovny as emt mArciw 

/ , 

2 xpdvov yiwouerns teAcwwOrjcerat 7d €ldos. Sidarep 
ovdé Kivynois eotw: év xpdvm yap méca Kiynors 

/ La 1 

Kat téAous rivds, olov 7 olxodopin, Kal? reAcia 2 
e y mov a Zi ve Z 2 oor’ 3 a 
Bray moujon ob epierary H ev dm 3 7B 

x ms 
xporvwm 7 rovrw. ev bé Trois pépeot Tod ypdvou 

nm a“ ~ 4 

maoat aredeis, Kal Erepar TB elder ris GAns Kat 
> ta ¢ A ~ f ¢ ¢ a ~ 

arAjAwv. yap tdv Albwy atvbeors Erépa ris 
rot Klovos papdwoews, Kat abras THs Tod vaod 
mouncews’ Kal 4 pev Tod vaod teAeia (ovdevds 26 

5 

1 dyabdy Kb, 2 rérevoy KP. 
8 xal add. Kb: aixodopula rat ? St. 
* rod xpévou: sai TY xpdvw K, post efder transponendum 

? Richards, cal [rd xpdvy} Burnet. 

a xlyyots here has its wider sense of any process of 
change that actualizes what is potentially; it includes 
generation, of which building is an instance. In its proper 
Sans xiynots ig limited to change of quality, quantity, or 
place. 
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It seems therefore that pleasure is not the Good, 
and that not every pleasure is desirable, but also that 
there are certain pleasures, superior in respect of 
their specific quality or their source, that are desiy- 
able in themselves. 

Let this suffice for a discussion of the current views 
about pleasttre and pain. 
We may ascertain the nature and quality of 

pleasure more clearly if we start again from the 
beginning. 
Now the act of sight appears to be perfect at any 

moment of its duration ; 16 does not require any- 
thing to supervene later in order to perfect its 
specific quahty, But pleasure also appears io be 
a thing of this nature. Vor it is a whole, and one 
cannot at any moment put one’s hand on a pleasure 
which will only exhibit ils specific quality perfectly 
if iis duration be prolonged. 

It follows also that pleasure is not a form of 
motion. For every motion or process of change 
involves duration, and is a means to an end, for 
instance the process of building a house; and it 
is perfect when it has effected its end. Hence 
a motion is perfect either when viewed over the 
whole time of its duration, or at the moment when 
its end has been achieved. The several motions 
occupying portions of the time of the whole are 
imperfect, and different in kind from the whole and 
from each other. For instance, in building a temple 
the fitting togcther of the stones is a different 
process from the fluting of a column, and both are 
different from the construction of the temple as a 
whole; and whereas the building of the temple is 
a perfect process, for nothing more is required to 
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Wi 2\32 ” 2 a nN , \ \ 
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ent Badicews at rdv rowdy ei ydp éeorw 
dopa Kivnows mobev mot, Kai ravrys Siadopal 
kat’ «lSn, mrfow Bddios dAois Kal Ta rovaira, 

> / > Va LAAG \ 9 Lal ~ fa od pdvov 8 otrws, adda Kat év adrh rH Badioe 
(ro yap 1d8ev mot od rabrov ev tH aradiw Kat 
ev TH pépet, Kat ev érépw ygper Kal érépw, ovdé 
TO Suckvevar THY ypayphy tHvde KaKeivyv: ob 11742 
povov yap ypaypny Staropederar, aAAG Kal ev 

¢ 

roma ovoav, ev érépw 8 atlrn éxelvns)— dv 
- 

dxpiBelas ev ody tepl Kuijoems ev adMots elpynrat, 
gouxe 8 odx* ev dirayrt ypdvm tercia elvar, ddr’ 
ai modal adredeis, nal Siaddpovoat 7H elder,5 

w \ , a > / ~ € a 2 ? 4eizep TO md0ev mot eidonoidv. THs HSoris 8 ev 
étwoty xpdvw téActov Td eldos. SjAov ody ds 
oe / * bi t LAN AN ‘ ~ CA \ érepai 7 dv elev dAdjAwy, Kal Tay dkwv te Kab 

iy t € la /, 2 a a \ > = tereiwy 7 WOovy. Sdgere 8° av todro Kat ek rod 
py evddyecOar xweicbar pn ev xpovm, mdecGas 

1 odk: off Ar, 

@ The lecturer il ver to draw a line representing a 
racecourse, and divide it into two parts, representing two 
sections of the course (not two lines across the course). The 
motion of traversing one section is not the same as that of 
traversing the others, if only because they are in different 
places. ® Physics, vt.-VItL 
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achieve the end proposed, laying the foundation 
and constructing the triglyphs are imperfect pro- 
cesses, since each produces only a part of the design ; 
they are therefore specifically different from the 
construction of the whole, and it is not possible to 
lay one’s finger on a motion specifically perfect at 
any moment of the process of building, but only, 
if at all, in the whole of its duration. 

8 And the same 1s true of walking and the other 
forms of locomotion. Vor if locomotion is motion 
from one point in space to another, and if this is of 
different kinds, flying, walking, leaping and the 
like, and not only so, but if there are also differences 
in walking itself (for the terminal points of a race- 
course are not the same as those of a portion of the 
course, nor are those of one portion the same as those 
of another; nor is traversing this line the same as 
traversing that one,* for the runner does not merely 
travel along a certain line but travels along a line 
that is in a certain place, and this line is in a different 
place from that)—however, for a full treatment of 
the subject of motion I must refer to another 
work,? but it appears that a motion is not perfect at 
eet moment, but the many movements which make 
up the whole are imperfect ; and different from each 
other in kind, inasmuch as the terminal points of a 

4 movement constitute a specific quality. The specific 
quality of pleasure on the contrary is perfect at 
any moment. It is clear therefore that pleasure is 
not the same as motion, and that it is a whole and 
something perfect. 

This may also be inferred from the fact that a 
movement necessarily occupies a space of time, 
whereas a feeling of pleasure does not, for every 
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? / oa , by 4 Ww \ egr alriv: atirn 8 dv tedetordrn ein rab Hdiory. 2 
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Sé Kal Sidvoray kal Bewpiav, 7Siorn 8 1 Te- 
Aevordrn, tedevoTdrn 8 % tod ed eyovros mpos 

AY ~ ~ 70 omovdatdratov Tay ba’ adryy: Tedciol Sé THY 
3 ¢ i 4 ey A 7 \ \ ls o 6 evépyerav 7) Ado}. od Tov adtdv dé TpdToy 7 TE 

Hdovy TeAevol Kat TO aicfyrdv te Kal 7 aloByors, 25 
omovdala Gvra, womep ovd’ % bylea Kal 6 latpds 

qT opotws atria eote Tod dyraivew. (Kal? éxdorny 

1 pfs Adorjs Ramsauer: rhy pdorhy. 
2 ofGevds cod. Turnebi. 
8 ofde . , . yéveors seclud, ? ed. 
© éxdorny Alex.: xacrov, § § Lambinus:s 8& 

@ This parenthesis is perhaps an interpolation. 
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moment of pleasurable consciousness is a perfect 
whole. 

These considerations also show that it is a mistake nor the 
: result of & 

to speak of pleasure as the result of a motion or process, 
of a process of generation. Tor we cannot so 
describe eyerything, but only such things as are 
divided into parts and are not wholes. Thus an act 
of sight, a geometrical point, an arithmetical unit 
are not the result of a process of generation (nor 
is any of them a motion or process®), Pleasure 
therefore also is not the result of a motion or process ; 
for pleasure is a whole. 

6 Again, inasmuch as each of the senses acts in The condi- 
relation to its object, and acts perfectly when it is feneh: 4 
in good condition and directed to the finest of the accompames 
objects that belong to it (for this seems to be the best mates the 
description of perfect activity, it being assumed to Hiuity % 
make no difference whether it be the sense itself taculty of 
that acts or the organ in which the sense resides), thouht 
it follows that the activity of any of the senses is exorcised on 
at its best when the sense-organ being in the best object 
condition is directed to the best of its objects; 
and this activity will be the most perfect and the 
pleasantest. For each sense has a corresponding 
pleasure, as also have thought and speculation, and 
its activity is pleasantest when it is most perfect, 
and most perfect when the organ is in good condition 
and when it is directed to the most excellent of 
its objects; and the pleasure perfects the activity. 
The pleasure does not however perfect the activity 
in the same way as the object perceived and the 
sensory faculty, sf good, perfect it; just as health 
and the physician are not in the same way the cause 
of being healthy. 

a 
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mapakexAnrar 9 Sidvow. Kal Siarerapevws mepl 
ada, évepyet, wWorrep Kara Thy dy of éuBrérorres, 
perérerta 8 od totatry 7 evepyera dAAG Tap- 10 

10 npeAnuévn? 816 Kal 7 Hdov7 dyuavpodrar.—sopé- 
yeobar Sé tis HSovis olnGety tis dv dravtas, 

3 

re Bywater: ye L®, om. vulg. § 7 add, KY 
q secludendum ? Bywater. 
4} <é7e> nescio quis ap. Wilkinson. 
pdovh <ovvex7js> Ramsauer. on oe 

* As well as to tastes, scents, and contacts, which are more 
obviously pleasant, 
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4 ~=©(It is clear that each of the senses is accompanied 
by pleasure, since we apply the term pleasant to 
sights and sounds®; and it 1s alsu clear that the 
pleasure is greatest when the sensory faculty is 
both in the best condition and acting in relation to the 
best object ; and given excellence in the perceived 
object and the percipient organ, there will always 
be pleasure when an object to cause it and a subject 
to feel it are both present.) 

8 But the pleasure perfects the activity, not as the 
fixed disposition does, by being already present in 
the agent, but as a supervening perfection, like the 
bloom of health in the young and vigorous. 

So long therefore as both object thought of or 
perceived, and subject discerning or judging, are 
such as they should be, there will be pleasure in the 
activity ; since while both the passive and the active 
parties to a relationship remain the same in them- 
selves and unaltered in their relation to one another, 
the same result is naturally produced. 

9 How is it then that no one can feel pleasure con- Thus plea- 
linuously ? Perhaps it is due to fatigue, since no When active 
human faculty is capable of uninterrupted activity, ! fogs, 
and therefore pleasure also is nut continuous, because 
it accompanies the activity of the faculties. It is for 
the same reason that some things please us when 
new, but cease to give so much pleasure later; this 
is because at first the mind is stimulated, and acts 
vigorously in regard to the object, as in the case of 
sight when we look at something intently; but 
afterwards the activity is less vigorous and our 
attention relaxes, and consequently the pleasure 
also fades. 

10 It might be held that all men seek to obtain 
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2 Biapepdvrey eideu Tedevotoar. Svadépovor e a 
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* A variant reading gives ‘ and these [sc. the activities of 
the senses] from one another.’ 
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pleasure, because all men desire life. Life is a form he dosire 
of activity, and each man exercises his activity upon miner 
those objects and with those faculties which he likes With the de 
the most: for cxample, the musician exercises his 
sense of hearing upon musical tuncs, the student 
his intellect upon problems of philosophy, and so on. 
And the pleasure of these activities perfects the 
activities, and therefore perfects life, which all men 
seek. Men have good reason therefore to pursue 
pleasure, since it perfects for each his life, which is 
a desirable thing, ‘The question whether we desire 
life for the sake of pleasure or pleasure for the sake 
of life, need not be raised for the present. In any 
case they appear to be inseparably united; for 
there is no pleasure without activity, and also no 
perfect activity without its pleasure. 

= 

v This morcover is the ground for believing that Pleasures 
pleasures vary in specific quality. For we feel that (erin 
different kinds of things must have a different sort (\)activities 
of perfection. We see this to be so with natural“ 
organisms and the productions of art, such as animals, 
trees, a picture, a statue, a house, a piece of furniture. 
Similarly we think that that which perfects one kind 
of activity must differ in kind from that which perfects 

2another kind. Now the activities of the intellect 
differ from those of the senses, and from® one 
another, in kind: so also therefore do the pleasures 
that perfect them. 

This may also be seen from the affinity which qi ana 
exists between the various pleasures and the activities [cHytHes 
which they perfect. For an activity is augmented by own plea- 
the pleasure that belongs to it ; since those who worl S)76%, "bleh 
with pleasure always work with more discernment and them, 
with greater accuracy—for instance, students who 
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1 $y corr. Par. 1417: 88 ® ofoy om, KX), 

® i.6., the special pain accompanying a particular activity 
when it functions badly or in relation to a bad object. 
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are fond of geometry become proficient in it, and 
grasp its various problems better, and simularly 
lovers of music, architecture or the other arts make 
progress in their favourite pursuit because they 
enjoy it. An activity then is augmented by its 
pleasure; and that which augments a thing must 
be akin to ft. But things that are akin to things of 
different kinds must themselves differ in kind. 

8 A still clearer proof may be drawn from the (ih) but Im 
hindrance that activities receive from the pleasure Lerarinend 
derived from other activities. Tor instance, persons 
fond of the flute cannot give their attention to a 
philosophical discussion when they overhear some- 
one playing the flute, because they enjoy music 
more than the activity in which they are engaged ; 
therefore the pleasure afforded by the music of 

4 the flute impairs the activity of study. The same 
thing occurs in other cases when a man tries to do 
two things at once; the pleasanter activity drives 
out the other, the more so if it is much more pleasant, 
until the other activity ceases altogether. Hence, 
when we enjoy something very much, we can hardly 
do anything else; and when we find a thing only 
mildly agreeable, we turn to some othr occupation ; 
for instance, people who eat sweets at the theatre 

5 do so especially when the acting is bad. And since 
our activities are sharpened, prolonged and improved 
by their own pleasure, and impaired by the pleasures 
of other activities, it is clear that pleasures differ 
widely from each other. In fact alien pleasures have 
almost the same effect on the activities as their own 
pains *; since, when an activity causes pain, this 
pain destroys it, for instance, if a person finds 
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writing or doing sums unpleasant and irksome; 
for he stops writing or doing sums, because the 
activity is painful. Activities then are affected 
in opposite ways by the pleasures and the pains 
that belong to them, that is to say, those that are 
intrinsically due to their exercise. Alien pleasures, 
as has beer said, have very much the same effect ag 
pain, for they destroy an activity, only not to the 
same degree. 

6 Again, since activities differ in moral value, and (iv)and 
some are to be adopted, others to be avoided, and ainvities 
others again are neutral, the same is true also of moral value, 
their pleasures: for each activity has a pleasure 
of its own. Thus the pleasure of a good activity is 
morally good, that of a bad one morally bad; for 
even desires fur noble things are praised and desires 
for base things blamed ; but the pleasures contained 
in our activities are more intimately connected with 
them than the appetites which prompt them, for 
the appetite is buth separate in time and distinct 
in its nature from the activity, whereas the pleasure 
is closely linked to the activity, indeed so inseparable 
from it as to raise a doubt whether the activity is 

q not the same thing as the pleasure. However, we 
must not regard pleasure as really being a thought 
or a sensation—indeed this is absurd, though because 
they are inseparable they seem to some people to 
be the same. 

As then activities are diverse, so also are their (v) The 
pleasures. Sight excels touch in purity, and hearing 27s then 
and smell excel taste; and similarly the pleasures in purity 
of the intellect excel in purity the pleasures of Ge anne 
sensation, while the pleasures of either class differ he«ling ; : form with- 
among themselves in purity. out matter), 
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8 And it is thought that every animal has its own (vi) Diter. 
special pleasure, just as it has its own special function : eos 
namely, the pleasure of exercising that function, dterent | 
This will also appear if we consider the different? '""* 
ammals one by one: the horse, the dog, man, have 
different pleasures—as Heruclcitus says, an ass 
would prefer chaff to gold, since to asses food gives 
more pleasure than gold. Diflerent species there- 
fore have different kinds of pleasures. On the other 
hand it might be supposed that there is no varicty 

9 among the pleasures of the same species. But as And so do 
a matter of fact in the human species at all events (erent im 
there is a great diversity of pleasures. The same the aay 
things delight some men and annoy others, and °°% 
things painful and disgusting to some are pleasant 
and attractive to others. ‘lus also holds good of 
things swect to the taste: the same things do not 
taste sweet to a man in a fever as to one in good 
health; nor does the same temperature feel warm 
to an invalid and to a persun of robust constitution, 
The same holds good of other things as well. 

10 But we hold that in all such cases the thing really ethical ins 
is what it appears to be to the good man. And if ewe: of 
this rule is sound, as it is generally held to be, and the good 
‘ Fi é man, whose 
if the standard of everything is goodness, or the activities 
good man, gua good, then the things that seem to sous 
him to be pleasures are pleasures, and the things are good or 
he enjoys are pleasant. Nor need it cause surprise pont ge 
that things disagreeable to the good man_ should distinctively 
seem pleasant to some men; for mankind is liable 
to many corruptions and diseases, and the things in 
question are not really pleasant, but only pleasant 
to these particular persons, who are in a condition 
to think them so. 
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* See 1. viii. 0. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, X. v. 11—vi, 2 

11 It is therefore clear that we must pronounce the 
admittedly disgraceful pleasures not to be pleasures 
at all, except to the depraved. 

But among the pleasures considered respectable, 
which class of pleasures or which particular pleasure 
is to be deemed the distinctively human pleasure ? 
Perhaps this will be clear from a consideration of 
man’s activities. For pleasures correspond to the 
activities to which they belong; it is therefore that 
pleasure, or those pleasures, by which the activily, 
or the activities, of the perfect and supremely happy 
man are perfected, that must be pronounced human 
in the fullest sense. The other pleasures are so 
only in a secondary or some lower degree, like the 
activities to which they belong. 

vi VJaving now discussed the various kinds of Virtue, ce. vi -viii. 
of Friendship and of Pleasure, it remains for us to Gonchuion 
treat in outline of Happiness, inasmuch as we count Happiness 
this to be the End of human life. But it will shorten abe 
the discussion if we recapitulate what has been said 
already, 

2 Now ve stated ¢ that happiness is not a certain fecapitula- 
disposition of character; since if it were it might be near ad 
possessed by a man who passed the whole of his tivity 

. + . chosen for 
life asleep, living the life of a vegetable, or by one itsowneaka; 
who was plunged in the deepest misfortune. If pity 
then we reject this as unsatisfactory, and feel bound mantesting 
to class happiness rather as some form of activity, Median, 
as has been said in the earlier part of this treatise, 
and if activities are of two kinds, some merely 
necessary means and desirable only for the sake of 
something else, others desirable in themselves, it ig 
clear that happiness is to be classed among activities 
desirable in themselves, and not among those desir- 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, X. vi. 2-5 

able as a means to something else ; since happiness 
lacks nothing, and is self-suflicient. 

3 But those activities are desirable m themselves 
which do not aim at any result, beyond the mere 
exercise of the activily. Now this 1s felt to be the 
nature of actions in conformity with virtue ; for to do 
noble and virtuous deeds is a thing desirable for its 
own sake. 

But agreeable amusements also are desirable for 
their own sake ; we do not pursue them as a means 
to something else, for as a matter of fact they are 
more often harmful than beneficial, causing men to 
neglect their health and their estatcs. Yet persons 
whom the world counts happy usually have recourse 
to such pastimes; and tlus is why adepts in such 
pastimes stand in high favour with prinecs, because 
they make themselves agrecable in supplying what 
their patrons desire, and what they want is amuse- 
ment. So it is supposed that amusements are a 
component part of happincss, because princes and 
potentates devote their leisure to them. 

4 But (i) perhaps princes and potentates are not 
good evidence. Virtue and intelligence, which are the 
sources of man’s higher activities, do not depend on 
the possession of power ; and if these persons, having 
no taste for pure and liberal pleasure, have recourse to 
the pleasures of the body, we must not on that account 
suppose that bodily pleasures are the more desirable. 
Children imagine that the things they themselves 
value are actually the best; it is not surprising 
therefore that, as children and grown men have 
different standards of value, so also should the worth- 

5 less and the virtuous. Therefore, as has repeatedly 
been said, those things are actually valuable and 
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2 $hic Richards: ante evéalywr. 
8 Shed.: 6. 3 kal Blov: xard Bay Mulvany. 
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9 Of. Politica, 111. ix., 1280 a 32 ‘ Slaves and lower animals 
are not members of the state, because they do not participate 
in happiness nor in purposeful life.’ 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, X. vi. 5-8 

pleasant which appear so to the good man; but each 
man thinks that activity most desirable which suits 
his particular disposition, and therefore the good 

6man thmks virtuous activity most desirable. It 
follows therefore that happiness is not to be found 
in amusements. 

(ii) Indeed it would be strange that amusement 
should be our End—that we should toil and moil al) 
our life long in order that we may amuse ourselves. 
For virtually every object we adopt 1s pursued as a 
means to something else, excepting happiness, which 
is an end in itself; to make amusement the object 
of our serious pursuits and our work seems foolish 
and childish to excess: Anacharsis’s motto, Play in 
order that you may work, is felt to be the right 
rule, For amusement is a form of rest; but we 
need rest because we are not able to go on working 
without a break, and therefore it is not an end, since 
we take it as a means to further activity. 

(ii) And the life that conforms with virtue is 
thought to be a happy life; but virtuous life involves 
serious purpose, and does not consist in amusement, 

7 (iv) Also we pronounce serious things to be 
superior to things that are funny and amusing; and 
the nobler a faculty or a person is, the more serious, 
we think, are their activities ; therefore, the activity 
of the nobler faculty or person is itself superior, and 
therefore more productive of happiness. 

gs (v) Also anybody can enjoy the pleasures of the 
body, a slave no less than the noblest of mankind ; 
but no one allows a slave any measure of happiness, 
any more than a life of his own.t Therefore happi- 
ness does not consist in pastimes and amusements, 
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1 [re] om. T. 

2 This dues not appear to have been stated exactly, but in 
Book VI. (see esp. ce. v. 3, xiii. 8) it was shown that codla, 
the virtue of the higher part of the intellect, 1s the highest of 
the virtues, 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, X. vi. 8—vil. 4 

but in activities in accordance with virtue, as hag 
been said already. 

vii But if happiness consists in activity in accordance therefore 
with virtue, it is reasonable that it should be activity ra aia 
in accordance with the highest virtue ; and this will thatactivily 
be the virtue of the best part of us. Whether ese aie 
then this be’ the intellect, or whatever else it be that pinlent 
is thought to rule and lead us by nature, and to have (specutative 
cognizance of what is noble and divine, cither as Wisdom) 
being itself also actually divine, or as being relatively templation: 
the divinest part of us, it is the activity of this part 
of us in accordance with the virtue proper to it that 
will constitute perfect happiness; and it has been 
stated already ¢ that this activity is the activity of 
contemplation. 

2 And that happiness consists in contemplation may sinco this 
be accepted as agreeing both with the results (Hive 
already reached and with the truth. For con- our lnghest 
templation is at once the highest form of activity "> 
(since the intellect is the highest thing in us, and the 
objects with which the intellect deals are the highest 
things that can be known), and also it is the most (ii) most 
continuous, for we can reflect more continuously continnons, 

3 than we can carry on any form of action. And again (it) pleas 
we suppose that happiness must contain an element *"*4 
of pleasure ; now activity in accordance with wisdom 
ig admittedly the most pleasant of the activities in 
accordance with virtue: at all events it is held that 
philosophy or the pursuit of wisdom contains pleasures 
of marvellous purity and permanence, and it is 
reasonable to suppose that the enjoyment of know- 
ledge is a still pleasanter occupation than the pursuit 

4ofit, Also the activity of contemplation will be found div) maost 
to possess in the highest degree the quality that cout, 
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1 rpaxrixoy Kb: mpaxray. 2 Spor <br> Ramsauer. 

* Probably the sentence should be curtailed to run ‘or 
in fact the happiness of himself and his fellow-citizens; ang 
happiness we are clearly investiygating as something distinct 
from the art of politics [whose object it is].’ 
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is termed self-sufficiency ; for while it is true that 
the wise man equally with the just man and the rest 
requires the necessaries of life, yet, these being 
adequately supplied, whereas the just man needs 
other persons towards whom or with whose aid he 
may act justly, and so likewise do the temperate man 
and the brave man and the others, the wise man on 
the contrary can also contemplate by himself, and the 
more so the wiser he is ; no doubt he will study better 
with the aid of fellow-workers, but still he is the 

5 most self-sufficient of men, Also the activity of (snondin 
rs toe . ’ 

contemplation may be held to be the only activity 
that is loved for its own sake : it produces no result 
beyond the actual act of contemplation, whereas 
from practical pursuits we look to secure some 
advantage, greater or smaller, beyond the action 

6 itself. Also happiness is thought to involve leisure 5 (vi) and 
for we do business in order that we may have leisure, igigured; 
and carry on war in order that we may have peace. 
Now the practical virtues are exercised in politics 
or in warfare ; but the pursuits of politics and war 
secm to be unleisured—those of war indeed entirely 
so, for no one desires to be at war for the sake of 
being at war, nor deliberately takes steps to cause 
a war: a man would be thought an utterly blood- 
thirsty character if he declared war on a friendly 
state for the sake of causing battles and massacres. 
But the activity of the politician also is unleisured, 
and aims at securing something beyond the mere 
participation in politics—positions of authority and 
honour, or, if the happiness of the politician himself 
and of his fellow-citizens, this happiness conceived 
as something distinct from political activity (indeed 

y we are clearly investigaling 1t as so distinct). If 
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3 gyo\j Vermehren. 3 +4 om. LD, 

@ This should alinost certainly be emended to ‘excel in 
leisuredness.’ vA reminder of ch. v. § 2, 

© This section and c. viii. §§ 7 and 13 interpret 1. ix. 3. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, X. vii. 7-8 

then among practical pursuits displaying the virtues, 
politics and war stand out pre-eminent in nobility 
and grandeur, and yet they are unleisnred, and 
directed to some further end, not chosen for their 
own sakes: whereas the activity of the intellect is 
felt to excel,in serious worth,* consisting as it does 
in contemplation, and to aim at no end beyond 
itself, and also to contain a pleasure peculiar to itself, 
and therefore augmenting its activity’: and if 
accordingly the attributes of this activity are found 
to be self-sufficiency, leisuredness, such freedom from 
fatigue as is possible for man, and all the other 
attributes of blessedness: it follows that it is the 
activity of the intellect that constitutes complete 
human happiness—~p ovided it be granted a complete 
span of life, for nothing that belongs to happiness 
can be incomplete. 

8 Such a life as this however will be Ingher than (vi) and 
the human level®: not in virtue of his humanity will ative 
a man achieve it, but in virtue of something within of tho divine 
jim that is divine; and by as much as this some- ™ za 
thing is superior to his composite nature, by so much 
is its activity superior to the exercise of the other 
forms of virtue. If then the intcllect is something 
divine in comparison with man, so is the hfe of the 
intellect divine in comparison with human Ife. 
Nor ought we to obey those who enjoin that a man 
should have man’s thoughts* and a mortal the 
thoughts of mortality,¢ but we ought so far as possible 
to achieve immortality, and do all that man may to 
live in accordance with the highest thing m him; 
for though this be small in bulk, in power and value 
it fur surpasses all the rest. 

? Ruripides, fr. 1040, * Pindar, Jsthim. 4. 16, 
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It may even be held that this is the true self of (vit) which 
each,* inasmuch as it is the dominant and better part ; (j?? ™* 
and therefore it would be a strange thing if a man 
should choose to live not his own life but the life of 
some other than himself. 

Moreover, what was said before will apply here Therefore 
also: that which is best and most pleasant for each {}° Libations 
creature is that which is proper to the nature of each ; 
accordingly the life of the intellect is the best and the 
pleasantest life ® for man, inasmuch as the intellect 
more than anything else is man; therefore this life 
will be the happiest. 

Vhe life of moral virtue, on the other hand, is Farther 
happy only in a secondary degree. For the moral eine nee: 
aclivities are purely human: Justice, I mean, fiuelian a 
Courage and the other virtues we display in our Contempla- 
intercourse with our fellows, when we observe what (iy The Life 
is due to each in contracts and services and in our of virtuoua 
various actions, and in our emotions also; and all Aft only 
of these things seem to be purely human affairs. a secondary 
And some moral actions are thought to be the balug morely 
outcome of the physical constitution, and moral "man 
virtue is thought to have a close affinity in many 
respects with the passions. Moreover, Prudence (Connexion 
is intimately connected with Moral Virtue, and this of Pudince 
with Prudence, inasmuch as the first principles Goodness) 
wluch Prudence employs are determined by the 
Moral Virtues, and the right standard for the Moral 
Virtues is determined by Prudence. But these being 
also connected with the passions are related to our 
composite nature ; now the virtues of our composite 

nature are purely human; so thercfore also is the 
life that manifests these virtues, and the happiness 
that belongs to it. Whereas the happiness that 
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* CS. vii. 4, vili. 9, 10, and 1. viii, 15-17. 
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belongs to the intellect is separate® : so much may 
be said about it here, for a full discussion of the 
matter is beyond the scope of our present purpose. 
And such happiness would appear to need but little (i) Contem 
external equipment, or less than the happiness based Pests few 
on moral virtue.” Both, it may be granted, require extinal 
the mere iecessaries of life, and that in an equal aeee 
degree (though the politician does as a matter of 
fact take more trouble about bodily requirements 
and so forth than the philosopher); for in this 
respect there may be litile difference between them. 
But for the purpose of their special activities their 
requirements will differ widely. The lbcral man 
will need wealth in order to do liberal actions, and 
so indeed. will the just man in order to discharge his 
obligations (since mere intentions ave invisible, and 
even the unjust pretend to wish to act justly); and 
the brave man will need strength if he is to perform 
any action displaying his virtue ; and the temperate 
man opportunity for indulgence : otherwise how can 
he, or the possessor of any other virtue, show that 

6 he is virtuous? It is disputed also whether purpose 
or performance 1s the more important factor in 
virtue, as it is alleged to depend on both; now the 
perfection of virtue will clearly consist in both; but 
the performance of virtuous actions requires much 
outward equipment, and the more so the greater and 

6 more noble the actions are. But the student, so 
far as the pursuit of his activity is concerned, needs 
no external apparatus: on the contrary, worldly 
goods may almost be said to be a hindrance to con- 
templation ; though it is true that, being a man 
and living in the society of others, he chooses to 

Ke 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, X. viii. 6-8 

engage in virtuous action, and so will need external 
goods to carry on his life as a human being. 

7 The following considerations also will show that 
perfect happiness is some form of contemplative 
activity. The gods, as we conceive ihem, enjoy 
supreme felicity and happiness. But what sort of 
actions can* we attribute to them? Just actions? 
but will it not seem ridiculous to think of them as 
making contracts, restoring deposits and the like ? 
‘hen brave actions—enduring terrors and running 
risks far the nobihty of so doing ? Or liberal actions ? 
but to whom will they give? Besides, it would be 
absurd to suppose that they actually have a cvinage 
or currency of some sort! And temperate actions 
~what will these mean in their case? surely it 
would be derogatory to praise them for not having 
evil desires! If we go through the list we shall 
find that all forms of virtuous conduct seem trifling 
and unworthy of the gods. Yet nevertheless they 
have always been conceived as, at all events, living, 
and therefore living actively, for we cannot suppose 
they are always asleep like Endymion, But for a 
living being, if we climinate action, and a eae 
creative action, what remains save contemplation ? 
It follows that the activity of God, which is trans- 
cendent in blessedness, is the activity of contempla- 
tion; and therefore among human activities that 
which is most akin to the divine activity of contempla- 
tion will be the greatest source of happiness. 

8 A further confirmation is that the lower animals 
cannot parlake of happiness, because they are com- 
pletely devoid of the contemplative activity. The 
whole of the life of the gods is blessed, and that of 
man is so in so far as it contains some likeness to 
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# Solon in his conversation with Croesus (ITerodotus, 
i. 30-32, see x. x. 1, note) says that Tellus the Athenian was 
the happiest man he ever knew. Tellus was well off, he 
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the divine activity ; but none of the other animals 
possess happiness, because they are entircly in- 
capable of contemplation, Happiness therefore is 
co-extensive in ils range with contemplation: the 
more a class of beings possesses the faculty of con- 
templation, the more it enjoys happiness, not as an 
accidental* concomitant of contemplation but as 
inherent in it, since contemplation is valuable 
in itself. It follows that happiness is some form 
of contemplation. 

9 But the philosopher being a man will also necd tappmess 
external well-being, since man’s nature is not self. trpore 
sufficient for the activity of contemplation, but he moderate 
must also have bodily health and a supply of food“ 
and other requirements. Yet if supreme blessedness 
is not possible without external goods, it must not 
be supposed that happiness will demand many or 
great possessions; for self-sufficiency daes not even in its 
depend on excessive abundance, nor does moral sontary 

10 conduct, and it is possible to perform noble decds 
even without being ruler of land and sea: one can 
do virtuous acts with quite moderate resources. This 
may be clearly observed in experience: private 
citizens do not seem to be less but more given to 
doing virtuous actions than princes and potentates, 
It is sufficient then if moderate resources are 
forthcoming ; for a life of virtuous activity will be 
essentially a happy life. 

11 Solon also doubtless gave a good description of our view 
happiness, when he said that in his opinion those (ip‘gress 
men were happy who, being moderately equipped of philo- 
with external goods, had performed noble exploits ence 

lived to see his children’s children, and he died gloriously 
in battle. 
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and had lived temperatcly ; for it is possible for a 
man of but moderate possessions to do what is 
right. Anaxagoras again does not sccm to have con- 
ceived the happy man as rich or powerful, since he 
says that he would not be surprised if he were to 
appear a strange sort of person in the eyes of the 
many ; for most men judge by externals, which 

1g are all that they can perceive. So our theories 
seem to be in agreement with the opinions of the 
wise, 

Such arguments then carry some degree of con- put must 
vietion ; but it is by the practical experience of life ae 
and conduct that the truth is really tested, since it Tip lante af 
is there that the final decision lics. We must there- 
fore examine the conclusions we have advanced b 
bringing them to the test of the facts of life. If they 
are in harmony with the facts, we may accept them ; 
if found to disagree, we must deem them mere 
theories.4 

13 And it seems likely that the man who pursues (Tho man 
intellectual activity, and who cultivates his intellect Hii enter dd 
and keeps that in the best condition, is also the mst be | 
man most beloved of the gods. For if, as is the gnds, 
generally believed, the gods exercise some super- i) fiers. 
intendence over haniai affairs, then it will be est.) 
reasonable to suppose that they take pleasure in 
that part of man which is best and most akin to 
themselves, namely the intellect, and that they 
recompense with their favours those men who estcem 
and honour this mosi, because these care for the 
things dear to themselves, and act rightly and nobly 
Now it is clear that all these attributes belong most 
of all to the wise man. He therefore is most beloved 
by the gods; and if so, he is naturally most happy. 
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Here is another proof that the wise man is the 
happiest. 

ix If then we have sufficiently discussed in their rransition 
outlines the subjects of Happiness and of Virtue in fem ihica 
its various forms, and also Friendship and Pleasure, 
may we assume that the investigation we proposed 
is now complete? Perhaps however, as we main- 
tain, in the practical sciences the end is not to attain 
a theoretic knowledge of the various subjects, but 

2 rather to carry out our theories in action. If so, to 
know what virtue is is not enough ; we must endeav- 

our to possess and to practise it, or in some other 
manner actually ourselves to become good. 

3 Now if discourses on ethics were suflicient in them- 
sclves to mahe men virtuous, ‘large fees and many’ 
(as Theognis ® says) ‘ would they win,’ quite rightly, 
and to provide such discourses would be all that is 
wanted, But as it is, we sce that although theories Ethical 

have power to stimulate and encourage generous {hury only 
youths, and, given an inborn nobility of character aie cite 
and a genuine love of what is noble, can make them naiures, 

susceptible to the influence of vintue, yet they are 
powerless to stimulate the mass of mankind to moral 

4 nobility, For it is the nature of the many to be 
amenable to fear but not to a sense of honour, and 
to abstain from evil not because of its baseness but 
because of the penalties it entails; since, living as 
they do by passion, they pursue the pleasures akin 
to their nature, and the things that will procure 
those pleasures, and avoid the opposite pains, but 
have not even a notion of what is noble and truly 

5 pleasant, having never tasted true pleasure, What 
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ody 480 Tols moAdols, GAAws re Kal véots: 81d 
vopois Set rerdyPar rv tpodiy Kal ra emityded- 36 
para: ovK ara yap Avmnpa ovviOy yevdpeva.§ 11804 

Body ikavdy 8 lows vous dyras tpodfjs kal ém- 

1 ee T. ® Richards, 3 #Gec. LY, 
* ap (vel 8) Richards: af, 5 yevbueva OP: yuwduera, 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, X. ix. 8-9 

theory then can reform the natures of men like these ? 
To dislodge by argument habits long firmly rooted 
in their characters is difficult if not impossible. We 
may doubtless think ourselves fortunate if we attain 
some measure of virtue when all the things believed 
to make men virtuous are outs. 

6 Now some thinkers hold that virtue is a gift of Teaching Is 
nature; others think we become good by habit, Rijs 
others that we can be taught to be good. Natural eer ae 
endowment is obviously not under our control; 1 habits, 
is bestowed on those who are fortunate, in the true 
sense, by some divine dispensation. Again, theory 
and teaching ure not, I fear, equally efficacious in all 
cases: the soil must have been previously tilled if 
it is to foster the seed, the mind of the puptl must 
have been prepared by the cultivation of habits, so 

7 as to like and dislike aright. For he that lives at 
the dictates of passion will not hear nor understand 
the reasoning of one who tries to dissuade him; 
but if so, how can you change his mind by argument? 

And, speaking generally, passion seems not to be 
amenable to reason, but only to force. 

8 We must therefore by some means secure that The neces. 
the character shall have at the outset a natural Tite Yet 
affinity for virtue, loving what is noble and hating saeullen by 
what is base. And it is difficult to obtain a right alee 
education in virtue from youth up without being 
brought up under right laws ; for to live temperately 
and hardily is not pleasant to most men, especially 
when young; hence the nurture and exercises of 
the young should be regulated by law, since tem- 
perance and hardiness will not be painful when 

9 they have become habitual. But doubtless it is not 
enough for people to receive the right nurture and 
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pedelas royelv dpbis, aA éemed) Kal dvipw- 
Oévras Set emirndedew abrad Kal ebileoBar, ral 
mept Tatra Seoiiel” av Popa, Kal ows 51) 
qept mdvre Tov Biovs of ydp moAdol dvdyicn 
paMov } Adyw mePapyodor Kat Cnpiais } THs 
KAA. Sidrep olovrat twes Tods vopdberodvras 
deiv ev craparadeiy emi thy apeTyy Kal mpo- 
Tpérecba. tod Karod ydpw, ws draKxovcopévwy 
Trav eémeKads tots eeor mponypévay, azreBobat 
8é Kal ddvearépors odor KoAdoes TE Kal TYLwplas 
> / A 2 > , 7 2 i \ 

émuribevar, Tovs 8 dyvidtous ddws é£opilew: tov 19 
pev yap émeixh mpds* Td Kadov COvra TA Adyw 
meapyncew, Tov $€ datdov doris dpeydpevov 

, a 3 of € , ‘ ! 
Adan KodrdleoBa® donep dstaolvywov. bid Kai 
fact Setv totadras yivesba tas AUTas al pddor’ 
évavriotvras tats ayamwpdvars Adovats—el 3? 
obv, Kaldmep elpyrat, Tov eadpevoy dyalduis 

~ ~ ~ 4 = ~. > ty 

tpapyvar KaAds Set Kal ebecjvar, <8’ odrws 
év émurydevpaow emeicdor Civ cat pr dxovra 

“fn? £4 / A - 4 - > 

pie éxdvra mparrew ta dabda, rabra bé yiyvour 

dv Biovpevois katd twa vodv' Kal td&w opOyy, 
éyouoavy ioxydy. % pev ody marpiki mpdoragtis 
otK exer TO loxupov ovdé Td dvayKatov, ovde 20 
51) dAws i] évos _av8pes, ta) Raordeus dvros 7 
Twos TotovTau’ 6 de vojLos dvayKagtuciy éxet 
Svvapwv, Adyos dv ard twos dpovijcews Kal vod. 

1 atrd: drra vel rotadr’ drra Thomas. 
2 kat rpds LYT, & <Selv> koddter Ga: ? Richards, 
4 voiv: vduor ? ed. 

* Plato, Laws 722 p ff. > Id. Protagoras 325 a, 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, X. ix, 9-12 

discipline in youth; they must also practise the 
lessons they have learnt, and confirm them by habit, 
when they are giown up. Accordingly we shall 
need laws to regulate the discipline of adults as well, 
and in fact the whole life of the people generally ; 
for the many are more amenable to compulsion and 
punishmert than to reason and to moral ideals. 

10 Hence some persons hold,* that while it is proper for 
the lawgiver to encourage and exhort men to virtue 
on moral grounds, in the expectation that those who 
have had a virtuous moral upbringing will respond, 
yet he is bound to impose chastisement and 
penalties on the disobedient. and ill-conditioned, and 
to banish the incorrigible out of the state altogether.? 
For (they argue) although the virtuous man, who 
guides his life by moral ideals, will be uvbcedient to 
reason, the base, whose desires are fixed on pleasure, 
must be chastised by pain, hhe a beast of burden. 
This indecd is the ground for the view that the 
pains and penalties for transgressors should be such 
as are most. opposed to their favourite pleasures. 

11 But to resume: if, as has been said, in order to since pubite 
be good a man must have been properly educated aeons 
and trained, and must subsequently continue to 10% Invidi- 
follow virtuous habits of life, and to do nothing base Sareea 
whether voluntarily or involuntarily, then this will 
be secured if men’s lives are regulated by a certain 
intelligence, and by a right system, invested with 

12 adequate sanctions. Now paternal authority has 
not the power to compel obedience, nor indeed, 
speaking generally, has the authority of any individual 
unless he be a lang or the like ; but law on the other 
hand is a rule, emanating fiom a certain wisdom and 

intelligence, that has compulsory force. Men are 
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Kat tay pev avOpadmwy eyGaipover rods éevay- 
tiovpevous Tats dppais, Kav dép0ds atrd Spdow 
6 5é vopos ode earw eraxOys TdTTUV 76 emieKés, 
ev povn b¢ 7H Aaxedatovieww mode <7)>' jer? 2 
dAlyewv 6 vopobérns emipdAccav Soke? wemoufobas 
tpopqs Te Kak emurndevpdrwr: ev 8 gaits saAci- 
orats THY wodcwr eEnucdntat mEept THY TovovTwr, 
Kat 41) éxacros ws BovAetat, kuxAwmKds Gep- 

arevuwr “ raidswy 75° dddxou.” Kpdriarov pev odv 
76 yiyveoBar Kownv emyrdderay Kal dpbjv: Kows %» 
8 e€apeAoupevey éexdotw Sd€ervey av mpoojKew 
tois odetépos téKvos Kal ido els dperiy 
auppdrAr\coba, Kat Spav adtd dvvacbau,* % mpo-~ 
atpetabar ye. pGddov 8 av tobro svvacba 
ddéaer ex rdv eipnucvwy vopoberixds yevdopevos* 
ai wev ydp Kowal emuseheran Sijrov Gre did vdpev a 
ylyvovrat, émueucels 3 aut dua, ray onovbaluy" 
yeypapyevwy 8 1) aypddwr, oddev ay SdFeve 11008 
diaddpew, odde 8° dv els  moddol madevd:)- 
govrat, Womep ovd’ emt povotrfs Kal yupvacricis 
kal vv aw émerndevpdtwr. womwep yap ev 
rais médcow enoyver Ta vopypa Kab ra €Oy,* 
obrw Kat év olxiats of marpucol Adyou Kai Ta5 

0y,5 kat ére waddov bia THY ovyyeveroy Kal Tas 
evepyeoias: mpotmdpyovo. ydp orépyovres Kal 

1 Bywater. 
2 kai... divacGa hic ed. auctore Bywater (secl. Richards) : 

supra ante now & eEapedouperwy 
& dy xal Spay atrd Stwvacdar ddtecey seripsit Richards. 

4 &6n MY: Hon. 5 40q Ler. 

® Homer, Odyssey, ix. 114 f., quoted in Potlities, i, 1252 b 22. 
> This clause, literally ‘and to be able to do it,’ Bywater 
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NICOMACHLEAN ETHICS, X. ix. 12-14 

hated when they thwart people’s inclinations, even 
though they do so rightly, whereas law can enjoin 

13 virtuous conduct without being invidious. But 
Sparta appears to be the only or almost the only 
state in which the lawgiver has paid attention to 
the nurture and exercises of the citizens; in most 
slates such maiters have been entirely neglected, 
and every man lives as he likes, in Cyclops fashion 
‘Jaymg down the law For children and for spouse.’ 

14 ‘he best thing is then that there should be a But inde. 
proper system of public regulation; but when the he 
matter is neglected by the community, it would seem System of 
to be the duty of the individual to assist his own paternal” 
children and friends to attain virtue, or even if not edie as 
able to do so successfully,’ at all events to make this port of 
his aim. But it would seem to follow from what *%e™ 
has been said before, that he will be more likely 
to be successful in this if he has acquired the science 
of legislation. Public regulations in any case must 
clearly be established by law, and only good laws 
will produce good regulations; but it would not 
seem to make any difference whether these laws are 
written or unwritten, or whether they are to regulate 
the education of a single person or of a number of 
people, any more than in the case of music or athletics 
or any other form of training. Paternal exhortations 
and family habits have authority in the household, 
just as legal enactments and national eustoms have 
authority in the state, and the more so on account 
of the ties of relationship and of benefits conferred 
that unite the head of the household to its other 
members: he can count on thei natural affection 

would place here ; it comes in the uss. aller ‘ pubhe regula- 
tion ’ above. 
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evrebets rH hdc. Err 8é Kalb Sdiadgpovow af 
Kal Excaarov mawWela. THY KowdY, aamep ent 
larpiurfs’ KadAov pev yap TQ mupérrovt. cup- 
dépes jovyla Kal dowria, Twi 8 tows ov, & TE» 
muKtiKos laws ob maar Thy adriy pdyny mepi- 
ridnow. eEaprBotoba. 87 8d€evev av paddov 
To Kab? exaorov iSias THs emyedetas yevoperys 
pGdd\ov yap tot mpoodopou tvyydver exacros. 
GAN? eryseAnBein av’ dprota Kal” éva® Kab larpds 
kal yupvaoris Kat mas addAos 6 Kabddov® €idais ri! 
maow 7 Tots Towotcde: rod Kowod yap af ém- 15 
arya A€yorral te Kat elaiv. od py GA” évds 
Twos oddev tows Kwddver KarADs emysednOivas 
Kal dvemioripova ovra, teHeapdvoy 8’ diptB&s 
7a ovpBatvorta eb’ éxdorw bi” eumetpiay, xafdsep 
kal iarpot evo. Soxodow éavtdv dpiorot elvat, 
érépw oddev dv Suvdevor emapxéoas. oaddév 8 29 
Hrrov tows 7H ye Bovropevw teyund yevéobas 
Kat Oewpntix@d emt 7rd KalddAou Badiordov elvar 
Sdgecev dv, Kaxelvo yywptoréov ws evddyerat 
elpnrar yap ort mepl rovl’ at émorhuat, taxa 
87° Kal 7 Bovropevw 81 emipedeias Bedrious 
moeiv, etre modd\ads eit’ dAlyous, vopoberiKd 
meipatéov yeverOat, et did vopwr dyabot yevoiped” a 
dv, édvtwa yap otv wal rov mporedévra Sdiahelvat 
Kards ode gor. rob tvxdvTos, GAN elarep twos, 

1 Qy Richards: yév (wév av Bekker). 2 va Mich: & 
3 xa@ddou Kb: 7d cadddou. 4 rE KP: bre, 
5 adr’ Kb: dvd Kal, ® 5» Ramsauer: 62. 

9 ¢.g., medicine is ‘ the science of healing,” not the ' science 
of healing Brown or Jones.’ 
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15 and obedience at the outset. Moreover individual] and can be 
; : adapted to 

treatment is better than a common system, in educa tho partien 
tion as in medicine. As a general rule rest and ! peri. 
fasting are good for a fever, but they may not be 
best for a particular case; and presumably a pro- 
fessor of boxing docs not impose the same style of 
fighting om all his pupils. It would appear then 
that private attention gives more accurate results in 
particular cases, for the particular subject is inore 
hkely to get the treatment that suits him. But a 
physician or trainer or any other director can best 
treat a particular person if he has a general knowledge 
of what is good for everybody, or for other people 
of the same kind: for the sciences deal with what 
is universal, as their names? imply. Not but what not tho 
it is possible no doubt for a particular individual to be tlicator 
successfully treated by someone who is not a scientific the pruy 
expert, but has an empirical knowledge based on SRunot 
careful observation of the effects of various forms of went. 
treatment upon the person in question; just as 
some people appear to be their own best doctors, 
though they could not do any gvod to someone 
else. But nevertheless it would doubtless be 
agreed that anyone who wishes to make himself 
a professional and a man of science must advance 
to general principles, and acquaint himself with 
these by the proper method : for science, as we said, 

17 deals with the universal. So presumably a man who 
wishes to make other people better (whether few 
or many) by discipline, must endeavour to acquire 
the science of leg islation—assuming that it is possible 
to make us good by laws. Tor to mould aright the 
character of any and every person that presents 
himself is not a task that can be done by anybody, 
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a bing 4 2.9 3 a 4 ~ Tod «iddros, womep én larpixfs Kal r&y Nowrddy 
e ? ‘ > i - ‘ , > * a&v é€arw emyéred Tis Kal dpdvyaws. dp’ ody 

poeta totro emoKenréor mébev 7} Tas vopobetiKds 
i > ¥ * f eee ~ ” ‘ yéevour dv tis; 7 Kabdrep emi trav dAAwy, mapa a0 

ray modirikdy; pdpiov yap eddner THs modvruchs ‘ 
elvar. } ody dpowoy daiverat emt rijs Toduructs 
kat T&v Aowrav émornudv re Kat duvdpewr; ev 

4 4 tal Da < 7 \ r , pev yap tats dAXas of adbrot daivoyvtat tds TE 
Suvdpets mapadiddvres Kat evepyobvres an’ atrdv, 

3 A ‘ an x \ \ ? olov iatpot Kal ypadets: rd 8 moderend éar- ts 

ayyéMorvra pev Siddoxew of codiorai, mparrer 11812 
~ > 

8 adrdv obdels, GAN’ of modurevdpevor, of Sdéatev 

dv Suvdwer twl roiro mpdrrew Kal epreipia 
~ AS! t ay ‘ / i padrov Savoia: ovre yap ypddovres ovre 

Aéeyovres mepl tdv Torovrwy daivovrar (Katror 

KdAdov Av tcws % Adyous SuxavKo’s Te Kals 
Syunyopirovs), 038’ ad modutixods memoinKdres 

\ . ta wv 4 ~ t 

Tous ogetépous viets 4 twas d\Aous TdY didwv, 
an 8” ” 285 Ey ‘ a edAoyov hv, elmep eduvayto: otre yap Tats 

moAcow dpewov oddev KaréAurov dv, ov adbtots 
< id E 4 ? mal a inl é badpfat mpoddrowr dy padAdov tis rovwadrys 
Suvdyews, odd 81 Tots PiArdrows. od jury puKpoy 

y ¢ ? ‘4 é 2d \ ye €oucev H eurretpia cupBdddeaBa oddé yap 10 

eyiyvorr’ av Sid ris mokirexys cuvnbelas wodurenat* 
s cal ~ 

Sid rots efiepévors mepi Trodurinfs <idévas mpoo- 

9 See vu. viil. 2, 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, X. ix. 17-19 

but only (if at all) by the man with scientific know- 
ledge, just as is the case in medicine and the other 
professions involving a system of treatment and the 
exercise of prudence. 

18 Is not then the next question to consider from These at 
whom or how the science of legislation can be learnt ? Biy"thught 
Perhaps, hike other subjects, from the experts, by the | 
namely the politicians ; for we saw? that legislation who con fuge 
is a branch of political science, But possibly it may Politica with 
seem that political science is unlike the other sciences and rely on 
and faculties. In these the persons who impart a 
knowledge of the faculty are the same as those who exiating 
practise it, for instance physicians and painters ; fav; 
but in politics the sophists, who profess to teach the 
science, never practise it. It is practised by the 
politicians, who would appear to rely more upon a 
sort of empirical skill than on the exercise of abstract 
intelligence ; for we do not see them writing or 
lecturing about political principles (though this 
might be a more honourable employment than 
composing forensic and parliamentary speeches), 
nor yet do we notice that they have made their own 
sons or any others of their friends into statesmen, 

19 Yet we should expect them to have done so had they 
been able, for they could have bequeathed no more 
valuable legacy to their countries, nor is there any 
quality they would choose for themselves, and 
therefore for those nearest to them, te possess, 
in preference to political capacity. Not that experi- 
ence does not scem to contribute considerably to 
political success ; otherwise men would never have 
become statesmen merely through practical associa- 
tion with politics; so it would appear that those 
who aspire to a scientific knowledge of politics 
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2 iy 
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a f 

GAAa Kal as tabeiev av rat ads Sef Depameder 
A “A A 

éxdotroug, SueAdpeva. ras ees: Tatra dé rolss 
. a nn > > pev eurelpois wdeAya elvar Soxe?, rots 8° dy- 
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2 Isocrates, Antidosis § 80. 
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20 require practical experience as well as study. On 
the other hand those sophists who profess to teach 
politics are found to be very far from doing so 
successfully. In fact they are absolutely ignorant 
of the very nature of the science and of the subjects 
with which, it deals ; otherwise they would not class 
it as identical with, or even inferior to, the art of 
rhetoric.t Nor would they imagine that it is easy to 
frame a constitution by making a collection of such 
existing laws as are reputed to be good ones, on the 
assumption that one can then select the best among 
them; as if even this selection did not eall for 
understanding, and as if to judge correctly were 
not a very difficult task, just as much as it is for 
instance in music. I is only the experts in an art 
who can judge correctly the productions of that art, 
and who understand the means and the method 
by which perfection is attained, and know which 
feinents harmonize with which ; amateurs may be 

content if they can discern whether the gencral 
result produced is good or bad, for example in the 
art of painting. Laws are the product, so to speak, 
of the art of politics ; how then can a mere collection 
of laws teach a man the sence of legislation, or 
make him able to judge which of them are the best ? 

21 We do not see men becoming expert physicians but those 
from a study of medical handbooks. Yet medical 3e0f ne, 
writers attempt to describe not only general courses qtden 
of treatment, but also methods of cure and modes of Sonica 
treatment for particular sorts of patients, classified ®xperence. 
according to their various habits of body ; and their 
treatises appear to be of value for men who have had 
practical experience, though they are useless for the 
novice. Very possibly therefore collections of laws 
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kal T&y mohvre@v at ovvaywyal tots pev duva- 
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parov BéAriov tows, Kal ddAws 87 Tepl moduTeias,* 
émws es Sivapyiv 4 mept ra avOpdmva dido- ib 
codia reAciwO7. mpdtov pev ody el TL Kata 
pepos elpntar Kadds tad tay _Tpoyeveatépay 
meipabduev erreAOetv, elra éx Tav oUrTyy Levy 
modurev@v ew oa Te nota oer kat d0eipet 
Tas mdAes Kal Ta Tota éxdaTas THY ToNTELdy, 
kab dua Tivas aitlas at peév Karas ai dé Tobvavrioy 20 
modurevovtat Jewpnfévrw yap ToUTwWY rd” a 
paAAov ouvidorpev kal rota moAvreta, dpiorn, 
kal m@s éxdorn taxfeica, Kai tio vouots Kal 
eat ypupevn. Adywpev ody dp&djsevos. 

1 rodrexfs Richards, 

° This section roughly gives the contents of Aristotle’s 
Politics, excepting Book I.; ‘a review,’ etc., is Book IL, 
‘then,’ etc., Books III.-VI., ‘ what 1s the best constitution,’ 
etc., Books VII. and VIII. 

> Aristotle compiled, or caused to be compiled, descrip- 
tions of the constitutions of 158 Greek states: of these the 
Constitution of Athens alone survives. 
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NICOMACHEAN ETHICS, X. ix. 21-23 

and constitutions may be serviceable to students 
capable of studying them critically, and judging 
what measures are valuable or the reverse, and what 
lind of institutions are suited to what national 
characteristics. But those who peruse such com- 
pilations without possessing a trained facully cannot 
be capable of judging them correctly, unless they 
do so by instinct, though they may very likely 
sharpen their political intelligence. 

22 As then the question of legislation has been left our actonce 
uninvestigated by previous thinkers, 1t will perhaps (mnmust 
be well if we consider it for ourselves, together wilh include law 
the whole question of the constitution of the State, a cet 
in order to complete as far as possible our philosophy 
of human affairs. 

23 « * We will begin then by attempting a review of any Oatlino of 
pronouncements of value contributed by our pre- {4 ste) 
decessors in this or that branch of the subject; and polities. 
then on the basis of our collection of constitutions » 
we will consider what institutions are preservative 
and what destructive of states in general, and of the 
different forms of constitution in particular, and 
what are the reasons which cause some states to be 
well governed and others the contrary. For after 
studying these questions we shall perhaps be in a 
better position to discern what is the best con- 
stitution absolutely, and what are the best regula- 
tions, laws, and customs for any given form of 
constitution. Let us then begin our discussion. 
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6, of contemplation, x vil. 8 

a“ 1Spos, the Olympic winner, VIL. 
v2 

Aphrodite, viz vi. 8 

Apoianstic Life, the, 1. y, 2 
Appetites and reason, 1. xt. 15 ff, 
Argives mistake enemy, 14. vill. 16 
Aristocracy, VILL X., xi 
Art, vonh 1, iv. ¥ 7, vie ds dhe 

excellence tho mean, 1 4d 9 
Artists’ love of thelr works, 1% 

vii. BE. 
Athenians, iv. iii 26 
Attraction of opposites, vii. 1 6, 

viii. 7 

Bestinlity, vir i. 1, ¥. 
Bias (of Brione, one of the Seven 

Bages, jl. 650 B.c.), vi. 16 
Boastfulness, um. vil, 12, 1v. vii. 
Boorishiness, 11, vin 13, 1¥. vif. 
Brusidas, v. vil 1 
Brigands, ransom from, 1%. fi. ¢ 
Browning, Robert, vm. vi. 2.0. 
Buffoonery, 11. vii. 18, rv. viti. 

Calypso, tr ix, 8 
Cannibals, vin, ve 2 
Categories, the, 1 vi. 24 
Causes, efficient, un lil, 7, of & 

ix. 5 f. 
Chameleon, 1 x, 8 
Chance (rixn), 1. ix. 5 f., 1m. fil. 7, 

vs. iv. 6 
Change, pleasuro of, vn, xiv. & 
Children, incapable of happiness, 1. 

ix. 10, of choren, 111. fl. 2; * spoilt,’ 
mi, xii, 6 ft; ond parents, vuL 
xi, 2, xi. 2 if, 1x, iL 8, vii. 7 

Choice (rpoaipects), 11, vi. 16, 111. OL, 
vi, il. ; defined, vi. ih. 5 
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Cleverness, vr, xu. 9 A, VEE x. 2 
Ooimers, 1X in, 2 
Comedy, m1. HW. 8n, % Om; 
Megauan, rv. HW. 20, Ol and 
New, lv, vill. 6 

Comradeships (érarpetar), VT v Sn. 
Concord (oudrora), 1X VE 
Conjecture (evaroxéa), vt ix 8 
Consideration (cvyyvaun), VIO. 
Constaittions, classtllad, vir xX. 5 

Aristotle's collection of, x. ix 23 
Contemplation (Gewpia), 1 Vv 2, 7, 
Xvi, vai 

Continenco, seo Self-restraint 
Corrective Justice, v. i 18, iv, v. 
Couraye, 11. vi. 2, vl 2, Ur vi-ix, 
Oowardice, 1. vii, 2, vii. 2 fT, 

ML yl 
Creta, jaw givers of, 1. xait. 8. 
Cyclups, % 1x 13 
Cynics, vu. xiii, Bn. 

Deal, whether affected by fortunes 
of living, 1.x, XI 

Deduction, vr iu 8, yi. 1 
Deliberation, mt fif., viv, 1s. 
Dehbrratiyve Science, yr vn. 8 
Thelas, iuseription at, 1 wii, 14 
Democracy, v out 7, ving. v, Xb 
Demedocus of Leros, opigramma- 

tist, vir. vii. 8 
Demonstration, 1. iil 4, vi iif, 4, 

viel 
Derivations * atrapes 1 vii 7, fos 
oi, 1, ebzpdmedAog iv. vill. 8, 
Stxacor, Stkagrns V 1v 9, cwohpo- 
ourn Vi. Vv 6, waxdpiog VII Xb. 2 

Desire, 111. if 4, xf; relation to 
Intellect, vit. 1.x. 

Diaita, 1. vi, 8 
Dihaton, dikastes derived, v. ly. 0 
Diomade, v. 1° 7 
Dionysius, 1x. i, 4.n 
Discrete, 1. vi. dn, Vv. 1ih 9 
Disposition (és), virtne a, 1. xu. 

Qi, IL ve 
Distributive Justice, y. ii, 19, il, 
Dreamsa, 1. xiil, 13 
Drunkenness, avgravates offince, 

Uk, vy. 8, 15; emboldens, ut vui. 
14; and knowledge, vit. ii. &, 13 

Education, public and private, x. 
ix, 8M; Plato on, m, ifi, 8; 
payment for, 1x. i, 7 
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Effeminacy, vii vil. 6 
Empedocles (of Agngentnm in 

Sicily, physteal philosopher, fl. ¢ 
490 na, first taught the four 
elements, combined by Love and 
dissolved by Hate), vil. 11,8, 18, 
vil i. 8 

Encomia, 1. xn 6 
Endurance (aprepia), vit 4 ih, vil, 
Endymion, x, vin. q 
Envy, 11 vil. 15 
Equality or Fairness, y.i.8, ni 11%; 
tn fuendship, viru, vi. 6 note 

Equity, v x. 
Eternal things, 111. 11. 8, hi 8 
Ethics or Political Science, nature 
and subject of, 1. i.-iif, vil, 17, a, 
4i.8, derivation, 11.4.1; method 
of, sea Muthod 

Ethics and Politics, connexion of, 
a. 1X 

Eudoxus, 1 xi, bn, x, fi, fit 
Euripides, ux i, 8,27, v1 15,1x 1, 

vn vil 4, vu. 1 6, 1x vi. 2, 
ix. 1 

Evenus (the name of two elegiac 
or gnomic poets of Paros, one of 
what is said to have instracted 
Socrates in poetry), vil v 4 

Extrancous discauisesy (éwreprxol 
Adyor), 1. xii, 9, VE dv. 2 

Famuly prior to state, vi. xii. 7 
Fear, see Courago 
Baers u. vii. 18, vitr vill, 1, %. 

fi, 11 
Horan, friendship with, vir. 

4 
Fortune, see Chance 
Friendliness (¢idfa), 11. vii. 18 
Friendship (Aca), vist, 1X, de- 

fined, vir nn 4, five notes of, 
x, fv. 1; necessary for happiness, 
VIII. 1, IX. IX. 

Gentlenoss (xpqdrys), 1. vil 10, 
Iv, ¥. 

Glaucus, v ix 7 
God’s pleasure in immobility, vit. 

xiv, 8; the divine m man, x. 
vil, 8 

Gods a8 givers of happiness, 1 ix. 
2; praise not apprupriate to, x. 
xfi. 8f; their goodness not 
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virtue, vin i, 2, x vill 7 (con- 
trast ¥ vil, 8), ther remote- 
ness, vill, vil. 4; love of, vii. 
xil 6; their activity contem- 
plation, x vui. 7, their love of 
wise men, 4b, 13 

Good, tha Supreme, the Ind of 
Political Scienco, 1. 11 ; the Idea 
of, oritictved, 1 vi, possibly 
boring, vii. yi. 4 

Goods, classes of, 1 vif 2, ex- 
ternal, and happiness, 1 vin 
16%, IN, 7, x vil 4 f, 9 

Goodwill (edvoa), VT. fl 4, 1% v. 
Graces, the, v. v7 
Groaturss of Sonl (ueyadowy ia), 

WI ovu 7, ty, iil, 

Habit, see Disposition 
Halbert and Tob, vir. vi. 2 note 
Happiness, 1 1v.-vil. ; dattned, 1. 

vu, 153 efnition tested, vin - 
xin, revised, x. 15, analysed, 
Tfln-VL, x. vieevin. 

Haetor, i vith, 2, vite tL 
Helen, 1 ix, 3 
Heraclitus (of Ephesus, physien) 
ape fA 610 Bc, tanght 
that all things aro in a Blate of 
flux), Tr ti 10, vin. uh 4, vitr a 
6, xX. Vv. 8 

Hermacum, battle at, 11. vill 9 
Hosiod quoted, 1, 1v. 7, vit. xbd 5, 

vite 1 6, 18.1. 6, % 1 
Hefaareiar, 84a Couradeslups 
High-mindedness, see Greatness of 

Soul 
Homer quoted, 11, ix, 8, 6, 111. iff 18, 

vin. 2, 4, 10, 11, x. 7, xi. 1, Iv 
i, B, til, 25, vere 7, vi vu. 2, 
vi ul, vi 8 vir i, 2, x. 4, 
xi, 1, x ix, 18 

Honour, 1 v.4 ff, xll., vit vil. J 
f., xiv. 2 ff; see Ambition and 
Greatness of Soul 

Barvest fostivais, vii. ix. 5 

Ideas, Theory of, enticized, t vi 
Ignorance and_responsibility, 11, 

L180 ,v. 7 ff, ve via 5 and Un- 
restraint, wit. if. 

Immortality, 1. fl. 7, X. vil, 8 
Impetuousness, vin vii. 8, x. 4 

Incontinence, seo Unrestraint 
Indotlnite, the, 1x.1x. 7 f, x, 1, 2f. 
Independence, see Self-sufilciency 
Aud uobions iv. 5, vit. 21, v0 ili. 

Injustice, v. (see i. In) 
Insensibrhty, to pleasure (davat- 

oOneta), 11. vii, 8, viil. 2, 6, 111 Xt 
7, vin. ix. 53 tu pain (dvadynola), 
1.x 12,1 vit 7 

Intelligence (vos, &dvora), 111, {il, 6, 
vi, il. (e0 § 1 note), vi, vu 3, 5, 
viif, 9, x1 2 th, xu, the true 
Belf, ix iv. 8 f., vai, 6, x vii D5 
akin to the divine, x. vii, 1, 8 

Intuition, see Perception 
Involuntary, seo Voluniary 
liaseibility, iL vn 10,1v v. 
Irony, see Self-deyreciation 

Judgement (yrduy), vt xb 
Judicial Science, vi. vin, 8 
Justice, 1, vil, 16, v. (see 1. 1m) 

Karkinog (Atheman tragic poet, 7, 
$80n 0, atcourtof Dionysius If. 
of Syracuse), vir, vil. 6 

Kelts, rit, vil. 7 
Kerkyon (mythical tyrant of 

Elousis, put to death his daughter 
Alope, wrestled with strangers 
and killed them, finally killed by 
Theseus), vir vii. 6 

Kingship, vir %., 0 
Knowledge, see Science 
Knowledge of the right and Un- 

yostraint, vit, hi 

Lacedaemonians, 1. xii. 8, 111. With 
16, Iv. Hi, 25, vii 15, x. ix, 18 

Legal Justice, v. vii. 
Legality, vii 8m 
Legislative Science, v1, vill, 1 
Leisure, x. vn. 6 
Lesbian leaden rule, v. x. 7 
Laberahty, 1 vil. 4,1v i. 
Life, dygerentia of, 1. xi V1 f.,1™, 

ix, 7; strain of animate, vi. 
xiv 6 

Likeness, see Similarity 
Lives, the typical, 1. v. 
Loyos, 1. xl. 18 n, 
Love, vint. iv 1, viii, G, rx. 1.2 f, 

v. 9, x. 6, xu, 1 
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Magnanimity, see Greatness of Soul 
Magnificoncs (ueyadompéreca), 11, 

vil. 6, tv, it, 
Mai arvos, derivation of, vit, xi 2 
Malice (émyatpexaxia), 11, Vi, 18, 

vii. 16 
Man, a political being, 1, vil. 6, a 

pairing animal, via, xit 73 his 
dual pature, vit xiv. 8, 1x. iy 6, 
x. vin 83 divine element in, 
x. vi 8 

Han: the Olympic winner, vii. 
v2 

Man grtes lost comic epic, ascribed 
to Tomer), vi. vin 2 

Marriage, viir. x. 5, x1, 4, afl. 7 
Matetnal affection, vu vil. 3 f, 

xii, 2, 1x iv. 1, vit. 7 
Mathomaties, 1. i 2, vt viii, 6, 
8f, vu. vi. 4 

Moan, the, uo. Gf, vis rules for 
hitting, tm fx, 

Meanness, mm Vil. 4, Ive a 
Medicine, t xii 7, in a 4, vy ix. 

16, vit. xly. 4, x. av 8, vill. 21 
Moyarian comady, tv ii 20 
Mercenary troops, 1. vin. 6, Ix, 6 
Meropo, 111. {, 17 
Mathod of Bthies (Political Science), 
tah 2, wv. 6 vl 17 tL, van, 
1, 7516 dl. 85 vind 5, 12 

Milesians, vir. vin 38 
Milo (of Crotons, an athlete of 

extraordinary strength, jl. 620 
B0.), H. yi. 7 

Madesty (aiSds), 11 vu. 14, Iv. tx. 
Mouarchy, vu. x, 2 f, 
Money, Vv. v. 10-16; Gods have 

none, X. Vill. 7, See Liberality, 
Magnificence 

Money-making, life of, 1. v, 8 
Moral obligation, vit yiit, 6 if 
Motion, x. il, 42, iv. an 
Mysteries, un i. 17 

Natural Justice, ¥. vil. 
Natural Virtuo, vz. xifl. 1 
Nature, 1. il, 2, ix 5, mi 2ft, 

ini, iit, 7, vr. iv, 4, vit. xi. 4 
Necessity, W1. wi. 7 
Neoptolemus, vir, fi. 7, ix. 4 
Ninba, vu. ly. 6 
Noble, the (ceAdy), 1. iff, 2m., 17 

vil. 20 
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Number, 1 vi. 2, ve hi. 8 

Obsequiousness, iv vi REX 
Odysseus, vin ul Ty 4 
Old age and experience, vi xl. 6; 
on friendship, vitr iit 4, Vv. 2, 
vil 

Oligarchy, vul x 
Olympic games, 1 vili. 9, Vit iv. 2 
Opiron, 111, fl, 10ef., vie V8, Ix, 

8; and Unrestiaint, vir, lil 3 0 
Cpinions, value of popular.) vill, 

1,7, vu. i. 5, xi. 5, A. a. 4 

Painand Courage, tir. ix. 3 all Vital 
processes painful, vit. xiv 5. See 
Pleasure 

Palti mess (wcxpompéreca), 1 vil. 6, 
Iv if. 

Peevish (SeKodos), 1. Yi 18, tv, vi 
Perception (ateéyors), vi vill 9, 

xl 4 
Pericles, v1. v. 5 
Porsians’ paternal tyranny, Vib xX. 4 
Phalaris (tyrunt of Agrigentun in 

Sicily, ¢. STU BC), Vile ve 2 7 
Phaloctetes of Sophocles, vit ue 7, 

ix. 4, of Theodectes, vite Vil 6 
Phoenissae, 1x, vi. 2 
Pittacus, tx. vb 2 
Plato, 1 iv 6, Vil, uti 8,5 ih 

8 See Sovrates 
Pleasantness of behaviour, 1. vil, 

11, Iv. vi. 
Plensure define, vit. xii 8, x. 1v, 

6 ff. ; classified, vir, iy. 2,5. an 
experience uf the soul, 1 vii 10; 
and Virtue, 1. vill, 10 M!, 27 fin, 
mi ix 8 ff ; and Good, vu xis 
xv., ¥ Lev , and Courage, It fx., 
object of Temperance and Pro- 
flwacy, 11, vil. 8, an x. f, of 
Self-restraint and Unrestraint, 
vi. iv,; unnatural, vit. Vs 

Poets' love for own poems, IX, 
vu 4 

Political Courage, ur, viii 12 
Political Justice, v. vil. 
Political Life, 1 vy. 4 ft 
Political Science, 1. i-ul, VE vil 
Sf, vill; not evact, 1 dil 1; 
requires experfence, 1. in. & ff, 
xX ox, 21 

Politics, Atistotle's, x. ix. 28 
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Praise, contrasted with honour, 
1 xil.3 test of virtue, 1. xiii. 20 

Pijam, « ix. 11, xX. 14, vin i. 1 
Price fixed by yalua to buyer, Vv. 

vy. 11, 1x. 1.8 
Prodigality, mu vu. 4, tv i. 
Prothgacy, u, vii 8, viil 24, 111 

x, VL. vi dv, vii 200, viii. 
Proportion and Justies, v. Wn, Ye 5 

andl Friendshjp, 4.1, In j discrete 
and continuous, v. lil, 9, geo- 
metrical, ¥, til. 13; allthmetical, 
viv 8 

Protagoras (Sophist, ¢, 450 411 8 0., 
b Abdera in ‘Thrace, twice 
visited and taught at Athens), 
IX 1.6 

Proverbs, vii. tl. 10, vii. i 2, 6, 
v.6,iy 1, xn 4, rx. vill 2, \1.5 

Prudence (ppdvnars), Vi. 15, VL 
Vex, X. vili, 8 

Psychology, seo Soul 
Purple in Comedy, rv. ii 20 
Purpono, sea Choles 
Pythagoreans, % vi. 7, 1 vi. 14, 

vw Wl 

Qnicknoss of mind (ayxévaca), VI. 
1\.@ 

Rack, good man happy on the, 
vu, xin. 8 

Rashness (@pacvrys), 1, vil. 2, 
un vie ff. 

Rational, the, 1 wh. 18 n 
Reciprovity (7d avrimerovbds), V. Vs 
Replenishment, pleaswe of, x. 11. 6 
Responsibility, i. Lev, v. vu. 
Retaliation, v v. 3 
Leer caer (won of Zeus and 

brother of Minos, king af Crete, 
became a fudge of the dead In 
Hades), ¥. v. 3 

Rhetoric contused with Politics, 
X, ix. 18 

Righteous Indignation (vdneots), 
It. vil. 15 

Balt, fo eat a man’s, vitr, fii. 8 
Sanguine, the (eveAmes), 111. vu 18 
Sappho (lyric poctess of Lesbos, ¢. 

600 BC.), VIL vi. 8 
Bardanapallna, LV on. 
Satyrus, vir iv. 6 
Sctence, scleutific knowledge (éxe- 

oniuy), vi. iii, vi, vii 8, 5, 
vul, 8, 1x. 2 

Scythiang, my. iii 6, vit. vil. 6 
Seli, the true, see Intelligenca 
Self-consciousness and sympathy, 

x. ix. Of. 
Belf depreciation {cipwvela), 11. vil. 

12, m1 in. & 
Self-njury, v1. xi, 
Self-love, 1x, iv., vill. 
Belf-restraiut (¢yxpdreca), 1. xlil. 15, 

Vit. ie, 
Self-suficiency, 1. vi. Of, v. vi. 4, 

xX vu. 4 
Sensation, vi. hh 2, xX, aw 6 ff 

(sea Perception); degferentia of 
animal life, 1 vil. 12, vant. ix. 95 
pleasures of, x. v 

Shakespeare, 1 ili, 5 n., ur. vib 7 ne 
Shame (aidds), r vii. 14, IV. ix. 
Sicyonians, uf viii, 16 
Sight, the source of love, 1x, xf, 1, 

of vin ive ve. 8 
Similarity the basis of friendship, 
VI. t 6, vi 6 

Simones TL, (of Ceos, lyric poct, 
b, 650 B.o,), L x. U1, Iv, f. 27, 
iff, 16 

Sincerity, see Truth fulness 
Slavery, vir x. 4, xi, 6 ff, x. vi, 8 
Stnallness ot Soul, Wy vil. 7, 1v. did, 
Sinell, un x. 5 f,x Ww 7 
Socrates, m1, vn. 6, tv, Vii. 14, VL 

xin. 8, vit. il. 1, fii, 18 
Softnoss (wadexia) vir i. 4, vil. 
Solon, 1X. 1, iu. v. 4, X. vill, 11 
Soplusts, vit, u. 8, rm. 1.7, X. 1x, 

18 f. 
Sophoctes, vit. il. 7, ix. 4 
Sophrosyne (seo Temperance), de- 

rivation of, vL vy. & 
Soul, parts of, tr. vil. 12 ff, xin, 
1 ¥ iv, xh 9, vif 6, xi. 63 
relation to body, virr xi, 6; 
happiness an activity of, 1. vil. 
18 ff 

Speusippus, 1, vi. 7 n., vit. xi, 8 n., 
x iidn. 

Spu it, see Anger 
Spiritlessness (dopynoia), Tm Vil, 

10, 1.5 
Stars more divine than man, vi. 

vil. 4 
Suieide, v. xi, 1 fF. 
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Bueiy, tha (dvcepts), m1. vii, 18, Iv. 
v 

Syllogism, practacul, vir. HfL. 6, 9 
Bympathy, 1. ix, 7 i, xi 26 

Yactfulness (émcdefcdrys), bY. vin. 5, 
IX. X%. 13 

Taste, ur x 9,xX v.7 
Tastolessness (aretpoxadla), 11. Vii. 

6, IV. ii. 
Tempnrance (cwPpoovvy), 11 vii 3, 

viii 21, 11. x.-xiL, vi Vv. 6, VII. IV, 
Thales (of Miletus, « bso-o40 b.c., 

first of the Ionian physicists and 
one of the Seven Sages; taught 
that water was tho origin of 
things), vs. vil. 6 

Theodectes (of Vhaselis in Pam- 
phyha, contemporary rhetorician 
and tiagic poet, lived at Athens), 
viL vii 6 

Theoymsa (of Megaia, elegiac and 
gnomic poet, fl. 548 p.0.), Lx. ix. 
7, xil,8,x ix 3 

Theoria, 866 Contemplation 
Thetis (sea-goddass, wife of Peleus, 

mother of Achilles), Iv. 11. 26 
Timocracy, vit. x, 
Touch, 1, X. 9 fl, XW. 7 
Truth, the work of thought, vi. 1. 

8, iv. 8; correctness of opinion, 
vi. ix. 8 

Truthfulness, tm. vil. 11 £., tv. vii. 
Tyrauny, VIII. vi. 6,3., x1.,X vi. & 

Understanding (cvveots), VI. x. 
Unlimited (arepor), the Pytha- 

goroan, 11. vi, 14 
Unrestraint (axpacia), VII. f-x 

Vanity (xavvdrms) 11 vil. 7, Iv. fli. 
Vice voluntary, Ii. v. 

Vices, table of, 11. vil. 
Virtue, intelloctual and moral, 1 

xui. 20 
Virtue, moral, 1 -vi, dened, mm. 

v1 15; relation to Prudence, vi. 
wi. GM, Ku. x. vial, 8; voluntary, 
ut, ¥.; relation to happiness, x. 
vin 1 if 

Virtue, natural, vz. xi. 6, xXli, 1p 
supolhuman, Viti. 1 

Virtues, inoral, table of, 1 vil 
intellectual, vi (see xl 4) 

Voluntariness, of Virtue and Vice, 
ut v.; of Profligacy aud Coward- 
fee, 111. xi. 11% 

Veluneayys the, ur. 1, v., vill, ix, 
x 

Voluntary and Involuutary trang- 
actions, v. ii 13, iv 1d, v. 

Vulganty (Bavavoia), 1 vil, 0, tv. al 

Wealth, acquired and inherited, 
Iv. i, 20, 1x. vu 73 see Goods, 
external, and Money 

Will, 111. ii, ; weakness of, vit 1,-x, 
Wisdom, vi. vi 1, vii, xii, 6 (rala- 

tion Lo happiness), ali 8 (superior 
to Prudenes), x. vil. 1 & 

Wish, uy il, 71, Iv. 
Wittaness (ebrpared/a), un, vii, 13, 

ty. vill. (derivation § 8), x. vi. 8 

Xenophantus, musician, vir. vil. 6 

Young, the, incapable of Bthics 
1, iil, 5; of Prudence, vi. vili, 53 
of Metaphysics and Physics, vr. 
vill, 6, ineaperrenced, vr, vill. 55 
like the mmtovicated, vir wy. 83 
their friendship, vin. ti, 5, vi. 1 

Zons, 1v. Uf 25, vin x. 6, 1x. ii, 7 
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